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£20 per annum such charge not to exceed £1
per anuum; b~t whenever the said commi.ssioners shall make a rate of more than 1s. III
the £1, then in that case the extra rate over and
above Is. in the £1 shall be charged upon the
valuation of such land and tenements, in addition to the said minimum of £1 as aforesaid.
The said commissioners may make a by-Jaw
for the half-year ending the 31st day of December, 1880, increasing the rates and charges fixed
by Bye-1aw No.6 of the Ballarat and Ballarat
East Water Commissioners and dated the 19th day
of December, 1879, provided that such increased
rates and cbarges shall Dot exceed such amount
of £10 per centum per annum and shall not be
chargeable until after the 30th. day of June,
1880."

Act llepeai Bill.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEl\1BLY.
Wednesday, June 2, 1880.
Postal Department: Footscray Delivery-Fires in the Goulburn Valley-Public Instruction: High Classes: School at
Hotham-Local Land Boards-Marriage and Matrimonial
Causes Statute Amendment Bill-Electoral ProvincesColonial Museum :-Despatch from the Secretary of StateCustoms Act (Inland Bonding Warehouses) Amendment
Bill-Mr. R. W. Beach-Railwll.Y Construction and Management-Mining Leases-Railway Map-Exclusion of
Strangers: Mr. Zox.'s Motion-Mr. John llrown-Chewton
Railway Station-Business of the Supreme Court-Civil
Service: Dismissals and Heinstatements-Ventilation of
the Assembly Chamber-Payment of Members BillConstitution Act Alteration Bill: Second Reading:
Second Night's Debate-Expenditure under Loans: Yan
Yean Works- Falsification of Accounts LawAmendment
Bill-Census Bill.

Major SMITH asked the Government
to strike out the latter portion of the
clause.
Mr. KERFERD said that the clause,
The SPEAKER took the chair at half·
as it was proposed to amend it, would be past four o'clock p.m.
in strict accordance with the agreement
which had been elltered into between the
POSTAL DEPARTMENT.
Government and the present commisMr. W. M. CLARK asked the honorsioners. If, after further inquiry, the able member representing the Postmasterhonorable member for Ballarat West General whether arrangements would be
(Major Smith) was not satisfied on the made for ensnring a more punctual and
point, an opportunity would be afforded rapid delivery of letters at Footscray than
him, at a subsequent stage, of proposing existed at present? Only one letterany alteration of the clause he deemed carrier, he observed, was employed in the
desirable.
borough, and, in consequence, many of
The amendment was agreed to.
the inluibitants did not receive their mornMr. KERFERD proposed two new ing letters until one or two o'clock in the
cfauses, one giving power to the Ballarat afternoon.
Water Commissioners (the commissioners
Mr. SERVICE stated that the subject
appointed by the Bill) to enforce all was under the consideration of the Post.
existing by-laws, and to recover all rates master-Genera], who had directed an
and charges as fully and effectually as the officer to report as to the best means. of
present commissioners "could have done providing the increased accommodatIon
if this Act had not passed"; and the desired.
other empowering the Governor in Council, on petition, to proclaim any municipal
FIRES IN THE GOULBURN
district, or part thereof, to be a "water
VALLEY.
snpply district within the meaning of
Mr. SHARPE asked the Minister of
Acts Nos. 448 and 500," and to appoint
Railways whether any report had been
the council of such municipality the" local
received from the officer seot to inquire as
governing body" of such water supply to the origin of the fire in the neighbourdistrict.
hood of N agambie on the day of the
The clauses were agreed to.
opening of the Goulburn Valley Railway
Major SMITH said it had been repre- to Shepparton; and, if so, when would it
sented to him that the Ballarat Water be dealt with?
Commissioners had not the same power of
Mr. GILLIES said he had not yet
enforcing payment of rates that was posreceived the report. He expected it the
sessed by municipal b04ies.
next day, and he hoped that, as soon as it
Mr. KERFERD promised to make a came to hand, he would be able to deal
note of the matter.
with it.
The schedules and preamble were agreed
to, and the Bill was then reported with
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
amendments.
Mr. W. MADDEN asked the Minister
The House adjourned at twenty-two of Public Instruction whether, on an early
minutes past eleven o'clock.
day, he would take action with the view
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to establish, in one of t.he most centrally
situated schools in each country school
district, a high class in which children
who showed exceptional talent might be
prepared for the University?
Mr. RAMSAY observed that the subject raised by this question was one of
considerable importance; and, if the Education department had funds at its disposal, he would be glad for high schools
to be established in the different centres
of population;· but the money voted for
educational purposes was to a great extent
absorbed in supplying elementary instruction to up-country districts, many of which
had been but recently settled. Indeed the
district represented by the honorable
member (Mr. Madden) was one of the
chief claimants on the educational fund at
the present time, and had been for the last
two or three years. However, section 16
of the Education Act mentioned the
following as one of the duties of boards
of advice:"To recommend the payment by the Education department of school fees, or the grant of a
scholarship or exhibition, in the case of any
child displaying unusual ability."

In order to carry out the idea involved in
this provision, it had been the practice of
the department for some years to send a
person capable of conducting a matriculation ~lass to the principal State sehools in
the colony; and since he took office he
had ascertained that, in almost every large
centre of population there was one State
school teacher capable of couducting a
matriculation class, aud preparing' scholars
for· the University. The practice would
be continued as far as possible until the
department could undertake the workwhich he would like, and which he
hoped, .to see undertaken before longof establishing intermediate schools between the ordinary State schools and the
U niversit.y.
Mr. LAURENS inquired whether the
Minister would erect, out of the unexpended balance of the £5,000,000 loan
apportioned to the erection of State
schools, a school in Queensberry-street,
Hotham, the plans of which had been
drawn some two years?
Mr. RAMSAY stated that no doubt
the case was one which should be dealt
with as early as possible, but if tile plans
were prepared two years ago it seemed
extraordinary that the work was not
undertaken when the late Minister of
Public instruction had about £f07,000 at
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his disposal for the erection of State
school buildings. He (Mr. Ramsay) had
at his command no more than £76,000,
and yet be was called upon to provide
scbool builuings which would absorb no
less than £230,000. He was endeavouring to meet all the cases which were
represented by the department as most
urgent. The school recommended by the
honorable member for North :Melbourne
(Mr. Laurens) would cost £5,000, and to
proceed with it meant excluding a number
of country dist.ricts from all school accommodation whatever. A school just within
the Carlton electorate had been recommended by the department as one much
more urgent; and be was sorry that the
funds at bis disposal would not enable
him to undertake the erection of the
Queensberry-street school at the present
time.
LOCAL LAND BOARDS.
Mr. ROBERTSON asked the Minister
of Lands whether he intended to revive
the practice of appointing representatives of local bodies to act on local land
boards?
Mr. DUFFY observed that, when local
land boards were first instituted, shire
presidents Hnd chairmen of mining boards
were asked to give their assistance to the
Government, becanse, from their 10caJ
knowledge, they were likely to be acquainted with the character and antecedents of applicants for selections, and
with the country necessary to be reserved
for roads, access to water, and other purposes. He understood that althollgh there
was some objection in the department to
these gentlemen sitting on local boards,
their presence at those boards, on the
whole, had been useful. He intended, if
possible, to make some slight change in
the arrangements connected wit.h the
holding of local boards whereby the local
land officer himself would be able to deal
with nnimportant and trivial cases, while
importallt cases, in which some conflict
between select.ors and the local body, or
some other difficulty arose, would be l;eard
by the local officer and some more responsible officer of the department. In all
cases affecting local interests with respect
to which it might be thought beneficial,
in the interests of the State, to have the
presence of shire presidents or mining
board chairmen, those gentlemen would
be asked to attend as was formerly the
practice.
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MARRIAGE AND
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES STATUTE

AMENDMENrr BILL,
Mr, McKEAN mentioned that this Bill
llad not yet been distributed, and, that
being the case, he begged to suggest that
draft copies should be seut to the police
magistrates throughout the country with an
invitation to recommend any amendments
which they might think necessary. The
matter was one with which magistrates
had a great deal to do, owing to the maintenance cases which arose by reason of the
frequent desertion by husbands of their
wives and families.
Mr.KERFERD remarked that when the
Bill was distributed the honorable member
for North Gippsland (Mr, McKean) would
find that it simply enacted a law which
had been passed in England. The Chief
Justice, who had been consulted on the
subject, considered it very desirable that
the law should be extended to the colony.
]f it should be deemed desirable, after the
Bill was printed, to circulate copies, as the
honorable member for North Gippsland
suggested, there would be no objection to
that course.
ELECTORAL PROVINCES.
Mr. VALE reminded the Premier of
his promise to let the House know what
could be done in the way of furnishing
honorable members with maps showing
the boundaries of the proposed new electoral provinces, and a schedule of the
estimated numbers that would be added
to the roll of electors for the Legislative
Council by the passage of the Constitution
Act Alteration Bill.
Mr. SERVICE stated that two large
maps had been prepared-the one showing
the new provinces, the other showing the
old and new provinces combined. They
would be hung up in the chamber. He
had been furnished with an estimate of the
cost of lithographing the maps, and he had
given instructions for lithograph copies to
be executed.
The schedules of voters
were being prepared, and, when ready,
would be laid on the table.
DESPATCH.
Mr. RAMSAY presented, by command
of the Governor, a despatch from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, relative to
the establishment of a colonial museum in
London.

Mr. R. W. Beacn.

CUSTOMS LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. McINTYRE moved for leave to
introduce a Bill to amend the Customs
Act so far as it related to the establishment of inland bonding warehouses. He
explained that the Bill was practically the
same measure that he brought before Parliament in the last two sessions. Its object
was to give effect to the existing law which
contemplated the establishment of bonds
in inland towns like Sandhurst, Ca.stiemaine, Ballarat, and Beechwortb, and
also at the ports of Geelong, Belfast,
Portland, and Warrnambool. Under the
existing law it was impossible to establish
a bonding warehouse at anyone of those
places without paying £250 a year for a
locker to look after it; but under the Bill
this expenditure would to a great extent
be saved, because the intention was that
the bond should be managed by some clerk
in the local Treasury.
Mr. JOHNSTONE seconded the motion, which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
l\lR. R. W. BEACH.
Mr. ROBERTSON moved"That there be laid before this House all
papers connected with the granting of an allotment of land in the parish of Birregurra to
Richard West neach."

Mr. A. K. SMITH seconded the motion.
Mr. DUFFY suggested that the words
" copies of " should be inserted before" all
papers."
The motion, amended as suggested, was
agreed to.
RAILvVAY CONSTRUCTION.
Mr. A. K. SMITH moved"That a select committee be appointed to
inquire into and report to this House on the
following subjects in connexion with the Victorian Railways, since 1858 :-1. The methods
and cost of construction. 2. The methods and
cost of maintenance. 3. The methods and cost
of management. 4. The methods and estimated cost of construction proposed for future
extension of the Victorian railways. The committee to consist of the following members :Mr. Madden, Mr. Longmore, Mr. Harper, Mr.
Mirams, Mr. Bosisto, Mr. Lyell, Mr. Fincham,
Mr. Wallace, Mr. Johnstone, and the mover,
three to form a quorum; and to have power to
call for persons, papers, and records."

He observed that the first railways constructed in the colony (extending a length
of 198! miles) cost on an average £38,409
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per mile. It appeared by the last report
from the Board of Land and Works that
the length of railway constructed up to the
end of 1~78 was 1,035 miles, the average
cost of which (including the first 198!
miles) was £14,824 per mile; but the
average cost of the last 836t miles was
no more than £8,629 per mile, showing
a saving of something like £29,780 as
compared with the cost of the earlier
railways. I t should also be borne in
mind that, on the 29th .January last, the
late Minister of Railways submitted to
the Legislative Assembly a schedule of
new railways which he proposed to construct, the total length being 410 miles,
alld the estimated cost something like
£2,294,000 or £5,596 per mile. Another
fact which should be recollected was that.
the lines from Melbourne to Sandhurst
and from Gcelong to Ballarat were double
lines, but experience had proved that in
neithel' case was the extra line reqnired.
The unnf'cessary expenditure in those
cases, with 20 years' interest add(!d,
rf'presented a very large sum indeed,
which, if ·it had been available at
the present time, would have been of
material assistance in the construction
of new railways. He brought forward
the motion because he held it to be
most desirable that such an important
business as railway construction should
not be engaged in without the matter being
first coolly and fairly inquired into. He
was well aware that the present Engineerin-Chief of Railways was in no way
responsible for the heavy cost of the
first railways. At the same time, he held
it to be important that the House shoulJ
be fully posted up as to what had been
clone in this and other countries with
reference not only to railway construction
but also to railway maintenance and
management. He believed that, if his
motion were a.dopted, the labours of the
committee would result in the placing
before the House of an amount of information which would be of great vulue
in connexion with the consideration of
future railway proposals. The scarcity
of information on these subjects had
prevented him giving an intelligent vote
on many occasions. It had been too
frequently the practice to bring down
plans and specifications,. and deal with.
them the same evening-before there was
any opportunity for mastering details.
Mr. BOSISTO seconded the motion,
b.~t said he ~ust d~cl!Il:e t<? ~e~v~ on the .
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committee. He begged to suggest that
the name of the honorable member for
Rodney (Mr. Fraser) be substituted.
The motion was amended accordingly.
Mr. GILLIES stated that the only
objection he had to the motion was that
it necessarily involved a tax on the time
of officers of the Railway department.
AlI'eady one inquiry was being prosecuted
by a select committee, and that inquiry, he
undertook to say, would cost the country
hundreds of pounds. If the committee
now proposed were also appointed, the time
of professional officers of the Rail way
department wonld be taken up to such an
extent in attendance at. Parliament-house
that it would not be possible for them to
perform their ordinary dnties.
Mr. FRASER expressed the opinion
that not the slightest goorl wonld accrue
from the adoption of the motion. He
quite concurred with the Minister of
Rail ways that the appointment of I he
committee wOllld lead to a large amount
of the valuable time of officers of' the
Railway department being lost, with no
prosppct of' any good result whatever.
He noticed that most of the gentlemen
named on the committee were not versed
in railway matters. If there were any
misgivings on the subject of railway construction, he would be one of the first for
applying a pract.ical remedy. In such a
case, he would have the matter referred,
not to a select committee of the Assembly,
but to a board of professional men connected with the other colonies. He must
repeat that he believed the appointment
of the proposed committee would be of no
service whatever.
Mr. SERVICE recommended that the
debate should be adjourned for a fortnight, in order that the Government
might have the opportunity of consulting
wit.h the professional head of the Rail way
department on the subject.
Mr. A. K. SMITH said he had no
objecti.on to this course, but he considered
the matter one of great importance. Even
if the proposed inquiry did cost some
hundreds of' pounds, it would probably be
the means of saving thousands of pounds
to the State. .
The debate was adjourned until Wednesday' June 16.
MINING LEASES.

Mr. FISHER moved" That there be laid before this House a return
showing the uumber of mtning leases grantecl in
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the Bendigo district. the date of granting, and
the time for which granted, and also the number
of Ulen to be employed per acre in order to
comply with the covenants of each lease."
Mr. B ELL seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
RAILWAY MAP.
Mr. McKEAN llloved" That there be laid before this House a map
of the colony of Victoria, showing the Jines of
rail way carried out; the lines, in different
colours, projected by eaeh Ministry; the li1H's
where flying surreys have been made j and the
lines where actual surveys have been made;
with a foot-note showing what Minister caused
the respeeth'e surveys to be made."
:Mr. GRAVES seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS.
Mr. ZOX llloved"That if, at any sitting of the House, or in
committee, allY melllber shall take notice that
strangers are present, Mr. Speaker or the Chair·
man, as the ease may be, shall forthwith put the
question that strangers he ordered to withdraw
without permitting any debate or amendment;
provided that Mr. tipeaker or the Chairman may,
whenever he thinks fit, ordcr the withdrawal of
strangers from allY part of the House."
In brillgillg forward this quest.ion (said
Mr. Zox). I desire to assure honorable
members on all sides of the Honse that I
am not actuated by any part.y feeling at
all. I desire the motion to be discussed
entirely upon its merits; but, considering
what transpirell dnring the last session of
Parliament, I think it becomes the duty
of every bonoraLle member who desires to
see the debates of this House conducted
in an orderly ,yay to gi \'e me their support on this occasion. I believo it will be
admit.ted on all hands that for one hon0rable member, by his mere fiat, to be able
to clear til is House of str::mgers is a thing
which should be done away with as
quickly as possible. It mar be all very
well Ihat there should be opportunity for
the eX(>l'ci:'e of snch a power when honor~Lhle members lose tlleil' own self-respect,
and cOIHluct themselveH ill snell a way as
to deprhe debate of the dio'nity which
should attach to it ; but tho I~OWel' should
be exercised with extreme cantion. Certainly, for an honorable member to rise in
his place awl call tho Speaker's attention
to the presence of strano'ers when some
action of his own mn,y be ~ndel' discussion,
is 110t at all in accordance with what
shonld be dono in this House. I myself
have sat 'ill . this House aftel' f;lt.r~lJ9q!·:'l

lJave bee.n excluded, only to hefl,r derates
conducted in a wa,y that. l' was ashamed
of. The question has occupied the atten":
tion of the HOllse of Commons. A motion
similar to that which I submit was passed
at tbe instance of Mr. Disraeli; and I
will take the liberty of reading the following remarks which were made during
the debate on that occasion by the Hight
Hon. Robert Lowe : '
"An honorable gentleman takes it into his
head that he will exercise this privilege. Frolll
that mOlllent he is our master; he ·brings every
one of us on his knees. VV hatever the member
may be, whether important or otherwise, matters nothing; he becomes our king f01' the time
being, and everyone begs and entreats that he
will not exercise his power. nut who gave him
that power? ·What iuduces us JlOW to place
ourselves at the feet of any man who chooses to
exert his mastery over us? If the whole of this
House wishes that its proceedings should be
open, exccpt one man, what sense or reason is it
that one man shoulll be able to prevent it?
There is nothing that I am aware of in our
Constitution or history which should induce us
to give to one single man the power to do what
was done the other day-on the approach of
a most interesting and harmless di~cussi()n, to
stop our proceedings and absolutely to turn out
the Heir Apparent. We have been told that
we were gentlemen first, and Members of Parliament afterwards j bnt if every member has
the right properly vested in him of excluding
strangers, wha.t business has the right honorable gentleman or anyone else to challenge him
for the exercise of it? That one single member should be allowed to overrule 6.10 members
of a contrary opinion, anti to put upon the.
House this injury and degradation, is to me
utterly inconceivable, The right honorable
gentleman ha.s given 11S no reasons except the
wisdom of our ancestors, and that was exercised
in reference to a state of fn:cts entirely different
from those which exist at the present moment."
The power of excluding strangers at
the instance of one memLer has been
exercise<l in a most extraordinary manlier even in the Honse of Commons.
MI'. O'Connell used to have the galleries
cleared Lecanse he laboured under the
impression that bis speeches were not properly reported by the newspapers. I am
I-5l.1re we have all the pri dleges we can
legitimately wish for. There is no doubt
that the press exercises a very benefici:11 influence over the debates, and I
hold that the greater puLlicity is given
to om proceedings the better it will be for
the House. ],10reover, what right has an
honora,bie member, who pas perhaps gone
cap in hand to one of his constituents to
solicit his vote, to cause tIle galleries to Le
cleared at the very moment, it may be, when
that constituent is listening to a debate?
l'4e mon.? 4!~orderly hono:rable members
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become, the more publicity should be giveu
to their proceedings. Let the country
know exactly how its representatives conduct themselves. I am sure that the
certainty of our proceedings being impartially and correctly reported at all
times cannot fail to exercise a great influence on the utterances of honorable members. When the press is excluded, what
happens? Why, on such occasions, members are to be seen on all sides with paper
and pencils taking notes for the express
purpose of supplying them to the reporters.
I would say emphatically that is not the
way to obtain an impartial report of what
transpire::; in the House. Every member
is to a certain extent biased, and the
result is that when, in some of those secret
sittirtgs, proceedings of a disgraceful
character take place, the press publishes
a more or less garbled statement of what
occurred. By the last mail I received a
letter from my father in England, telling
me that a long account of the last scene
which took place in this Assembly had
appeared in the Times newspaper. I do
not know who supplied that report to the
Times, but, to show the impression it
created in England, I may mention that
my father actually congratulated me upon
having escaped personal violence. "What
a mercy it was," he said, "you were not
greatly injured." Honomble members who
were present during that scene all know
that nothing really transpired of a nature
to put any honorable member in personal
fear, with the exception of the honoraLle
members engaged in the conflict. This
is an illustration of how undesirable it is
to exclude the press from our discussions,
and shows that some action on the subject
is absolutely necessary. I may mention,
with regard to the latter part of the
motion, that my reason for placing power
to exclude strangers in the hands of the
Speaker or Chairman was to provide for
an emergency when strangers might misconduct themselves in the galleries. Such
a thing has never occurred yet, nor is it
likely to occur, but still in such matters it
is always necessary to provide for possibilities, and I admit that majorities are
not always right. Consequently I propose
to vest this power in the Speaker as a
gentleman in whom the House has implicit confidence, and also in the Chairman
of Committees, being confident that the
power will never be used by either unless
in the event of an extreme emergency
rendering its exercise desirable. I trust
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the motion will receive from honorable
members the consideration which its importance deserves.
Mr. HARPER seconded the motion.
Mr. McKEAN. - This motion is an
attempt to alter one of the standing orders
of the House, but I submit that its
wording does not carry out what is the
evident intention of the mover.
Mr. ZOX.-I have copied verbatim the
motion carried in the House of Commons.
Mr. McKEAN.-I cannot help that.
The motion says that if any member take
notice that strangers are present the
Speaker or Chairman "shall forthwith
put the question that strangers be ordered
to withdraw," but it does not say what is
to happen if that motion is carried. No
machinery is provided to compel strangers
to withdraw. According to the remarks
of the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Zox), his desire is that, if
one member calls attention to the presence
of strangers and the majority oppose their
withdrawal, they may remain. No doubt
scenes have been enacted in the House
in past times which it would have been
well to allow the press and the public an
opportunity of witnessing. Still the withdrawal of strangers may on many occasions
be desirable, but, according to the motion,
they would not be required to withdraw
unless the majority of the members present, or the Speaker or Chairman, as the
case might be, desired their withdrawal.
The Speaker and Chairman are thus
given greater power than a minority of
the House, which might comprise 40
honorable members. I think the more
regular way to proceed in this matter
would be to move for an alteration in the
standing order dealing with the subject,
rather than to attempt to deal with the
question by a motion of this kind, which
I consider is not properly before the
House.
Mr. V ALE.-I think it is somewhat
unsatisfactory that one honorable member should have the power of clearing the
galleries of strangers, and so preventing
the proceedings of the House from being
reported, but I think it would be equally
dangerous to place the power absolutely
in the hands of a majority, and not, instead, with some reasonable safeguard, ill
the hands of a minority. I would suggest
that a better arrangement than that proposed would be to provide that the Speaker
or Chairman sh()uld not have power to
dirl?ct s.tr!ln~er§ to withdraw unless at the
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request of six or ten memhers-I am not
particular as to the exact number. Even
the proposer of the motion admitted that
majorities are not always right. In fact,
majorities are sometimes tyrannical, and
minorities sometimes very irritating and
annoying; and it would be well to surround any new method of excluding
strangers with some safeguard as to its
exercise.
Mr. LAURENS.-Mr. Speaker, I have
a notice of motion on the paper with respect to this question to the following
effect : " That, in the opinion of this House, when an
honorable member calls the attention of either
the Speaker or the Chairman of Committees to
the presence of 'strangers,' the then occupant
of the chair should, without previous discussion,
put the question' That strangers be excluded' ;
and that no strangers should in future be requested to withdraw unless such question is
carried by a majority of the members present."

I desire to know whether I would be in
order in moving Illy motion as an amendment to the present motion?
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member cannot move as an amendment
any motion which he 'has placed on the
notice-paper.
Mr. LAURENS.-Then I desire to
say that I entirely agree with the reasoning
of the honorable niember for East Melbourne (Mr. Zox) on this subject. I
concUl' with him that it should not be
within the power of one member of
the House to cause the withdrawal of
strangers. During the three sessions of
the last Parliament, I can recall no single
occasion on which strangers were ordered
to withdraw when the order appeared to
me right, nor was there one of those
occasions on which, if the question had
been put to the vote, I believe half-adozen members would have been found to
vote for the exclusion of strangers. It is
certainly strange that at this period of
the nineteenth century such a power
should still be gi ven to one member of the
House. The power is one which should
no longer exist. Whether the motion of
the honorable member for East Melbourne
or the suggestion of the honorable member
for Fitzroy ,(Mr. Vale) is the more likely
to secure the support of the House I cannot say, but either arL'angement would be
an improvement upon the present system,
by which one member-who perhaps
might have been drinking something
stronger than coffee-has the absolute
power, without the question being even
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discussed, of clearing the galleries. I
can scarcely conceive any circumstances
oecurring in a colony like this which
would render t.he exclusion of strangers a
proper proceeding. Such occasions might
possibly arise in the Imperial Parliament, which has to deal with questions
affecting war or peace, but I cannot
imagine them arising in Victoria. In
any case, if a valid reason existed for the
withdrawal of strangers, the power to
exclude them would still be given under
the motion, or the arrangement suggested
by the honorable member for Fitzroy.
By way of explanation, I may mention
that my notice of motion was not given
with the intention of trenching on the
domain of the honorable member for East
Melbourne. Honorable members who
were in the last Parliament will recollect
that I openly expressed my dissent from
the exclusion of strangers, and t.he motion
of which I have given notice was written
out by me before the opening of the present session. It would have been the
first on the list but that the honorable
member for East Melbourne, when giving
notice, happened to catch the Speaker's
eye before me.
Mr. HARPER.-I trust the House will
adopt this motion, more especially as it is,
I understand, a transcript of one recently
passed by the House of Commons at the
instance of the leaders on both sides of
the House. During last session, it unquestionably became evident that the
power vested in one member of ordering
the withdrawal of strangers was a power
which should not he allowed to continue.
There can be no doubt that the presence
of the press and the public has a moderating effect. Honorable members then
know that their constituents and the colony
at large will learn next day how they are
performing their duty, and therefore it
appears to me that that moderating influence, which we have unfortunately reason
to consider so necessary, should be established permanently. There is some force
in the suggest,ion of the honorable member
for Fitzroy (Mr. Vale) that six or eight
members should have the right, of excluding strangers, but still I think, considering the House of Commons has adopted
the practice stated in the present m'o#on,
we shall be safe in following the precedent set us. It may seem that the motion
asks us to give up one of the privileges of
the possession of which honorable members are naturally jealous, but I think it
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will be admitted that this particular privilege is one which is uangerous and ought
not to exist.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I approach this subject with some diffidence. On no occasion
that I am aware of did I ever order
strangers to withdraw-for practically a
member orders them to withdraw - but
I was the cause of the late Ministry ordering their withurawal, last session, on three
separate occasions in one night. I did not
approve of that; but, nevertheless, I think
there is a great deal of twaddle in the
notion that when members are in the presence of the public they conduct themselves like gentlemen, but that when the
public eye is off them they do not. Then
when it is stated as a reason for altering
one of the laws of Pa.r1iament tlHtt we are
reported in the newspapers, I say that is
not true. Weare not reported in the
newspapers.
Some honorable members
here and thore may possibly get a line,
but the bulk of them do not get that.
Moreover, I submit that if this motion is
passed it can have no effect-it will be a
mere brutum fulmen. There is a standing order on the subject of the 6xclusion
of strangers, and the proper way is to refer
the matter to the Standing Orders Committee with a view to their considering and
reporting. as to the desirability of repealing
or amending the 12th and 13th standing
orders. . In connexion with this matter, I
desire to say that there are certain press
men who come into this House and take
advantage of their position by ingeniously
twisting a word here and there so as to
make what are simply gross misstatements
of facts, dangerous to the reputation of
members, and for which there is positively
no remedy whatever. I think it would be
a very desirable thing for the Standing
Orders Committee to consider the advisability of licensing the gentlemen who
report in the House, so that if any of
them misbehaved himself his licence could
be taken away. I have seen in the columns
of the Argus attacks upon the honorable
member for Delatite which were grossly
untrue and ungenerous. Nay, they were
maliciously untrue, for the calumnies were
reiterated after a letter had appeared in
the Argus itself from the honorable member pointing out the untruthfulness of the
statements m~de. What the papers choose
to say about myself is a matter of supreme
indifference to me. I have learned to regard the press as a very useful institution
for advertising one, and my firm conviction
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is that the more a man is abused the bottor
it is for him. But there are other honorable members who feel very keenly papers
coming to their houses, containing malicious slanders which are read by their wives,
children, and other relatives. As to the
motion, I submit, as a point of order, that
it must be ineffectual in its present shape,
and therefore I beg to move the following
amendmen t : "That the 12th and 13th standing orders be
referred to the Standing Orders Committee for
consideration and report to this House, as to
whether the same should be repealed or
amended."

The SPEAKER.-As to the point of
order raised by the honorable member for
Ararat, I think there would be some difficulty in the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Zox) effecting the object
he has in view by carrying this motion.
In our Constitution Act it is provided
that we are to bo governed by tho rules
of the Imperial Parliamellt at the time of
the passing of that Act, and although the
House of Commons has, since then,
changed those rules, and has by resolution
provided for excluding strangers under
different conditions, I fear we are bound
by the practice which prevailed up to the
time of the passing of our Constitution
Act. I think the amendment of the
honorable member for Ararat to refer the
matter to the Standing Orders Committee
suggests the proper means of dealing with
the subject.
Mr. BARR.-I heg to second the
amendment of the honorable member for
Ararat. While I consider that the power
of excluding strangers is too great to be
intrusted to one memLer, I am inclined to
agree with the honorable member for
Fitzroy (Mr. Vale) that it should be
given to a smaller number of members
than the majority of those present. At
the same time, I woulu call attention to.
the fact that the power of causing the
withdrawal of strangers has sometimes
been exercised with a very beneficial
result. I have failed to observe the
moderating effect alluded to by the honorable member for West Bourke (Mr. Harper) as produced by the presence of the
press and a number of st.rangers in the
galleries. It was often evident in the last
Parliament that the floou of talk poured
out by certain honorable members was
governed exactly by the number of persons in the galleries. When the galleries
were full it seemed to flow in one endless
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stream, hut when they were emptied it soon
dwindled uown, and what had been a disorderly scene soon abated in the absence
of strangers. There is therefore something
to be said on both sides of the question,
and it would be advisable to refer the
matter to a tribunal which may be able
to ani ve at a fair and satisfactory
arrangement.
Mr. KERFERD.-I think the House
is indebted to the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Zox) for having, at
so early a period of tho session, brought
forward a question which is really very
interesting, and which the House woulJ.
be gln.d to see set.tled on a satisfactory
basis. Of COl1rse the theory is that the
Assembly, like the House of Commons,
sits in secret. It will be remembered tbat
Dr. Johnson used to write out supposed
speeches of members of the Honse of
Commons without ever visiting the House
at all.
The times, howevtr, have so
greatly changed that it is now considered
both for the interest of the House and the
public that the utmost publicity should be
gi ven to all the debates and proceedings,
and tho Honse of Commons has at length
recognised the presence of strangers. If an
honorable member does exercise the privilege which he still possesses here, of causing straugers to withdraw, what follows?
N ext morning the papers contain garuled
statements of what transpired during the
time strangers were absent. Under these
circumstances, there is no doubt that the
question ought to be grappled with and
settled on a satisfactory basis. I hope,
therefore, the House will deal with the
matter; but, as the motion of the honorable member for East Melbourne, if carried, will have to be embodied in a standing
order to give it effect, perhaps the best
course would be to refer the su bject to the
Standing Orders Committee.
Mr. PATTERSON. - I think there
cannot be two opinions as to the desirability of' clumging the present system
with respect to the exclusion of strangers.
The honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr. Zox) only proposes to carry
out here the practice which is now the law
in the British House of Commons, and
I entirely agree with the terms of the
motion, because it is one of the fundamen tal rules of Parliament tha t the· proceedings should be guided by the majority,
and we, on the opposition side of the
House, are very desirous of following the
precedent of the House of Commons in
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all matters. I believe the old-fashioned
system still in existence here arose when
the House of Commons llsed to sit without any audience at all, and the" stranger"
to whom attention was called was a
stranger actually sitting among the members themselves. The practice is an oldfangled one, which should have been swept
away long ago.
The SPEAKER. - The Premier has
suggested an amendment of the original
motion which, I think, will better meet
the difficultv to which I alluded than the
amendment· proposed by the honorable
member for Ararat.
Mr. SERVICE then moved the insertion, after the word" Tha.t" commencing
the original motion, of the words "it be
referred to the Strmding Orders Committee to consider."
:Mr. GAUNSON observed that, as he
only desired to have the matter referred to
the Standing Orders Committee, he would
withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn accordingly.
The amendment of Mr. Service was
agreed to, and the motion,"amended to read
as follows, was then adopted : " That it be referred to the Standing Orders
Committee to consider that if, at any sitting of
the House, or in eommittee, any member shall
take notice that strangers are present, Mr.
Speaker or the Chairman, as the case may be,
shall forthwith put the question that strangers
be ordered t.o withdraw without permitting any
debate or amendment; provided that Mr.
Speaker or the Chairman may, whenever he
thinks fit, order the withdrawal of strangers
from any part of the I-louse."

Mr. LAURENS withdrew the motion
on the salTIe subject of which· he bad
given notice.
MR. J. BROWN.
:Mr. McKEAN moved" That there be laid before this House copies
of the papers relat.ing to the se1ection of land
by Mr. John Brown, at Warruk Wan"uk, North
Gippsland."

Mr. W. ~1. CLARK seconded the motion.
" lVIr. DUFFY suggested that the motion
should be withdrawn on the understanding
that he would place the original papers on
the table of the Library.
The motion was withdrawn.
CHEWTON RAILW"AY STATION.
:Mr. C. YOUNG moved" That there be laid before this House a return
Rhowing-l. The expenditure incurred in opening the Chewton station for traffic. 2. The
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weekly receipts at said station from passengers, in writing or verbally, the present Government
p~rc('ls, nnd goods. 3. The annual cost of keepto reinstate them. 2. The respective salaries of
ing the station open."
,. such persons at. the time of dismissal. 3. The
number of persons so reinstated, and date of such
He thought the House was entitled to the reinstatement,
and also their respecthc salaries ...
information asked for, and he did not know 4. The respective amounts of compensation, if
any valid reason why the motion was any, paid previously to such persons, and whether
objected to, the previous week, when it they have returned the compensation prcviously
appeared on' the" unopposed" list. The paid to them."

:1\11'. BE LL seconded t.he motion.
Mr. A. T. CLARK objected to the term
"Black
ednesday" being used in the
motion. In h~s opinion, the day referred
to ought. more properly to be called "White
'Vednesday." It was, however, not dosira.ble that Euch expressions should be contained in any resolution placed on the
records of the I-louse. Last session, he
gave. notice of a motion in which a similar
phrilse-he could not remember precisely
what it was-was employed, but it was not
even allowed to appear on the notice-paper
in that form.
Mr. LAURENS intimated that he had
no objection to "the 8th January, 1878,"
being substituted for the words" BhtCk
'tVedncsday."
Tho SPEAKER.-If my attention had
been called to the matter when notice was
given of the motion, I would have informed the honorable member for North
Melbourne (Mr. Laurens) t.hat it would be
bet,ter to substitute some other words for
SUPREME COURT.
"Black Wednesday."
Mr. McKEAN movedMI'. A. T. CLARK moved that the
" That there be laid before this House a return words "Black 'Vednesday" be struck out,
from the year 1860 to the year 1869, both inclusive, showing the number of causcs that were 'with the view to insert, in lieu thereof,
tried by the Judges, respectively,. of the Supreme "8th January, 1878."
Court. at the common law side of the said court,
Mr. LAURENS intimated that he
in Melbourne and on circuit; also, the number would accept the amendment.
of causes and motions heard by the Judges of
JYlr. SERVICE remarked that the
the said court sitting in banco, including equity
and other appeal cases, and divorce and judicial adopt.ion of the motion as it stood, or as
separation causes; and a return also of the it was proposed to amend it, wonld
number of dayR which the said Judges sat in
court, individually or collectively, to discharge scarcely carry out the object which the
said business during the said period; and also, honorable member for North Melbourne
a similar return from the year 1869 to 18i9 in- (Mr. Laurens) lmd in view, because the
clusive; and also, a return showing the period whole of what ·were known as the "Black
of leave of absence granted to the Judges of the
"\Vednesday" dismissals did llot take placo
said court respectivcly."
on that eventful day. Certainly it was
Mr. HUNT secollded the motion.
not desirable to persist in retaining in a
Mr. KERFERD said he was not aware
whether all the iuformation asked for could motion phraseology which was objectionable to either side of the House.
be obtained, but there was no objection to
lVlr. HARPER contended that the
furnish such a return as far as it was poswords to which exception was taken ought
sible to do so.
not to be altered, because the day in quesThe motion was agreed to.
tion was known throughout the colonyPUBLIC SERVICE REDUCTIONS. and, he believed, throughout the worldas "Black 'IV ednesday." To begin to
:1\11'. LAURENS moved" That there be laid before this House a return object to the term now showed a large
amount of squeamishness. It was time
showing~l. The numbel' of persons dismis!'cd
on' Black Wednesday' who have asked, either such nonsense was done away with. He

honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Patterson) stated that there was no accommodation for goods traffic at Chew ton
station. He (Mr. Youug) was quite willing to strike out the reference to goods
traffic, but he framed the molion in its
present form so that tho return might show
all tho traffic there was at the station.
Mr. FRASER seconded the mot.ion.
Mr. PATTERSON contended that the
return ought also to show how many trains
a day stopped at Chewton, and other particulars, or it would be valueless. Stopping
a train, for the convenience of the residents in the locality, at a place on a
railway already constructed was a very
different tiling from extending a line to a
place where previously no train passed.
If the motion was carried in its present
form, he would be compelled to ask for 1'0tU\'l1S relating to 40 other stations similarly
situated to Chew ton.
The motion was agreed to.
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might point out that the words "Black
W ednesday" were prin ted in the notice
of motion within quotation marks.
Mr. GAUNSON said he agreed with
the honorable member for "Vest Bourke
(Mr. Harper) that it was time the DOllscnse was put an end to; but where was
the nonsense? The nonsense-he might
say the cant and hypocrisy-consisted in
the fact that the present Government, who
denounced the action of their predecessors, and promised the restoration of the
dismissed civil servants, had, for political
objects, reinstated two or three officials
with high salaries, and. left the others to
starve. In his opinion, it was improper
that such an expression as "Black W ed.nesdny " should be inserted in any official
parliamentary document.
Mr. KERFERD observed that the
honorable member for Ararat was rather
premature in condemnillg the Government., as he really did not know wb~t
bad been done in reference to the dismissed civil servants. When the honorable member did know, probably he would
alter the tone of his remarks. As to
t.he motion containing the words" Black
'Vedncsday," he (Mr. Kerferd) agreed
with the Premier. He thought the noticepaper ought not to be made a vehicle for
conveying anything unpleasant to either
side of the House.
Mr. FRANCIS suggested that the motion should be amended by the substitution
of the words" during the months of J anuary and February, 1878," for" on Black
Wednesday."
Mr. A. T. CLARK accepted the suggestion, and altered his amendment accordingly.
Mr. BENT said he desired to mention
that, since taking office, he had reinstated
80 laboring men who had been dismissed.
Mr. PATTERSON remarked that the
men reinstated by the Minister of Public
'Yorks were not what, in slang phraseology, were called "Black Wednesday
victims." He desired to call the attention
of the honorable member for North Melbourne (Mr. Laurens) to the fact that the
return asked for would not show anything
about the dismissal of Dr. Knaggs. (Mr.
Service-" Nor about his appointment.")
The dismissal of Dr. Knaggs was about
the blackest and most unj ustifiable proceeding that any Government could be
guilty of. (Mr. Service-" Is the honorable member going to discuss that now?")
It was a matter that would have to be
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discussed. The case of Dr. Knaggs was
the dismissal of a man against whom no
fault whatever could be found. If the
present Ministry were determined to try
the Yankee principle, it would have to be
pursued out-and-ont.
The question that the words" on Black
Wednesday" stand part of the question
was put and negatived.
The blank thus created was filled up by
. the insertion of the words "during the
months of January and February, 1878,"
and the motion, as amended, was agreed
to.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
CHAMBER.
Mr. C. YOUNG moved"That there be laid before this House a
return giving particulars and cost of expenditure, during the last two sessions, in COIlnexion with attempts to ventilate the chambpf
of the Legislati\'e Assembly ontsi(ie the Public
Works department, showing by whom the payments were authorized, out of what funds paid,
and to whom paid; also what portions of such
works were found worthless and condemned or
removed by the Public Works department."

Mr. FRASER seconded the motion.
Major SMITH suggested that the
words" during the last two sessions" he
struck out, in order that the return might
include the cost of all the attempts which
had been made to ventilate the chnmber.
Mr. SERVICE pointed out that the
motion referred to attempts at ventilating
the chamber made "outside the Public
Works department."
Major SMITH submitted it was not
desirable that the return should be imperfect.
Mr. C. YOUNG said he had no objection to the omission of the words" during
the last two sessions."
Mr. PATTERSON urged that the
return ought not to be limited to works
undertaken "outside the Public Works
department," but should give the particulars and cost of all attempts that had
been made to ventilate the chamber.
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that the
return, to be a fair and accurate one, ought
to include a statement of the amount paid
by honorable members as medical fees, and
what it had cost them for medical comforts, during the last two sessions, in
order to remedy the ill effects they had
suffered from the atrocious arrangements
made to ventilate the chamber.
Mr. LEVIEN expressed the hope that
there would be no opposition to the motion, because it was very desirable that thE)
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information asked for should be supplied.
He knew from bitter experience that the
atmosphere of the chamber was sometimes
the re\'erse of agreeable, and he considered
it essential ~hat something should be done,
if possihle, to effect an improvement. He
was told that some persons who had done
certain work in connexion with the ventilation of the apartment, by order of the late
Minister of Railways, who acted under
some commission or other, were unable
to obtain the money uue to them for their
labour.
Mr. LANGRIDGE stated that he had
recently been informed that one of the
contractors for work in connexion with
the ventilation of the chamber could not
get his account paid. The amount of it
was £24 9s. The man first applied to
the Railway department, and was then
referred to the Public Works department,
but he could not obtain payment from
either. This was a matter which it was
desirable the Premier should inquire into.
Mr. BOSISTO said great complaints
were made, last session, about the defective
ventilation of the chamber, and the late
Minister of Railways was authorized to
take steps to improve it. He believed the
House consented to sanction any expenditure which the honorable gentleman might
deem necessary for the purpose.
Mr. JONES observed that, if there was
such a thing as an authority for the
expenditure, surely it could be produced.
It was very discreditable that persons who
had done work in the chamber which they
had been ordered to do were unable to
get payment for it. He hoped that the
ex-Minister of Railways, or some other
member of the House, would throw some
light on the matter.
Mr. WOODS said he was sorry he was
not in his place when the debate commenced. He desired to offer some observations, but he did not object to any return
being produced which the House chose to
order. He might tell the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr.
Jones) that there was authority for everything he did in connexion with the
ventilation of the chamber-namely, the
authority of the late Speaker and of a
committee of the Assembly, before whom
the accounts were placed, and by whom
they were passed to the Public Works
department for payment, after they were
initialed by the proper officer. Everything
was done not merely on the authority, but
at the request of the late Speaker. (Mr.
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Gillies-" That was not the way it was
done'." ) The honomble gentleman did
not know how it was done. He woulJ.
tell the honorable member how it was done.
The late Speaker stated he would resign
his position unless the ventilation of the
chamber was improved. He said so publicly from the chair, and requested him
(Mr. Woods) to take the matter of ventilaHe told the honorable
tion in hand.
gentleman that, if he took the matter in
hand at all, he must have carte blanche
-that he would decline to have a.nything
to do with it if he was to be interfered
with by any of the officers of the Public
Works department. It was under the late
Speaker's authority, and with the sanction
of the House, that the work was done, or
partly done, for it was not yet finished.
The very thing which had lately been
boasted of as an improvement made by the
Public Works department was a port.ion
of the original plan which he had not
time to carry out. Everything he did was
perfectly regular. (Mr. Francis-" One of
the contractors has not been paid yet.")
He could only say more shame to the Government if they had not paid the man.
At this stage, the time allotted for giving
precedence to private members' businesR
having expired, the debate stood adjourned
until Wednesday, June 9.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS BILL.
The resolution passed in committee, on
Thursday, May 27, in favour of making
an appropriation" for the purposes of a
Bill for reimbursing members of the Legislative Council and of the Legislative
Assembly their expenses in relation to
their attendance in Parliament," was taken
into consideration.
Mr. JONES said he did not understand
why this matter should be thrust in the
front before other business. It was now
being taken out of the ordinary course.
Major SMITH remarked that the adoption of the resolution passed in committee
was merely a formal matter. It was
necessary that the resolution should be
adopted now, and the Bill introduced and
read a first time, in order that the second
reading, when the whole question of payment of members could be debated, might
be moved on the following Monday, on
which day the House had agreed to sit.
Mr. JONES observed that the business
of the country received very different
treatment at the hands of honorable members from that given to the question now
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before the Honse. The other day, a
motion was brought forward by the honorable member for Emerald Hill (Mr.
Nimmo), with a view to the introduction
of a measure of great public importance;
and, though it ought to have been regarded as of a purdy formal and preliminary character, it was stopped in limine,
~nd thrust aside for a fortnight.
The
question of payment of members, however, "vas brought forward on all occasions
as soon as ever it could. be auvanced a
stnge, other business being put on one
side to make way for it. Such a mode of
dealing with the question was not decent.
It showed that honorable members were
far more deeply interested in what affected
themselves than in what concerned the
interests of the country. He did not intend to obstruct the present proceeding,
but he was determined that the Bill for
p~yment of members should be treated
like any ordinary measure; and, if there
was any attempt to deal with othet~ im~
portant public business in the same way
that the motion affirming the desirability
of amending the Melboul'ne Harbour
Trust Act had been hitherto dealt with,
he would take ad vantage of the forms of
the House to stop the progress of the
Payment of Members Bill whenever he
could.
Mr. SERVICE said he thought the
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Jones) had very properly
brought under the notice of the House the
treatment which the honorable member
for Emerald Hill (Mr. Nimmo) received
in connexion with his motion as to the
amendment of the Harbour Trust Act.
He sympathized with every word the
honorable member said on that matter.
The question now before the chair, however, was purely a formal one, which it
was necessary to dispose of, in order to
carry out a decision already arrived at by
the House that the Payment of Members
Bill should be thoroughly discussed on the
following Monday.
Mr. VALE complained that an unfair
attack had been made on honorable members in reference to the course adopted in
connexion with the motion of the honorable
member for Emerald Hill (Mr. Nimmo).
The resolution was then adopted.
Authority being given to Mr. Williams
and Mr. Sergeant to prepare and introduce
a Bill to carry out the resolution,
Mr. WILLIAMS brought upaBiIl "to
provide for reimbursin~ members of the
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Legislative Council and of the Legislative
Assembly their expenses in relation to
their attendance in Parliament," and moved
that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.

CONSTITUTION ACT ALTERATION
BILL.
SECOND NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate on Mr. Service's motion
for the second reading of the Constitution
Act Alteration Bill (adjourned from the
previous day) was resumed.
Mr. WR.IXON said-Mr. Speaker, I
am glad to have heard the Premier, and
also the ex-Premier and the Minister of
Railways, observe that the question of
constitutional reform ought not to be
treated as a party one. Wit.h that view
I entirely concur. Indeed, if any other
one is to be acted upon, great difficulties
are sure to ensue. For example, I am
most anxious to support the present Government, having confidence in them with
respect to their administration n,nd their
general legislation; but, at the same time,
with regard to two of the prominent
features of their R.eform Bill, I have for
years entertained and frequently expressed
adverse opinions.' For a considerable
period I have expressed and maintained
t.he view that the Norwegian system of
the two Houses meeting together is a
mistake, and for so long as at least the
last ten or twelve years I have contended
that no proposition to divide the control
of the financia,l affairs of the country
between this Chamber and another could
be anything but a delusion and an error.
These have been my opinions, and, when
I recently went before my constituents, I
took occasion to reiterate them. Therefore,
if the constitutional· reform question is to
be dealt with as a party one, I find myself
placed in this difficulty, that, while I feel
bounc1 to support the Government of the
day, I am unable to extend the obligation
to the organic changes in our Constitution
-the Constitution which is to serve for
me and my children after me-which the
present Bill embodies. I quite admit that,
with respect to any ordinary matter of legislation, an honorable member anxious to support the Government of the day ought to
be ready to waive his private opinions.
Indeed I may say that even during the
present session, short as the time has
been, I have once or twice put. that principle into practice. But when we have
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before us a question so important as that
of making, in the Constitution under which
we are expected to live continuously for
generations and generations, an alteration
of so radical a kind that it involves the
introduction of a totally new form of
government, it is idle and vain to call
upon a representative to adopt, for the
sake of any party in the country, what in
his heart of hearts he believes to be bad.
The Governmellt of the day mUl only, at
the utmost, last a few years, whereas we
expect the Constitution of the country to
endure continually. Take, for example,
the case of the honorable member for
Belfast. He was one of the framers of
our Constitution, and, indeed, was busy in
politics when many of us had not left
school. No doubt every vote he then
gave with respect to the Constitution was
a thoroughly honest and upright oue.
But let honorable· members conceive for
themselves what a melancholy retrospect
he would have, now that he is gradually
approaching the end of his long career,
if, when taxed with the imperfections and
deficiencies in our Constitution, he was
only able to reply-" I always knew the
thing was bad; I novel' believed in it;
but I voted for it at the time because I
was anxious to serve a particular party."
On these grounds I am glad to be told
that the present question is not to be considered a party one. For myself, I would
have deemed it a good method of dealing
with the question in detail to refer it to a
select committee, and would have moved
a "motion to that effect, but the Government thought that would be an inconvenient and improper course to take, and
I yielded to their views on the subject.
Had I not done so, I would probably have
proposed a resolution couched in terms
similar to those of the 3rd paragraph of the
resolution moved by the present Premier
on the 28th August, 1878, namely ; "That the most sati:;factory way of dealing
with a subject of such vital importance as the
amendment of the Constitution, and the way
most likely to result in a comprehensive and
permanent measure of reform, is to refer the
question to a select committee of this House for
consideration and report."

In support of the method here laid down,
the honorable member then made a series
of observations so true, arid so adapted to
the present time, that I will venture to
read them. They ar~ as follows ; "Both sides have, in fact, been placed in a
false position by being compelled to regard that
which does not belong to party, and ought not
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to be legislatcd upon in a party spirit, as a thoroughly party question. I am sure the country
feels bitterly, and as time advances will feeL
even more bitterly, that tbis question is one that
ought to be removed from the arena of party, in
order that it might be dealt with altogether
apart from faction. vVhen the Constitution we
live under was first framed, how was the thing
done? By the appointment of a select committee comprising the political notabilities of the
day, namely, gentlemen eminent in various walks
of life, to some extent versed-at least some of
them were-in constitutional law, of great political experience, and, lastly, holding opinions of
" their own. They came to their task with their
minds open to what they were doing. They
certainly did not, in the first place, plunge into
a foolish party debate lasting over four or five
weeks. . . . . That is not at all how they
worked. On the contrary, they commenced with
a full determination to thrash out the whole
matter before them in the light of all the information they could get, and the strongest possible
criticism each member could bring to bear upon
every proposition of the others. I say that was
the true course to take. . . . • If, without
committing himself in the least to the mere
machinery by which the alteration of the Constitution was to be carried out, the Chief Secretary
had brought down resolutions stating the nature
and character of the amendments to be made and
the direction in which they would go, the consequence would have been that we should have
carried these resolutions by a unanimous vote.
He would, in fact, have placed us all in the right
position. E\'ery one of us would have been
enablcd to bring all the intelligence we possess
to bear upon the discussion of the question in
this general aspect, and we would then have
been unanimous in leaving the matter to a select
committee. . . . . There is no possible way
of contrasting, comparing, and dealing with the
various schemes-and they are legion, or at least
they are very numerous-by which the objects
sought to be attained by this House and the
country can be brought about except by referring the matter to a select committee."

In fact, in no other way can we expect to
frame perfect constitutional legislation.
Surely it will not be said that, for party
purposes, we ought to hurriedly adopt
constitutional changes that are marked, as
I will shortly show, by imperfections that
will prevent them from working successfully. Is it possible for us to wish, merely
for the sake of get.ting over a temporary
difficulty, to fasten permanently on the
country constitut.ional blots which a little
discussion, investigation, and dealing with
the difficult problems underlying the subject would enable us to avoid? Surely
no one desires to force the present proposal
through as a mere party question, when
it is quite possible to reach the wished-for
end in a perfectly safe and easy method,
one that has been adopted in almost every
other constitutional country in the world.
It was availed of when the Constitution
of the United Statesl of Canada, and also
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of each of the Australian colonies was
framed.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-And also
when the present French Constitution was
frnmed.
:Mr. WRIXON.-Furthermore, it was
adopted when the last great chauge in the
franchise of England was made by Earl
Beaconsfield, then Mr. Disraeli. That
question was not treated by even him as a
party one. Having brought down reform
proposals whieh the House of Commons
did not like, he at once recognised the
greatness of the occasion, and, rising
superior to the promptings of mere party
feeling, said at once-" Well, then, let us
all join together over the matter; I will
take the House into my confidence." He
did so, and, after three or four months of
deliberation and discussion, a measure
widely different from that first brought
down, but conson(tnt with the wants and
wishes of the people of England, was duly
passed into law. I will, before I sit down,
offer certain suggestions on the point I am
now dealing with; but, meanwhile, let me
call the attention of the House to one or
two matters that, in my opinion, require
very attentive consideration. The Minister
of Railways, in the course of the forcible
speech he made yesterday evening, invited
criticism upon the Government proposals.
Well, I will now proceed to criticise them
with all the care I can. I shall not do so
in any spirit of hostility to the Government, but simply with a desire to show
that there are, connected with the scheme
before us, difficulties that demand most
thoughtful and deliberate treatment. In
the first place, the Minister of Rail ways
started last night with a complaint about
dead-locks, and incidentally he glanced at
the unreasonableness that produced them.
I am sorry he did not carry his investigations deeper, and consider, not merely the
proximate cause of our dead-locks, but
the faults and evils in our Constitution
which primarily led to them, and are practically responsible for them. When we
realize the true foundation of our complaint will be the right time for us to
apply the remedy. As the doctors say, a
correct diagnosis of a disease is at least
half way to its cure. Also we may ask
why it is that our dead-locks have been
always productive of such animosity of
feeling and bitterness of spirit. The
answer to the question is simple and short.
My belief, which I have often expressed,
is that the weakness of our Constitution
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lies in the fact that we alone of all the
constitutionally governed British communities in the world-with one doubtful
exception-have attempted to unite a
Chamber based on universal suffrage with
a class Chamber. That is the origin of
all our difficulties. People generally are
susceptible, in the first place, of only
simple and obvious ideas; and that our
two Houses of Legislature should consist
of one representing every class and one
representing only the better-off class could
not fail, from the beginning, to exci te class
animosities, bitterness, and antagonism.
Such sentiments may, under the circumstances I describe, take a short or a long
time to mature, but they are bound to
assert themselves in the end. The great
mass of the community are sure to consider what are called the interests of conservatism to be no business of theirs, and,
on the other hand, the better-off class are
sure to regard the Chamber representing
them as essentially one to protect them,
and defend the interests of property generally. Two Houses of Legislature of' this
kind existing together necessarily, in course
of time, afford opportunities for conflict.
I am not prepared to deny that there are
always many politicians ready in their
eagerness and enthusiasm, and also in
their desire to make their way, to avail
themselves of the chances that antagonism
affords. When you find that in this
country such individuals are easily and
often able to go to the country with the
cry-" You are under an oligarchy on the
one hand, support us on the other," you
have necessarily a ready solution of the
undoubted fact that we have here more
class hatred, more dead-locks, and more
conflicts between the Upper House and
the Lower than any other country has
known. That is my idea, and my opinion
is that the only true remedy for the evil is
to do awavwith the existence of a Chamber
representing only one class. Do away
with that cause of antagonism, and the
two Houses will work together with the
common sense and moderation Englishmen generally possess. The view I individually hold, and have often expressed
outside these walls, as to the most
scientific and reasonable method of
achieving the end I refer to is that our
Upper House should be a nominee one.
But that plan appears to be very unpopular, and, inasmuch as it is only a
means to an end which can be attained
in other ways, such as the reduction of
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t.he Council franchise to a point where it
will no longer have merely class limits,
I answer the appeal the Minister of Railways made to us, last night, to ascertain
for ourselves how far we can go with
the Government propositions, by saying
that I heartily agree with the fil'st proposition he laid down. I regard the intended
reduction of the franchise as excellent.
It does not go the length I would go,
because I would have the Upper I-louse
elected by every ratepayer in the country,
but I am not prepared to differ from
the Government upon a point so slight.
I object also to the landed estate qualification for members of the Upper House,
which I regard as a mistake, but I will
not part company with Ministers on that
ground. Therefore I unhesitatingly say
that, if the present proposals stopped with
the reduction of the Council franchise, I
would give them my most thorough
support. I believe Bill embodying that
principle would be a most excellent
measure, and, further, that it would accomplish all that is wanted. So much
fot the first proposition dwelt upon by
the Minister of Rail ways.
But the
moment he left the safe ground he then
occupied, he appea,red to me to be betrayed
intQ inconsistency. Having said, or rather
conveyed-if I recollect right, the Premier did the same thing-that the
portion of the Government Bill he
had dealt with might, in a measure, be
said to accomplish all they cared about,
he proceeded to observe that, inasmuch
as dead-locks had occurred, mechanical
means to avoid them must be adopted,
and then (here comes the inconsistency)
lIe wound up ,,,ith an eloquent peroration
to the effect that, after all, there was no
occasion for these mechanical means. He
started with the theory that, if people
would only be reasonable, there would be
no need to change the Constitution, and
then admitted that, after all, the llew
machinery would be useless if people
were not reasonable and moderate. Furthermore, he proceeded to say, that these
unreasonable people would be sufficiently
met if we, in the first place, agreed as to
the matters the Appropriation Bill should
contain, and, secondly, laid down rules on
the subject for the guidance of the future
legislators and politieians of the country. But he ought to have gone further.
What are rules and regulations unless you
have some clear method of interpreting
them? Practically nothing. They may be
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construed one way or another at pleasure.
N othilJg is more common than for half
the judges in England to be divided as to
the meaning of a few simple words which
an unlearned man would consider simple
enough. Look at clause 20 of the Bill.
It is as follows : " The Council may, in pursuance of a resolution passed by at least two-thirds of the whole
number of members of the said Council, transmit a message to the Assembly requesting that
any sp~cified proposed grant of money, clause,
or matter appearing on the Estimates of Expenditure for the year which, in 1he opinion of the
Council, is not a grant of money for the ordinary
service of the year, may be dealt with in a
separate Bill from the annual Appropriation
Bill."

Now what makes a grant of money one
" for the ordinary service of the year" we
can very readily understand, but the eha.
racter the same thing may assume" in
the opinion of the Council" may be something extremely different. Are we to be
ensured good and safe government by
provisions of that sort?
Mr. FRANClS.-Every decision that
a particular grant is not one for the ordinary service of the year must be arrived
at by a two-thirds vote of the Council.
Mr. WRIXON.-I am quite aware of
that. But the point is-you lay down a
rule; who is to interpret it? In truth the
clause means simply that the Council will
be enabled to object to any grant they
choose. It is idle to pretend that it menns
anything else. Refer the point to any
committee of lawvers or constitutional
students you pleas~, and I will stake my
reputation their verdict will be the same
as mine. Surely, what I now refer to
affords a strong reason why the subjeetmatter of the Bill should, in the first place,
be submitted to the investigation, inquiry,
discu~sion, alld criticism of a select
committee. It seems to me that the
Minister of Railways (whose remarks
I desire more particularly to follow) did
not attach very much weight to the
Norwegian scheme, nor to the proposed
method of giving financial contl'ol to
the Upper House. Certainly he laid it
down that the two proposals were only
rendered necessary by the unreasonable
conduct of those who caused dead-locks.
The Premier also, in his speech in introducing the Bill, told us that probably
neither of the two arrangements I indicate
would be resorted to once in a decade.
But, at the outset, I protest against this
manner of regarding the subject. If the
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proposed expedients for averting (leadlocks are never, or scarcely ever, to be
required, we have at once afforded us the
clearest possible reasons why they should
not be adopted.
Mr. FRANCIS. - What about the
creation of peers in England?
Mr. WRIXON.-Well, that is a sort
of dormant right that has never been
exercised, although it was once very nearly
being brought into play. The provisions
we are asked to adopt are totally new, and
therefore I contend that, if they will
never or hardly ever be used, there is
clear and strong reason why we should
not adopt them. The remarks of the
Minister of Railways and the Premier on
this head remind me of the words of
Edmund Burke-" When you introduce a
new thing, you never know how it will
work, and for that reason alone you ought
to be afraid of it." If there is no pressing
need for a novel and therefore possibly
dangerous arrangement, why should we
resort to it? On the other hand, my
scrutiny of the Bill leads me to the conclusion that, if the mechanical means in
question once existed, they would be
employed very often indeed. When I am
told that theil' adoption is really a matter
of no consequence, because there is no
fear of their ever being used, I am disagreeably reminded of an observation
frequently made respecting bills of another
kind. In business a man is sometimes
requested to put his name to "a little
bill," and at the same time told that his
doing so really means nothing, because he
will never hear of the thing again. But
experience teaches that such instruments
very often turn up again most inconveniently. On these grounds, I decline to
accept the view on this part of the
present subject which the Premier and the
Minister of Railways have put forward.
The Minister of Railways addressed us
yesterday at such length on the Government proposals with respect to the Appropriation Bill that I began to be slightly
confused as to whether the provisions
of the 1st part of the present measure
would also refer to Money Bills and Tax
Bills, but I have since been privately
informed that it will do so. That being
the case, let us look at the situation for
a moment. Honorable members must
understand that my main object in dwelling on the points I am now dealing with
is to show the necessity that exists for the
matter before us being sift~d in committee
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before we pledge ourselves with regard to
it one way or another. At present the
A.ssembly have by law absolute control
over not only the Appropriation Bill but
all Bills of Taxation, of Supply, or for
raising money. The 56th section of the
Constitution Act states distinctly" All Bills for appropriating any part of the
revenue of Victoria, and for imposing any duty,
rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, shall originate
in the Assembly, and may be rejected but not
altered by the Council."
The constitutional reading of that section
is that the Council have the bare legal
right to reject any such Bill, but that it
would be unconstitutionally exercised except in a case of overwhelming emergency.
Unless the emergency is extraordinary,
unforeseen, and overwhelming, they have
no right to reject. That is not only my
reading of the section, but that of the
Council themselves. For example, a few
years ago they passed the following resolution : " That, inasmuch as doubts have arisen respecting the form, or contents of, and practice
relating to Bills required by the 56th section of
the Constitution Act to originate in the Legislative Assembly, it is expedient that the practice of the Lords and Commons respectively be
observed as to such Bills, and as to all subjects
of Aid and Supply, and that each House should
be guided in all matters and forms relating
thereto by the precedents established by the
House of Lords and by the House of Commons
respectively."
The principle here laid down the Council
have not only acknowledged but acted
upon. Quite recently, when called upon
to deal with the Land Tax Bill, which
they avowedly regarded as an unjust
and therefore objectionable measure, they
passed it in obedience to the constitutional reading of the section of the Constitution Act I have just now quoted. They
regarded the measure as something upon
which it was for this Chamber to determine. Again, towards the end of last
session, a question having been raised in
the Council as to their power to touch the
Stamp Duties Bill, the subject was inquired into, and an able and learned report,
in which I can easily trace the hand of a
certain erudite member, was laid before
them. That document defined the position occupied by each Chamber with
regard to Supply, and the conclusion
arrived at was that all that needed to be
done was to follow English precedents,
the effect of which is to give the Assembly
the privileges of the House of Commons,
and the Council those of the House of
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Lords. The Minister of Railways, in
adverting to this part of the subject, detailed to us how the concurrence of the
Lords in certain matters was asked for,
and he cited a number of instances in
which messages were sent to the Lords as
well as to the Commons. No doubt that
was done. No doubt politeness ought
always to be observed towards both
branches of the Legislature, and of course,
when affairs run smoothly, it always will.
But what does the history of every Supply
;' Bill, Appropriation Bill, and Tax Bill tell
.
. us? . That we inherit the privileges of
the House of Commons, which they have
enjoyed for centuries, and therefore we ha ve
the right-which we are now practically
asked to surrender-of completely controlling Taxation and Supply, the other House
. having cast on them the duty of consenting
. to the measures of thn,t kind we pass, except in cases of extraordinary emergency,
when they may interfere to stop them.
Now, sir, that being the legal position of
the matter, let me ask what are the proposals of this Bill? I am the more incited to follow up this question, I feel
more bound to press it on the attention of
the House, because the organs of public
opinion on one side and the other seem to
give forth a very uncertain sound, and
because I am one of those who, years ago,
took part in the controversy between the
two Chambers. In the first place, we are
asked to give up altogether that constitutional position which the House of Commons occupies. Nothing seems to me
more clear on the Bill than that proposition. If it be 110t so, it is only another
reason why we should have t.he matter
carefully investigated by a body that
would look into it. The law is as I have
said; the Constitution is as I IULve stated
to the House; and yet we are asked to
pass a Bill which provides that any
Money Bill, including a Tax Bill, may
be rejected by the Upper House, and
lachinery is provided for giving effect to
he results of that rejection. I am talking
to reasonable men, and I ask-Am I to
be told that a provision of this kind
means nothing, that the Upper House is
I not to interfere with taxation? Why, as
! I have ·said, the very machinery by which
, the position is worked out is provided for
in the Bill-namely, the passing in two
sessions, the double dissolution, and the
joint meeting. At present you send up a
Tax Bill, and the Upper House says-as
( has happened more than once-" We
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don't like it, but we bow to public
opinion." But if you pass a Bill which
provides that the Upper House may reject, and contains machinery for so doing,
will not the right to reject carry with it a
duty? I say it will. If I were now a .).,
member of the Upper House, I would say·
that if the representatives of the people
chose to pass a Bill providing that I
might reject, and also the machinery by
whieh I might do so, the legal right
carried with it a duty, and that it would
be the duty of every conscientious member
of that House to reject every Tax Bill
which he in his heart believed to be bad.
Now is that desired? Do we wish it ?
Do the Government themselves wish it?
I don't think they do.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Yes, they do.
Mr. WRIXON.-I don't believe they
do for a moment. They were hurried
into office, and after a short consultation
of a couple of months how could theyunless possessing the gift of inspirationhave managed to frame a perfect Bill?
I am as anxious as anyone for good
steady government, but how could good
government be carried on under this Bill ?
Supposing this Bill were to become law,
all(~ the Premier brought down his financial proposals, and that those proposals
included a tax-say, for the sake of
argument, a stoek tax. The Premier
ascertains the financial requirements of
the year, and he provides Ways and
Means to meet them; he has the whole
thing in his hands; he confides in us,
and the matter is discussed; we have the
responsibility of dealing with the snbject,
and we do deal with it; the Bill goes
elsewhere, and honorable members there
-not knowing the necessities of the
Premier and not understanding the financial position, knowing nothing of the
departments or of every-day government
-throw it out; and are we then to wait
six mouths, and afterwards have a dissolution, and then a joint meeting of the two
Houses, before the matter can be settled?
How could government be carried on
under such circumstances ? Would any
one be able to control the finances-to
have them in hand-on such terms? I
don't believe it possible.
Mr. GILLIES.-That was the proposal
in the last Reform Bill.
Mr. WRIXON.-I equally condemn
the last Reform Bill and the present. Both
are equally inconsistent with the privileges
of this House.

h
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Mr. ZOX.-Show us a way out of the
dilemma.
Mr. ':VRI?CON:-I tell you frankly
that I dIsbelIeve III all mechanical contrivances. 1\1:y idea as to the cause of all
our difficulties is that we have a class
House on the ODe hand, and a· House
elected by universal suffraO'e on the other'
. nd I s~y if you abolish th~ class characte;
f the other Chamber you will have
dead-locks no longer. Honorable members will recollect that that opinionwhich I may say I expressed many years
ago-has been endorsed by the highest
possible authority at home, who cannot for
the life of him make out why we cannot
get on like other British communities. At
one time we adopt a Norwegian scheme,
at another a Roman-Dutch contrivance,
bnt we never act with the broad common
Then aO'ain
sense of Englishmen.
.
° , let
me call attentIOn to the power which will
be given to the Legislative Council with
respect to the Appropriation Bill. If
they object to an item on the annual
Estimates, they can send down a messaO'e
~o this House requiring us to leave out th~t
Item, and send it up in a separate measure which may have to run the gauntlet
of the machinery provided by this Bill.
But does any honorable member believe
that that would tend to promote good
government, or to preven t abuses? I
c~rtainly am of a ~otally different opinion;
SIr, when you gIve this power to the
Legislative Council, you cast upon that
body the ~uty of examining every item
on the EstImates. You take away from
them the power of rejecting an Appropriati~n Bill, and therefore the only way
In WhICh they can make their weiO'ht felt
is by objecti.ng to the items as theyOappear
on the EstImates. At present., in the
event o~ an .ex~reme case arising, they can
deal. WIth It III the Appropriation Bill.
TheIr present vicw of their rights is explained very clearly in some remarks by
Sir Charles (then Mr.) Sladen when Mr.
Degraves submitted to the Upper House
a motion to this effect : -

P

(: That, in the. op~nio~ of this House, any
for gratmty III lieu of pensions to any
~ndIvlduals s~ould ~e made the subject of a Bill,
1D or,der ,to glve tIns House an opportunity of
consldermg the same."
~lal,m,s

The motion was objected to by Mr. Fellows and other members of the Council
on the ground that that House did not
want any such power; and Mr. Sladen
said-
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. 1'1 think the I?roper time for us to review any
It~m~

of expendIt~lre is when the Appropriation
Bill IS und.er consIderation. The Assembly has
a perfect right to deal with these financial matters
as. it plea~es. It may send t.hem up in a separate
~111, or It may place them on the Estimates.
Ihe House of Commons sometimes takes the one
course, and sometimes the other, and we have
agreed to abide by British precedent."

:1\1:r. SERVICE.-In what year was
this?
Mr. WRIXON.-In 1867-the year
they entered into the agreement I have
already referred to. So that, on that
footing, they have no right to look at our
Estimates until the Appropriation Bill
comes up; and then, if any extravagant
or extraordinary matter is included, they
claim the right to reject the Bill. But if
the present measure were to become law
the Council would be unable to reject th~
Appropriation Bill, even if it went up with
l1 vote of £50,000 for each member of this
House. Therefore their only security will
be to scrutinize every item on the Estimates. That will be the duty cast upon
~hem by law. And any conscientious man
III that House, any man having a sense
of th.e .duty tln~s impo~ed, will carefully
scrutImze the dIfferent Items on the Esti~ates, and. if he does not agree with any
Item he WIll be bound to object to itbecause if he does not object to it he will
be consenting to it, just as in the case of a
firm that has got into financial difficulties
through w~ich it becomes necessary for ~
new deed of partnership to be drawn up
wh~n a sleeping partner has the power:
WhICh he had not before, to object to
anything which he thinks wrong or may
have to complain of. It is idle then to
talk of the previous arrangement-the
parties have to be bound by the new
arrangement. So here, when you take
from the Council the right to reject an
Appropriation Bill-when you kill the
a.ncient principle of the English Constitu. tIOn-when you set off on a new journey
for a totally new Constitution, you alter
the whole constitutional status and obligation of members of the Upper House; and
whereas hitherto their only right was an
overwhelming necessity to. check our
accounts, now you cast upon them the
duty of examining every item and objecting
to every item of which they don't approve.
I wO.n't waste the time of the House by
argUlng whether good government could
go on under such terms. At the same
time it is still provided that there shall be
a distinction of class between the two
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Houses.
The Upper House will still
represent the better-o:Ef order of the people,
and we will still represent the mass of the
people. Does any man mean to assure me
that he believes conflicts will not arise?that, when we still provide for a class
demarcation in the COllstitution, there will
not be conflicts over monetary matters in
the future just as there have been in the
past, if not so aggravated? Supposing
that we had in power a Government
desirous of stringently carrying out, for
example, the provisions of a land law, and
that, in order to prevent dummyism, they
put on the Estimates the sum of £ 10,000 or
£20,000 for inspectors and other officers,
and that members in another place
objected to it, and threw it out, where
would be our undivided control of
the finances which~ Mr. Gladstone, the
greatest financier Ii ving, has declared to be
absolutely necessary for the carrying on
of government? Alld here I come to tile
point which the Minister of Hailways
asked me about just now-the question of
dead-Iock~.
I kllow of dead-locks in the
past. I trace them, on the one hand, t.o
class antagonism; and, on t.he other, to
the feelings of the people being excited,
perhaps unduly, on various occasions.
But will tbis measure stop dead-locks?
~uppose such a case as that which I have
just put. Suppose we had in power a
Government with a triumphant majority
such as the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Berry) had after the famous 11 th of
May, and that that Government proposed
a scheme for extinguislling dummyism,
. and that the other Ho.use struck out the
item as an improper waste of money, what
would follow? Do you suppose that the
Ministry, with their 50 or 60 followers,
would quietly submit? Would they cultivate the virtues of moderation and
restraint of which the Minister of Railways speaks? Would they quietly consent
to snch an item being struck out., and the
settlement of the question postponed for
perhaps eighteen months or two years,
with the probability of their having to
submit themselves to a penal dissolution
in the meanwhile? Do you think they
would stand all that ? No, they would not
stand it. It is not in human nature to do
so. I tell you what they might do. They
might take a hint from the following
passage in a despatch written by the late
Lord Canterbury, a man who possessed a
remarkable knowledge of constitutional
matters :-
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"If the Legislative Council should persevere
(there is no doubt that they are legally empowered to do so) in continuously refusing Supplies, because a grant to which they object is
included in the Appropriation Bill by the Legislative Assembly, who are IInquestionablyentitled
by law to include all grants in a general Bill of
this character, it is clear that the Legislative
Assembly will hereafter refuse Supplies unless
and until the Legislative Council is reformed
or abolished."

1\il'.GILLIES.-Refuse Supplies to an
innocent party that never offended them!
Mr. WRIXON.-l'hat has been done
before. The fact thnt, through a deadlock, innocent persons may suffer does
not determine the question. vVould an
excited and triumphant majority sitting
on the Ministerial benches be restrained
from enforcing their right to carryon the
government of the country as they
thought proper by the feeling that innocent persons might suffer? I am afraid
they would not. There is another thing
which they might do. They might adopt
the eourse of goillg on with the Appropriation Bill without tnking ont the item
ohjected to. No machinery is provided
for compelling the Assembly to take out
an item. No snch machinery can be
provided. This I-louse is in the position
of a corpol'ation-it lias neilher body nor
sonl ; there is no way by which it can be
reached. I-Jere is ground for my pressing
upon the House the necessity, before they
adopt a fundamental change, for taking
care that it will work. I wallt the I-louse'
to get some value for the fundamental
change if it is carried onto There is
another evil I foresee. If the Upper
House were to interfere with the Estimates, I think it highly probable that this
House, jealous of that interference, would
revert to the ancien t practice of voting
sums of money in the lump for the different departments, as it did a little while
ago for one particular department, the
Government giving the House all the
information it may require on the subject.
That course I would greatly deplore,
because I think it a great security for the
public that every item of expenditure
should be set out and clearly expressed.
If the Government plan really did come
into. operation, with the result of the
Upper House interfering with finance. I
think the proceeding would lead to this
House enforcing npon Ministers the giving
up of the present manner of presenting
estimates, and keeping the accounts ourselves. But if that were to take place,
where would the check be? Let me here
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read the words of Mr. Gladstone, with
recrard to the attempt to divide financial
co~trol, uttered in connexion with the
paper duties question : " The question at issue is whether it is t~ remain in the House of Commons alone to adJust,
in the regular course, the income and charge of
the year. Now, sir, the doctrine upon which all
our financial proceedings untillast year have been
founded is this that such anll no other has been the
exclusive right, and not the exclusive right onl.v"
but the exclusive duty and exclusive burthen of
the House of Commons. Is the charge capable
of being divided between the two Ho?ses of
J.egislature? Is such a. course practICable?
Does it strengthen or docs It ~lestroy our resp?n·
sibility to the people? Can It lead to anythlllg
but mischief and confusion ? • . . One COIlsequence would be this-heretofore the finan.ce
of this country has upon the whole been Cre(~lt
ably distinguished from that of other countries,
and consequently the credit of the eou~try has
been raised to a height never known In other
countries; for there has been a principle of
unity in its managel,nent, and the con~rol of
p'liJlic money rests WIth the representatIves of
those who pay the taxes. But if we break up
this rational and effective Syst..'l11, tested by long
alld varied experience, hereafter all this benefit
will be lost."

Mr. SH1ELS.-"Vhat about the division of control in America?
Mr. WRIXON. - That is much the
same point tha,t the Minister of Railways
raised yesterllay-a point to which I pray
the earnest attention of honorable members. The Minister of Railways asked" Is there to be no check on this House?
-are ,ve to do whatever we like ?-can
we yote any money we please?" But
the Minister overlooked the fact that
this· Hons0 can vote no money except on
the invitation of the Crown-that this
Hou:,e can vote no money except by the
concurrence and at the instance of the
GoverIlol'. Herein is the wide difference
between our case and the case of America.
In America, neither Honse has anything
to 00 with the Executive Government.
The Executive Government is outside
both the Senn,tc and the HOllse of Representatives, except that the Senate has the
right of veto on certain executive acts.
Here the Government are a committee of
the Legit·;lative Assembly, and no member
of this Honse can propose the expenditure
of sixpence on his OWll will; not a £5
note can be voted by this House except
on the iuvitation of the Governol·.
1\1r. GILLIES.-Do yon approve of
the 6th clause of the Bill of last session?
Mr. "VRIXON.- Certainly I ~19 ~p
prove of the principle of it.
].VII', GIL~IES.-The people don\
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Mr. WRIXON.-\Vhether the people
approve of it or not, I wjll say what I
believe to be true. I won't allow myself
to be accused of having come into this
House twelve years ago to maintain this
very position, and of now turning round
upon it. To resume my argument, I assert
that when it is asked" Is there t.o be no
check?" the situation, which applies equally
to thc plebiscite and the Norwegian scheme,
is overlooked. Before there can be any
improper vote of money, or any improper
public expenditure, there must be a bad
Government and a bad House. I say
without fear of contradiction that wben
slich a combination arises, with a reckless
GO"ernment and a reckless House, reckless
money grants will be a gff'at evil; but it
will not be the principal evil. Much more
serious evils than the evil of recklessness
in money grants will then set in. I will
tell you' of some of the things I would
fear if we were to have a Government
we could not trust and a House demoralized.
I would be afraid of seeing rogues put on
the judicial bench, of seeing the public
service filled with loafers, of seeing wholesale and unjnstifiable dismissals from that
service. I would be afraid of seeing a
tamperinO' with the currency. These are
the thing~ you have to fear when you have
a bad Government and a bad House. It
is a delusion, shared in by both sides, to
say that the principal difficulty is the money
vote. I deny it. A grant of money may
be "Tong; it may be wasteful ; but itis made
in the light of day. It appears on th.o
Estimates, it is questioned by the OPPOSItion it is canvassed in the press, anu before
thre~ years are over, if the representatives
of the people have done wrong, the people
have the remedy in their own hands. It
is not an occasiunal bad money grant, but
the demoralization and profligacy of the
Government tha,t we have to fea,r. The
mother country possesses an upright judiciary, honest public Rervants, and a just
ancl proper administration of finance. In
tllCse things we approach the mother
conntry. If we wanted them, we would
degenerate into a mere rabble .. AI~d y~t
we are asked to upset our entIre ConstItution for the Eake of a fundamental
reform which deals with only one difficulty.
The honorable member for NOl'munby bas
referred to America.
If be asks me
whet.her the Upper House in America,
having control over finance, has proved
auy real check, I allswer most sillcere~y
~nd implicitl!, it l~~s Hot: ~f h~s not? III
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any way, checked improper expenditure.
It has not, in any degree, promoted purity
in the administration of finance. More
than that, owing to the divided responsibility which prevails, instead of having
one House to point to as answerable for
misconduct, the thing is muddled up
between the two. I hope it will not be supposed that I am speaking in disrespectful
terms of American Legislatures, but it is a
fact that, owing to the lobbying which
prevails, the division of responsibility between the two Chambers, instead of being
a security, is rather the contrary. Take,
for example, the Silver Bill. That was
a measure under which the United States
paid to the public creditor from 7 and 8
to 10 per cent. less than they owed. That
Bill was passed through both the Lower
House and the Senate without objection.
Where then was the check? It lay with
neither House but with the President,
who was the representative of the whole
people. He objected to the measure, and
vetoed it. Then it had to come back to
the Legislature, and each House passed it
by a majority of two-thirds. If the honorable member for Normanby thinks that
a satisfactory proof of the value of two
Houses, I make him a present of it. So
far I have explained my views with regard
to the financial question. I will now say
a few words about the principle of the
"Two Houses." I have always opposed
it. I am pledged to oppose it. I thoroughly disbelieve in the idea. In the
"Two Houses," as proposed to be constituted by this Bill, you will have a great
powerful engine, and you really don't
quite know how it will work. It all
depends upon who gets hold of it. This
joint House can do any mortal thing it
likes. Any Bill can be sent to it, and it
can-amend the measure as it thinks proper.
Once in existence, the joint House will
labour under what John Stuart Mill considers fatal to deliberative assemblies-it
will labour under a sense of absolute
omnipotence. Nothing can stop it. The
great value of an Upper House is supposed to be that it prevents the Lower
House from feeling absolute. But this
joint House will be a sort of little legislative omnipotence. Once there, the
triumphant party-I have great doubts as
to which would have the majority, it
might be the one or it might be the other
-would be able to carry everything before
them; and there would be no appeal from
theirdecisiop-s.. Now I cannot think that
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would be a useful institution. I do again
protest against this matter being put
through as a mere party matter. I
object to be called upon to vote" Aye"
or "No" upon the Bill, after I have
shown that there are matters which want
investigation before the measure is imposed upon us and our descendants as part
of the Constitution of this country. If
the Bill is passed, there will be no Constitution on the face of the earth like
ours. We have no experience as to how
the measure will work-we have nothing
by way of tradition, legislation, or analogy to guide us. We are enacting something wholly new; but surely that is a
thing we ought not to rush into improvidently. I am as anxious as any man to
support the present Government. I am
inimical to the late Government. But I
Jcannot consent for a moment, for party
considerations, to mortgage the future of
this country. I have been subjected to a
little pressure on this point by an honorable friend who takes a great deal of
interest in the Government, and I would
have been quite willing to have waived
my views if they were views on· mere
minor matters; but I don't think my
friend, when he put the matter to me,
entirely realized the situation. Some
twelve years ago, as I mentioned' just
DOW, I came into public life as a supporter
of Sir James McCulloch and Mr. Higinbotham, who were then engaged in a determined, and in some respects a disastrous
conflict to enforce this very financial supremacy which it is now proposed to give up.
I by no means say that if,lookingback upon
that time, I were satisfied I was wrong
then, I would not now willingly recant
the error I fell into. But surely it would
be a painful humiliation, it would be submitting to sackcloth and ashes, for any
one who went through that conflict to
assist in the passage of a Bill which is a
solemn statutory condemnation of the
whole party in that struggle. Of course I
don't for a moment attempt to judge honorable members who may have somewhat
modified their views on the subject; but
the case I want to put is this-What
would be said of us, what indeed would
we say of ourselves, we who remain unconvinced, who still believe that the
principle we fought for was right, that
the struggle was a just and true one, if
we, not having changed our views or
opinions, were parties to this Bill of .A.ttfl,iijder apai:qs~ gJ1fjelves? W~ Wqqld
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indeed reduce ourselves to the level of
that scurvy politician mentioned by Shakspeare, whose function was" to seem to
see the thing that is· not." But my conviction remains unchanged. I believe it
is a good thing for the Government of the
country to have the financial supremacy
in this Chamber. I do not think you will
check dead-locks one bit by this proposition; I think that is a fallacy. My proposal-which I press upon the attention
of bot.h sides of the House, for both the
Government and the Opposition are equally
interested in getting this question settled
-is that we should take the second reading of this Bill pro forma, so as to save
the Government from any possible discredit, and then refer the matter to a select
committee by which the question can be
thoroughly looked into, a~ld it can be
ascertained whether the objections I have
urged have any fouudation ill trnth. That
is the course which I respectfully sllggest
to the House, and· I do hope that in BOIne
way this question will be dealt with so as
to promote the peace and prosperity of the
country.
Mr. V ALE.-Sir, I am quite sure that
honorable members on both sides of the
House feel that the honomble member for
Porlland has returned from that banishment of which he complained with renewed vigour to take part in the responsi-.
bilities and labours of public life, and that
he has come back with his old faith in the
rights and privileges of this Assembly
unshaken, and worthy to d~ battle for them
again as he did in times past. For my
own part, I fear that in dealing with this
subject, especially after the speech which
has just been delivered, I shall only be
adding my quota to that dreary waste of
talk and type which is enrolled in Han·
sard in connexion with the conatitutiol1al
question. Moreover, I shall perhaps expose myself to a charge, which it appears
DOW is not a charge of wrong-doing but
mtller of patriotism-the charge of inconsistency. I am glad to find that the
honorable member for Portland has not
taken that view of the question, and has
not sacrificed his old convictions to the exigencies of the present political situation.
I thillk honorable members could not feel
too greatly the evident earnestness with
which the speech we have just listened
to was delivered-that it was a speech
delivered against personal likings and as
the result of a calm and matured judgment. For that reason, the observations
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of the honorable member must carry a
weight perhaps beyond that which under
ordinary circumstances they would be
entitled to bear. I think it would be well
if this debate were conducted from be~
ginning to end in a fair and calm spirit;
but I would point out to honorable members on the Government side of the House
that, if that is to be the case, the calmness and quietude cannot be expected to
be exclusively on the siele of those who
are supposed to be the defeated party.
Last night, the honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr. McIntyre) made a speech in
which he talked about the" agitators" on
this (the opposition) side of the House.
The honorable member, I suppose, did not
really mean much; or, if he did, there
was not much in his observations. It is
quite true that there arc some political
agitators on this side of the House. I haye
no particular objection to the term myself.
I think I have heard it applied occasionally to such men as Mr. Gladstone and
Mr. Bright; and, while I make no pretensions to their ability, I am disposed to
shelter myself under their great fame in
this matter. But, if political agitation
detracts from the respectability or enlight~
ened political influence of honorable members on this side of the House, I would
. remind the honorable member for Sandhurst that the time is within the memory
of man when the Premier was the ruling
stage agitator of the" iron house" on the
Sandridge-road. Moreover, the Minister
of Railways, in the early days of the Convention, was the chief attraction to the
ladies who visited that assembly, and,
having now passed the age when his attractions were remarkable in that direction,
he has become unrivalled in parliamentary
debate. I would also call the attention of
the honorable member for Sandhurst to
another fact. We have now one remarkable prodigy on the Ministerial benchthat peculiar curiosity of Australian life,
the first gentleman who, like his father,
has become a :Minister of the Crown, and
who, like his father, is an unrivalled
agitator. ",Vas he not one of the chief
adornments of the travelling camp of Ministers in anticipation, accompanied by that
champion-shall I say of the light, or the
heavy, weights ?-the Minister of Public
Works, a gentleman equally good on the
stump or ill ., settling differences outside" ?
I say all this in good part, and merely
with a desire to point out that, if this
debate is to be characterized by a spirit of
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forbearance, the forbearance must be exhibited on both sides of the House. Now,
in relation to this question, I am not
going to endeavour to justify myself
ngainst any charges of inconsistency which
may he founded upon any utterances I may
have made shortly previous to my entrance
upon parliamentary life anew. I simply
say that I have always held this contention
-that in the government of any community
the ultimate resort should be the free men
of that community. That doctrine may
be a mistake. I admit that it is in advance
of the ordinary practice of Great Britain;
but it is merely the full extension of the
lines in which the British Constitution has
been advancing with marked and rapid
strides since the Reform Bill of 1832.
Since that time, the continual direction of
English parliamentary government hafi
been 10 bring within the suffrage the
largest possible portion of the communi ty.
Even the great struggle which has recently
occurred turned to a certain extent upun
a principle which is one of the outcomes
of public opinion in that direction-and a
principle which is likely to receive the
force of legislation-namely, that the men
who reside in the counties have an equal
right with the men who reside in the
towns to a share in tbe franchise. But
I go for the extension of that line to its
ultimate limit-that each free-born man
in the community is entitled to a share
in the government of the country, and I
maintain that he is entitled to that privi. lege by virtue of his manhood. I· was
somewhat pleased to learn from the Premier's speech that, while he does not go
that length entirely at present-though he
once did when he was the adornment of
the Chartists of Glasgow-he at least goes
the length of saying that his own personal
conviction is that the Reid-Munro scheme
of the ratepayers' roll is even preferable to
his own proposal. I think, however, the
honorable gent.leman might have gone further, and been in a better position, if he
had asserted that it would be safer for the
truest interests of the country-and, in
saying that, I do not fall back upon any
general utterance of the rights of manto have taken, as his basis, the ratepayers'
roll or manhood suffrage. I believe that
would have been a safer basis for absolute
and perfect justice in legislation as between
those who have not and those who havethose who simply win their bread, and the
more fortunate possessors of comfort which
comes not from personal toil but from past
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savings. I do not wish honorable members
to entertain any foolish impression that I
have any aversion to property-that I
believe there is any crime in banks or
institutions of that sort. We may differ
about the dut,ies which property owes to
the State, and yet a.gree in recognising its
claim to support and justice. Now this
Bill professes to prevent dead-locks; but
the honorable member for Portland has
very clearly shown that, while it might
possibly prevent dead-locks in one direction, it would be utterly impotent to
prevent them in another. A majority
of 60 or 65 calm, patient, and forbearing men, supporting a Government
in whom they had confidence, might form
a solid phalanx on the Ministerial benches
in this I-lonse,· and say" Redress of grie~
vances before Supplies," and the minority
on this side might. cross the floor of the
Honse over and over again, and attempt
to carryon the government, without allY
effect. I admit that the Governor might
exercise his power of dissolution on this
House, and ask the country whether it
would allow the continuance of such perversity-indeed I have no doubt it would
be called disloya.lty, though it might in
reality be the truest loyalty to the Throne,
being that loyalty to the people which
would make them feel that they were
under a Governm~nt which sympathized
with their rights and would redress their
wrongs. And that dead-lock might go
on until general election after general
election had only· solidified the phalanx
on the Ministerial side of the Assembly
claiming that the Council should consent
to redress grievances before the Assembly
granted Supplies. The Bill would not
affect that state of things. It provides
no means by which snch dead-locks as
that could be overcome. It leaves that
phase of the question of dead-Iockswhich has never yet arisen in this country
-perfectly open; but it might occur,
and, indeed, I might venture to say,
it would be almost certain to occur.
The only difference from past dead-locks
would be that the Bill would throw on
the Assembly, instead of, as hitherto, on
the Council, the absolute responsibility of
initiating a dead-lock, whatever value
there may be in that change. But I will
go a little further. The Premier, very
properly, dilated with glowing pride upon
the great progress of the colony during
the past 25 years. He showed that the
aggregate real property of the country had
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risen to a rateable value of £85,000,000,
apart, of course, from lll.ere personal property. It is perfectly refr€'sbillg to find
that honorable mem bel's on the Ministerial
side of the House acknowledge that the
country has progressed, and the sum mentioned is undoubtedly a large one. But
what is the annual wage value of the
bread winners of the colony? Is it short
of £20,000,000? I think it is not. Well,
this £20,000,000 a year as the wage earnings of tbe bread winners of the country
is a fact which claims for that section of
the community paramonnt consideration,
even beyond mere· accumulated wealth,
because it shows that the bread-winning class have an equal interest-and
numerically a stronger interest-in good
goyernment than the ltohlers of accumulated wealth in its fixed forms of household properLy, stations, or farms. I do not
wish to underrate the value of accumulated property. We may well be proud
of the progress which bas been made in
this direction, in these the early days of
the colony. But let us put side by side
with that the immense value of the annual
wage earnings of those who win their
broad by toil. Now the franchise for the
Council is by this Bill reduced to £10
freehold and £20 leasehold. Of course
honorable members opposite say that this
proposal will give the franchise to a very
large number of electors. That is quite
true, but I do not think the Ministry have
calculated what may be the real effect of
the limitation they have fixed. There is
one element they have not taken into con. sideration, or which they pass over lightly
because perhaps they reckon that its effect
may suit their political purposes. Suppose it should bappen that a measure of
large importance was submitted to the
joint sitting of the two Houses, and that
the majority in the Assembly in favour of
the measure was not the 56 which t.he
Premier admitted would be necessary
with a minority of nine in the Council,
but 48. If that measure was lost in the
joint Eitting, would not there be a feeling
of exasperat.ioll in the minds of the electors of this Chamber at their having been
thwarted? And might it not absolutely
be the case-I do not say it necessarily
wouIll, but might be-that a majority of
the minority was ruling this country;
because the 38 members of the Assembly, comprising the diffel'ence between
4t; and 86, would just be the section
who symp~Lthize with t.he Council and
}fr. Va/f!,
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hold their opinions? IIi such a case
it would not be the majority of tbis
House who would rule, but the majority
of the Council, not necessarily representing even the majority of those who have
the franchise for that House. I say under
such a system there would be a chance of
continual irritation, and such a proposal,
if carried into law, could only inevitably
result in the yery early commencement
of a most bitter and determined agitation
outside, w11.ich would enrol, without doubt,
all the men who were, so to speak, disThose men
franchised by this Bill.
number at present between 90,000 and
100,000 persons, if W6 calculate the difference between the present electoral roll
of the Assembly and the contemplated
arrangement of the fmnchise for the
Council under the Bill, but in addition to
them we mnst include the many thousands
who have 110t registered at all, and the
exact number of whom may be 50,000, or
perhaps 100,000. All this goes to show
t.hat the Bill, in the case of a dispute
between the two Houses, would leave out
of effective parliamentary action a very
large and compact portion of the community, who would remain dangerous
possibly just in proportion to their sense
of the inj ury done them under the
measure. I will now ask the attention
of the House and the Goyernment to
another fact. The Bill gives the franchise
to a certain class of the community, a large
portion of whom are supposed to have
political sympathies with honorable members opposite, and to look upon the protectionist party in this House as having
views opposed to their interests and
dangerous to the profitable carrying on of
their pursuit-I refer to the free selectors.
The franchise for the Council is given to
the free selectors as an entire mass, and the
free selectors of the colony number probably 25,000 or 30,000, nearly one-third
of those who will· be received into the
extended franchise for the Council. What
may reasonably be expected to be the
result of this provision? The division
of the provinces is manifestly unfair in
one item, and I speak of this one item
because, as a member for a town
constituency, I am entitled to do so. I
say that to make the Central Province
one constituency, returning nine members,
is nothing more nor less than to disfranchise all the liberal electors in and around
Melbourne, for I defy any draughtsman
to cut the Central Province intp thre~
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constituencies, returning three members dissolved would be when it had not the
each, without leaving to the liberal part.y confidence to face the other branch of the
at least one of t.he three electorates. Legislature in a joint sitting. Supposing
That is such a manifest and glaring in- the other House challenged us to a joint
justice that it ulUst be remedied in com- sitting, I I hink we should be the parties
mitt.ee, if' the Bill should ever get into to say-" We prefer to go to a joint sitting
committee. But suppose the Bill is after a general election." Of course I see
modified as I have indicat.ed, and the the d ifficult.y of any argument against a
Central Province is divided into three dissolution. It lays llS open to the charge
electorates. If there are fourteen pro- of being afraid to meet our constituents.
vinces, we may fairly calculate that the I do not think we ought to be, though I
Central and four or five other provinces, know full well that overy election entails
representing a total of sOllie 20 or 21 many difficulties, annoyances, and ex:.
members, will be mainly controlled by penses. But this ,joint dissolution will
that half of the population which lives in be a punishment mainly to this House,
the towns-Melbourne, Sandhurst, Gee- and I do not think it will produce a satislong, C~1stlemaine, and Ballarat. I do factory result. The honorable member
not venture to express an opinion as to for Portland has dealt so exhaustively
which sille the representatives of those with the question of expenditure amI approvinces would take-it is not necessary propria,tion that I do not feel disposed to
for my present purpose to do so, though I weary the House by entering into that
may reasonably form somewhat gloomy subject. My own feeling in relation to
expectations as to the probabilit.y of the this Bill is that it tends entirely to change
bulk of those members sympathizing with and turn in another direction the balance
the views with which I have been con- of political power in this country. I do
nected for the last sixteen years. "Yhat not need to say that the present AdminisI desire to point out is that, under Ihe tration have framed the measure with that
estimate I have given, there will be 21 deliberate purpose; on that point, the
members left to be elected by the country scrutinizing and inquiring public to
districts, and the whole control of those Vi' hom the Premier appealed at the con21 elections will be held by the free clusion of his address in introducing the
Of
selectors. '''hat will be the necessary Bill can judge for themselves.
result of that ? No doubt the Ministerial comse I object, and have always objected,
party bid well for the support of the free to handing over, even in part, the fillan'selectors by professions and arguments in cial power which this House possesses
relation to free-trade; but let them face under our present Constitut.ion to any
this state of things-21 seats for the other branch of the Legislature. I believe,
Upper House under the new Constitution in fact I know, from careful reading
to be in the gift of the free selectors, the of 'all the speecbes delivered by the ablest
debtors of the State! I think that, men in Parliament when the Constitution
even in the, aspect of political morality, was framed-Mr. Childers, MI'. Griffith,
this Bill involves a serious wrong, almost Dr. Murphy, and others-and which were
a political crime, by offering such a temp- taken down by Mr. G. H. F. "Yebb, now
tation to the free selectors to perpetrate Queen's eonnsel, but then Government
financial and political injnstice. The Shorthand Writ.er-that they clearly and
only way to get out of that posi- distinctly laid down that the principle of
tion, if the second reading of the Bill that measure was to give to the Legislais carried, will be to briug down the ti ve Assembly those rights and powers
qualification of voters for the Council to which the House of Commons has ever
the rate roll, if not to assimilate it to the of late years exercised in all matters
electoral roll of the Assembly. As to the of finance, both in relation to Supply
double dissolution, I do not think that and Appropriation.
It is quite true
proposal is at all necessary for the pur- that I have said-and from that opinion
poses of the Bill, at all events until a I am not at all disposed to turn aside
certain stage has been reached. If the -that, if the plebiscite were the ultimate
Assembly passes a measure by a large reference on any matter of dispute' bemajority, clearly it is not for it to chal- tween the two branches of the Legislature,
lenge the fact that it possesses the con- I would not have the slightest object.ion to
fidence of the country. It uppears to accept the challeuge of the Council that an
}11e that the time for this House to be item in the Appropriation Bill might be sent
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for the" Aye" or " No" of the populat.ion
of the colony. But it is quite a different
thing to propose that, if two trustees disagree, the one .sha11 submit his action to
the arbitration of the other rather than
refer it back, supposing there was the
power to do so, to those who confided the
trust. There is so little likelihood of this
Bill being reasonably amendeu if it gets
into committee that I shall feel it my
bounden duty to vote against .the second
reading. I do not-I never did-feel that
horror of party which some honorable
members profess to entertain when the
preparatory division lists show a nice and
even balance. I have always found that
a Ministry in difficulties have great compnnctions about party tactics. I have not
discovered any indication on the part of
Ministerial members of an intention to
evade their party claims. It is not, indeed,
our business to ask them to do so. But I
cannot help feeling also that it is the duty
of honorable members on this side of the
House, who have been returned on what is
known as the liberal platform, to abide by
the pledges which they gave to their constituents. What I said to my constituents
was this--that I believed the true basis
for all constitutional and liberal government in a free community was that the
government should be in the hands of all
free men governing themselves for the
benefit of themselves. I do not desire to
throw into this discussion one word of
bitterness. 1£ this measure should, by an
unfortunate accident-as I believe such a
contingency would be-become the law of
the lalld, I only trust that the opinions I
have expressed regarding it may prove
mistaken. I shall rejoice should it turn
out to be a successful act of great statesmanship; and, if it does, I hope I shall
have the opportunity of making any
amends which might be due for the speech
which I have just delivered, with such
.brevity, on so important a question.
Dr. MADDEN.-Mr. Speaker, there
was once a man who was exceedingly deaf,
and who called to his aid his medical
adviser. After the doctor had roared into·
his ear to ascertain the symptoms, he told
his patient that he had been drinking too
much and that he must give it up. The
doctor called again in a week-the man
having in the meantime been a total abstainer-and was commencing the roaring
process a second time when the patient said
- " Don't make so much noise; I can hear
very well." On a third visit, however,
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the doctor, on beginning to speak softly,
found his patient was as deaf as ever.
" So," said the doctor, "I see you have
been drinking again." "Yes," replied his
patient, "the fact is that, during the
whole time I had my hearing, I neyer
heard anything worth a single glass of
brandy." That story, I think, will correctly indicate the position of the honorable member for Portland. (Murmurs
from the Opposition.) Honorable members
opposite may groan dismally, but not one
of them entertains an atom of the respect
that I feel for that honorable member.
The story I have related applies in this
way:-The honorable member for Portland has been absent from this House for
some considerable time-more's the pityand during his absence from it he has failed
utterly to observe what was passing in
Lhe world around him. Constitutional
reform is the qnestion which, above all
others, has occupied the attention of this
community for the last eight ot' ten years,
and I venture to think that the sifting
which the quest.ion has received in this
House, as well as its criticism in the press,
has not been wholly without effect. I
make bold to say that, apart from the
honorable member for Portland, there is
not one member in this House who has
not gathered certain - distinct principles
from the passage of the question through
the hands of the communit.y during the
past ten years. But the honorable member
for Portland seems to have been living
in a dream since 1865. When, at that
time, the honorable member was a young
and inexperienced politician, he was caught
by the glamour and the ability of Mr.
Higinbotham, and he adheres to this very
day to the theories which that gentleman
then propounded. But the process of time
has wrought out certain distinct results.
In regard to reform, it has shown that the·
people are resolved upon two thingsfirst, that, as far as it is possible for them
to command it, finality in legislation shall
be brought about, so that the desires of
the people may have effect in legislation;
and, secondly, that dead-locks shall not
occur if means can be provided to prevent
them.
Mr. BERRY.-Our last Bill provided
for those things.
Dr. MADDEN.-I am very glad to hear
the honorable member speak of hif:) "last"
Bill, for all his Bills have been so bad
that it is a comfort we have had the last
of them. The honorable member for
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Portland has forgotten the facts I have
mentioned, and he has also overlooked the
fact that the country demands also that
any attempt to solve the problem of constitutional reform must include two principles-first., that there shall be a second
Chamber substantially existing and independent in its existence; and, secondly, that
the Legislative Assembly shall not have
uncontrolled power over Money Bills. The
honorable member has read no lesson from
the recent elections. He has not observed
the fact that the late Chief Secretary and
his Government submitted nothing so
distinctly to the country as the 6th clause
of their Reform Bill.
The honorable
member for Portland has to-night declared
tha.t that 6th clause is the one suggestion
in the way of constitutional reform with
which above all others he agrees.
Mr. WRIXON.-I said I agreed with
the principle of the clause, but not with
the manner in which it was expressed.
Dr. MADDEN.-I accept the correction, though I think the principle of the
clause and the clause itself cannot be distinguished. The country took that clause
to mean that uncontrolled power over
Money Bills should be given to the Assembly, and the country said it would not
agree to that.
Mr. BERRY.-Pnt that to the country
as a single issue, and it will affirm it now.
Dr. MADDEN.-I am content to look
at what the country has affirmed. The
honorable member for Port.land, in the
sincerity and fulness of his belief in what
I may take the liberty of saying is in this
country a mere theory, has forgotten the
practical questions which are involved in
this Bill. The House, in dealing with
this question, must keep in view the fact
that the country will have a real second
Chamber, and will not give this Assembly
uncontrolled power over Money Bills.
Those two points must be conceded in
any attempt to solve the problem, and
how, then, are we to get rid of deadlocks? The honorable member for Port'land suggests that, for the purpose of
saving the Government, forsooth, the
House should pass the second reading of
this Bill pro j01'ma, and then submit the
question to a select committee. I think
the honorable member will do this Government the justice to believe that it seeks
no such protection. The result of the
discussion of this question, for many years
past, has made it plain to every practical
politician that no Government could exist
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for one hour that would not face the
question of reform as a question to be
solved by the Government. Supposing,
for a moment, that the body of gentlemen
behind the Government ,were capable of
so far forgetting themselves .as to allow
the Government to refer the que::;t.ion to a
select committee, I ask whether the
Government, which had, by taking such
a course, forfeited all claim to respect and
consideration, could ever hope to carry
any other practical measure of legislation?
But that, after all, is a personal question
which affects merely the self-regarding
views of the Government of the day.
There is a much more practical objection
to the proposal of the honorable member.
He does not seem to have observed that
honorable members on the Ministerial
side of the House are pledged to one
system of amending the Constitution, and
that honorable members on the other side
are pledged to another system of a
diametrically opposite character. Where
would the honorable member get the
materials in this House for a committee
who would draw up a Bill which would
be tolerated for one instant by the majority
of the House? I venture to say that, if
the honorable member got up and named
his committee now, he would find members on one side and the other declining
the proffered honour, on the ground that
they could not work together-that it
would be a mere sham for them to meet
on such a question. All that would be
left to form the committee would be the
honorable member for Belfast and the
honorable member for Portland, with, possibly, the honorable member for Arara~
added to make things lively.
Mr. GAUNSON.-All these objections
applied when the Premier himself moved
for a select committee.
Dr. MADDEN.-I am obliged to the
honorable member for smoothing the way
to the next observation I was about to
make. Another practical objection to the
proposal for a select committee is that
there is a phalanx of gentlemen opposite
who declined with indignation to accept
that suggestion when it was made in the
last Parliament. There was a time when
the members of the present GovernmeI;lt
were willing to send the question to a
select' committee, and not to treat it as a
party question, but the late Government
decided that it should be nothing but a
party question. They threw down the
challenge, and the present Government
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took it up in the face of the country, and,
so long as they sit here as a Government.,
they will endeavonr to carry the question through as a Government question.
An honorable member who at this time of
day suggests that the question of reform
can be remitted to a select committee,
and dealt with in that way, really forgets everything that hns happened in
the last three years. It is impossible for
anyone who remembers those events to
be sincere and suggest this as a practical
solution of the difficulty. A proposal to
remit the question to a select committee is,
in fact, one that it is impossible to adopt
- it is entirely outside the pale of our
consideration. This being so, and seeing that it is necessary to deal with
reform as a matter of public policy, I
will now refer to another view which the
honorable member for Portland takes.
The honorable gentleman said that we
have one House which represents the
country-the manhood of the countryand another House which represents a
class. The honorable member urged that
objection, some years ago, when debating the Norwegian scheme su bmitted
by the Francis Government. On that
occasion, I pointed out that in this
country there really exists no such thing
as a class in the sense that the honorable
member speaks of. The honorable gentleman must feel conscious of a tinge of
insincerity when he says the Bill we
have introduced proposes to perpetuate
a class as against the will of the country. A class may perhaps be defined
as a portion of the community to which
the rest have no access; but, abandoning
the term" class" as too technical, and asBurning that at present the Legislative
Council represents what may be called the
wealth rather than the property of the
country, then the proposal of the Government is to do away with that distinction.
The honorable .member for Portland is too
sensible a man to contend for one instant
that no distinction whatever should exist
between the thrifty, the industrious, the
saving man-the man with ambition to
acquire a stake in the country-and the
man who lives from day to day satisfied
with gratifying each desire as it arises, and
having no regard for the future. That is
the only distinction drawn by the Bill
between one set of men and another. I
ask the honorable member whether he
knows anyone man in this community,
within the. whole range of his acquaiutance
Dr. Madden.
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or observation, whom he thinks worthy
of his consideration for a moment, who
will not come within the classification
upon which the Government base their
proposed franchise for the Legislati ve
Council, or who cannot come within it
in a very limited time if he chooses?
The persons who will be entitled. to the
franchise under the measure are all freeholders of £10 annual value and leaseholders of the annual value of £20. Will
that be setting class against class? The
real meaning of the measure is simply
this, that any man in the community who
is the owner of a house or land worth
£100, or who lives in a house for which
he pays a rental of 7s. 6d. per week, shall
have the franchise for the Council. Men
of that sort will constitute the class which
the honorable member fancies will he set
against the rest of the community. Where
is the rest of the community?
Mr. FINCHAM. - How will the
holders of miners' rights be affected?
There are hundreds-indeed thousandsof them.
Dr. MADDEN.-Assuming there are
thousands of holders of miners' rights, I
ask whether in these days of building
societies, savings banks, and other facilities for promoting and utilizing the saving
tendencies of a British community, there
is any man amongst us who will degrade
himself so far as to admit that he cannot
be a voter for the Upper House uuder
this Bill? By the merest self-denial,
combined with the exercise of industry,
for a very short period, any man may become a member of the class which in the
opinion of the honorable member for Portland stands so prominent amongst the
rest of the community. That being the
case, the argument that the Bill will
perpetuate class representation certainly
seems very strange and far-fetched. It
is desirable, as I have already said, to give
something to thrift and industry, and that
is all the proposed franchise for the Council
will do. So far from this· provision
crushing out manhood suffrage, I say that
those who vote under manhood suffrage
are the commanders of their own fortunes,
and can easily bring themselves to the
level of their envied fellow countrymen
who possess the franchise for the Upper
House. The honorable member for Portland
next contended that the popularization of
the Legislative Council-of which he is in
favour as an abstract principle, although
he believes it will give something to a
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class-will remove the principal evils he " Although we are forbidden to do 80, we
complains of, and that when that is once will amend them," they would be acting in
achieved the present state of things is all the way indicated by the honorable memthat is desirable. Here, again, the honor- ber ; but, as a matter of fact, even in tho
able member seems to have utterly forgotten greatest heat of conflict, the Council have
what has ta,ken place in the course of the neyer ventured to suggest that such a
last few years. The honorable member at course was open to them. The honorable
once admits that it is outside the power of member is evidently falling back on that
any draftsman or legislator to devise a old theory in reference to dead-locks which
measure which will make dead-locks has been argued threadbare in this House
impossible, and he states that their when he says that, under the 56th section
prevention depends upon the existence of the Constitution Act, the Council have
of a spirit of modera,tion in the com- a bare legal right to reject Money Bills, but
munity, and the exercise of forbearance that constitutionally they ought not to
towards one another by the two branches exercise that right. From time immeof the Legislature. No doubt forbearance morial that has been the contention of
is absolutely essential to the carrying out various honorable members of this House,
of any Constitution tha~ may be devised, but it is perfectly well known that, whatbut it cannot be said that forbearance is ever may be the constitutional meaning of
the only means that is necessary to secure the 56th section, the Council have on
legislation. The honora,ble member, how- several occasions rejected Appropriation
ever, evidently regards everything else as Bills, and caused great inconvenience and
a vain effort-he looks upon the provisions trouble thereby. That being so, wha.t is
of the Bill as so many words declaring the use of saying-" Let things go on in
certain facts, but in other respects mean- the same way in the future, and all will be
ingless. Let us consider whether this is right" ? The honorable member suggests
so or not. The honorable member said nothing to take the place of the present
that, when he was formerly associated with law-he suggests no means of curing the
an eminent gentleman (Mr. Higinbotham), difficulty which exists-whereas the Gohe contended for certain privileges of this vernment propose what they believe to be
House, and that now he will not turn a declaration of the law of Parliament, as
upon himself in that respect. that he con- it exists at the present time iu England;
siders the privileges previously claimed by and precedents have been quoted to prove
the Assembly still exist, and that any that the provisions of the Bill merely
proposal likely to derogate from them is embody the practice which prevails in the
entirely reprehensible. The honorable Imperial Parliament. Let us see how
member admits that it is desirable to those provisions will work. The honordo away with dead-locks, but he argues able member for Belfast has twitted the
that it is impossible to do so by Act Government on different occasions, allegof Parliament. The honorable member ing that it is out of their power to enact
says that, supposing the Bill is carried any law that can control dea.d-locks; but
into law, and its provisions forbid a 1 venture to say this Bill will undoubtedly
certain course to be taken by the As- have that effect.
sembly or by the Council, all those prpSir J. O'SHANASSY.-There is no
visions may be thrown to the winds and tribunal to enforce the law.
Dr. MADDEN.-I think I shall be able
disregarded. But the honorable member
may as well say that with respect to any to show there is a tribunal that will enforce
legislative enactment. No doubt any the law. I presume, of course, that I am
law may be ignored; but we must deal speaking to men who are in their senses,
practically with the question. We must like the honorable member for Belfast, and
suppose that men are reasonable beings, not to lunatics. The Bill provides that,
and not lunatics. We must presume that when any item which is objectionable to
there will. be an intention to observe the Legislative Council appears on the
measures which are passed for the good Estimates, the Council may request the
of the community, or otherwise all legis- Assembly to remove it, and it also enacts
lation is absurd and futile. Under the that it shall not be lawful for the Assembly
56th section of the Constitution Act, the to go on with the Appropriation Bill if it
Legislative Council are prohibited from contains any item that has been objected
amending Money Bills, though they may to by the Council. The result will be that
reject them. . Supposing they said- as soon as a message comes down froin the
'\
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Council objecting to any item on the Estimates, if the Governmen't of the day will
not take that item off the Estimates, with
the view to place it in a separate Bill, any
member of the Assembly can call the
attent.ion of the Speaker to the fact that,
under the .provisions of the new Constitution, the Appropriation Bill cannot be
proceeded with. The Speaker will therefore be the tribunal to enforce the law and
thus prevent a dead-lock.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-The honorable member said, on a previous occasion,
that the tribunal was in the Bill.
Dr. MADDEN.-I say again that the
tribunal is in the Bill.
Sir J. O'SHANASS Y.- "Vhere?
Dr. MADDEN.-These words are in
the Bill:., It shall not be lawful for the Assembly to
proceed with the consideration of any such Bill
containing any grant, clause, or matter which
the Council may have requested • • . . to
be dealt with in a separate BilL"

The moment any honorable member calls
attention to the fact of the presence in
the Appropriation Bill of any item which
has been objected to by the Council, it
will be the. duty of the Speaker to rise in
his place and say that the Bill can go no
further. The Speaker will be as potent
a tribunal as any tribunal in the land
could be. In this country there never
has been a Speaker who would allow
himself to be corrupted by the influences
of any Government, or of any majority
in this House; and I venture to say there
never will be one. Even if the House desired to elect a Speaker for the purpose of
acting 'corruptly and committing a breach
of the law, I do not believe a Speaker
could be found who would degrade his
lofty office in such a way; and if such a
thing is possible, and did happen, the
country would very soon demand a reckoning, and have it. Those honorable members who, whilst professing to be very
familiar with the standing orders of the
House, yet laugh at the idea of the
Speaker being arbiter in a question of the
kind I am alluding to, must have forgotten
that not a session passes during which the
Speaker does not exercise the office of
arbitrator in matters of a somewhat kindred character. Our standing orders forbid that any Bill affecting trade or religion
shall be proceeded with unless it has been
initiated in committee. If an honorable
member calls attention to the fact that
there is a Bill of that character before the
House which has not been originated in
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committee, the Speaker at once intimates
that it cannot be proceeded with any
further, and the measure accordingly falls
to the ground.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Because the majority acquiesce.
Dr. MADDEN.-The reason is that
the majority in the Assembly, when they
are not endeavouring to snatch a victory,
act as reasonable men, and with the knowledge that the standing orders, to be of
any value, must be adhered to.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-The House
may suspend the standing orders.
Dr. MADDEN.-The honorable member knows that the House cannot suspend
a Constitution Act when it is once passed.
Of course, if honorable members reduce
themsel ves to the level of those who
habitually disregard the law, everything
is possible. Some people might contend
that if the Speaker were ordered by the
Assembly to go forth to the Legislative
Council and shoot the President of that
body, he would be held free from responsibility if he acted upon the order. If
the Speaker were afterwards seized by
officers of jnstice, with the view of being
tried for his deed, the Assembly might
regard such a procedure as a breach of
privilege and punish it accordingly, if
they had the power to do so, and it is not
clear to my mind that they would not
have the power. In speaking of absurdities, it is necessary to carry them to their
full length ; and the case I have imagined
is no more absurd than to suppose that
when a law has been enacted one branch
of the Legislature will utterly defy and
break it. I take it for granted that the
Premier and the Minister of Railways
have fully explained the intentions of the
Government in introducing the Bill-that
they have clearly pointed out the meaning, scope, and object of the various provisions of the measure-and I am confining myself to answering the objections
which have been urged against the measure so far as I can recollect them. The
honorable member for Geelong (Mr. Berry)
has suggested, as a test of the possibility
of working the machinery of the Bill,
that when the Council requested that an
item should be taken off the Estimates
and placed in a separate measure, the
Government and the majority of the
Assembly might refuse to adopt that
course. In that case, as r have shown,
the Speaker would not allow the Appropriation Bill to be gone on with until the
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provisions of the new Constitution Act
were complied with. The honorable member for Geelong also asked this question
- " Supposing the Assembly took off the
Estimates the item objected to by the
Council, or left it on, and refused to send
up an Appropriation Bill at all, what
would be the result?" The answer is
very simple. Dead-loeks are detested by
the people of this country. The people
detest dead-locks when they are occasioned by the Legislative Council, and they
regret that they have no power over that
body to prevent it causing dead-locks. If
the Legislative Assembly created a deadlock, the position of affairs would be
greatly altered, because the people hold
the Assembly, as it were, in the palm of
their hands. They will not, for the sake
of enabling the Assembly to assert what
is really a mere sentiment, allow the
stoppage of payment of the public creditor, the dismissal of eivil servants, and
other evils connected wit.h dead-locks,
which have been so severely reprehended
when caused by what some honorable
mem bel's choose to charaderize as the
selfish obstinacy of the Council.
Mr. McKEAN.-That will make the
Council absolute.
Dr. MADDEN.-Honorable members
who have criticised the Bill adversely
have forgotten the fact, when speaking of
the absolutism of the Council, that they
must look at the Couneil in the light of
what it will be under its altered constitution. If the 2nd part of the Bill becomes
law, the Council will be composed of men
whose sympathies are in common with
those of the people of the country at large.
Unless honorable members take into acconnt the alterations proposed to be made
in the constitution of th8 Conncil-the
lowering of the qualificat.ion for electors
and members, the subdivision of the provinces, and the reduction of the tenure of
seats-they cannot properly understand
the other provisions of the Bill. By popularizing the Council, the constituencies for
both Houses will be practically the same;
and how will it be possible to have a set
of opinions in the other Chamber hostile
to the opinions entertained by the members
returned to this House by the same constituencies that elect the Council? Honorable members in both Chambers will
have to regard their pledges to their constituencies, and the provision for a double
dissolution will have the effect of preventing hostility between the two Houses. Each
SES.
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House, in fact, will enter upon the discussion of a question with a halter round its
neck, so to speak-knowing that a dissolution will be the result of any serious
hostility between the Chambers - and
therefore it will not take any course unless
it has a bona fide belief that it has the
people of the country at its back.
Mr. 1\tlcKEAN.-There will be two
years to play the game in.
Dr. MADDEN.-The very utmost time
will be six months, and during that period
the people will not be precluded from
expressing their views. It does not take
this House very long to find out what the
people mean.
The people have their
public meetings and newspapers, through
which they make known their sentiments;
and it takes a very short time indeed to
find out which way the wind of popular
opinion blows. The members of the other
Chamber will have the same facilities as
the mem bel'S of this House for ascertaining
what is the opinion of the public on any
important Bill brought before them, and,
if they find it to be in favour of the Bill,
they will scarcely resort to a second
rejection of the measure, which will necessarily bring about an almost instantaneous
dissolution of both Houses, with the
certainty t.hat the Council will be defeated
and that the Assembly will be successfill. The honorable member for Portland
said it is quite possible that a double
dissolution might arise over a Tax Bill, in
which case the measure would be hung up
for some time, and the Treasurer would
be deprived of his Ways and Means.
The 6th clause of the Reform Bill of the
late Government did not, however, make
any provision for this emergency; it did not
embrace Tax Bills; it hau nothing to do
with any resolutions passed in Committee
of Ways and Means; it simply provided
that the Assembly should be absolute in
matters of expenditure -- that is, as to
all votes emanating from Committee of
Supply.
The only provision in the
Reform Bill of the late Government for
carrying a Tax Bill into law if rejected
by the Council was: by means of a plebiscite upon it, taken after an interval of two
years had elapsed. As the law stands at
present, the Treasurer is, at all events, in
a worse position than he will be under the
present measure, because the Council can
now reject a Tax Bill for an indefinite
period. The honorable member for Portland further remarked that if a member of the Upper House conscientiously
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objects to any item on the Estimates he
will be bound, assuming the Bill becomes
law, to endeavour to get it withdrawn, in
order that it may be dealt with in a separate
measure. Possibly that may be the case,
but the objection of one honorable member
can have no effect unless he gets 27 other
members to support him, because the Bill
provides that a message sent to the Assembly requesting the withdrawal of any
item on the Estimates must be in pursuance
of a resolution passed by at least twothirds of the whole number of members of
the Council. Moreover, a member who
objects to an item must declare the principle on which he does so, and, if the
Council are of opinion that the proposed
expenditure is for the ordinary service of
the year, the objection will be of no avail.
Some honorable· members have argued that
if, at the request of the Council, an item
is taken off. the Estimates and placed in a
separate Bill, and the Council afterwards
reject that measure, the item is gone for
ever; but such is not the case. The
utmost that can befall is that the question
will be suspended for six or eight months,
that at the expiration of that time there
will be an appeal to the country, and the
country will give its decision on the
matter. (" No.") If the Council reject
the separate Bill in one session, it will be
sent uP. to them again in the next session,
and, if it is again rejected, a dissolution
will follow at once.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-Thc Council
may hang up the Bill to the end of a
session, and then reject it, so that a much
longer period than eight months may elapse
before there is an appeal to the country.
Dr. MADDEN.-There is a provision
which excepts any Bill from the operation of the measure unless it is sent up to
the Council 30 days before the prorogation of Parliament; but, assuming that
condition is observed, all that is required
is for the Government and the Assembly
to show that they are in earnest. If they
are in earnest, and believe that the country really approves of the item contained
in the separate Bill which has been rejected by the Council, the Council cannot
help themselves. They are bound to receive the Bill when it is sent up to them
again, and, the moment they receive it,
they are bound to pass it or reject it.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-There is no
such provision in the Bill.
Dr. MADDEN.-If they pass it, the
matter is at an end; if they reject it, or
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even do nothing, the matter is equally at
an end, because the interpretation clause
contains the following provision:'" Reject,' 'rejecting," rejected,' shall mean
and include any resolution, form, or proceeding
adopted or taken by the Council, or omitted to
be adopted or taken by the Council, during any
session of Parliament, whereby any Bill has
been prevented from passing into law."

Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-But the Council need not deal with the Bill until the
end of the session.
Dr. MADDEN.-The Governor, upon
the advice of the Government of the day,
can close a session at any time, and dissolve Parliament; so that, if 30 days
elapse without the Council dealing with
the Bill, the Governor can at once dissoive Parliament, and the measure becomes a rejected Bill. It will, therefore,
be seen that a difficulty which has suggested itself to the minds of some honor~
able members is at once disposed of. In
point of fact, if an item is taken off the
Estimates at the request of the Council,
it is not necessarily rejected, but is merely
reserved for the Council to exercise a
deliberative voice upon it; and if they do
not pass it, the people will, within a very
reasonable time, decide whether it ought
to be passed or not.
Mr. BOSISTO.-In such a case, the
Council ought to be the only House dissolved.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Hear, hear; don't
punish the innocent along with the guilty.
Dr. MADDEN.-Wherever there is a
difference of opinion, there are of course
two sides to the question. If the Assembly assert that the country desires
that a particular item on the Estimates
shall be passed, and the Council assert
that the country does not desire it, there
is at once a difference of opinion. I
admit the reasonableness of the remark of
the honorable member for Ararat, that the
innocent ought not to suffer for the guilty,
but the difficulty in a matter of this kind
is to find out which is the guilty party.
The only tribunal to decide the question
is the country. The great value of this
measure is its complete elasticity, because
it makes the Assembly really the master
of the position, inasmuch as the Assembly
can send both Houses to the country if it
honestly believes that the country approves of its proposal. Of course, if the
Assembly thinks that .the country is not
backing it up, it need not bring about a
dissolution-it can withhold its hand, and
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abandon the question in dispute. That
may involve the giving up of office by the
Government of the day, but that is a small
thing in comparison with the privileges of
thE! Assembly. If the Assembly is right,
it will not hesitate to assert its right; and,
if it is wrong, probably it will perceive that
in time to prevent a double dissolution.
The Council will have the same opportunity of withdrawing from the attitude it has taken up if it finds that it
has adopted a mistaken course. Taking
all these things into consideration, it
will be seen that the measure consists
of three principles running one into the
other, each being dependent upon and
essential to the others. There is the
popularizing- of the Council, which will
bring that body into very close proximity
of opinion with the Assembly. There is
also the double dissolution, which will
have a controlling influence on each body,
prompting it to consider before it acts.
It will induce the Assembly to deliberate
before it becomes aggressive, as it certainly sometimes has been in the past;
and it will control the Council from being
selfishly and obstinately defiant to the
Assembly, as it has been at times. The
third principle is the power to prevent all
dead-locks. The possibility of dead-locks
occurring is prevented by the Council
being prohibited from rejecting Appropriation Bills. If the Council is prohibited from doing that, which under the
present law it has the right to do uncontrolled, surely it is entitled to have some
consideration shown it. Some honorable
members, holding the extreme liberal
view, assert that the Council cannot reject
an Appropriation Bill-that the 56th section of the Constitution Act does not
mean what it says-but, as a matter of
fact, the Council has rejected Appropriation Bills. At present, the 56th section
of the Constitution Act is a stumblingblock in the way of the Assembly and
the privileges which it has claimed in the
past. .It, therefore, cannot be said that it
will sacrifice its privileges if it adopts the
proposa.l to take an item off the Estimates
if the Council requests that to be done by
a resolution passed by a majority of twothirds. It is childish to argue that the
Council, in giving up the power to reject
Appropriation Bills, will yield nothing,
because that is a power which it undoubtedly possesses and has exercised. I
would again remind honorable members
that an item cannot be taken off the
z2
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Estimates at the mere capricious_ will of
one member of the Council. It must be
shown to be an item extraneous to the
ordinary service of the year, because a
vote of two-thirds of the Council is required before a message can be transmitted
to the Assembly requesting the removal
of any item. In addition "to that, we have
in the Speaker of this House an independent officer who, it must be presumed,
will recognise the law, and interpret it
fairly, as Speakers have hitherto always
done. Then, again, the Governor alone
is to be the judge as to whether a Bill
rejected by the Council in two sessions of
Parliament is substantially the same as
the Bill placed before the country at a
double dissolution. It has been asserted
abroad, for the purpose of damaging the
proposals of the Government, that a Bill
r~jected by the Council may be wholly
altered before the appeal to the country is
made, or have different matter inserted in
it, and yet be submitted to the country as
the one upon which the two Houses
differed. That, however, is not so. The
Governor is made the sole arbiter as to
whether the Bill is substantially the same,
and it is not likely that he would ever
permit a different Bill to be submitted as
the same Bill that was rejected by the
Council. Another matter to be borne in
mind is that the Government of the day
would either advise the Assembly to
acquiesce in or disagree with any request
made by the Council for an item to be
taken off the Estimates. with the view to
being placed in a sep~rate Bill. If the
Government entered into a contest with
the Council, they would, of course, stake
their existence upon being in the right.
They could obtain no Appropriation Act
unless the item objected to was removed;
and, of course, if no Appropriation Act
was passed, the Government would have to
answer to the country for their proceedings.
For all the reasons I have urged, I submit,
Mr. Speaker, that it is highly desirable,
at this time of day, that the question of
reform should be fairly faced by us. It
has occupied the House and the country
long enough for the community to be
sickened with its very name. Moreover,
large sections of the body politic are
languishing for practical legislation in
their behalf, but, with the stumbling-block
of reform in the way, their wants cannot
be met nor their wishes complied with.
If we do not carry the present proposals,
what other solution of our difficulties is
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possible? Can a.nything else be suggested
short of falling back on the state of things
that has existed in the past, and which
has come to be regarded as evidencing
an absolute failure of our Constitution?
Honorable members in opposition cannot
fail to regard the present subject differently from the honorable member for
Portland. Doubtless he thinks it possible
to evolve some other ~cheme of reform,
but they know how utterly the late Government, with the largest majority ever
seen in the House, failed to settle the
question. The result is that they now
wish matters to remain as befCIe, because,
reform being beyond their power, their
object is then to work their ends by the
lever of the Appropriation Bill. Should
they again sit on these benches, their aim
would be to deal with the Council in their
old aggressive spirit, and, whenever one
of their measures was thwarted elsewhere,
to send it up in such a form as should
compel the Upper Honse to accept it,
or enconnter the opprobrium necessarily
attached to stopping Supplies. There
is no choice between that state of things
and the adoption of our proposals. All
other schemes, some of them evolved
from the best minds in the colony, have
failed. Of course it 'is possible to take
views adverse to those expressed in the
Bill. All I can say is that the Government ho.ve honestly and laboriously
turned their closest attention to the subject, and their considerations have resulted
in this, that they regard the propositions
they have laid before the House as embodying the only means by which deadlocks can be averted, and the will of the
people carried, after a reasonable time,
into law. Having done so much, they
must be held, even though their proposals
fail now to be accepted, to have performed
their duty; and I venture to say that the
people of the country will not 'only credit
them with an honcst endeavour to achieve
a most difficult task, but approve of the
method they have adopted for the purpose.
On the motion of Mr. JAMES, the debate was adjourned until the following
day.
PUBLIC WORKS.
The resolution passed in committee,
the previous day, authorizing certain expenditure proposed to be incurred by the
Board of Land and Works during the year
ending June 30, 1 R80, under the Loan Act
No. 608, was considered and adopted.

Census Bill.

FALSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. KERFERD moved the second
reading of this Bill. He explained that
the measure followed the terms of a recent
English enactment, and was simply proposed in order that the statute law of the
colouy should be rendered complete in a
particular direction. At present the falsification of the books or accounts of a
banking or other corporation was punishable in the colony in a way that did not
apply to the falsification of the books or
accounts of an ordinary indi vidual, whereas
in England both offences stood on a simi]ar footing; and it was deemed desirable
that the same law should exist here.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
CENSUS BILL.
Mr. RAMSAY moved the second read.
ing of this Bill. He stated that its object
was that the decennial census which would
be taken in every other part of the British
dominions in 1881 should also be taken
here. The phraseology of the Bill was
exactly the same as that of the last Census
Act with the exception of a slight alteration in the principal schedule, to which
he would call attention when the meaSUl'e
was in committee.
Major SMITH suggested that provision
Rhould be made in the Bill for showing in
the census all the children of school age
in the colony-for, in fact, a school census.
Mr. RAMSAY said he would be glad
to accept the suggestion, but, as a matter
of fact, it had been practically anticipated.
The 5th column of every census pnper
was intended to show the age last birthday of every person above a year old mentioned in it, and it was expected that the
information so derived would serve as a
capital check upon the educational census
lately taken.
The Secretary of the
Education department believed that this
arrangement would be amply sufficient.
Mr. MASON observed that the Bill
evidently contemplated a certain amount
of expenditure, but yet it had not been
originated in committee, nor by a message
from the Crown. Could it be regarded
as in order?
The SPEAKER.-The Bill does not
provide for the appointment of anyone.
I presume that the expenditure to be incurred in connexion with it will appear
on the Estimates.
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:Mr. KERFERD remarked that the Bill
contained no clause of appropriation.
Mr. HARPER expressed the hope that
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Ballarat West (Major Smith) would
be adopted, inasmuch as it was not likely
the educational census recently taken
would be very correct; first, because the
rate at which the collectors were remunerated was so low, and, secondly,
because there was no check upon them.
Also, he begged to ask whether the Government had taken any steps towards
the holding of an intercolonial statistical
copference, so that the census returns
obtained by each colony might be framed
on the same basis ?
The motion was flgreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 1, setting forth the title of
the measure,
Mr. RAMSAY stated that he had arranged to have information by telegraph
as to the exact date at which the decennial census would be taken in Eugland,
in order that it might be as nearly as
possible simultaneously taken here. As
to the matters referred to by the honorable
member for West Bourk.e (Mr. Harper),
he would deal with them when the schedule came under consideration, which he
proposed should be on a future evening.
On clause 14, imposing a penalty for
non-compliance with the Act in the shape,
inter alia, of a refusal to answer "any
inquiry made by a sub-enumerator,"
Mr. HARPER said he thought the
inquiries of a sub-enumerator should he
restricted to matters connected with the
Act.
Mr. RAMSAY mentioned that the
clause was exactly copied from the English Act.
Mr. SHIELS observed that English
Acts were often very faultily drawn, and
there was no occasion to leave the present
clause ambiguous.
Mr. SERVICE pointed out that the
penalty mentioned in the clause could
only be imposed by a magistrate, who
would, of course, have a discretional
power in the matter.
Mr. RAMSAY said he would make a
note of the point raised.
The remaining clau~es of the Bill having
been passed,
Progress was reported.
The House adjourned a,t fiye minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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Fencing and Impounding Acts- Public Instruction: Classification of Teachers-Mr. Rowand-The Police; Mansfield
District-The Chinese-Melbourne Harbour Trnst-Constitution Act Alteration Bill: Second Reading: Third
Night's Debate.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
FENCING AND IMPOUNDING
ACTS.
Mr. SERGEANT asked the Premier
whether the Government intended to introduce, this session, a Bill to amend the
Fencing and Impounding Acts?
Mr. SERVICE said the Government
intended to do so if time would allow.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. RICHARDSON inquired of the
Minister of Public Instruction when he
"would be in a position to submit to the
House the scheme pre!>ared for the classification of teachers?
Mr. RAMSAY said the scheme was
ready, and he proposed to submit it to the
House as soon as the Reform Bill was
disposed of. He might mention that
there had been great pressure on the
Education department from arrears of
work extending back a year, but this
pressure had now been overcome.
l\fR. ROWAND.
Mr. MASON asked the Minister of
Public 'Works the following questions : " 1. What was t.he nalne of the office held by
Mr. C. Rowand in the noads and Bridges department?
"2. 'Was be a classified officer under the Civil
Service Act, or was his office only a temporary
one?
"3. vVere his services dispensed with?
" 4. vVas he legally entitled to claim compensation on account of his removal from the public
service?
,. 5. Was any money voted to him by Parliament as a gratuity; and, if so, what was the
amount? "

Mr. BENT replied as follows : " 1. Engineer of roads and bridges.
"2. He was not a classified officer, the Roads
and Bridges branch baving been declared 'temporary.'
"3. His services were dispensed with on the
3rd January, 1878.
"4. He was not legally entitled to compensa.
tion for loss of office.
"5. The sum of £],438 wa~ yote~ by P~rHa.
ment as compensation."
..
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THE POLICE.
Mr. GRAVES, without notice, asked
the Chief Secretary whether it was the
fact that the inspector of police stationed
for some time past at Mansfield had been
permanently removed? He believed that
to a similar removal prior to the Kelly
murders those frightful outrages were to a
great extent attributed. He put the qn~s
tion without notice because of the receIpt
of a telegram only a quarter of an hour
ago, and because he feared t.hat, before
the next meeting of the House, owing to
the removal of the officer, something very
serious might occur in the Mansfield
district.
Mr. RAMSAY stated that the Chief
Commissioner of Police had reported to
him that it was not necessary for an inspector of police to be stationed any longer
at Mansfield, 11l1d, as he regarded the
Chief Commissioner as the best judge in
the matter, he intended to act on the recommendation unless some good reason
conld be shown why it should not be
adopted. If the honorable member for
Delatite couJu submit any facts which
might influence his action, he would be
glad to considel' them.

Alteration Bill.

CONSTITUTION ACT ALTERATION
BILL.
THIRD NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debate 011 Mr. Service's motion for
the second reading of the Constitution
Act Alteration Bill (adjourned from the
previous evening) was resumed.
Mr. JAMES.-Mr. Speaker, I think
that the House may congratulate itse~f on
the tone of this debate so far as it has
gone, with very few exceptions. Among
the exceptions I must include the address,
last night, of the Minister of Justice.
That honorable gentleman departed so
far from the course which he usually
takes as absolutely to descend to what I
call nothing less than low vulgarity, because he absolutely compared the honorable member for Portland to a drunkard.
No other inft·rence is to be drawn from
the story which he narrated. However,
the honorable member for Portland needs
no defence at my hands, because all who
know him can declare that no such aspersion whatever can properly be cast upon
him. I hope that kind of thing will be
abandoned, and particularly dnring a debate of such importance as that in which
we are now engaged. I have had the
honour of being a member of this House
for a number of years, during which I
THE CHINESE.
have been called upon to consider various
Mr. PATTERSON called the attention schemes for the reform of the Constituof the Premier to an article ill the Argus tion. The first was that submitted by
newspaper of that day, with reference to the honorable member for Warrnambool,
the deportation of Chinese criminals from which meant simply the meeting of the
Hong Kong to Australia, and asked what two Houses. I supported that scheme
steps he proposed to take in t.he matter?
somewhat under pressure, because I had
:Mr. SERVICE stated that he had al- pledged myself to my constitnents to :o~e
ready intimateu to the House that he had for anything in the way of reform If It
addressed a memorandum to the Governor was likely, in the smallest degr~e,. to
calling His Excellency's at.tention to the improve the state of things then eXlstmg.
desirabilit.y of inquiring into the whole DllrinO' the last Parliament two schemes
matter. The course usual in such cases were brought forward by the honorable
would be pursued; but the Government member for Geelong (Mr. Berry). Both
would take care that there was a full and I supported, but ~oth. were de~e~ted .in
thorough investigation of the entire affair. this House. It IS smd by Mllllstenal
members tlmt the last scheme was not
MELBOURNE HARBOUR TRUST. approved of by the people at the general
1\11'. LONGMORE called attention to a election, and that in consequence the late
newspaper pfLragraph stating that the Government were removed from office,
Minis tel' of Public '"orks hau asked per- but I have great doubts about the cormission from the Melbourne Harbour rectness of the statement. It will be
Trust to lay down a tramway in order to recollected that, long before the dissolucart earth from the cutting at Fisherman's tion of Parliament, a determined effort
Bend, and said he would like to know was made on the part of honorable memwhat necessity there was fo1' ~sking for bers then in opposition, and on the part
snch permission?
of the conservative press, to get rid of the
Mr. BENT said the permi~~on was Berry Ministry whether right or ~rong,
:;Luq il1 a mo~t un..s.crupnlous manner, III my
ftsked simply as a m~tter of co\.\:rt~$l"
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opinion, they succeeded in gaining what is
said to be a majority in this Chamber. The
Premier has stated, in effect, that the
country has given him a majority in
favour of this Bill. But considering the
manreuvring which took place at the
general election, I ask whether the country
had then a fair opportunity of judging of
the two reform proposals placed before
it-the Bill of the honorable member for
Geelong and the manifesto of the honorable member for Maldon? The honorable
member for Maldon issued his manifesto
some time before the dissolution, and it
was understood that, if he came back to
Parliament with a majority, it would be
something like the basis on which he
intended to proceed with the reform of
the Constitution. The honorable member
for Belfast has told this Chamber that he
was instrumental in depriving 20 supporters of the late Government of their
seats, and in obtaining the return of 20 new
men; and, I ask, was the question with
those members the reform of the Constitution or the reconstruction, if not the
destruction, of the Education Act '? Under
these circumstances I assume that a large
number of members who now sit on the
Ministerial side have been returned
because of their opinions, not on this Bill
but on another question altogether. I
don't profess to be able to criticise the
Bill as some honorable members can. I
would not, for a moment, place myself on
a par with the honorable member for
Portland and other honorable members
whose training and knowledge qualify
them to speak with authority on constitutional questions. But from what I can
gather as to the contents of the Bill, I am
bound to tell the Government, at the very
outset, that I cannot give them my support. I would be very glad to do so if I
could, because I have always told my
constituents that if I can get anything in the
way of improvement on our present Constitution I will support it. Instead of the Bill
being an improvement on the Constitution,
I think it is simply going from bad to worse.
Moreover, I regard it as striking a blow
at the very foundation of parliamentary
institutions-institutions that have been
built up in the fatherland during hundreds
of years. Surely, if we are anything at
all, we are Englishmen. Although we
have migrated to this country, we are
part and parcel of the old British stock ;
and we enjoy, equally with our brethren
in the old country, the privileges that
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pertain to the British people. N ow the
Government profess that they are going
so to amend the Constitution as to bring
about a state of peace in this community,
and remove all the difficulties which have
arisen among us from time to time. But
if the Government think that the country
generally is prepared to have peace at any
price, a peace which may be purchased at
the expense of our liberties, they very
much underrate the temper of the people,
and their representatives on this (the opposition) side of the House. I consider
that in this Bill there is a serious departure from the traditions of the fatherland
-that it will take us quite in an opposite
direction from that in which the House of
Commons has been going for the last 500
years; and, I ask, are we to cast aside
the institutions of England as being of no
value, and start on a new basis which will
lead us nobody knows where? Honorable
members are aware of the conflicts which
took place ages ago between the House
of Commons and the Stuart Kings. In
those conflicts the Commons were sometimes assisted and sometimes opposed by the
House of Lords. In later times, the House
of Lords endeavoured to trench upon the
rights of the House of Commons. So
that the House of Commons had actually
to fight for its privileges against the
Sovereign at one period, and against the
House of Lords at another. Notwithstanding this, there has been no attempt
on the part of the House of Lords, for the
last 200 years, to make any such innovation upon the British Constitution as the
Government now propose with regard to
the Constitution of this colony. Two
hundred years ago, the House of Lords
insisted on their right to alter and amend
Money Bills. The House of Commons
voted that to be an infringement of their
privileges. The House of Lords made a
second attack, which was again resented.
, A conference followed, at whichno progress
was made, and therefore it very much resembled the conference helt! during t~e
last Parliament between the Legislative
Council and this House; and before anything further could be done Parliament
was dissolved. Since then the contest
between the House of Lords and the
House of Commons with respect to Money
Bills has never been renewed; and it is
left for us in this far off land, in this,
latter half of the nineteenth centuryalbeit we call oUI'EjelV!3s ~ritons, p,nd admirer~
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seek to undermine the noble system of representation and control over finance that
the House of Commons have built up.
And now I desire to refer, for a few
minutes, to one of the leading principles
of the Bill-the principle of the two
Houses meeting together. It is well
known that liberalism and U pper-Houseism do not generally prove harmonious,
and, though it is proposed to liberalize
the other Chamber, I venture to say it
must necessarily be the conserT"ative
Chamber of the two. Now I will suppose
that the two Houses are called together
in the large hall here, that the total number of members is 128, and that the
Government go there with 50 members
from this Assembly to support their measure, and that is about 10 more than the
Government will secure in favour of this
Bill. I will suppo~e also that of the
members of the liberalized Upper House,
10 would vote with the Government. But
even then the Government would be left
in a minority of 8. Then in what position
would this House find itself ? Would it
be any longer a representative Chamber
or an independent body? The Council
would be triumphant, and the Assembly
would be beaten and degraded. Is that
what honorable members who support the
Ministry desire? Is their aim the degradation and humiliation of this House?
In the last Parliament we were told over
and over again, until we were wearied of
the assertion, that the intention of the
late Government and their supporters was
to destroy the Upper House. I hurl back
the statement, and at the same time say
that, if honorable members on the Treasury bench want to destroy the independence of this House, they are taking the
very step calculated to effect their purpose. Just contrast the action of the
present Ministry with the conduct of the
right honorable gentleman who is now
nt the head of affairs in England, and
guides the destinies of the empire. Is it
Jikely that Mr. Gladstone, if placed in a
difficult position with regard to the House
of Lords, would resort to any such step
as is proposed by this Bill for the purpose
of humiliating the House of Commons and
contributing to the triumph of the House
of Lords? "Ve have evidence of what
Mr. Gladstone would do.
The history
of the Paper Duties Bill is known to most
honorable members. In 1861, after the
House of Lords had rejected the Bill to
repeal the paper duties, Mr. Gladstone
Mr. James.

Alteration Bill.

being determined to carry it, inasmuch as
it was an essential part of his financial
scheme, sent it again to the House of
Lords grouped with other measures of
taxation. It is quite true that the Earl
of Derby, who was then the leader of the
House of Lords, complained seriously of the
great innovat.ion, but the Lords contented
themselves with grumbling. Theyaccepted the Bill, and the House of Commons was
t.riumphant instead of being debased as
this Bill proposes to debase us. Here
then is a leaf from the records of the
House of Commons which I think we
may profit by. I say that although our
present Constitution is defective - it is
admitted, on all hunds, to be defectivewe can do better under it than we can
possibly do under the measure which the
Government propose. I now desire to
call attention to the position which a few
honorable members of this House took up
in the last Parliament-to the apparent
earnestness which t.hey manifesteu in the
interests of the independence of this Chamber. The Premier said, on one occasion" I don't for one moment say that this House
should not have the control of the public finances ;-

Perhaps he has forgotten that.
., on the contrary, I urge that it should have
that control."

But does Dot this Bill give away that control? Can it be any longer said, if this
Bill pass in its present form, that this
Assembly will have control over the public
finances? Twelve months ago, the honorable member, when audressil1g his constituents at Maldon, said that "neither
House, but the people, should have the
supremacy." Well, I thought that. was
coming very near to the plebiscite. I
would not have been surprised if, after
that speech, the Premier had declared on
the floor of this House that he would vote
for the plebiscite. However, the supremacy which it appears the honorablemember is disposed to give is not to the people,
but to a portion of the people. Then the
honorable member for Emerald Hill (Mr.
Lyell) said, last session, that he would
never be a party to giving" absolute control to any single Chamber." But does
not the honorable member see that the
propositions contained in this Bill are of
such a character as to enable the Council
to control the finances of this country
according to its own will-to have the
Appropriation Bill made just as it thinks
fit unll not as this Assembly pleases?
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(" No.;') I simply take the Bill as I find
it, and I say it provides for making the
Upper House absolute with regard to
money matters. Theu there is the Minister of Mines. Most of us have known
him for a number of years, and I have
always been in the habit of regarding him
as one of those staunch liberals who fought
at Sandhurst and elsewhere in the interests
of manhood suffrage and in the interests
of the people generally.
An HONORABLE :MEl\1BER. -And of
communism.
Mr. JAMES.-That doctrine may suit
the honorable member who interjects, but
it is not endorsed by any honorable memher on this side of the House. The
Minister of Mines saiu a little time ago" My belief is that, if we give up control over
. Money Bills, we give up one of the greatest
privileges we possess. What I stand up for is
that this House has the same rights as the
House of Commons."
Subsequently he declared himselfin favour
of the plebiscite. What does he think of
his former statements now? I cannot
believe he finds the position ho holds, as
a member of the Government, a very
easy one. He can scarcely think that
a majority of the electors of Sandhurst
who first returned him are in harmony
with the present reform propositions. I
am sorry he has so warped his political
career, and gone so far from the liberal
party to which he once belonged. His
seat on the Treasury bench may appear
very nice, but I would imagine he has
very little real comfort in it. I fancy
that in the long run he will not get the
enjoyment from it he seems to look for.
I come next to the honorable member for
Rodney (Mr. Fraser), who once told us"If the Assembly is made supreme in money
and other matters, the other Chamber becomes
merely a sham."
Does he want to turn the tables, and make
the Assembly the sham? Then the honorable member for Sandhurst(Mr.Mclntyre)
has stated"In my opinion, the 6th clause would absolutely wipe the Upper House out of existence."
In the last Parliament, the honorable member showed great interest in the Upper
House; I wonder whether, ill this Parliament, he will show some interest in the
Lower House, now that its privileges are
so sorely assailed. I wish also to give a
quotation from a speech of the honorable
member for Warrnambool, whom, I am
bound to say, I have always respected,
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and whom I am sorry to see so led away
f:tom his real, honest, and true convictions.
I can only suppose that he thinks it a far
greater achievement to get rid of the
"Berry mob" than to secure for the
colony institutions baseu on broad liberal
principles. I take it that I may fairly
assume that he had a hand in drafting the
present Bill; certainly he must be regarded
as a party to it; but, nevertheless, it is not
long since he said in this Chamber" I am prepared to reduce the franchise of the
Upper House to £10 ratepayers, dispensing with
plural votes."
Let us look at this latter statement in
connexion with the proposed meeting of
the two Houses after a double dissolution.
Is it not a well-ascertained fact that plural
voting largely affects elections in this
country, and that its influence was never
more apparent than at the last general
election? We]], let us inquire what its
re1;ults would be nnder the Bill, when,
after a uouble dissolution, 86 members
had to be elected for the Assembly, and
42 members for the Council. For my
purpose it will be sufficient to take, as an
illustration, what might be expected to
happen in the Melbourne district proper.
In and around Melbourne there are something like 18 electoral districts, containing
an aggregate of 62,944 bonafide Assembly
electors, but how many plural votes should
be allowed for in audition I cannot say,
because we have no specific knowledge
on the subject-the information asked for
respecting it has not yet been supplied.
Being thus left to conjecture, I will assume
that the plural votes in and around Melbourne-I mean the votes, varying in each
case from 2 to 10 or 15, that are possessed
by gentlemen having property in different
metropolitan electorates beside the one in
which they reside-number about 15,000,
which makes up an aggregate of 77,944
votes for the entire district.
Mr. LYELL.-How can that calculation
hold? Every plural vote must appear on
the roll already, and be allowed for in the
list of 62,944 voters.
Mr. JAMES.-I think my reckoning a
very fair one. I take it that three-fifths
of the total bona fide electors in these
18 districts are liberals, and that, being
generally persons of sma1l property, they
have only one vote each. That will
account for say 37,770 electors, and leave
say 25,180 electors-the remaining twofiflhs-to the conservatives. But add to
the latter quota the 15,000 plural votes,
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and the total number of conservative votes
runs up to 40,180, which constitutes a
majorit.y of 2,410. How, under such an
unfair arrangement, can the liberal party
expect, to hold their own, no matter how
strong they may be numerically?
Mr. COOPER.-You assume that all
the 15,000 votes would go one way.
Mr. JAMES.-They always do go one
way. Mr. Speaker, I don't think the
honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Cooper) is acting quite fairly. When I
was Chairman of Committees, I voted for
my party straight, but I never interfered
in debate, and I think my successor ought
to do the same thing. Surely we have
enough speakers without the Chairman of
Committees putting in his oar. I come
next to the Upper House elections, taking
for my particular instance the case of the
Central Province, which will, under the
Bill, return nine members represent.ing
together about 23,600 electors, or about
2,620 electors per member. Well, in
these days of ra.pid transit, may we not
t.ake it for granted that, when there is a
general election for the Upper House,
many Council electors having property in
different districts will be able, by means of
a little energy and activity, to record votes
first in the Central Province, and afterwards
in at least two or three other provinces?
In that way the plural votes will go,
under the Bill, fol' the Council as well as
the A~sembly, to such an extent that the
liberal party will be greatly disadvantaged. Under these circumstances, I ask
the honorable member for Warrnambool
what has become of the conviction he
expressed when he declared himself in
favour of dispensing with plural voting?
And now I come to an observation made,
last night, by the honorable member for
Portland, of whom we have heard the
Minister of Justice say that he has a far
greater respect for him than we opposition members bave. But I beg to remind
the Minister of Justice that our respect
for the honorable member for Portland is
based on the fact that we have in former
years worked with him and fought with
him. The observation I allude to was to
the effect that the press of the colony
utters something like a very uncertain
sound towards the propositions of the
Government. I know there has been
some denial of that assertion, but how
does the matter really stand? ·For my
. own part, I came, more than a week ago,
long before the honorable member for
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Portland spoke, to the conclusion that
the sound of the press on the subject of
the Government Reform Bill is so uncertain that actually the conservative journals do not agree together to support the
measure. Indeed, I venture to say that
even the Argus would condemu it if it
had not something in view beside reform.
I believe that that newspaper is prepared
to make a sacrifice of principle to some
extent for the purpose of keeping the
present Government in office, and the late
Government out of it. As an example of
w hat I mean, I will refer to the habit
the Argus and other journals have of
quoting the opinions of up-country contemporaries on their own side, with
the object, doubtless, of showing that they
have the up··country press with them. I
don't object to the practice, but I simply
refer to it, in order to call attention to a
certain thing. Pray, are all the conservative journals of the country in fayour of
the Bill? How is it that the Ar!/us, in
its quotations from them, has omitted to
refer to one to whose remarks it usually
gives great prominence, namely, the Ballarat Star? Yet I venture to say that
the gentleman who contributes the leading
matter of the Ballarat Star is as good an
authori ty on constitutional questions as
any writer for the press in the colony. I
do not say this by way of a bid for the
favour of the Ballarat Sta1·, because it
never fails to have a dig at me whenever
it thinks it can. The fact is that the
conservati ve Ballarat Star has stated
that if the Assembly are prepared to give
up their control over finance they will pass
the Bill, but otherwise they will not.
Coming, as that remark does, from such a
qua.rter, it is worth notice. I will also
draw attention to a criticism of the Bill
published in another newspaper of my
·district, namely, the Balla1'at Courier,
which, although it supported the Berry
Ministry, never did so contrary to its principles, and, while always going straight
for liberalism, has never descended, as
other journals have, to low vulgar abuse.
It has always maintained a high reputation for integrity and respectability. The
criticism I refer to is as follows : "The Bill can only pass assuming three conditions-1st That the electors desire that the
Council shall be made more powerful than the
Assembly. 2nd. That the Assembly should no
longer have any positive control over the public
purse. And,3rd. That dead-locks should be put
an end to, no matter how high a price bas to be
paid for the purpose."
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I commend this extract, and also the
others I have quoted, to the attention of'
honorable members generally. In conclusion, I beg to say that, having looked
at the Bill carefully, I am convinced that
its chief result would be to give the conservative party a large and unfair advantage in the country. Certainly it would
cut off all chance of any measure which
the Council opposed passing into law.
Then look at how it would allow the
Appropriation Bill to be dealt with. That,
of all Bills, ought to be the last to be
mutila,ted by the Council. If it were a
measure that the Upper House could be
safely allowed to touch; surely the House
of Commons would not have always been
so anxious to keep it in its own hands.
Besides, how could honorable members
elsewhere deal properly with the Bill
embodying the annual expenditure of the
country, seeing that they could have only
a casual and slight knowledge of the requirement.s of the public service? They
would be utterly destitute of the advantages in the matter we derive from our
close criticism of every portion of the
Estimates. Then, of course, if they were
once enabled to object to an item of the
Appropriation Bill, they would always be
doing so, and we may be sure that they
would be far more apt to touch small votes,
such as those for the payment of people of
the lower classes of society, than votes for
officials drawing £1,000 or £1,200 a year.
Mr. SHIELS.-They would no longer
have power to reject the Appropriation Bill.
Mr. JAMES.-That is true, but they
could knock items out of it at their own
sweet will. I regard the Bill as a blow at
the foundations of the Assembly, and an
attempt to humiliate and degrade ns to the
last degree, and consequently I will offer
it my uncompromising opposition.
Dr. MADDEN.-Sir, I wish to make
a personal explanation. The last speaker
stated, in the earlier port,ion of his remarks, that I, last night, in vulgar and
coarse language, compared the honorable
member for Portland to a drunkard. I
cannot undertake that every little joke I
employ ,for the purpose of argument shall
be intelligible to the honorable member
whose accusation I refer to, but I am sure
no other honorable member, tbe honorable
member for Portland included, will say
that any portion of. my speech last evening can possibly be held to justify the
imputation in the least.
Mr. WRIXON.-Hear, hear.

.
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Mr. LYELL.-Mr. Speaker, I think I
ought, in rising to take pa.rt in the pres:en1t
debate, to almost apologize for offering
any remark upon a subject so thoroughly
thrashed out, and upon which all honorable
members have so .completely made up
their minds, as the one before us. At the
same time, it seems to be admitted on:.
both sides of the House that the question
must be once more fully discussed, and
therefore I feel called upon to do my fair
share of the work. I will commence by
quoting a few words of the speech made
by the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Berry) upon the Reform Bill of 1874.
He said-

" If one thing was more clearly manifestern
than another during the last general election, it
was that the practical work of legislation should
go on. Practical men-men engageJ in busincss, who have their own affairs to attend toare not fond of mere theoretical questions, of
constitutional crises, of conflicts between the
different branches of the Legislature. On the
contrary, they desire the adoption of measures
which will enable them to fight the battle of life
011 better terms than at present-measures which
will help them to improve their physical and
social condition."

Sir, those words had force then, but they
haye much more force now. I assert that at
no period of our history has it been more
than it is at the present moment the duty
of every man amongst us to strive to
bring about a settlement of tbis question
of reform. I have as large and varied an
experience as any business man in the
House, and I am satisfied that longer to
delay definitely dealing with the subject
would be to inflict a serious injury upon
every interest in the colony. I affirm
further that the symptoms of division
which have cropped up since the commencement of the debate have already
been producti ve of great hurt to the community; and I cannot but add that, whatever honorable members may regard as
due to their own consistency, they would
evince more patriotism by considering
rather what is due to the country. As
for the Bill, I believe it to embody an
honest and well-meant effort to enable the
ngitation for reform to come to a conclusion, and I intend to support it, although
I cannot say I approve of everyone of
its details. At the same time I regard it
as consistent with the views upon the
subject entertained by the honorable members who formed the late Opposition.
Certainly it is on all fours with the proposal put forward by the present Premier
on., the 3rd Decemuer, 18iS, when we took
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into consideration the reform resolutions
of the Council, and with what he lately
laid before his constituents; and also we
are bound to regard the recently given
verdict of the country as distinctly in its
favour. I believe thnt at the general
election the country decided against the
Berry scheme, and in favour of the Service
scheme.
Mr. LAURENS.-That was not the
decision at Emerald Hill.
Mr. L YELL.-I don't know that. At
all events, I assert that, were I and my
colleague to appear upon an Emerald Hill
platform and there put the Bill to the
electors, supposing all party con~iderations
were placed on one side, the verdict would
be bond fide in favour of the measure.
Much as the electors who returned my
colJeague and myself differ on such questions as free-trade or protection, on that of
constitutional reform they would willingly
join hands, in order to bring it to a settlement. The very fact that they have
elected both of us as their representatives
is sufficient to indicate that, could they
put their sentiments into so many words,
they would say to us-" Gentlemen, you
are both competent to deal with the
matter; go and settle it as best you can."
And now let us look at the leading points
of the measure. They are, first, the
popularization of the Council; secondly,
the double dissolution; thirdly, the joint
sitting; and, lastly, the provisions for the
Assembly making a concession tQ the
Council, and the Council making a concession to the Assembly. I will take
them in order, beginning with the popularization of the Upper House. I beg to
say, in the first place, that I have carefully
noticed all the expressions of public
opinion in the press since this particular
scheme was announced, and I find that
there is a fair balance in its favour.
N ext, it is worth notice that both the
members of the Council elected since the
Bill came before the country have,
although returned unopposed, declared
themselves prepared to support it. Indeed, to the proposal to lower the Council
franchise. in order to popularize it, all
parties seem pretty well agreed. I could
quote remarks made in its favour, during
the debate I have already referred to,
by the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Major Smith), the honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr. Patterson), and
also by the honorable member for South
Gippsland; but I will not take up the
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time of the House by reading them. It
is sufficient that all those honorable members have expressed themselves as regarding the popularization of the Council
by lowering the franchise as a necessary
element of any suitable reform scheme.
The only point on which there seems to
be any material difference of opinion is
the extent to which the lowering should
go. For myself, I would prefer to adopt
the ratepayers' roll as the basis, but,
nevertheless, I recognise that a Ministry
framing a measure are bound to have
regard not only to what they wish to
achieve, but also to what is practicable.
The Council's proposition was that the
limit of the franchise should be £20 freeholders and £40 leaseholders; but, in
the Government scheme, each of those
amounts is reduced by one-half. Be it remembered, too, that the limit now proposed
practically represents a rental of 7s. 6d., or
at the utmost lOs., per week, and that it
will comprehend a very large proportion
indeed of the electors of the colony.
Mr. LAURENS. - There are 1,400
persons in the town of Hotham who would
not come under this Bill.
Mr. LYELL.-It would appear that
my experience differs from that of the
honorable member. I have an extensive
acquaintance with the working classes of
the metropolis, and I know very few tenements occupied by them that do not each
represent a rental of 7s. 6d. per week.
After all, let us consider that if the second
Chamber is to have any value as a check
it should represent as a rule· rather the
classes that may be called permanent, such
as householders, than the classes whose
social position is of a more transient
character, such as those who only hold
the suffrage because of their manhood.
As I have said before, I would prefer
to make the ratepayers' roll the limit
of the Council franchise, but, inasmuch
as I cannot gain that point, I accept
the £10 limit as a fair compromise.
In considering the question of a double
dissolution, it ought to be remembered
that this was the Council's own proposal.
They themselves transmitted certain resolutions to this House, in which-under
certain conditions and in return for certain
concessions-they offered to submit themselves to this test of public opinion, and
surely the Assembly ought to meet them
half-way in such a matter by accepting
their offer. The honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson) stated that
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the scheme of a double dissolution would
-degenerate into a question of purses. No
uoubt that is true; but, as it applies to
one House as much as the other, the argumen t seems to me to have 110 force. The
statement, if an argument at all, is an
argument against the dissolution of either
House. :Moreover, as was explained by
the Premier, the chances of a double
dissolution are, after aU, extremely remote; because when the Assembly gets
back a rejected measure it has the question
of a dissolution entirely in its own hands.
If the question at issue was of such vital
importance that the Assembly considered
it desirable to anticipn,te the usual general
election on the expiration of Parliament,
the House would probably be glad of the
opportunity of doing so. On the other hand,
if the subject was considered not of such
a pressing nature, two courses would be
open-either to postpone it until the next
general election, or t6 empower those who
represented the Assembly to make terms
with the Council and settle the difficulty.
In that way the possibility of a double
uissolution would be a very useful lever
on both Houses; it would throw upon
them a sense of responsibility which has
never existed in the past, especially in the
case of the Legislative Council, and would
have a practical effect in aiding the settlement of disputes. Coming to the question
of the joint sitting, I desire to point out
that some honorable members on the
opposition side of the House cannot
oppose this proposition without turning
their backs upon their previous utterances.
In 1874, the honorable member for Grant
(Mr. Lalor) made the following remarks
on this proposal : "No reduction of the qualification for electors
and members of the Upper House will meet the
exigencies of the case; but if you put the members of the two Houses into one Chamber, and
let the majority decide upon any question in
dispute, r think that under universal suffrage
the people of the country will succeed in carrying any measure that they are determined to
carry. . . . But with one Chamber composed of 78 members of this House, representing manhood suffrage, and 30 members of the
other House, representing the conservative interest-a narrow conservatism, r believe-the
majority would, r think, as a rule, be led in the
direction of carrying measures in accordance
with the views of this House. If that result
did not· happen, it would only be in cases in
which the majority of the representatives elected
by manhood suffrage in fa\'our of the particular
Bill in dispute was so small that it would be deE>irable to allow the measure to be submitted to
the country at a general election before it became law."
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Several references have been made to the
opinion of Mr. Higinbotham, and I would
like to call the attention of honorable
members to what he said, during the snme
debate. He observed" Now, if the two Houses are brought toget her,
think it is certain, in some cases where there
is a. very strong majority of representatives in
the Legislative Assembly, that the will of that
majority must prevail. At present it does not
prevail at all. We may have a majority of 77
to 1, and it is worth nothing. A majority of
16 members in another place may reject a Rill
passed by an overwhelming majority in this
House, and there is absolutely no remedy. If
the two Houses come together, in that case at
all events the will of the majority in this bmnch
of the Legislature will certainly take effect.
And where it does not take effect ,ve shall be in
no worse position than before. But it seems to
me, apart altogether from the fate that may
attend particular measnres before that joint
body, that the effect of bringing the two Houses
into joint deliberation will be a very profitable
one, in view of the educating infiuence which it
will certainly have on the public mind."

r

It is singular to remark, with reference to
this joint sitting, how curiously agreed
both sides of the House are in being afraid
of the result of such a meeting of the
two Houses. I was discussing this proposal, some time ago, with a gentleman
whom I might call one of the ultra-conservatives of Melbourne, and he appeared
to entertain a strange dread of the possibili ty of the Council being swamped. On
the other hand, we are continually hearing
remarks from the opponents of this Bill
as to the fear that the majority of the
Assembly would in the joint sitting be
converted into a minority. The arguments of honorable members opposite on
this point seem to me to proceed upon
false premises. They appear to think that
the motives governing members of another
place would not be as honest, pure, and
liberal as our own.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They never have
been.
.
Mr. LYELL.-Are we to suppose that
114,000 out of 200,000 electors will elect
a totally different class of men from those
elected by the 200,000? We can imagine
the possibility of them doing so, but I
think we have a reasonable right to calculate that the representatives elected to
another place under this Reform Bill
would be just as liberal and patriotic as
we are. I would mention one simple circumstance in support of this view. At the
recent general election, I may be regarded,
for the purposes of argument, as having
stood for Emerald Hill as a conservative,
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and my colleague (Mr. Nimmo) as a'
liberal. Yet what occurred at that election? On the manhood suffrage roll I
beat the honorable member by a small
IDfljority, while he beat me in every division on the ratepayers' roll. The ratepayers of Emerald Hill elected a liberal to
this House, yet honorable members opposite seem afraid of the ratepayers' roll.
Mr. BERRY.-No. It is the more
liberal roll of the two.
Mr. LYELL.-Then is it that they are
afraid of it so far as it is to be used under
this Bill? If the argument against the
Bill is of any value, it must mean that the
114,000 ratepayers, who will have votes
under the Bill, will swamp the remainder
of the electors of the colony.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They will have
double voting power.
Mr. LYELL.-Yes; but the two exercises of the power will run in parallel
lines. There is no rational ground for
supposing that they will run differently.
My own case proves, I think, that the
ratepayers having voting power under
the Bill and the great mass of the electors
for the Assembly will vote almost concurrently. I think, if we look into the
probable results of the extension of the
franchise for the Council as proposed, we
will see that only a very modest majority
of the Assembly will be requisite to turn
the scale at a joint sitting. Assuming
the proposal for a double dissolution agreed
to, at every such election there will be
five members of the Council elected for
each ten members of the Assembly, and
we have fair reason to suppose that, under
the most adverse circumstances, there will
be two liberals out of every fiye elected
to the Council.
Mr. McKEAN.-Not one in the Central Province.
Mr. LYELL.-I am not dealing with
the Central Province. If the honorable
member -wants to alter any detail of the
Bill, so as to prevent inequalities, I am
here to help him to do so in committee.
I will not assist in doing injustice to any
party. At present, however, I am speaking of the measure as a whole, and assuming that the electorates are fairly
divided. It is not unreasonable to suppose that, out of every five members
elected for the Council when the latter
go before their constituents under the
extended franchise proposed, two, at all
events, will be liberals. What would be
the effect of that? There would be in
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the Council 17 liberals and 25 conserva..l
tives, so that a majority of 48 in the
Assembly would suffice to turn the scale.
In other words, instead of a majority of
44 members of this House carrying a
measure into law, a majority of 48 would
do it at the joint sitting. But even if
we go to the extent of saying that two
conservatives would be returned to the
Council for one liberal, even then a mRjorHy of 51 in the Assembly could always
carry a measure at the meeting of the two
Houses. In any matter of serious importance in which the Assembly was
interested, the Government might always
expect to command as large a majority as
that, which means only eight members
beyond the half of the House. Thus,
even in the case of the Council consisting
of two conservatives to each liberal, the
Assembly would still have a reasonable
prospect of obtaining a majority.
Mr. JAMES. - You are allowing a
larger percentage than your chief; he
only reckoned on nine liberals in the
Council.
Mr. LYELL.-The Premier was taking
an extreme illustration, and I contend that
some of the extreme illustrations which
have been advanced by honorable members
opposite - especially by the honorable
member for Ba11ar3,t East (Mr. James)
himself-were very unfair ways of treating the subject. _For example, the honorable member, in attempting to show what
might possibly be the effect of plural
voting on the metropolitan constituencies,
actually added 15,000 votes to the roll instead of deducting them from it. As the
honorable member said there were 62,000
electors in the metropolitan districts, the
1.5,000 plural votes must have been ineluded in the 62,000, because no man
could vote unless his name was on the
roll. It is true that some of those who
vote in Melbourne may also have votes
elsewhere in the country, but is it likely
that many will vote in both places on the
same day? I know, of course, that in
some cases it has been done.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The same persons
voted at Maldon, West Melbourne, and St.
Kilda at the last election.
Mr. L YELL.-I am prepared to admit
that, as affecting one metropolitan constituency against another, plurality has a
'\'ery important influence. In any case,
however, it was an extremely false illustration for the honorable member for
Ballarat East to add the 15,000 plural
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votes to the total of 62,000, and then to
proceed to argue on that basis. I now come
to what I consider to be the key-stone of
the Bill, namely, the power given to the
Council to transmit a message to the
Assembly requesting it to send up in a
separate Bill any item on the Estimates
which the Council might object to. I
confess my own opinion in favont' of this
proposal is so strong that, if I could carry
this part of the Bill alone, I would almost
be willing to make the House a present
of the rest. Let this proposal be passed,
and we get rid of dead-locks for ever. I
believe thoroughly in lowering the franchise for the Council, but apart from that
I consider the proposition I am now dealing with the essence of the Bill. Perhaps I am extreme in my views, but I
say emphatically that I never will be a
party to giving the Assembly uncontrolled
liberty to deal with the finances of this
country. I think it is a good thing for
the country that the Upper House should
have some voice in the control of the
finances.
An HONORABLE ME!lIBER.-SO they
have now.
Mr. LYELL.-Yes, but what I say is
that they should have such a control
as will enable them to check particular
expenditure. without having the responsibility cast upon them of throwing out the
Appropriation Bill. At present they can
only exercise control by throwing the
whole country into disorder, and I think
it would be a good thing that the Assembly
should be compelled to send up separately
items of importance for the consideration
of another place. As an illustration of
this, I may point out that. some two years
ago, the Exhibition Bill having been
thrown out in the Legislative Council, a
sum of money was placed on the Estimates for the Exhibition, and was sent up
to the Council in the Appropriation Bill.
If the Upper House had been able to deal
with that question on its merits, not one
shilling would have been spent on the
Exhibition-building until a separate Bill
had been passed for the purpose.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Money had been
passed on the Estimates for the Exhibition
before that.
Mr. LYELL.-My contention is that
we shonld have such a system of legislation as will give the other House a check
upon the expenditure without causing
trouble to the country. In Melbourne
alone, there are many illustrations of very
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injudicious expenditure to au enormous
amount upon public buildings which would
have been checked by the Council had
such a power as is now proposed to be
given to that House existed in the past.
I will do all I can to support any scheme
which will give another place the ri~ht of
checking such expenditure as that-in the
sense, of course, of the check being suspensive. This Bill simply gives the
Council the right to ask that certain items
in the Estimates shall be sent up to them
in a separate Bill.
Mr. GAUNSON.-No; the right of
ordering us to do it.
Mr. LYELL. - The· clause says that
the Council may, in pursuance of a resolution carried by a majority of two-thirds,
transmit a message to the Assembly" requesting" that any proposed vote on the
Estimates not for the ordinary service of
the year may be placed in a separate Bill.
Mr. GAUNSON.-And what is to
follow? The item must be taken out of
the Estimates.
}fr. L YELL.-I will meet the honorable member for Ararat on his own ground.
Speaking on the 3rd December, 1878, the
honorable member himself said"As a proof that the principles of our Constitution are based upon the English Constitution, but the framework upon the American
Constitution, J may point to the fact that in
every state in America both Houses are elected,
and both have the right to alter Money Bills.
Why have they both the power of altering Money
Bills? For the simple reason that, as both represent the ta,xpayers, each has an equal right
to have a voice in the expenditure of the taxpayers' money, and to see that it is not fooled
and frittered away, as £5,000 of the money of
the taxpayers of this country is about to be.
The House of Lords, I repeat, does not represent taxpayers, and therefore there is some
degree of reason for the House of Commons
saying that it will not allow the House of Lords
to interfere in matters of taxation or with the
appropriation of revenue. In this country both
Houses are elected by and represent taxpayers,
and I am prepared to go the length of insisting
that the logical conclusion from this fact is that
each House ought to have the right of amending
Money Bills."

That is the statement of the honorable
member who has interrupted me.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That was an argument intended to show that the Upper
House should be a nominee House.
Mr. LYELL.-The honorable member
continued to say"The resolutions of the Council ask that that
right may be conceded to them, and they say
that if it is given to them they are willing to be

dissolved. How is that an infraction of the
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rights and privileges of this House, or of the
rights and privileges of the people, which is the
only true and proper way to put the matter? "

Like the honorable memLer, I am perfectly
willing that the people shall decide-Mr. BERRY.-A portion of them.
Mr. LYELL.-But I am anxious that
another place shall have a suspensive veto,
so as to keep a check upon the expenditnre of this country. Passing to another
part of the subject, I contend that the
concession from the Assembly to the
Council is far more than counterbalanced
by the concession which the Council grant
the Assembly. They distinctly agree that
there shall in future be no rejection of
A ppropriation Bills, and, if I read this Bill
aright, their powers as to dealing with
Bills of Taxation and Supply are to be
neither greater nor less than at present.
Mr. LONG:YIORE.-Oh, yes; read the
19th clause.
Mr. LYELL.-I have read the Bill
carefully, and, as far as I can see, nothing
in it repeals the section of the Constitution
Act limiting the Council's power in con..nexion with Bills of Taxation and Supply
to mere rejection. If it should be found
in committee that the Bill gives another
place the power of amending Bills of TaxaLion and Supply, except in the sense I
have referred to, I shall be willing that it
should be amended; but I do not think
such is the case. In conclusion, I desire
to mention a reason, in addition to those
I referred to in my opening remarks, why
we should settle this reform question.
Honorable members are aware that, in a
few weeks, we shall require to go before
the British public to borrow another
£2,000,000, and I venture to say, if you
asked any of the working classes which
they would prefer-the money or a Reform
Bill-they would reply, "Give us the
money." I say, therefore, it behoves us,
on the present occasion, to present to the
British public a country united in an
honest endeavour to settle this question.
Speaking from the experience I gained
by coming in contact with many people at
home recently, I believe our political
squabbles did a very great deal to injure
our credit there. Under ordinary circumstances, they might not have a very large
effect in that direction, but it must be
remembered that the borrowing powers of
these colonies are being now closely scrutinized, and it has become a question with
the capitalists of the old country as to
whether these colonies are not borrowing to
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an undue extent. I am prepared to show,
at any time, that we are borrowing within
reasonable limits; but, at a period when
such a question is being discussed, we
should also show the British public that
we are endeavouring to get on with the
practical legislation of the country. Moreover, in a few weeks, we shall be called
upon to face the whole Budget expenditure, and it behoves us more particularly
at the present time to unite in an honest
endeavour to settle this question of constitutional reform.
Mr. FISHER.- Sir, while I highly
esteem the honorable member for Emerald
Hill (Mr. Lyell) as an authority upon
financial matters apart from politics, I do
not agree with some of the figures he has
submitted to the House on this occasion,
any more than I agree with those opening
remarks of his in which he deprecated
honorable members prolonging this debate. As I understand my position, I
have been sent into this House, not to be
a " dumb dog," hut to speak out my mind
upon this subject and every other subject
that may engross the att~ntion of the
Assembly. Moreover, I observed that
the honorable member himself, notwithstanding his remarks, made a speech
of some considerable length, and, I grant
also, of some considerable ability from his
point of view. Referring to the question
before the House, I desire to express my
dissent altogether from the idea that the
popularizing of the Council, as it is called,
which is put forward by honorable members on the Ministerial side as the first
great principle of this Bill, is a liberalizing of the Council. It is true that the
Bill will add a number of extra voters to
vote for the particular principles of the
Council, but I do not conceive that that
will at all liberalize the other Cham bel' ;
and I understand that the question before
us is the liberalizing of the Council, and
not merely the popularizing of it as
regards the number of voters on the roll.
I have not heard of any public meetings
assembled to say that the electors wished
to have the Upper House popularized,
nor of any petitions having been presented either to the present or the last
Parliament on the subject.
In the
course of my canvass through the district
which I represent, I addressed 40 meetings, and I always distinctly stated, as my
opinion of the way in which the Council
should be popularized or liberalized, that
the franchise for that Chamber should be
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extended not only to the whole of the
ratepaying electors, but to all the manhood suffrage voters as well. On no
single occasion was there a strong manifestation that there was any objection on
the part of t hose electors to the proposal
I have mentioned. But I said more than
that; I asked-" What does it matter how
far you extend the franchise for the Upper
House so long as t.he electors have only a
limited choice of selection?" The men
from whom they are to choose their representatives must be men who represent a
certain amount of property; under this
Bill they must have a property qualification of £150 a year. Of what advantage
is it to the electors to receive the franchise
so long as they are limited to the selection
of some moneyed man, and cannot select
any man tbey desire to have? If this is
a boon on the part of the conservatives to
the liberal electors of the colony, each elector may very well say, in tbe language of the
poet, "Timeo Danaos et dona je1'entes,"
which I may freely translate thus-" I
fear the constitutionalists and the Service
Ministry even when they give me a vote
for the Upper House." I will now refer to
some of the facts and figures which have
been dilated" upon from the Ministerial
benches. The Premier sought to Rhow,
in moving the first reading of this Bill,
that any measure supported by two-thirds
of the Assembly would be certain to be
carried at the joint sitting of the two
Houses, because something like one-fifth
of the Council voted for the Darling grant.
Now when I remember that two of the
members of the Council who voted stoutly
with the liberal party in those days-one
a gallant as well as honorable mem ber, and
the other a gentleman closely connected
,,,ith Episcopalian matters-have since
vacated their seats in the Council, I doubt
very much whether any popular measure
woul<1 command the support even of onefifth of that Chamber. But I object to the
Premier's arithmetic in this matter. Of
course it was necessary for the Premier, in
order to make out his case, to suppose at
least nine members of the Council would
vote on the same side as the 56 members of
the Assembly. The honorable gentleman
was so anxious to establish his point that
he made a mistake in his calculations.
He said that during t.he Darling controversy six members of the Council were
in favour of consenting to the course
taken by the As~embly. We know that
"six is one-fifth of 30, the present number
SEe. 1880.-2 A
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of members of the Upper House; and the
Premier contended that, as one-fifth of
the Council sided with the Assembly on
the Darling q nestion, we might fairly
reckon 11 pon receiving the yotes of onefifth of that Chamber in the event of the
two Houses sitting together to deal with
a Bill on which there had been an appeal
to the country. If any young gentleman
in a Collins-street counting-house told
his employer that £9 was one-fifth of £42
he would be yery considerably stared at ;
but the calculation is not at all affected
by the substitution of men for pounds.
I t is absurd to argue that one-fifth of
42 can by any possibility be nine;
it may be eight and something over,
but it is certainly not nine. The fact
of the Premier contending that nine bears
the same proport.ion to 42 that six does to
30 shows the straits to which the honorable gentlernanwas driven in order to
make out that a liberal measure would stand
a fair chance of being carried at a joint
sitting of the two Houses. If only eight
members of the Council-the legitimate
fifth of 42-voted with 56 members of
the Assembly, the total number of votes
would not be a statutable majority, and
the measure would be lost. Therefore
two~thirds of the Assembly, representing
133,000 electors, would be beaten by twothirds of the Council, representing 66,000
electors; in other words 66,000 electors
would lay down the law to 133,000, and
compel them to obey the behests of the
minority. Is that fair or equitable? As
the Premier, who is known to be clever
in figures if not in facts, was a little wrong
in one of his calculations, we need not wonder that the Minister of Justice, who is a
lawyer, was also deficient in his arithmetic.
The Minister of Justice told us, last night,
that, under the provisions of the Bill, every
man v..-ho pays a rent of 7s. 6d. per wee.k
will have a vote for the U ppet' House.
Dr. MADDEN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FISHER.-Jf the honorable gentleman will, with the assistance of the
Premier, multiply 7s. 6d. by 52, the number of weeks in a year, he will find that
the product does not amount to £20, but
falls a good deal short of that sum. No
man who pays only 7s. 6d. a week rent
will get a vote for the Council. The
Premier a"nd the Minister of Justice are
both wrong in their arithmetic-one iu
say ing that nine is a fifth of 42, and the
other in saying that the Bill will give the
franchise for the Upper House to any man
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who pays 75. 6d. a week rent. 1£ the provisions of the Bill are as defective as the
arithmetic of those honorable gentlemen,
they are defective indeed. I now come to
something much more serious. Why do
the Government draw the line at a £20
rating? On what principle do they exclude the man who pays only 7 s. 6d. a
week rent from having a vote for the
Upper House?
Mr. SERVICE.-And the man who
sleeps in a gas-pipe.
Mr. GAUNSON.- Has not the man
who sleeps in a gas-pipe got jawbone like
the Premier?
Mr. FISHER.-Yes; and backbone
too. I think it is bad policy to exclude
the man in a gas-pipe from having a vote,
because no man ought to stop the light
from coming in upon us. We had better
keep the man in a gas-pipe on the safe
side, and, in order to do so, give him a
vote for the Council. The Council will
not be in the least liberalized bv the Bill.
The same amount of property q~alification
is required for every member.
Dr. MADDEN.-No.
Mr. FISHER.-A property qualification of £ 150 per annum is required; is not
that enough?
Dr. MADDEN.-It is quite enough,
but it is not the same as the present qualification.
Mr. FISHER.-I say it is more than
enough-it is exactly £150 too much. In
justice to the people of this colony, who
are a moderation-loving people, a lawabiding people, and a better politically
educated people than can be found anywbe~e else, they ought to be allowed to
choose the men they wish to send to the
U pperChamber irrespecti ve of any property
qualitication. There should be no more
restriction as to the choice of members of
the Council than there is as to the choice
of members of the Assembly. I wish the
people to have the power of selecting
whom they please for seats in the Upper
House. I want them to have the power
of selecting men of brains, men of ability,
men who will have the courage of their
opinions, and who will stand up for the
rights and privileges of the people. Until
the electors are allowed to choose whom
they like, the Upper House will never be
really popularized or liberalized.. But there
is another view to be taken of the Bill-the
Upper House may refuse to be popularized even to the extent proposed by the
Government. The members of the Upper
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House may say-"We have had a great
trust committed to us, and we cannot
deprive ourselves of the functions imposed
upon us under that trust." If they take
up that position, and refuse to be popularized in the way now proposed, they
will adopt a line of argument that will be
quite unanswerable. They may, in fact,
refuse to abandon the trust that has been
committed to them unless the same autllority which placed them in the position of
trustees--namely, the Crown and Parliament of England - removes them from
that position. Notwithstanding that the
late mission or embassy to England may
have been somewhat hurriedly organized,
and perhaps did not take with it sufficient
weighty memorials from the people of
this country, yet the true way of altering
the Constitution is for the people of the
colony to approach the Imperial authorities - the Crown and Parliament of
England-and say to them-" You have
given us a written Constitution; we find
it does not work, and we therefore ask
you to give us a new Constitution." The
Upper House, I repeat, may refuse to be
popularized as the Government propose;
and so long as they do refuse, so long must
the Ministry despair of carrying their
proposal into law without the aid of the
Imperial Parliament. The second great
principle of the Bill is the double dissolu.;
tion. N ow this seems to me to be nothing
less than legislation by menace. It means
that a threat is to be perpetually held over
honorable members of this House. They
are to be told that their political lives are
in their own hands. If they have the
courage of their opinions on any occasion,
and are determined to go forward with
certain legislation, the threat of a dissolution is to be held over them.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Hear, hear; this
Bill is being discussed under such a threat
now.
Mr. FISHER.-I can quite understand
a proposal to dis sol ve the Upper House in
the event of it twice rejecting a Bill passed
by this House in two successive sessions,
but the Government propose that in such
a case the Assembly shall be dissolved as
well as the Council. That is really a.
penal dissolution of the Assembly, and is
manifestly unfair. It is holding out threats
to this House. If this Bill is passed there
will be the sword, not of Damocles, but of
the Upper House, continually held over
the Assembly. The Council will be complete masters of the situation, and thf~
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House will only be fit to humbly obey
their behests. I don't say that the Upper
House should be the only one liable to be
dissolved if it refuses to pass a measure
which has been twice sent to it by the
other Chamber. I would apply the same
principle to both Houses, and I think that
would be a truly liberal. provision; that is
to say, if the Council refused to assent to
a measure passed by the Assembly in two
successive sessions, the Council should be
dissolved; and if the Assembly rejected
a meaSllre initiated in the Council and
passed by that Chamber in two consecutive sessions, the Assembly should be dissolved. The proposal contained in the Bill,
however, is, I repeat, simply legislation by
menace. If it becomes law, a threat of
dissolution will be continually held over
the members of this House if they attempt
to legislate ~n an independent and straightforward manner for 'the benefit of the
country. It must be remembered that, as
a rule, the members of this House are much
less able 'to stand frequelit dissolutions than
are' the mem bers of the Council, who
must possess a large property qualification, 'and who, moreover, are almost
invariably elected by their constituents as
a matter of course. The proposal for a
(10uble dissolution is one which ought not
tOTeceive support from either side of this
~ousc. Supposing it becomes law, ,"ve can
n~ver get any liberal legislation carried
under the doub~e dissolut.ion arrangement
u'nless it is introduced in the first session
of' a Parliament; for if a liberal measure
is introduced in the second or third session,
the Ass,emblywill be dissolved byeffluxion
of ti~e, be,fore the stage can be reached
a.t which a double dissolution can be obtained. In fact, liberal legislation will
be utterly at a stand-still, or at most only
one liberal measure can be dealt with
eye!y three years. This House may be
anxious to go on with fOUl' or five such
measures in the first session of a Parliamept, but it, will be useless to bring them
all up to the stage when the two Chambers will be dissolved, bec[LUse the country
cannot decide as to four or five different
measures at one election. It will not be
able to express its opinion on more than
one measure at a time. The machinery
of the Bill i~ decidedly cumbersome. The
Ministry cannot have fully elaborated their'
scheme" for such, a provision as that relating t9 the double dissolul.ion could never
have ,been brought forward by a numper
of sane and intelligent gentlemen unless it
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had been prepared in a hurry. Supposing
that a dissolution of the two Houses takes
place, and two-thirds of the Assembly56 members-are returned to support the
Bill that gave rise to the dissolution, they
will not be able to carry it at the joint
sitting unless more than one-fifth of the
COllncil are on thei!' side. I don't know,
however, of any measure of great importance that has been carried nn its second
and third readings in the Assembly by 56
votes. I don't think it is at all likely that
there will be a two-thirds majority of the
Assembly on any important Bill; but
unless there is a two-thirds majority of
the Assembly when a joint sitting occurs,
there will be no chance whatever of any
liberal measure being passed by the necessary statutory majority. Again, there is
nothing to preyent the two Houses, when
they sit together, amending any Bill which
comes before them in any way they think
fit, so that a Bill which, as passed by the
Assembly was a most liberal measure,
may leave the" Two Houses" a most conservative measure. The principle of the
double dissolution is a delusion and a snare.
It is, I again assert, a palpable threat held
oyer the members of this House, and can
only induce legislation by menace. It
is not such a provision as the members
of this House, if they haye a due regard
for their constituents, can give their adhesion to. I now come to the third principle of the Bill, which is intended to
prevent dead-locks. The honorable member for Emerald Hill (Mr. Lyell) said
that, if the Bill will prevent dead-locks,
he does not care about anything else. I
certainly do not approve of' dead-Iocks-I
am aware of the disasters which they have
caused-and I hope that in future they
will be avoided; but it is possible there
might be an occasion when a tack would
be a desirable thing. Sir Michael Hicks":,
Beach, in his celebrated manifesto, recei ved ill the colony on the return of the
emb:;tssy from England, says that in this
country we should endeavour to make this
House the reflex of the House of Commons, and the Upper House the reflex oJ
the House of Lords. That is the main
principle upon which Sir Michael HicksBeach insists. It is true that he says
something about a dissolution, but ~bat is
merely a subsidiary matter-something to
be brought into operation as a last resource.
The great thing dwelt upon in the despatch
is that the two Houses of Parliament l)ere
ought to follow the practice of the two
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Houses of Parliament in England. Now
is this House, or is the Upper House, or
are the two Houses combined, to attempt
to be wiser than the House of Commons
and the House of Lords? What has been
done by the Honse of Commons in the way
of a tack? When the House of Lords
threw out the Paper Duties Repeal Bill
in 1860, the House of Commons at once
recognised that the Lords had the bare
legal right to reject the measure, and
passed the celebrated resolutions, which
have been repeatedly quoted in this
Chamber, upholding that the House of
Commons, as the representatives of the
people, has alone the right to deal with
the people's money. I need not read the
resolutions, but I will quote the following
passage from May in reference to the
course which the House of Commons
adopted in the following session : "The significance of these resolutions was
illustrated in the next session, when the Commons, without exceeding their own powers, were
able to repel the recent encroachment of the
Lords, and to vindicate their own financial
ascendency. They agaiD resolved that the p..'tper
duties should be repealed; but, instead of seeking the concurrence of the Lords to a separate
Bill for that purpose, they included the repeal
of those duties in a general financial measure for
granting the property tax, the tea and sugar
duties, and other Ways and Means, for the service of the year, which the Lords were CODstrained to accept. The financial scheme was
presented, for acceptance or rejection, as a
whole; and, in that form, the privileges of the
Commons were secure. And the Budget of each
year has ·since been comprised in a general or
composite Act."
.

So that the Commons not only maintained
their power to deal as they chose with the
money of the people of England, but, in a
legitimate way, they compelled the House
of Lords to admit they had the power.
That surely is an example which may well
be followed in this colony. We ask for
no more for this House than the House of
Commons asks for itself, and we ask that
the Legislative Council shall claim no
more than the House of Lords does in
England. No doubt if ever there was an
occasion on which the Lords might have
shown some feeling-on which they might
have departed from the high tone which,
011 the whole, they preserve so well-it
was when they were overruled on the
Paper Duties Bill. Then again let me
remind the House that in their disputes
with the Commons the Lords have never
attempted to embroil the Crown. I ask
you, sir, whether the Lords in another
place have always adopted that high tone?
Mr. Fisher.
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Now it being the case that tacks have not
been done away with in England-that no
statesman in England has ever submitted
to the House of Commons a proposal to
do away with the power of that House
to tack if it chose-I ask why should we,
in this House, seek to make oursel ves
wiser, or assume ourselves to be better,
than the House of Commons? Let us follow
in the footsteps of the House of Commons; and let the other Chamber follow
in the footsteps of the House of Lords.
If that be done, we shall have legislation
on an equitable basis, and the rights of
both Houses will be respected. The 20th
clause of the Bill has been referred to by
the Minister of Railways as cuttil1g-I
fancy he meant to say untying-the
Gordian knot. I confess that it is cutting
the Gordian knot. The way in which
that clause proposes to enable the Upper
House to deal with the annual Appropriation Bill is something of, a most extraordinary character. I venture to say that
never was such an extraordinary proposal
brought before any Assembly in the world.
The clause anthorizes the Council to require the Assembly to remove from the
Estimates for the year" any specified proposed grant of money, clause, or matter,
which, in the opinion of the Council, is
not a grant of money for the ordinary
service of the year" in order that it may
be dealt with in a separate Bill. Let me
call particular attention to the words "in
the opinion of the Counci 1." The Cou'ncil
is to have· an opinion. But what about
the opinion of t.he Assembly? Is there
to be no such thing as an opinion of the
Assembly? What man with proper feeling would care to sit in this Assembly if
we are to have no opinion of our own, if
we are to eat our own words and swallow
our own thoughts-if, in short, we are to
do nothing except at the beck and call of
members of the Upper House? I say that
under this 20th clause the whole power of
the Assembly will be taken away, and
nothing will be left for us to do but to
obey the sweet behests of another place.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-It is simply a sacrifice of foolish dignity to the interests of
the country.
Mr. FISHER.-I will come to that byand-by. For the present, let me say that,
so far from popnlarizing and liberalizing
the Upper House, the provisions of this
Bill will tend to make it still more COllservative than it is; and I call upon even
Ministerial members to pause before they
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clo t.heir level best to make the measure
Jaw. Under the Bill the people would be
kept in a state of constant subjection, and
tho whole power to manipulate the finances
and resources of tho country would be
thrown into the hands of a few rich men.
I ask honorable members to pause before
they perpetmte this unclean thing-before
they emasculate this House. For the House
to pnss the Bill will be to do nothing less
than to commi t poli tical suicide. Those
being my sentiments, I cannot support the
measure. On the contrary, I must give it
my unflinching opposition. I said to my
constituents Ht least 40 times, for that was
about the number of times I addressed
them, that I would oppose any measure
which went in the direct.ion of this Bill;
and. I heard nothing from them calculated
to make me suppose that they are in favour
of so illiberal a measure. The action of
the Premier and the gentlemen who are
aiding and abetting him in trying to take
nway the liberties of the people, to retard
the prosperity of tbe country, and to throw
all power into the hands of a few moneyed
men, reminds me of the old story of
Sisyphus. The Premier is engaged in
rolling the constitutional stone up hill
with the aid of his followers, but that constitutional stone will roll down as it has
done before. Whether it will crush the
Premier and his party politically remains
to be seen. The stone of the classical
story never did reach the top of the hill,
and I am satisfied that this unconstitutional
Bill will never reach the stage necessary to
make it law. I feel that if I did not manfully raise my voice against what I call
the monstrous provisions of this Bill I
would not be doing my duty to my constituents-I would be playing fast and loose
with the professions which I made to
them. In conclusion, I desire to say to
honorable members on all sides-" Let us
be true not only to the British Constitution,
not only to the people who sent us into
this House to legislate for their interests,
but let us be true to ourselves."
Mr. W ALKER.-Sir, the honorable
member who has just resumed his seat,
has been most emphatic as to the views of
h is constituents; but I, think the honorable member forgets that he is only one of
three gentlemen who were returned for
:Mandurang, and that the other two have
been sent here to represent views diametrically opposed to those which he has
just given expression to. Therefore, I
think the honorable member is scarcely
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justified in assuming that the electors of
Mandurang sent him here solely for the
purpose of giving expression to those
views. The honorable member, in criticising the Government scheme of reform,
has touched upon a great many matters,
which appear to be minor matters, and
which may easily be dealt with, if necessary, in committee. For example, the
honoraLle member entered into an elaborate argument to prove that a much
greater length of time must elapse between the first rejection of a measure and
the finality contemplated by the Bill than
is assumed by Ministers who have addresed
the House.
The I-louse wa,s assured by
the Minister of Justice, last night, that
eight mOllths would suffice to brillg about
that finality, and I say with that assurance from an honorable gentleman occupying the position of a law officer of the
Crown, if we find, when we reach committee, that the provisions of the Bill are
defective in that regard, we will have the
right to amend them. A great many other
objections raised by the honorable member may be dealt with without any sacrifice
of principle. For example, he alluded to
the qualification of electors and members
of the Legislative Council; and if it will
ease his mind to reduce the qualification
of electors by 2d. per week, I dare say
there will not be any great difficulty in
meeting l1im on that SCQre. With regard
to the qualification of members, I suppose
the £150 mentioned in cla,use 35 is not
an absolute sum. All these, I say, are
matters which, without sacrificing the
main features and principles of the
Bill, may be amended in committee if
it is thought necessary to do so. Now
I don't think anything has come out more
prominently in the discussions on the question ·of constitutional reform than the
great wisdom, skill, [Lnd foresight of the
framers of the Constitution under which
we live. Theoretically, that Constitution
is almost perfect; and, although one of the
framers of that COllstitution-I refer to
the honorable member for Belfast-stated,
during the debate on the first reading of
this Bill, that there was no necessity for
altering the Constitution-that the fact of
four dead-locks having occurred within a
few years was not sufficient reason for an
alteration-I cannot forget that the honorable gentleman, on a previous occasion,
expressed the very opposite view, that it
was absol utel y necessary, in order to preven t
dead-locks, that the Constitution should
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he altered. I quite admit that if moderation could always be ensured in the application of the Constitution there is really
no need to alter it; but ·we have to deal
not with things as they ought to be but
with things as they are; and, as a matter
of fact, the Constitution, as it exists at
present, has failed. I am sorry to have to
admit that it has failed-that an absolute
necessity exists for the adoption of some
steps to prevent the recurrence of failures
that have taken place in the past. However, this Assembly has been returned foi'
the very purpose of making- the alteration.
The late Parliament was dissolved on this
very question, and therefore it is too late
in the day to say uow that the Constitution
needs no alteration.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.--I never said
an alteration was not required. The honOI'able member is in the 1mbit of misrepresenting me.
Mr. "\VALKER-I cannot be much in
the habit of doing so, seeing that this is
only the second time that I have taken
part in debate in this House. The honOI'able member for Belfast was annoyed at
my remarks on a previolls occasion, and I
have made sure, this time, that I would
not misrepresent him. I will endeavour
to read his own words. The honorable
gr.nt.leman, when a member of the Legislative Council, in a speech which he made
in that House, said--"I venture to say that it is not possible for
the other Cham ber-That is this Chamber.
"to continue to attempt to carryon the machineryof government under the Constitution as
it exists, evcn if this Bill were passed, without
somc amendment of the Const.itution in another
direction. . . . It will be gel~crally acknowleL1ged that no measure of reform can be satisfactory which will not provide against what
seems likely to be:1 continual disturbing element
-namely, a frequent recurrence of dead-locks."

I have given the honorable gentleman's
own words, and I hope I shall not be
accused of misrepresenting his views. I
ha ve no w ish to do so.
Sir J. 0' SHANAS S Y .-The honorable
member saill, a few minutes ago, that I
asserted there was no occasion for any
amendment of the Constitution. What I
said, in the words the honoraLle member
has read, was that there was.
Mr. W ALKER.-I understood the honorable member for Belfast to say. during
the debate on the first reading of the Bill,
that there was nQ necessity, .
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Sir J. O'SHANASSY. - Read my
speech on that occasion.
Mr. WALKER.- If the honorable
member says he did not say so, I will
accept the assurance.
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-J will not
say anything of the kind, It is for the
honorable member to sustain his statement. . He should not ass'ert anything
unless he can sustain the aseertion.
Mr. W ALKER.-As I was saying, the
country expects this Parliament to deal
with the question. The leading principles
of the Bill now before us, in my opinion,
were affirmed by the country at the recent general election; and I gave my
reasons for saying so in the speech which
I delivered during the debate on the
address in reply to the Governor's speech.
Anyone "\vho examines closely into t.he
history of nations and peoples, especially
of British extraction, that have had to
frame a Constitution for themselves, will
be struck with t.he fact that, in almost
every case, it has been found necessary to
provide a second House of Parliament.
There is scarcely any instance of a people,
however free, however democratic they
may be, framing a Constitnt.ioll that gave
the sole power to one Honse. And it is
the more remarkable that, in extreme
democracies, where manhood suffrage has
Leen the basis of the popular Chamber,
it has been found necessary to have
a check upon that Chamber, by creating
a second, with a restricted suffrage. The
Constitution of the United States has
been often referred to, and it might
naturally be supposed that the framers of
that Constitution - who undertook the
work immediately after the War of Independence -would have been prejudiced
against British institutions, and woutd
have been disinclined to adopt any such
system as that which was in force in the
country with which they had been engaged
in a disastrous and bitter strife. Yet,
we find, notwithstanding they were perfectly free to make their Constitution to
suit themselves, they did create a· check
upon the popular Chamber-two checks
in fact-alld those two checks coutinue to
the present day. .So with regard to the
Brit.ish colonies of which we are one.
The framers of our Constitution found it
necessary to provide for a second House;
and, wherever the second House is elective,
invai"iably the franchise is limited and restricted, Now .what is the meaning of
this clH;~ck Wl1ich ~t has been fou~q
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,necessary to place upon the popular
·Chamber? In my opinion, the object of
.it is to give to the larger taxpayers-to
those who are most interested in good
legislation, and who are most injured by
bad legislation-a check upon the proceedings of the more popular Chamber,
until, at last, the will of the country has
been thoroughly ascertained.
Mr. LAURENS.-That is the will of
the country through the constituents of
the Assembly.
Mr. W ALKER.-I will deal with that
presently.
The extremely democratic
country of France-a country which theoretically is the most democratic, I suppose,
on the face of the earth-has recently had
the opportunity of reforming its Constitution. It has begun life afresh as it were.
All vested interests in regard to constitutional matters were swept away. It was
perfectly free to frame any Constitution
which it might think most suitable for the
government of the country, and most in
accordance with the democratic sympathies which undoubtedly prevail there.
And what do we find? Not only was it
deemed necessary to crea te a second
Chamber with a very restricted suffrage,
but it gave power to that Chamber to join
in the most important legislation which
can possibly be gone on with in that
coun try-namely, the election of President,
to whom enormous powers are given-in
the very way in which one of the principles of this Bill indicates, namely, by a
joint sitting. Looking at all these things
it seems to me that, notwithstanding all
the cant that is talked about manhood
suffrage, there is absolutely no such
thing in the world as unchecked manhood suffrage. I am an ardent admirer of
manhood suffrage. At the same time I do
not consider it inconsistent with the
principle of manhood suffrage that there
should be some check or control by the
larger taxpayers, those who have the
greatest interests in the country, upon the
exercise of legislative functions by the
popular Chamber.
. Mr. MIRAMS.-Why ?
Mr. WALKER.-,\-Vhy have all these
countries found it necessary to create a
second Chamber? Their instincts were
against it, and, if they could have done
without it, they would have done without
it. It does appear to me that this desire
£9r giving a second voice, as it were, in
legislation, to those who have vested interests in the country, !tnd who caUU9t
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escape from the country if they should
ever wish to do so, is founded on reason
and common sense. I may say that my
own sympathies go with the giving of
this second voice entirely to married men
with families. I consider that married
people with families have a greater interest in the prosperity of the country than
even property-holders - because a man
may be a property-holder without having
a great tie to the country-and if any
machinery can be devised for giving the
franchise for the future Council to the
whole of the married people in the country,
it will have my hearty support. Consider
the case of a married man with a family,
say of six or eight children, several of
them perhaps daughters-I don't care how
poor the man is-he represents not only
himself but his wife and his family; and
is it reasonable to suppose that he is
have no greater voice in the management
of the affairs of the country than his
son who has just arrived at the age of
21? I say the thing is absurd. Then
again, representation ought to be made as
much as possible in regard to the taxes
paid by the different sections of the community. A married man pays, through
the Custom-house, on an average, four or
six times as much in the shape of taxes as
a single man; and therefore I say that
the proposition of the Government to extend the franchise of the Council so as to
include, as I believe it will, nearly the
whole of the married men in the country,
is one which meets with my cordial approval, and, I am inclined to think, will
meet with the approval of the country
at large.
The honorable member for
Geelong (Mr. Berry) and also the honorable member for Portland still believe
in an absolute Assembly. In fact the
honorable member for Geelong says that
this Chamber is the people-that this
Chamber, for the time being, is the
country. Now is that true? Is it true
that this Assembly is always the peoplethat it always represents the people?
Did it represent the people in 1876-the
last session in which Silo James McCulloch held office - when the honorable
member for Geelong and his friends took
the extreme course of using the forms of
the House for the purpose of defeating all
legislation OIl the very ground that the
Assembly diel :nAt represent the people?
It did not repres~!lt the people. Sir, there
are times in th~ history of all represen ..
tative 94a~b~!§ when it is iml?Qs~ib~e tQ

to
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it because it was sent to tl1em in a
legal and proper form. They would not
have passed it if it had been put in an
Appropriation Bill. That seems to meet
all the objections which have been raised
as to the 'possible arbitrary conduct of the
future Council in persisting in having
items eliminated from the Appropriat:on
Bill, and in persistently getting up majorities to defeat the popular will. Here we
have a case of their power to reject all
unjust tax, and their not using it.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It was not unjust.
Mr. W ALKER.-It was unjust from
their point of view. I simply quote the
language of the honorable member for
Portland-that from the Council's point
of view it was admittedly and avowed.ly
an unjust tax; yet they did not reject it.
Mr. LAURENS.-All those who were
affected by it voted against the Bill.
Mr. McINTYRE.-That is not exactly true.
Mr. LAURENS.-Well, except Mr.
Wilson.
Mr. WALKER.-We have heard· from
the opposition side of the House that the
Council, as at present constituted, are a
class Council, and yet the Council, as
at present constituted as a class Council,
passed a tax which unjustly affected
"Recently the Council passed a land' tax them as a body of men. That simple fact
which avowedly and admittedly they all objected meets all the objections I have heard
1.0 as an unjust tax, but they passed it in
raised to the Council having authority to
obedience to the constitutional reading of the
56th section of the Constitution Act, which pro- object to an item in the Appropriation
vides that they l11rly rejr.ct, but cannot alter, Bill, and to the joint sitting of the Houses,
Money or Tax Bills."
and also disposes of all the assertions that,
Now liEtening to the honorable member's supposing the Council to have a majority
speech-and an eloquent and admirable when the t"yO Houses meet, it would be
speech it was-it appeared to me that the bound to misuse the power that circumvery quotation of that case completely stance might be supposed to confer upon
upset every argument he used.
The it for the time being. Then; with regard
Council, he admits, passed a tax which to this joint sitting, it has occurred to me,
affected their own interests unjustly. while listening to honorable members in
Surely if ever there was an occasion when opposition, and also to the honorable
the Council might have been justified in member for Portland, that they all persist
exercising-in wrongly exercising, for in reasoning as though the Council were
that is the point-their powers, that was to remain as it is at present constituted.
one. And what did they do? Why They never appear to take into account
they passed tho tax. But would they the very much more popular character the
have passed it if it had been appended to operation of the Bill will give that body,
an Appropriation Bill? I say they would and which indeed it ought to have if there
not.. That case proves clearly that the is to be in future greater harmony between
Council, as at present constituted, with the Chambers. If they would look at the
their limited suffrage and high qualifica,- subject in that aspect, I venture to say the
tion for members-and with the mem- very extreme cases they have imagined,
bers belonging, to a great extent, to a such, for. instance, as one in which the
certain class-nevertheless passed a tax Council would vote as one man, would
which, it is admitted on all sides, never occur to their minds. Because,
they regarded as unjust. They passed supposing the Council to vote in such a
say whether they represent the people or
not. Hence the need of a dissolution.
But for that, there would be no need for
a dissolution. However, there is always
need for a second Chamber. The experience of the countries I have referred to
shows that a second Chamber is absolutely
necessary to give the people time to consider measures of legislation, and to prevent their being hastily rushed through
Parliament. The honorable member for
Portland, in the speech which he delivered
last night, objected to the Council being
put into the position of judging what is
improperly placed in the A ppropriat.ion
Bill. But are Dot the Council in that
position at the present time? If the
Council had not scrutinized the Appropriation Bill in times past, how could they
have discovered the items to which they
objected? It may not be according to
parliamentary etiquette, but, as 'a matter
of fact, the Council know as well as
members of this House what is in the
Appropriation Bill; and therefore I say
that there is very little force in the objection that the measure gives the Council
the power to scrutinize the items in the
Appropriation Bill. The honorable member for Portland also referred to the land
tax. I will quote his words. He said-
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manner upon a particular question, and
that it was joined by a considerable minority of this Chamber, how many of the
electors of the country would the result
temporarily disfranchise? I venture to
say the number would be extremely small,
aud also that, in estimfLting that particular
portion of the constituencies, the Opposition have made very great mistakes.
Reference in all these constitutional debates is frequently mad.e to the Imperial
Parliament, but I assert that there is
practically no analogy between that bod.y
and our two Houses. It has often been
contended that there is no analogy
between the House of Lords and our
Legislative Council, but I go further
and say there is very little between the
House of Commons and our Legislative
Assembly, because, after all, the former
represents only a section of the British
community. Moreover, I am prepared to
prove that the proportion of the British
people represented in the House of Commons is not so large as the proportion of the people of 'Victoria which
would, under the Bill, be represented in
the Council. I have figures for what I
say. For example, at home, 51,000 of the
population go to each member of the
House of Commons, Vi' hereas, under the
Bill, 21,000 of our population would go to
each member of the Council. Then the
House of Commons franchise is much
more restricted than it is proposed the
Council franchise should be.
Mr. GAUNSON. _. That is not the
case. The English franchise goes down
to £5 lodgers.
Mr. W ALKER.-The honorable member for Ararat ought to be aware that
there are more ways than one of restricting
the franchise.
For example, I invite
attention to the following extract from a
...7Vineteentlt Century article by Professor
Fawcett, who has just joined the new
liberal Ministry at home : " Why should political power be so unequally
distributed that 47,000 people living in ten small
English and Idsh boroughs return ten members
to the House of Commons, while ollly nine
members are returned by Liverpool, Glasgow,
and Manchester with a popUlation of 1,349,000,
and only eight are returned by four metropolitan constituencies with a population of
1,671,000 ?,

Mr. GAUNSON.-That does not t.ouch
the point.
Mr. W ALKER.-I can find the honorable member reasons, but I cannot force
him to understand them. I will, however,
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give him another illustration of my meaning. Supposing that Toorak, St, Kilda,
and Brighton, with a population of say
5,000, returned ten members to the Assembly, and that Richmond, Emerald Hill, Collingwood, Fitzroy, and North Melbourne,
with a population of say 150,000, also returl'led only ten members to the Assembly,
would not that show a restricted suffrage?
I assert-the point is unchallengeablethat the House of Commons suffrage is
greatly more reRtricted than the proposed
Council suffrage would be, and that all
the arguments so plentifully put forward
by the Opposition, about how the liberties
of the British people are guarded by the
House of Commons, wOllld apply far better
if used in support of the new Upper
Chamber contemplated in the Bill before
us. Therefore all the talk I hear about
antagonism between the proposed Legislatiye Council and the Legislative Assembly scems so much UlIl'cason, bccause if
tile Brititib people, with their sufli'age what
it is and has been, have maintained their
liberties and guarded their rights, what
danger can this country possibly be in
under a suffrage vastly more liberal, even
with respect to the second Chamber? It
seems to me that, under no possible combination of circumstances, could any danger to our liberties accrue from the adoption of the present proposals, because we
have to continually bear in mind the great
difference in character there would be between the present Council and the one the
Bill would give us.
Mr. LONGMORE.-There will not,
there cannot, be any difference.
Mr. WALKER.-The new Council
will represent two-thirds of the people of
the country. It is proposed to extend the
Upper House franchise to 114,000 electors,
which will leave outside a balance of
about 85,000. But from the latter number there must be taken off at least 20
per cen,t. for persons whose names appear
on the roll two or three times over, or
who are dead, or have left the country.
Here is a piece of my experience. When
I offered myself for Richmond at the last
election, I came befol'e a great many of
the people 3S a comparative stranger, and
it was therefore necessary that I should
send what I may call my election programme by post to every elector, taking
names and addresses from the electoral
roll. What was the result? Why that
no less than 1,200 of those documelltt:!
were returned endorsed to the effect that
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tbe postmen were unable to find the per:sons to whom they were directed. Those
11,200 names represent about 20 per cent.
lof tbe total number on the Richmond roll,
:and I believe a similar proportion exists
throughout the electoral districts of the
country. When the reduction I indicate is
made, the total number of electors outside
the proposed Council franchise will be
found to be exceedingly small.
Mr. LONGMORE.- Must we not
make a similar reduction with respect to
·Council electors?
Mr. W ALKER.-By no means. They
will have votes because of the special
qualification by virtue of which they each
appear on the roll. And now with regard to the joint sittiug of the Houses,
~tbout which opposition members have
'said so much. In the first place, they
seem to suppose that the system will
come into operation upon every trivial
occasion. But no idea could be more
erroneous. The action of the Council
with respect to the land tax effectually
disposes of that argument. My belief is
that a joillt sitting will be a very rare
occasion, and that it is quite possibl€', as
tho Premier has told us, that not a single
momber of this Chamber will live to see
ono. The fact that one can occur under
certain contingencies will, in the vast majority of instancE's, constitute the safety- '
val YO the actual sitting is intended to be,
and prevent it from taking place. As
Mr. Gladstone says, in the quot.ation referred to, the other night, by the Minister
of Railways, the Crown in England could,
at the instance of the House of Commons,
mako ~ thousand peers to-day and another
thousand to-morrow, but the thing is
never done; and the arrangement for a'
joint sitting of the Houses will act in the
same way. So much for the opposition,
arguments to the effect that, if n joiut .
sitting is allowed at all, one will be continually taking place. Then let me point
out that a joint sitting of two Houses
is not a new thing. As I have said
already, it is resorted to in France for
the election of the French President,
whose powers are of an enormous character-almost as great as those of one
of the French HOllses of Legislature. Be
it remembered also that France is now
one of the most democratic, as well as
most energetic, countries in the world,
and tha.t the suffrage for the Upper House
there is far more restricted than even Ollr
existing Council suffrage.

Alteration Bill.

Mr. LAURENS.-The election of a
French President is not legisla.tion.
Mr. WALKER.-I repeat that the
powers of the French President are almost equal to those of a legislative House.
In Belgium also, the two Houses are required to sit together to effect almost the
most important piece of legislation they
could take in hand. When a vacancy
occurs in the throne, the two Chambers of
Legislation have to meet to elect a regent;
and they have then to be dissolved, and,
on re-assembling, to select a person for
their sovereign. These instances do away
with the assertion t.hat the proposed joint
sitting of our Legislative Chambers is a
novel and untried thing. On all these
grounds, I affirm that the arrangements
I have just dwelt upon are admirahly
adapted for the purpose the Government
propose to achieve, in order to remedy the
existing state of affairs. The late Government had three years allowed them to
apply the remedies they fancied, but they
failed, and it is now therefore too late in
the day for them to cry out that the subject ought to be referred to a select committee, and not be treated as a party
question. As a matter of .fact, the q uestion before us is a party one. The late
Parliament was dissolved, and we have
been returned, upon it., and the country
expects us to deal with it. Moreover, I
do not think we would be justified in
hanging it up by remitting it to the consideration of a select committee. In the
first place, the country has pronounced in
favour of the Bill. Certainly my own
constituency has done so. Upon that let
honorable members with more political
experience than I have decide when they
realize what I now toll them, namely, that
I went before the electorate of Richmond
with every disadvantage, because my opponent had all the prestige that attache.s
to an old representative, and was also
up to every electioneering move, but
nevertheless I was returned by n strong
majority., strictly to support the measure
of reform the party now in power had
placed before the country.
I firmly
believe that at least 20 out of the 25
new mem bel'S of the House were returned upon similar grounds. Will it
be said that the country did not know
what the reform proposals of the present Government mean? I reply that
every point of consequence they involve
was placed before the electors in the
most definite manner possible. On every
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platform in Richmond they were discussed popular reply will be so emphatically in
with the ut.most attention, and I may add their favour that they will thereafter have
thnt the people of that large constituency no difficulty in carrying their Bill.
thoroughly believe in them. Look also at
Sir J. O'SHANASSY.-Mr. Speaker,
St. Kilda; was ever a more emphatic I wish to make a personal explanation, to
verdict· given than that which an enor- this effect; I beg to challenge the last
mous majority of the electors there re- speaker to put his finger on a single pashirned'in favour' of the Service scheme? sage of' Hansm'd in which I am shown to
I do not say that the whole of the' people declare myself against an amendment of
of the colony were, at the time I speak of, the Constitution on the ground there was
perfectly well qualified to juuge completely DO necessity for anything of the kind.
of the present plan of constitutional reform,
Mr. MIRAMS.-Sir, this is the third
but that does not obliterate the circum- .time, during the short period I have hac1
stance that they have so judged, and that the honour of a seat in this Cham bel',
we are returned to carry out the terms of that I have risen to address myself to
. the' judgme,nt. Moreover, I am certain the question of the second reading of a.
that, so soon as the Bill is thoroughly Const.itution Reform Bill; and although,
understood by the country at large, it will on each of the two former occasions, I
be intensely popular. I come next to strongly realized the importance of the
another point. It has been found very subject under discussion, I feel it to
easy, on certain platforms outside this even a greater degree now, partly for
House, where both speakers and hearers reasons I will presently explain, and
were on one side in politics, to contenu partly because of the very mixed charthat carrying the measure would have an acter of the circumstances under which
i'njurious effect upon manhood suffrage we now find oursel Yes. We are llere toanu place the liberties of the people in day, in the year 1880, discnssing a pro(lunger; but I venture to think it has posal almost identical with that which
been found extremely difficult to do the occupied our attention, and that of the
same thing here.. At all events, although country, in 1874. It is true there are
I have listeneu attentively to all the points of difference between the measure
arguments on the subject that have been then before Parliament and that with
put forward from the opposition benches, which we are dealing now, but, so far as
anu have all along felt every possible readi- I can discern, they tell rather against
Dess to be convinceu by them, I have not than in favour of the latter. Then we
had afforded me the slightest ground for have to observe that several of the honbeing so. The Government are making orable members who opposed the former
it gallant and determineu effort to sett.le Bill are in favour of the present one, and
the question of reform which has kept the tlmt the leading journal of the colony,
country in turmoil so long, and I think which in 1874 bitterly denounced what
they are entitled to be supporteu. Also, was and is called the Norwegian scheme,
I am satisfied that, if the country hau an on this occasion persistently supports it.
opportunity of expressing an opinion on Six years ago, the Argus devoted about
the matter, Ministers woulu have a greater 27 columns of its leading matter to the
majority than they .can boast of now. denunciation I refer to, and, inasmuch
Certainly they shall have all the assist- as se\'eral passages of what it then pubance I can give them, because I firmly lished on the subject are singularly applibelieve that carrying tbe measure they cable to the present juncture, I will tako
have introduced would afforu the com- the liberty of quoting them. For example,
munity a speedy and happy release from in its issue of the 15th April, 1874, it
the distraction and turmoil it has known stated as follows ; so long. If they are not successful in the
"Lord Palmerston observed-' If the country
present Parliament, I am com'inced that don't want a Reform Bill, I am sure I don't;' and
the abortive draft into the waste-paper
their proposals are so framed to ohtain the dropped
basket, Mr, :Francis and his' colleagues may
approbation of the country that, shoulu it advantageously go and do likewise; and, as they
be necessary to have another general elec- consign their misRhapen bantling to the pigeontion on the question-I hope it will not, hole labelled' still-born projects of law,' they
for I can as ill afford election expenses as may inscribe upon it the venerable epitaph• So quickly was I done for,
any mall, and may reasonably doubt if I
I wonder what I was begun for.'''
I
fancy
that
epitaph will shortly suit the
would be jnstified in entering upon another
~l~ctiop. ~ontest so soon after the last-the similar production of the present Ministry.
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On the following 22nd April, the same
journal-I suppose it employed a special
poet on the occasion - published the
following lines : "We really don't think this queer plan of the
Storthing
Is worth the one-half of an ancient brass farthing;
And believe that the land would have made
much more way
1£ naught had been heard o~ the project from
Norway."

Surely the sentiment there expressed is
exceedingly appropriate to the Bill before
tls.- I think th~ country would have made
much more way if we had never been
trou bled again with the scheme that was
int.roduced to this House six years ago,
and then ignominiously rejected. Furthermore, at the time I am alluding to, the
Argus offered the Government of the day
the following recommendation : ",Ve think we may take it for granted that
the members of the Government will see that it
is their duty to drop their Scandinavian monstrosity, and go on with the practical work of
the session. . . . The country has watched
its birth and its nursing with stolid indifference,
and will receive the intelligence of its death
with frigid apathy. Nobody wanted it j nobody
will mourn over it."

The same thing may be said with respect
to tile Bill before us. I am now brought
to t.he ,fact that the present Minist.ry seem
to be faithfully working out the plan laid
down for them by their sponsors in the
press-the Argus and Australasian-by
which journals they have been told that
it is their duty to repair and restore.
They are to be a reparative and restorative Government. Their newspaper supporters, not giving them credit for being
able to elaborate a reform scheme of their
own, have directed them to confine themselves to repairing and restoring some
scheme of tile past. The consequence is
that they have followed a course which, I
doubt not, they found a tolerably convenient one. They went to the grave in
which the bouy of thi8 ancient measure
bad lain dead and buried for six years,
brought it back to life, and having dressed
it up in what they doubtless consider a
few Serviceable garments, for the most
part stolen from the Hon. R. D. Reid, of
the Upper House, they think to palm off
this repaired and restored bantling upon
the country as a measure entitled to its
approbation and support. Nevertheless,
I can in some measure understand the
conduct of the Premier-although I cannot that of some of his colleagues-in
Mr. Mirams.
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proposing the present measure, because we
have known all along what we had to
expect from Lim. For example, with regard. to the first Berry Reform Bill, he
made the following statement : "I have no hesitation in stating that to give
this House, or any legislative assembly of a
similar character, unchecked power over the
finances of the country is a thing I, for one,
will not concur in."

At that time he proposed a series of
resolutions, the 1st affirming the necessity for reform, the 3rd declaring that the
subject of reform ought to be referred to
a select com'mittee, while the 2nd-the
central one-was as follows : "That the proposal in the Bill now before
the House enabling a single branch of the Legislatlue tojmpose burthcIls on the people, and to
expend the public revenue without any check
whatever is contrary to the principles of the
British Constitution, and would in its operation
prove disastrous to the best interests of this
country."

But when tbat resolution, containing what
I may call the present Premier's creed
in relation to the constitutional question,
went to a division, some of his present
colleagues actually voted against it,
thereby practically ~eclaring that the
doctrine it enunciated was wrong. Next
I wish to say that although, when the
abstract proposition I have just read was
before us two years ago, inasmuch as t.here
existed no chance of it being accepted, nor
likelihood of it bearing much fruit" there
was little need for honorable members
opposed to it to refute it, or indeed to take
much notice of it, matters do not now
stand in the same position. Tllat resolu-'
tion forms the basis of the Bill now submitted to the House and the country for
acceptance, and therefore we, as representatives of the people, are called upon
to consider how far the assertion that to
give the Assembly uncontrolled power
over the finances of the country is contrary to the principles of the British
Constitution is true or the reverse. If it
is true, undoubtedly I and every other
honorable member who wishes to abide
by the lines of the British Constitution
will be bound to vote for the Bill, and
secure it passing through the House;
whereas, if it is shown to have no foundation in fact, history, or practice, we
will be eqnally bound to declare the Bill
unworthy of either the acceptance or the
consideration of a people such as we in
this country boast of being. It is fortunate
for me that, in dealing with this question,
I am saved a great deal of trouble by
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being able to refer to what was s~id in
the House of Commons during thecelebrated dispute that took place, some
years ago, in the Imperial Parliament
with respect to the Paper Duties Bill,
and especially to the utterances on the
subject of one of the greatest statesmen England possesses, one whom we
all delight to honour, amI of whom we
were all glad to hear the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Walker) say, the
other night-" If I am shown that John
Bright holds views in accordance with
those of the Opposition, I will leave my
place behind the Government and follow
John Bright and the honorable members
opposite." I think that before I resume
my seat.1 shall have shown that, according to John Bright, the doctrine laid down
by the Premier, when he declared that for
this Chamber to have the uncontrolled
management of the finances of the country
is contrary to the British Constitution, is
altogether incorrect and false. I dare say
honorable members recollect how the
dispute to which I refer arose. The
Budget of the Imperial Government of
the day provided for the repeal of the
paper duties, but that portion of their
proposals was rejected by the House of
Lords. Subsequently a committee of the
House of Commons was appointed to
inquire for precedents as to the power of
the Lords to deal with Money Bills.
Mr. Bright served on that committee, and
drew up a report, aud afterwards, in a
speech on the resolutions on the subject
which were submitted to the House of
Commons, he offered ample proof that the
Lower House in Englanu have always
claimed and now possess the uncontrolled
management of the finances of the English
nation. I ask the indulgence of the House
while I read a few passages of this speech
that refer to some of the precedents the
committee discovered, and upon which
their report was based. They are as
follows : "I will first refer to that very case which the
right honorable gentleman, the member for the
University of Cambridge, and myself fixed upon
as the starting-point of our precedents-the
precedents of the year 1407. . . . Then,ve
come to 1640. The declaration of 1640 set forth
that the Lords stated at the conference that
'My lords would not meddle with matters of
suhsidy, which belong naturally and properly to
you-no, not to give you advice therein, but
hftve utterly declined it.' Mr. Pym told their
lordships that they had not only meddled with
matters of Supply, but that they had' both concluded the matter and order of proceeding,
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which the House of Commons takes to be a breach
of their privilege, for which I was commanrlcd
to desire reparation from your lordships.' 'fhe
Lords made reparation by declaring that they
did not know they were breaking a. right of the
Commons in merely suggesting that Supply
should have preference over the consideration
of grievances. . . . In 1678, the House of
Commons declared this j and it was not one of
those sudden acts which the House of Commons
is now alleged to cOlltinually commit j but it was
a resolution drawn up by a committee specially
appointed for that purpose-a. resolution specially considered and solemnly entered in the
Journals of the House. It was in these words-, All Aids and Supplies, and Aids to His Majesty
from Parliament, are the sole gift of the Commons, and all Bills for granting· such Aids aud
Supplies are to begin with the Commons j and
it is the undoubted aud sole right of the Commons to direct, limit, and appoint in such Bills
the euds, purposes, considerations, conditions,
limitations, and qualifications of such grants,
which·ought not to be changed or altered by the
House of Lords.' At this time, when the Lords
had never pretended to reject a Bill, it is
probable that such a proposition was a thing
that never entered into the head of any member
of the House of Peers. I undertake to say it
would be difficult for any member of this
House to draw up a resolution more comprehensive and conclusive as to the absolute control
of the House of Commons than that of t.he year
1678, which I have just now read.
Shortly
afterwards, in the year 1691, there is another
resolution which goes minutely to the case
before the House. In that year a Bill was
passed for appointing commissioners to examine
the public accounts of the kingdom. The House
of Lords amended, thtl House of Commons dissented; and, among the reasons which the House
of Commons gave was this-' That in Aids, Supplies, and grants the Commons only do judge of
the necessities of the Crown.' What are we
asked no,v? We are asked to take into partnership another judge of the necessities of the
Crown. . • • A few years afterwards, our
forefathers were concerned in a question about
the paper duties, just as we are at this time j only
they managed it better than we are doing now.
In the year 1699, they declared-' It is an undoubted right and privilege of the Commons
that such Aids are to be given by such methods,
and with such provisions, as the Commons only
shall think proper.' In the year 1700, the Commons again affirmed-' All the Aids and Supplies
granted to His Majesty in Parliament are the
sole and entire gift of the Commons, and that
it is the sole and undoubted right of the Commons to direct, limit, and appoint the ends, purposes, considerations, limitations, and qualifications of such grants.' And in 1702, there was
another statement that-' The granting and disposing of all public moneys is the undoubted
right of the Commons alone.' In the year 1719,
they objected to a clause which the Lords had
introduced, on the ground that it levied a new
subsidy not granted by the Commons' which is
the undoubted and sole right of the Commons to
grant, and from which they will never depart.'"

I think these precedents conclusively
prove, to every man open to convietion,
that the House of Commons have always
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claimed the uncontrolled management of
the finances of the nation.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The Lords have
never conceded that.
Mr. MIRAMS. - The Commons not
only claim the right I speak of, but they
exercise it, and, ever since the Paper Duties
Bill dispute, they have included all measures of the kind in a composite Hill.
Upon these grounds I submit that the
meaSllre before us is not worthy our consideration. It is con trary not only to
what I have shown to be the principles of
the British Constitution, bnt also to the
principles which the most prominent politicians in this Chamber ha.ve for years
past laid down with relation to the control
of public finance in this country. Hansard
literally teems with statements of the kind
I refer to. For example, when the Darling grant was under consideration in this
House, and reference was made to the
Palmer case, Mr. Higinbotham said"It is clearly established that it is in the
power of this House to adopt the one form or
the other, according as it thinks fit."
Meaning that we can include a public
grant in a separate Bill, or in the Appropriation Bill, exactly as we choose. In
that way the honorable gentleman claimed
for this Chamber full and free control
over the finances of the country. In the
same debate, the late Mr. Bindon spoke as
follows : " Once admit the principle that such a matter
must form the subject of a Rill, and every sum
voted for a road or a bridge may have to be
dealt with in the same way, and on these questions, if submitted in such a way, another place
would claim the right of expressing an opinion.
If this House is to continue to hold the pursestrings of the country, such items as these must
form a portion of the Appropriation Bill for
the year. You might as well make the gratuity
to Mrs. Ramsay-as the gratuity to Lady
Darling-the subject of a separate Bill. I
repeat that there is something behind this vote,
in the way of principle, which I hope this House
will not permit to be forgotten. I hope it will
never be said of this House that it permitted its
rights and privileges to be interfered with."

Alteration Bill.

Sir James (then Mr.) McCulloch said~
"Now, I ask, when did the House of Lords
throw out an Appropriation Bill?

Wben did

the House of Lords single out a particular vote,
passed in the House of Commons, and included
in the Appropriation Bill, and say, 'This must
be rejected, or we shall throw out the Bill'? I
say' Never.' It has never done so."
Yet this Bill absolutely asks us to give
the Legislative Council the power to do
what Sir James McCulloch very truthfully said the HOllse of Lords had never
claimed to do.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. MIRAMS.-It asks us to give the
Council the ·power to send the Assembly
a message to take anything they wish out
of the Estimates, and the Appropriation
Bill is merely the inclusion of the Estimates in the form of a Bill at thE:) end of
the year. The denial of the honorable
member for Warrnambool is only a quibbling on terms.
.
Mr. FRANCIS. - There is a substantial difference between the Estimates
and the Appropriation Bill. The Estimates are simply estimates of expenditure
. submitted by the Government for the
consideration of the House.
Mr. MIRAMS.-Whether you use the
term "Appropriation Bill" or "Estimates," I maintain it amounts to the same
thing in the end. The Bill asks this
House to give the Council the power to
tell us what we shall have on the Estimates
first, in order that it may go in the Appropriation Bill aftenvarlls-perhaps that
statement of the case will suit the honorable member for Warrnambool. Now;
I maintain, to ask us to do that is to
ask us to give up one of the privileges
.
which the House of Commons has been
battling for for centuries and still r~tains ;
and we shall be unworthy of the kingdom
from which we came, and the place wher~
we now are, if we consider such a proposal
seriously for one moment. What .did the
late honorable member for Mandurang
(Mr. Casey) say on the occasion to which
I have referred? He observed, alluding
Mr. Balfour, then a member of the Assem- to a speech of the present Minister of
bly, now of the Council, saidRailways"I consider that the question, whether the
"One of his arguments was that the vot~
House should send up this vote to the Legisla- ought not to be passed in its present form, as it
tive Council in the Appropriation Bill, or in a would not afford the Legislative Council an
separate Bill, has been fully disposed of by the opportunity of discussing the question. On
Attorney-General (Mr. Higinbotham). It has that point I at once join issue with the honbeen clearly shown by that honorable and learned ora1?le member. I maintain that the Legislative
gentleman that the way in which this House Council has no right to discuss a question of this
votes grants of money is entirely in the keeping description. . . . . . Honorable members
of this House; that the right of this House to opposite have endeavoured to alter the Constitudetermine the amount and the manner of making tion from what it is known as in Great Britain
&-rants cannot be disputed."
to some construction they wish. to place upon it
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here. On the last occasion we had to contend for
the right of levying our own taxes' and in this
Parliame'nt, and I presume in the n~xt, we shall
have to contend for the right of appropriating our
own Supplies."

Prophetic words, judged by the light of
present events!
".We. might well say, 'Take away this baubledlsm~ss us about our business,' if it is to be
un~erstood that we have not the sole right of
votmg Supplies in any direction we may think
proper. And, if we are to he terrified by a threat
from another place that the eountry will be thrown
into confusion should we send up the Appropriation Bill in its present shape, would not the effect
be to establish a precedent which would destroy
the exclusive right of the Assembly to deal with
matters of Supply? If we let in the thin edg~
of the wedge, where will it stop? Next session
we shall he informed that we must not put such
and such votes on the Estimates, and then it will
come to pass that we shall be informed what votes
must'be placed on the Estimates in order that
they may he approved of. I hope that the Government will send the Appropriation Bill to the
Upper House with this vote in it, and wm insist
upon its being passed without the slightest alteration. I would withdraw my support from any
Government-certainly from this Government
-which would yield one iot.a in this direction.
It is not for the grant I ca.re so much as for the
principle that all matters relating to Supply shall
be contained in the Appropriation Act, and that
anothe~ pla~e shall not interfere ~dth our right
of dealIng WIth money appropriatIOns."

Not only have the for~most politicians
of this colony claimed that the Assembly
has the same uncontrolled power over
money matters as the House of Commons,
but the claim has been admitted by the
Council themselves, as was shown by the
honorab.le member for Portland, last night,
by readmg an extract from a resolution
passed at the conference between the
Council and the Assembly. That resolutionaffirmed that it was expedient that
the practice of the House of Lords and the
House of Commons respectively should be
observed as to Money Bills, and as to all
subjects of Aid and Supply, and that each
House should be guided in all matters
relating thereto "by the precedents established by the House' of Lords and the
House of Commons respectively." That
was the utterance of the Council when
met in conference, but we are not confined
to that alone. Several influential members of that Chamber individually expressed a similar opinion. In 1867, in a
debate which took place with reference
to gratuities and, pensions, the Hon. W.
Degraves observed"A~ all ~vents, if the Legislative Assembly
can gIve £1,000 to one person they can give
.£60,000 to another, and I feel, therefore that it
is time we had some say in the ma.tter.'"
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In reply to this, the Hon. T. H. Fellows
referring to the proposed vote to Mrs:
Ramsay, remarked"It is the practice in England to put the
sums upon the Estimates. When Mr. Pitt's
debt~ were paid by the country, the money was
p;oVld~d by the ordinary Appropriation Act.
1here IS, therefore, a precedent for the proposed
vote of £750, though whether there is any other
parallel between the two cases I leave the House
and the country to say."

The Hon. J. F. Strachan said. "If. the Assembly can make such a grant of
Itself, It can vote £60,000 to Sir Charles Darling
or ~ny one else without our being able to object
to It."

The Hon. W. Campbell, who followed,
stated"I agree with much that has heen said on
this subject; but it is impolitic for us to deal
with matters which do not belong to us."

Finally, the Hon. C. Sladen observed." The Assembl~ has a perfect right to deal
WIth these finanClal matters as it pleases. It
may send them up in a separate Bill or it may
place them on the Estimates. Th~ House of
Commons sometimes takes the one course and
sometimes the other, and we have agreed to
abide by the British precedent."

I say .that, according to EnO'lish
usaD'e
0
0 ,
accor.dmg ~o the utterances of prominent
men III tlus Assembly, according to the
statement of the Council in conference
and the opinion expr~ssed by its leading
me~bers III debate, It has always been
admItted and conceded that it is in accord·
ance with the British Constitution that
this Assembly should have the uncou..
trolled management of the finances of thecolon~. !herefore, in my opinion, the
PremIer IS wrong in the premises on
which he proceeds in this Bill, and, consequently, he must be leading us and the
country in a wrong direction. I will ask
the House to consider for a few minutes
the ground upon which the Premier asks
us to ~ccept the Bill. How did he support Ius contention that it is unconstitutional for the Assembly to have the
sole control of money, and that therefore
~e is justified in submitting a Bill to take
It away from us? He gave one illustration
only in support of his argument, and the
Minister of Railways gave another. The
case which forms the basis of the Premier's
contention is the celebrated case of Mr.
Palmer. The Premier endeavoured to
make it appear that this was a case in
which the Commons were compelled to
place a grant in a separate Bill. Now, if
It could be proved that the Commons were
compel~ed to put that one item in a sepa·
rate Blll, and not in the Appropriation
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Bill, the fact would not go the length of
supporting the deduction of the Premier
that it is wrong that the Assembly should
have the power of putting anything in the
A ppropriation Bill that is outside the
ordinary current expenditure of the year.
But the fact is that it was to please itself,
and at the request of the Tory Premier,
Mr. Perceval, that the House of Commons
put this particulal' grant in a separate
Bill. In quoting Mr. Perceval's speech
on that occasion, the Premier, the other
evening, carefully omitted a portion of his
remarks, in which he admitted that it was
the undoubted right of the House of Commons to do as it liked on the subject. In
addition to what the Premier quoted, Mr.
P(:)rceval said"It was clear that, in granting public money,
the House had always exercised its own right as
. It was
to the mode of proceeding.
impossible, after what he had stated, to contend
that it was not perfectly competent for the
House of Commons to carry this vote into effect,
either by separate Bill, or to pass it in the Appropriation Act."

But we have the authority on this point
of a gentleman of greater repute as a parliamentarian than Mr. Perceval, namely,
of Mr. Abbott, the Speaker of the House
of Commons at that time. In a letter to
Mr. Perceval, Mr. Abbott said"If the Lords differ in opinion from the Commons upon the Bill now before them, they will,
of course, exercise their right of throwing it
out; and, upon the expectation that they will
hold the same opinion upon the grant of the
sum in gross which has been voted by the Commons, it will be for the Commons to consider
how they will act. Now it does not uppear to
me to be right or fitting for the Commons in
such a case to surrender or abandon their own
vote, or that the apprehension of its being
rejected by the Lords can justify or excuse
them for not maintaining the exercise of their
own undoubted right in matters of Supply. For
the Commons to retract, rescind, or give up
their own absolute and unqualified grant of
money, by not inserting it in the Appropriation
Act, and for such a cause, appears to me, so far
as I have had the means of information, to be a
manifest departure from the uniform practice
of Parliament, and an abandonment of the
highest privileges of the Commons. Viewing
the question in this light, you will not, I am
sure, be surprised that, in the progress of the
proceeding, I shall think it my duty in my
situation openly to declare that opinion, which
on every account it will be very painful for me
to do."

I think these quotations conclusively
prove that Palmer's case was an exceptional one, and establishes no precedent
whatever as to the power of the House of
Lords to ask that items should be taken
out of the Appropriation Bill. If it had
Mr. Ma'rams.
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established such a precedent, should we
not have found the House of Lords from
that day constantly exercising that right,
whereas no such thing has, as far RS I am
aware, ever occurred since? The Minister
of Railways supported this monstrons
proposal of the Government 011 another
ground, namely, by the existence of certain cases in England in which a message,
asking the Honse of Lords to concur in
certain grants, had been sent to the Lcrds
at the same time that a similar message
was sent to the Commons. While referring to this matter I may be permitted to
digress, in order to make a personal explanation. I would not mention the matter but that an attempt seems to be made
persistently by certain journals in Melbourne to cause it to appear that every
member who sits on this (the opposition)
side of the House is a disloyal subject of
the Crown. The other nigh t, when the
Minister of Railways was quoting these
precedents, I noticed that all the cases he
had so far cited were grants of money to
members of the Royal family. It occurred
to me that there might be something special
in connexion with the proceedings relating
to grants of that particular description,
and I therefore. quietly asked him if all
the illustrations he had to cite of messages
being sent to both Houses were cases of
grants to members of the Royal family.
The honorable member chose to retort
that, knowing the objection gentlemen on
this side of the House had to the Royal
family, he had taken care to have precedents of grants of a different character.
.N ow I throw back the insinuation in the
honorable member's teeth. I am just as
loyal a subject as he is or ever will be, and I
am sure there is not a member on this side
of the House who cannot say the same. I
think it is unworthy of a portion of the
press, for some fancied gain-I hardly
know what, except perhaps to make a little
capital at home with the English Parliament in case the Government may have
to go there presently with their Bill-to
leave no opportunity unused to make it
appear that the Opposition in this House
are disloyal subjects. To return from
this digression, in looking over the list of
grants cited by the Minister of Railways
(all of which he obtained ready to his
hand in the report of the Legislative
Council Committee on Precedents in 1867,
though he sought to throw dust in the
eyes of the House by refusing to read one
of the messages on the ground that he
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"could not bring all the journals of the
House of Commons into the chamber")
I find that they are all either for members
of the Royal family, or else for distinguished pnblic servants who had done
some great public good, and were therefore
thonght to be entitled to public recognition
in the form of a sum of' money. Now I
think there is a very simple explanation
of the reason why grants of this kind were
preceded by concurrent messages to both
Houses. It will readily OCCllr to honorable
members that it would be more complimentary to the persons who were to receive
these grants of mOIley that the proposed
grants should be notified to both Houses
to prevent allY possibility of a disagreeable hitch between the two Chambers.
It would not be very agreeable to the
feelings of' the Sovereign if, when asking
for a grant of money as a marriage portion
for a daughter, for example, some unseemly
squabble arose from any want of courtesy
to the House of Lords. But whether that
be the explanation or not of messages
being sent to both Houses on these occasions, I ask what in the world have these
precedents to do with the introduction of
such a measure as that now before the
Honse? Does the fact that the two
HOllses in England have been asked on
some occasions, the one to grant, and the
other to concur in t.he grant of certain
moneys, touch in any shape or form the
power which this Bill proposes to confer
on the Council of sending a message to
the Assem bly requiring it to take a certain
item out of the Estimates, or otherwise the
Council will not pass the Appropriation
Bill? There is not the slightest analogy
between the two things, and 1 am surprised
at the Minister of Railways thinking he
could impose on the House with precedents
which have no relation whatever to the
right of the Upper House to demand the
excision of items from Supply Bills 01· Estimates. Have we ever seen the House of
Lords claim any authority, on the streugth
of the messages referred to by the honorab~e member, to act ill the way it is proposed to give the Legislative Council
power to act? I defy any honorabJe
member to point to one snch case. I S[LY
it is an insult to the common sense of the
Assembly and the community to assume
for a moment that there is any analogy
between the two things, and to base so
important a measme, proposing such a
radical change in our Constitution, upon
two such flimsy precedents as those
SES. 1880.-2 B
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cited by the Premier and the Minister of
Railways. I now come to the question
why this Bill cannot possibly be accepted
by the present Assembly. I find that no
less than eight gentlemen now sitting on
the Ministerial side of the House voted
against this Norwegian scheme in 1874,
and five of those made speeches against
the proposal.
Mr. SHIELS.-The proposal is different 110W.
NIl'. MIRAMS.-I admit it is different,
and that the differences, as I shall show,
are aU against the liberal party. With
reference to the Norwegian scheme, the
honorable member for Barwon said" While it is true that the Bill might entirely
demolish the Upper House under some contingencies, it is equally true that it might entirely
demolish this House under other contingencies.
In fact, it is a. dangerous Bill.
It is
ridiculous to submit such a. measure to any
rational assembly."

The honorable member for Kyneton observed" \Yhen I was before my constituents, I was
compelled to say tlla.t I did not agree with the
proposition of the Government-that I could
not give my assent to it."

The Minister of Justice remarked"I regard the Go,ernment as one commanding the respect of the whole colollY. I feel confident that their loss will be severely felt by the
whole country. I have several personal friends
among them, and I warmly admire all of them.
III fact, I would willingly sacrifice allY less important principle for the sake of merely keeping
them in office, but I am sorry to say that with
the principle now in question no personal feelings can be allowed to interfere. It involves
interests that if once taken away cannot be replaced, and therefore I am bound to act in strict
a.ccordancc with the opiuions I hold."

The Minister of Justice thus found himself, in 1874, in exactly the same position
that the honorable member for Portland
found himself in, last night-desirous of
supporting the :Ministry on personal
grounds, but compelled to vote against
them on account of the political principles
contained in their Bill.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Do you contend
that the Nlinister of Justice cannot have
honestly changed his opinions?
Mr. MIRAMS.-Not in the least, but
I would like him to be able to give a
better reason for the change than we have
heard yet. If the Minister of Justice
had recollected his position in 1874, I
think he woulll have been a little less
severe than he was, last night, on the
honorable member for Portland. In 1874,
the Minister of Justice would have gone
further than the then Government desired
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to go, for, on the same occasion, he said
he woul~ take the right of rejecting
Money BIlls away from the Council alto~ether.
Yet that honorable gentleman
IS now a member of a Government which
brings in a Bill the effect of which would
be to wipe away once and for ever the
rights of this Assembly in connexion with
the control of the finances of the country.
The honorable mem ber for Port.land also
made some remarks on the Norwegian
scheme in 1874, but it is unnecessary for
me to quote them, for, last night, the
honorable member honestly admitted the
whole of them, and stated that he was
still prepared to carry out the principles
he then enunciated. The honorable member for Boroondara (then member for St.
Kilda) stated on the same occasion" I have said enough to show I am very anxious
~hat ~his ~lea.sure should not pass. I hope that,
In spIte of all they have said. the Ministry will
be aule to m,)dify, if not eventually withdraw
such an ill-omened ill-considered project."
,

Upon the question of inconsistency, the
honorable member observed" A ,?ood d~al has been said during the debate
about InconSIstency. I think the less we say
about that the better. I will leave honorable
~Iemb:rs to answer individually the charges of
mconsls~ncy. I, at all events, have not yet been
unhappy enough to have committed myself."

Will the honorable member, after the division on the second reading of this Bill is
taken, be able to congratulate himself
up?n still occupying that happy position?
W Ill. he be able to still pride himself upon
the fact that among so mauy inconsistent
men he is still consistent found? Will
he be able still to say-" I thank Thee
that I am not as other men"? The
honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Jones), then one of the members for Ballarat, remarked"The proposition of the Government is simply
that .henceforth the people of Victoria shall be
d~pnved of the power of being the ultimate
court of appeal, which the people of the mother
country have, a.nd which every English-speaking
people all over the world enjoy. • • • Its
founders-

That is of our Constitution.
" had an idea, than which nothing could be more
utterly prejudicial to the existence of constitutional government, of founding an institution
whtch should be representative of property.
Why property above all things can defend itst:lf
and needs no special institution to represent it~
. . . . ~ir! I t;ust that this House will pause
before It glves Its assent to the proposition of
the Government. Certainly it is not a cure for
th.e evils of which we complain. It will certamly brmg upon liS unknown evils which n(l one
can conceiv~, and known evils which everyone
can foresee. • • • And it is because I desire

Mr. Mirams.
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above aU things to see a fair and substantial refO.rm of the. Constitution of this country that I

WIll vote agamst the proposition of the Ministry."

I shall be glad to hear the honora ble
member, when he addresses the House,
explain how the present proposal of the
Government differs so greatly from that
of the Ministry in 1874 that it will do all
that the honorable member said the latter
m?st utterly fail to accomplish. Again,
SIr James (then Mr.) McCulloch said"I ask whether, in the case of a Money Bill,
they would be prepared to refer it to the united
body. I cannot gather whether they would do
it or not; but I say the House would not intrust
them with the power. I hope the House will
not intrust any Government with such a power.
I am astonished that honorable members should
listen for a moment to such a proposal-that
they can hear of it without s(~outing it."

And that was a mere proposal to submit
money questions to the joint House-not
going half the length of the present proposition, which is that the other Chamber
shall have the right of tellinO' the Assembly what items shall not b~ retained
on the Estimates with a view to their
inclusion in the Appropriation Bill. Sir,
in the words of Sir James McCulloch, I
am astonished that honorable members
can hear of such a proposal without
scouting it. I now come to consider the
points in which t.he present Bill differs
from that proposed by substantially the
same Government in 1874. There are
four main features in which the Bill
differs from the previous one. It proposes to increase the number of members
and to enlarge the franchise of the Coun~
cil, to give the Council power to demand
the excision of items from the Estimates,
and the double dissolution. I ask in
what way is anyone of those proposals
to benefit this Assembly, or the country
at large which the Assembly represents P
Is not the tendency of the proposals
rather to make the Council more powerful than it is now? If it was dangerous,
as the honorable member for Portland
said six years ago, to bring down 30
gell tlemen from the other Chamber to sit
with 78 members of this House, how
much more dangerous would it be to the
liberties of the people and the rights of
the Assembly to bring down 42 to sit
with ~6? The Ministry, in this measure,
propose not only to empower the Council
to sit with and override this House, but,
for fear the existing number of members
of the other Chamber would not be suf~cient to a~complish the object of carrymg the WIll of the Council as against
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that of the Assembly, they propose to
increase the number by 12. The honorable member for Portland, in the speech
he made six years ago, by reference to
all the principal divisions that had taken
place in the Assembly on critical questions, showed that upon all those occasions, if the Norwegian scheme had been
in force, tbe vote would have gone against
the Assembly and in favour of the
Council. And it must be remembered
that the honorable member made his calculat.ion on the basis of there being only
30 members in the Council, whereas this
Bill proposes to increase the number
to 42. This part of the Bill, therefore,
I consider, must be condemned by the
people of this country. The second pro'posal is to increase the number of electors for the Council.
It appears to
me that, when we come down to the
real germ of the whole affair, it just
amounts to this, that in future, instead
, of having government by two Chambers,
representing different electors, occupying
different positions, and with different
powers, we shall absolutely have legislation by one Chamber alone elected upon
an entirely different suffrage from any
that at present exists, bt"cause half the
electors of, the colony will have the power
to vote twice, while the other half will
only have the right to vote once. That
even be a worse system of plural
voting than the one w hieh at present
prevails.
The honorable member for
Richmond says he will support the measure because he believes it will give
the franchise to all t.he married men in
the colony. I agre~ with the honorable
member that married men have more stake
in the country than single men; but I do
not agree with him that this Bill will give
every married man a vote for the Coulleil.
I think the House has some ground for
complaint that the Government have not
furnished us with any information in
relation to the basis of their calculations
about ratepayers and other matters that
are really of importance, and with which
honorable members ought to have been
supplied before they were called upon to
debate the Bill. The Ministry have had
three months to prepare the measure and
work out the details of it, and, therefore,
there is no reason why we should not
have had more reliable information as to
the number of persons who will be f'ntitled
to vote for the Council under the proposed new franchise. Yesterday I privately
2B2
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asked the Minister of Railways if he could
supply me with the number of electors
there will be in each of the proposed
twelve provinces. The honorable gentleman promised to give me the information
if he could, Lut to-day he assured me that
he has not been able to get it-tllat he
has not had time to attend to the matter.
I have, however, got from the Premier a
statement of the total number of ratepayers
or properties rated in the twelve provinces,
bu tit does not gi ve the n um bel' of persons
who will be entitled to vote under the Bill.
Therefore, the information is not worth
very much for the purpose of elucidating
the point which I desire to bring out. It
shows that the total number of names on
the ratepayers' rolls for the twelve provinces is HJO,OOO. Now it is proposed to
give the franchise to 110,000, or, according
to the honorable memher for Richmond,
to 1 J 4,000. I would like the honorable
member to deduct from the 114,000 all
the names which appear more than once
on the rolls.
Mr. JONES.-Deduct them from the
190,000.
Mr. MIRAMS.-To ascertain what
number of electors there will be we must
take off a certain percentage for names
which appear on the rolls more than once,
but represent the ~ame person.
Mr. "V ALKER. - My ar~ument is that
there will be 114,000 electors, irrespective of any namt:'S which appear on the
ratepayers' rolls more than once. The
repetitions must be. deducted from the
190,000.
Mr. MIRAMS.- The return supplied
to me by the Premier shows, not· that
there are 190,000 separate and individuu1
ratepayers, but that 190,000 properties
are rated. Out of that number it is
assumed that 114,000 will confer the
franchise under the provisious of the
Bill; but a certain percentage ought to he
deducted for persons whose names appear
more t.han once, and who will accordingly
be entitled to vote more than once. In
other words, the 114,000 names do not
represent 114,000 men, as many of them
represent the same persons. If we could·
ascertain how many distinct indh'iduals
they represent, I believe it would be found
that although nominally t11l-'re will be
114,000 electors under the provisions of
the BiU. in realit.y there will not be more
than 100,000. There, are about 260,0.00
adult males in the colony, so that, if the
Bill becomes law,160,000 of them will
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have the right to vote for one House, and
100,000 will have the right to vote for
both Houses. Therefore, I say, it is
proposed to constitute a new House of
Parliament, which will be elected by two
distinct classes of electors, nearly half of
whom will have a double vote; and yet
we are asked to believe that a Parliament
elected in this one-sided way will fairly represent the voice of the country. It astonishes me that a proposal of this sort is not
immediately scouted by this House as
unworthy of consideration. "It is," as
the honorable member for Barwon said, in
relation to the Norwegian scheme, "ridiculous to submit such a measure to any
rational Assembly." The honorable member for Richmond defended the proposal to
give the Council the extreme power contemplated by the Bill, on the ground that
the Council passed the land tax, and
passed it because it was in a separate
measure. I fail to see what the two
things have to do with each other. The
Land Tax Bill was for raising revenue;
but it is now proposed to enable the
Council to interfere with a Bill for
spending revenue after it is raised. I do
not think it is proper for this House,
under ordinary circumstances, to tack a
measure for raising revenue to the Appropriation Bill; indeed, no honorable
member, as far as I am aware, considers
that is a proper thing to do except
under the most extreme circumstances~
under such circumstances as would induce
the House of Commons to adopt the sa~e
course. While, on ,the one hand, I am
not prepared to give up the right of the
Assembly to make such a tack, on the
other hand, I, for one, would not sanction
that course unless I was fully convinced
that, under similar circumstances, the
House of Commons would do the same
thing. I repeat that I entirely fail to
Bee what the passing of the land tax by
the Council has to do with the proposal
to give the Upper House power to get
items taken off the Estimates and placed
in a separate measure instead of in the
Appropriation Bill. The honorable member for Richmond, in speaking about the
suffrage in England, seemed to me to
somewhat mix up the restriction of the
suffrage with the question of unequal
representation. Honorable members have
complained of unequal representation in
connexion with this House, and we haT'e
cause to complain of it now. For instance,
by what right does the honorable member
Mr. Mira1lls.
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for Portland sit in the House, returned by
425 Yotes, and possess as much power in
making the laws of the country as I do,
who was returned by 1,900 votes, or as
the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr.
Harris), who was elected by over 3,000
votes? This is an illustration of some of
the inequalities of represent.ation in this
country which ought to be remedied, but
such inequalities have nothing to do with
the restriction of the suffrage. All recent
legislation in England affecting the suffrage has been in the direction of extending it and doing away with restrictions;
and I believe that one of the first acts of
the Gladstone Ministry will be to put the
franchise in counties on the same footing
as in boroughs. I desire to say a few words
as to the remarks of the honorable member
for Richmond about this House representing the country. Whatever other members
may think, and whatever may be the
opinion of certain journals which are supposed to advocate liberal views, it appears
to me that ,the theory that this House
represents the country is unassailable.
The theory of the British Constitution is
that the House of Commons represents
the people of Great Britain, and therefore the theory of our Constitution is
that the Legislative Assembly repreI
sents the people of this country.
admit that sometimes the practice does
not come up to the theory; but, when
that is the case, the Honse ought to be
dissolved, in order that the practice may
be brought into accord with the theory.
Therefore, the argument of the honorable
member, based on the position of affairs
which prevailed in this House in 1876,
does not apply, because subsequent events
clearly showed that at that time this
House did not represent the country,
although in theory it was supposed to do
so. Rather than start the theory that this
House does not represent the people, and
upon that build up some other theory, it
would be far bette)' to have annual Parliaments, or biennial Parliaments, or any
other scheme to make the real fact accord
with the theory on which our Constitution
is based, namely, that the Legislative
Assembly represents the people.
Mr. SHIELS.- Y ou objected to annual
Parliaments.
Mr. MIRAMS.-I do not say that I
advocate annual Parliaments, or that I
think they are necessary to make this
House in practice harmonize with the
theory that it represents the people; but,
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I say, it would be better to have annual
Parliaments, or biennial Parliaments, if
necessary to bring the two things into
accord, than to depart from the lines of the
British Constitution by setting up the
notion that this House does not represent
the people. In objecting to money questions being remitted to a plebiscite, and
demanding that the Assembly shall have
supreme control over the finances of the
country, I have done so on the ground
that this House in theory represents the
people; and I would adopt any measures
that may be necessary to make it really
represent the people rather than that
the public finances should be thrown
into disorder, as they inevitably would
bo if the Council had the power
of compelling the Assembly to take
items off t.he Estimates. It would be
impossible for the government of the
country to be cnrriod on if financial
quest.ions-proposals necessary to provide
for the current twelve months-were hung
up for two years, and then decided by the
result of a plebiscite or double dissolution.
Money Bills do not come within the
oategory of ordinary legislation. There
appears to be no way out of the difficulty,
in regard to Money Bills, except by adhering loyally to the principle that this
House represents the country, that it is
competent to deal with the finances of
the country, and that it is trusted by the
people to do so; and if, at any time, it
does not really represent the country, some
means should be taken, different from
what is proposed by the Government, to
make the reality and theory agree. Some
honorable members talk about voting for
the second reading of the Bill on the
chance of altering it in committee; but
what right have they to expect that the
Government will consent to any material
altemtions being made in committee?
The key-stone of the arch on which the
measure rests is the provision by which
the Council will havo power to compel the
Assembly to take any items off the Estimates it objects to or to go without an
Appropriation Bill. Is it likely that the
Government will consent to abandon that
provision in committee? What will there
be in the Bill to prevent dead-locks, which
have been the great cause of all our difficulties, if that provision is struck out?
Honorable members who vote for the
second reading will, according to parliamentary practice and usage, affirm the
principles of the measurel and they have
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no right to expect that the Government
will stultify themselves by destroying
those principles when the Bill is in committee. I am reminded that the Minister
of Railways admitted that the Bill is
really only waste paper, because he told
us that if this House will only act with
moderation there is no necessity for reform
at all, and that. without moderation it is
impossible to work either the proposed
Constitution or any other. We have been
asked whether we are prepared to popularize the other Chamber. Speaking for
myself-and I don't claim to speak for
anybody else-I say that I am prepared
to popularize the other Chamber. I am
also in favour of a double dissolution, and
of the two Houses sitting to)! ether. But
I am in favour of these three things
on conditions which I will state to the
Hous p , lind not on the conditiolls contained in the pl'esen t. Bill. If the Government 'will bring down a Bill to di vide
the countrv into 120 electurales. each
with an eq~1a1 poplilat.ion, to provide t.hat
every electorate shall return one memLer to this Honse, and that the 120
members so elected shall have power to
select from themselves one-fourth of theit
number to form the other Chamber, I
shall be agreeable to popularize the other
Chamber to that extent. I shall also be
agreeable to a double dissolution, and to
a joint sitting of the two Houses, if they
cannot agree upon any Bill when sitting
separately; because both Chambers will
then be returned hy the same body of
men, and Lot.h will have co-equal powers
and co-equal rights. I believe a measure
of that sort would secure the almost
undivided support of the people. Another
provision, which is in operation in France,
might be embodied in the Bill. There
are two members, sitting in the Ministerial
cornel', whose votes have equal weight
with those of any other members. Those
two gentlemen are not only returned by
small constituencies, but they do not even
represent the majority of the electors
who recorded their votes in those constituencies at the last election.
In
France no such anomalies are allowed.
In the Reform Bill which I would like to
see introduced, I would have a provision
inserted that no man should sit in this
Chamber unless he was elected by a majority of the votes polled in his constituency. If there were three candidates in
a constituency, and not one of the three
got a majority of the total number of vot.es
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polled in that constitnency on the day of
election, I would make the lowest on the
poll stand aside, and let the other two fight
out the contest next day. I don't think
we are called upon to make any provision
for the benefit of those electors who do not
take the trouble to record their votes, but
it is a shame that, through the defectiveness of our electoral system, a candidate
may be elected to represent a constituency
although only a minority of the votes
actually polled are recorded in his favour.
Let us do away with this anomaly, by
adopting the plan which I have briefly
sketched. In conclusion, I 'would ask
those honoraLle members who contemplate
votillg for the second reading of this Bill,
to pause and consider well before they
perform an act which, if once done, can
never be undone. 1 venture to say that,
if they vote for the measure, their names
will go down to posterity as those of men
who, for the sake of a lIlere paltry party
tri,umph -for the sake of keeping out of
power what they choose to call" the Berry
mob "-were willin~ to sacrifice the interests of t.lds country and the interests of
their children, and to tread upon the
privileges they have inherited and which
they hol(l in trust for those who will come
after them.
Mr. JONES moved the adjournment
of the (lebate.
Mr. GAUNSON, in seconding the motion, remarked that, though the House
had recently been elected to deal with the
burning q llestioll of reform, and had only
lIeen in session three weeks, yet during
the greater portion of the debate that
evening hardly 20 members were present.
When a membpr of the Opposition rose to
address the House, the members on the
Ministerial side cleared ont of the chamber,
and vice versa. Such conduct was di~
creditable, and he trusted it would not
occnr again.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the deLate was
adjourned until Tnesday, June 8.
The House adjou\'lled at seven minutes
past eleven o'clock, Hutil Monday, June 7.
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WOODS' RAILvVAY BRAKE.
Mr. NIMMO asked the Minister of
Railways when the return ordered by the
House in relation to the expenditure by
the Railway department on Woods' automatic continuous brake would be placed
on the table?
Mr. GILLIES remarked that particulars were being obtained to render the
return as complete as possible, and it
would be ready for presentation to the
House very shortly.
NORTH-WESTERN CANAL.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that there
was a quantity of correspondence relating
to the North-vVestern Canal scheme,
which had been printed by t.he Government, and he desired to know whether
the Premier' would have the 'printed
matter circnlated for general information?
He believed the correspondence consisted
of about 60 or 70 printed pages.
Mr. SERVICE stated that there was
a very voluminous document relating to
this scheme, which was printed-he was
informed by the Govprnmeut Printerby order of the late Government; 750
copies were now in the Government
Printing-office, and the papers would be
laid on the table if the House made an
order for their production.

PAYMENT OF MEMBERS BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
Mr. R. M. SMITH said-:-I desire to
know from the honorable member who
has· charge of this Bill whet,her he intends
thnt it shnll proceed beyond the second
reading to-n'ight? The Bill has only
been placed in the hands of honorable
members since the last meeting of the
I-lonse, ,and it involves quite a new principle, so that honorable members may
desire to move amendments in it in committ.ee.
Mr. WILLIAMS.- Mr~ Speaker, ill
rising to move the second reading of this
measure, I may as well reply to the question of the honorable member for Boroondara at once. I desire to see the BiH
through all its stages, as far as this
LEGISLATIVE ASSEl\1BLY. carried
House is concerned, to-night. I do not
Afonday, June 7, 1880.
believe in the quest.ion being kept hanging,
like
Mahomet's coffin, between heaven and
Woods' Hailway Brake-Proposed North.Western Canal
earth, so that no one knows what may
,Scheme-Payment of ?tlembers Bill: Second .aeading.
become of it. I am extremely glad that
The SPEAKER took the chair at hQ..1{.. honorable members, in coming to deal with
past fonr o'clock p.m.
~ ~\l~S Bill~ h~v~ ~qw, ~qe.D,. ~lecte(l three or
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four months, so that they have aU had an
opportunity of understanding what duties
c;levolve upon a Member of Parliament,
and of knowing what inconveniences he
may be put to in order to represent his
constituency tborougbly and well. Tbey
will, consequently, be able to vote on
the question with a personal knowledge
as to whether members ought or ought
not to be paid their expenses in relation
to their attendance in Parliament. The
last Bill that was passed by the House on
the subject was limited in its duration to
the then existing ParIiament,aud it appears
that an arrangement was come to with another place that if the question was referred
to the country at the general election.
and a sufficient number of members were
returned to the Assembly to carry another
measure through this House, the Council
. would give their assent to it. I believe it
was also understood that the measure, in
such a case, should be a permanent one.
At the general election which followed
we all know how many memhers were
returned in favour of the principle of reimbursing members their expenses. I do
not use the phrase "payment of members," because I do not con:o;ider such a
paltry sum as £300 a year anything like
adequate payment for the services of' honorable members. No doubt there is a
diversity of opinion as to whether the system which has been hitherto adopted shall
be continued. I am quite sure, however,
that honorable members, having now all
had an opportunity of learning what their
duties are, will agree with me that £300
per annum is not more than sufficient to
reimburse them their expenses. If I conscientiously believed that it was more
than sufficient, I should not have fixed
that amount in the Bill. From my personal knowledge, I am aware that £300
a year is not adequate, by a great deal,
to meet the expenditure of niany honorable members. It is true that town members do not incur so heavy an outlay as
country members; but as no uniform system, nor any modification of any system,
would apply equnJly in all cases, and as,
therefore, as many objections are likely to
be urged against any new departure as have
been put forward agaiust the plan hitherto
adopted, I have thought it best to continue
the old system of £300 a year. One objection which has been frequently urgf'd,
from time to time, against reimbursement
of members in this colony is that the
country has never given a. direct verdict
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on this issue. The continual complaint
has been that, on account of greater q nestions cropping up at the general election
-the Opposition may have a policy and
the Government may have a policy, and
the contest may be fought on that issuethe subject of reimbursement of members
bas never been in itself sufficiently prominent to turn the elections. Consequently
the result has been the election of both
Government and opposition membersthough not on that main issue-favorable
to and against the principle of compensation. Although the question was to have
been Fubmitted to the electors at t.he last
general election, there is no doubt it couhl
not be put to them in the way the Legislative Council would have desired. Nevertheless, I contElnd it was submitted to the
people, alld that the people, although perhaps the elections were not nltogether
decided by the opinions of candidates on
this particular subject, did give a verdict
in favour of the principle by returning 50
or 51 members who support it. In fact,
the only question now is whether £300
a year is too much or too lit.tle. Some
say it is too much-that £150 would be
sufficient-while others affirm that the
sum is inadequate, and favour £5UO, or
even £1,000, a year. My own opinion is
that £300 a year is just sufficient to meet
a member's expenses, and no more, or
otherwise I would have proposed a reduced
amount. Honorable members used to contend that, if the quest.ion of payment of
members were put to the constituencies, it
would be decided in the negative. This
was the view expressed by Mr. MacBain, Mr. Cohen, Mr. (now Mr. Jmtice)
Stephen, and Mr. (now Sir Archibald)
Michie, who all urged strongly that the
electors were opposed to the system.
Yet, notwithstanding all the arguments
used by those gentlemen and others,
from time to time, the constit.uencie~ have
continually returned to the Assembly a
majority of members in favour of it. As
to the neces5ity for this reimbursement.,
we all know that honorable members, and
especially those members living in country
districts, have great expenses to contend
with. They cannot represent their constituencies in such a manner as is dignified
and honorable without the sacrifice of
time, convenience, and money. I do not
see why merqber§ should be expected to
make this sacrifiq~ merely fOf the honour
and glory of repr.esenting ~ constituency.
Electipp. expen~€I§ ~lone comE! to i3J large
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snm, particularly ill. contesting extensive
districts. Suppose a man has an income
of £/::WO a year, the expenditure of £500
in contesting an election and of £300
a year in expenses connected with his
attendance in Parliament would represent
a cost of £450 to £500 a year-if we
spread the election expenses over the three
years of a Parliament's duration-which
his position as a representative would en~·
tail upon him. A member in such a position would soon find his retirement from
Parliament an absolute necessity unless
he desired to squander the resources of
himself and his family. But I contend
that men with moderate competencies, such
as I have mentioned, are the best representatives in a country such as this. I
do not think that any man who has a very
large income, who li ves in a circumscribed
world removed from the great mass of the
people, and who perhaps does not know
or sympathize with the feelings of the
great majority, can become a fit a,nd proper representative of men with whom he
is unacquainted and whose sympathies he
cannot enter into. The fittest representatives are those men who strLlld between
the two extremes, the rich and poor, and
who understand the wants, requirements,
and feelings of both, so as to oe able to
legislate equitably for all. I do not think
that very poor men are desirable as representatives. I would not like to see a llHtn
in this House who depended entirely on
his £300 a year, but I believe there is
scarcely any member of the Assembly in
that position. If there be such a one, I
certainly consider that his situH,tion is very
fleplorable; his life cannot be agreeable
or enjoYfLble in the smallest degree, and
he is merely eking out a miserable existence. As to the heavy expenditure which
members have to undergo in their election,
John Stuart Mill, in his work on Representative Government, has some remarks,
and his arguments on the subject are also
applicable to the question of payment of
members. He says"There has never yet becll, among political
men, any real and serious attempt to prevent
bribery, because there has been no real desire
that elections should not be costly. Their
costliness is an advantage to those who can
afford the expense, by excluding a multitude
of competitors; and anything, however noxious,
is cherished as having a conservative tendency,
if it limits the access to Parliament to rich men.
This is a rooteu feeling among our legislators of
both political parties, and is almost the only
poiHt on which I believe them to be really iUintentioned.
They care comparatively little
Mr. Williams.
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who votes, as long as they feel assured that
none but persons of their own class can be
voted for. They know that they can rely on
the fellow feeling of one of their class with
another, while the subservience of nouveaux
enrichis who are knocking at the door of the
class is a still surer reliance; and that nothing
very hostile to the class interests or feelings of
the rich need be apprehended under the most
democratic suffrage, as long as democratic persons can be prevented from being elected to
Parliament. But, even from their own point of
view, this balancing of evil by evil, instead of
combining good with good, is a wretched policy.
The object should be to bring together the best
members of both classes under such a tenure as
shall induce them to lay aside their class
preferences, and pursue jointly the path traced
by the common interest; instead of allowing
the class feelings of many to have full swing in
the constituencies, subject to the impediment
of having to act through persons imbued with
the class feelings of the few."

I submit that those remarks apply also to
the abolition of payment of members. If
you abolish payment of members, the
result will be that no one but the man
who is able to sacrifice £500 per annum
will be returned, and as a consequence
riches and wealth, rather than intelligence,
virtue; and worth, will govern the country.
We shaH also find that manhood suffrage,
which is at the present time undoubtedly
ropresented by men of some considerable
intelligence and ability, will be entirely
misrepresented, because the lower class
of voters will not be able to select the
best men to represent them, but will have
to choose among a class of the community
with whom perhaps they have no feelings
in common. If the principle of reimbursement is done away with, manhood
suffrage will be, as it were, filtered
through a class representing the minority,
who will legislate in the interests of those
with whom they are more closely associated rather than of the great bulk of' the
community. For that reason, I believe
that the representation of the mass of the
people by the middle class is the most
desirable thing we can have in this
country. A mere reimbursement of his
expenses, however, is all I considm' a
representative should receive, and if, as
I have 'said, £300 per annum is more than
that, let the amount be reduced. I am
certainly averse to what might be called
a salary being given to mem bel'S, as I
think men should not make the position
of a representative the means of living,
bu t, on the other hand, there is no reason
why a member should suffer pecuniary loss
by his attendance to his duties. I know
there are some members in this House who
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are not men of independent means, and who
cannot afford to represent large country
constituencies unless their expenses are
defrayed; and that fact is in itself, I consider, a sufficient argument to support the
jnstice of the principle of reimbursement.
This question has received considerable
attention in past times in this colony, and
able speeches were made by Mr. Blair,
a former member of the Assembly, and
one or two others, on the necessity of
reimbursing members in order to secure
thoroughly free representative government. Mr. Blair very forcibly contended
that, unless the principle was established,
it would be impossible that real representative government should be carried on in
t.his colony. In 1869, a Royal commission
was appointed to inquire into the subject,
and their report shows that the principle
of reimbursing members exists in many
other countries-and countries where the
franchise is perhaps as extended as it is
here. Yet we have not heard that the
principle has been quibbled at as much in
those countries as ithas been in this colony.
The system obtains in the United States,
and the payment there is not merely authorized by a Bill, but the principle is included
in the Constitutions of the several states.
Moreover, members both of the Senate
and the House of Hepresentatives receive
a liberal compensation in relation to their
attendance in Congress. When the Con:.
stitution of the United States was first
framed, members were allowed six dollars
a day, "or the value thereof," which meant
that ~as money became cheaper that amount
would necessarily have to be increased in
proportion. The last Bill passed for reimbursement of members of the United States
Congress, in 1866, fixed the allowance to
members of the House of Hepresentatives
at £1,041, and of the Senate at £1,200
per annum, in addition to which members
were allowed travelling expenses to the
extent of 5<.1. pel' mile. The latter, if a
member lived 500 or 1,000 miles from
Washington, would alone represent a considerable sum. In the Dominion of Canada,
members of both Houses are paid £1 5s.
for each day's attendance, provided the
session does not extend beyond 30 days.
If the session exceeds 30 days, each member receives a sessional allowance of £125.
Members are also allowed travelling expenses at the rate of 5d. per mile. ln
New Zealand, members of both Houses are
paid .£ 1 for each day's attendance. In a
number of European countries, it is well to
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notice that the President and Vice-President of the Chambers receive no salary
beyond that paid to ordinary members.
Here we depart from that principle, and
pay both the Speaker and Chairman
of Committees very handsome sums. In
Prussia, members of the Senate receive no
compensation, but members of the Chamber of Deputies receive their travelling
expenses and an allowance of 905. a day
during the session, and no member is
permitted to refuse this allowance. In
Saxony, the members of the Upper Chamber receive £] Is., and the members of
the Lower Chamber 9s., per day during
the session; and in Saxe-Weimar, one of
the smallest states of North Germany, the
members of t.he single Legislative Chamber receive 12s. per day. In France,
senators receive £1,200 a year, and members of the Legislative Assembly £100 per
month during the contiuuance of the session. In Holland, members of the Lower
Chamber are paid an annual allowance
of £160 besides mileage. In Belgium,
members of the House of Hepresentatives receive a monthly" indemnity" of
£16 15s. 1d. during the session.
1\1:1'. 'VALKEH.-Only those who live
in the coun try.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-Yes, deputies who
reside in Brussels, where the Legislature
meets, do not participate in the allowance.
In Sweden, members of the Lower Chambe! are paid £66 13s. 4d. for each ordinary
session, and an allowance for travelling
expenses. In Norway, the members of
both Chambers receive an allowance of
13s . .3d. per day during the session and
their travelling expenses to and from the
Legislature. In Prussia, Sweden, [Lnd
Norway, the President and Vice-President
of the Lower Chamber are paid no salary
beyond the allowance to members. In
Portugal, members of the Lower House
recei ve remuneration at the rate of lOs.
a day during the session. In the empire
of Brazil, in South America, senators
receive £400 a year, and the members of
tbe Lower Chamber £270 for each session,
besides travelling expenses. From all
these examples, it is very evident that t.his
principle is noi a novel one; in fact, it is
t.horoughly recognised in all the countries
I have mentioned. In the United States,
so important has the principle been considered that it is included in the Constitutions of the various states. In the new
Constitution of California" which 'was recently framed, it is enacted that members
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are to be paid a sum fixed by law, not to
-exceed eight dollars a day, anclmileage not
:to exceed ten cents per mile, together
"with contingent expenses not to exceed
25 dollars each session. If the system of
paying members travelling expenses existed bere as in America, honorable members who live 100 01' 150 miles from
Melbourne would get £250 per annum
from that source alone.
Mr. McINTYRE.-There are no free
railway passes for members in America.
The railways do not belong to the State.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-At all events, the
system of reimbursement prevails in
America, and I contend that that coullt.ry
is the truest example we can point to for
this colony to follow, as in all the stflttes
the franchise is extremely low, while in
many of them it is based upon manhood
The system of reimbursing
suffrage.
members exists permanently and univrrsally there, and I t.hink that country is a
safe guide for us. vVhen the question
was under considera,tion in fi-aming the
Constitution of the United States, it was
contended that the reimbursement of expenses of members was a vital principle
of democratic government, aud it was
therefore determined that the representatives should be paid a liberal allowance.
As to the Bill I have submitted, it is proposed to make it a permanent measure.
The question has been hanging up long
ellough. It has been the disturbing element in all our political relations, and the
last disastrous collision which occurred
between the two Houses took place altogether over this question. Therefore, to
pass another tentative measure for three
years would be to place a dangerous obstruction in the way of our future progress.
I hope the Bill will be placed on the
statute-book as a permanent enactment.
If the country at any future time declares
against the system, or desires to see it
modified, it will be easy to repeal or amend
the Act. I know this question has been
used as a lever to bring members into
subjection to an oyerbearing and tyrannous
Government, and I sa,y it is not right that
it should be made an instrument of coercion
to whip members into obedience. Members ought to be able to express their
opinions freely, and without fear of consequences from this quarter. But instead
we find it has becn adopted as an instrument for forcing honorable members to do
tlJat Which, were payment of members
placed upon a permanent basis, they wOltld
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not do. My own opinion is that, if the
principle is not embodied in a permanent
enactment, it ought not to have a place in
our statute-book at all; and I hope. the
Government will look at the matter in t.he
same light, and see their way to assist me
in carrying the Bill through the House in
its present form. I think it was distinctly
understood, before the general election
took place, that if it resulted in returning
anything like a respectable majority for
payment of .members the system should
thereupon be lastingly established, and by
that means-to quote the language used
by the Premier when before his constituents at Maldon-H be withdrawn from the
list of burning questions that so greatly
disturb our political life." And now, in
conclusion, I beg to express the hope that
the present subject will receive careful
consideration. At one time I intended t.o
speak upon it at greater length, but in
view of the advice given in the press to
the opponents of the Bill, that they should
seek to delay, thwart, and defeat it by
every means in their power, I will cut
short my remarks in order that those of
them who feel disposed to obey the dictates
of their newspaper masters may be able to
commence operations all the sooner. I am
satisfied that,if the Bill is defeated, the
consequences will be most disastrous to
the country.
Mr. GAUNSON. - To the liberal
party.
Mr. WILLIAMS.-No, to the country
generally, including every party in it. I
also hope that there will be no" stone-walling" the measure, because, when a minority
sets itself factiously to work to offer fntile
opposition to a proposition which is supported by the country, the House is apt to
sink very low indeed in the public estimation. Let the Bill be fairly criticised, and
then let every honorable member vote for
or against it as he thinks proper to do. I
am cOllviuced that nothing said here tonight will alter the votes honorable members have already made up their minds to
give. In fact, they are pledged to take a
certain course, and as honorable men they
will no doubt fnlfil their obligation.
Mr. SHIELS.-Sir, I beg to express
my unfeigned regret that the present subject is not likely to be discussed in the
manner that was adopted in 1870, when
payment of members came before Parliament in snch a shape that every honorahle
member could express his opinions on the
matter without feeling that he was in any
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way offensive to his brother members.
Unfortunately, that is not our case tonight, because honorable members who
oppose payment of members cannot help
thinking that they occupy an ungracious
position when, by their votes and speeches,
they seem to deny to other honorable members that which they consider their fair
and honestly-earned due. Moreover, those
who support payment of members mnst
feel the circumstances in which they are
placed as even more embarrassing. Every
man of refined and sensitive mind, wbofinds
himself called upon to record his assent
to a principle which he believes to be of
vital consequence to the State, but which
at the same time will operate to put money
in his pocket, will almost necessarily feel
as ,if hc were open to the sllspicion of
giving his vote because he hungers after
the flesh-pots of Egypt. I wish, at the
out.set of my remarks, to avow my sincere
conviction that many honorable members
in this Chamber~ and many thousands of
electors outside, believe that payment of
mem bers is necessary to a perfect representation of the people of the colony. On
the other hand, I hope the honorable members J allude to will be equally tolerant of
us, the opponents of the system, and not
regard our position as one dictated to us
by an ignoble desire to assnme a fashionable or genteel style in politics, nor think
us a set of political Mawworms, who,
while outwardly professing to denounce
payment of members, have all the time
mouths that water for it. I have heard
the supporters of the system accuse us of
cant, and, the other night, when the questi,on w,as passing, through a preliminary
stage, our resistance to it was desci'ibed
as weak-kneeu, but I assure those who
expressed themsel \'es to that effect that
the opposition to the Bill ft'lt in the Ministerial cornel', where I sit, is of the must
sincere nature. Indeed I don't think I
am Jivulging any private matter when I
state that I have several times been asked
by brotller members to "stone-wall" this
Bill. I always replied, however, that I did
not believe in "stone-walling" when no
advantage was being t,aken of the House,
and that, at any rate, as a young member, I
had no intention of commencing my career
hi any such fashion. I will add that, for
mauy years before I even thought of entering Parliament" I viewed payment of memhers with the greatest possible disfavour.
At the same time I don't. believe that the
300 sovereigns per annum, which ca.rrying
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this Bill will put into the pockets of each
of us, will bear wit.h them any pollutiou
or contamination whatevel·. They will
not bring with them the curse the winnings of the gambler are supposed to
carry, 1101' that which accompanies the
abuse of strong drink. I oppose payment
of members because I regard it as a bait
which induces men to aspire to Parliament who are thoroughly unqualified for
any place in it, anu which, consequently,
operates to exclude from it those well
fitted to adorn a representative Chamber.
Undoubtedly uringing forward a bad set
of candidates must, to a considerable extent, opera,te against the candidature of
persons whom I believe eyery honorable
member here would consider extremely
well qmtlified to represent constituencies.
I know that in some quarters it is esteemed
the right thing to spen,1\: of the vox populi
as being the vox Dei, but I am not one to
join in flattering and cajoling the people
by telling them they are always in the
right. If any honorable member is ready
to ta,ke that course, I don't envy him. It
is 'argncd that there is inconsistency in
opposition to payment of members on the
part of those honorable members who,
when it becomes legal, will accept it, but
I confess I sec no ground for the allegation.
What inconsistency can there be in an
honorable member first opposing pa,yment
of members with all his might, and then,
when it is carried against him, using it to
his own advantage? If there is inconsistency in a proceeding of that kind, then
the crime of being inconsistent is one of
which an enormous proportion of every
community are constantly guilty. I suppose there is not a law on the statute-book
that is not dissented from by a large number of citizens, but are they required, in
order to be consistent, to set themselves
against the law? For example, thousands
and thousands object to the Crown selling
land under a system of deferred payments,
but would it be inconsist.ent for them to
select under the Land Act? Again, a
large number of persons, including the
late Premier, have offered st.rong objections
to the present system of free education,
but are they thereby precluded from reaping any of its benefits? Then many
believe tllat the forthcoming Melbourne
Exhibition is a glaring instance of t.he
country being sacrificed to the town-of
Parliament offering a sop to appease the
working man-but wOllld it be inconsistent
for them to take ad vantage of it by
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setting foot within its walls? Many opposition members urge strong objections
to plural voting, but has anyone of them,
when he found a plural vote going ill his
f~tvour, l'efmined from taking advantage
of it?
Mr. LAURENS.-Yes.
Mr. SHIELS.-Doubtless instances of
conspicuous virtue are to be found here
and there, but they are not general. And
now to the Bill, which declares itself to be
one for the reimbursement of the expenses
of Members of Parliament in the clischa,rge
of their padiamen tary duties. I will frankly
state that if that were its actual scope·-if
its effect would only be to repay to Memllers of Parliament the expenses to which
they are put in order to perform their p:1rliamentary duties-I would not be stn.nding
here offering opposition to it.. But, disguise
the Bill as you will, yon cannot make it
out to be one merely to return to Members
of Parliament their expenses. It is really
one for the payment of members, and on
that ground I object to it. The honorable
member for Mandurang (Mr. Williams)
has given us several instances of payment
of members in other countries, but in most
of them the system is not to pay members
a salary, but to simply refund the money
which performing their duties puts them
out of pocket. They receive so much per
session, the rate being' sometimes only a
few shillings, and at others as much as 21s.
or 25s., per day. I repeat that it would not
be a,t all impossible for me to agree with an
arrangement for repaying members their
actual disbursements in attending Parliament.. Why could not each member send
in to some public officer-sayan Audit
Commissioner-or to a select committee,
an account of the expenses he is put
to in performing his duties? (Laughter.)
Honorable members in opposition laugh
as though they anticipate that under
such an arrangement they would be guilty
of "salting" their bills. Public servants,
when tnwelling abont, always send ill
accounts of their expenses. (" No.") The
only public servants I know of who have
Hot followed that practice are the two who
went home on a wild-goose chase for an
enabling Act, and, after spending on themselves the money intended for three ambassadors, came back with a piece of paper.
Mr. GAUNSON.-What was in the
piece of pa pel' ?
Mr. SHIELS.- The piece of paper
advised us all to be good, and conduct
oursel ves properly. Then there is another
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view of t.he subject. This community
is a young one (I hear an honorable member in opposition say it is a "cheeky"
one, but I will not echo the remark,
although perhaps we are not always quite
submissive to authority), and on account
of our youth we have the greatest need of
public men of high independence antl
sterling integrity of character-men who
will stand up bravely for the right, careless
of popular applause or popular passion.
But what class of public representatives
do we get under payment of members?
Do we not get men like some of the honorable members· now in opposition-men
who, having been presidents of free-trade
leagues, have since joined protectionist
Governments, and justified the strongest
prot.ection, 01' who, having been returned
to support the constitutional party and
the Constit U Lion, are now practically trying to rend Loth asnnder? I-lave not the
Opposition got amongst them ~Lt least 011e
honorable member who, in asking for
the suffrages of a constituency, first declared payment of members to be offensive
to a democracy, and then, finding how
the political cat jumped, promised that if
he was returned to Parliament the system
would be one he would support? What
are the kind of legislators this Bill will
give us? Legislative invertebrates whose
principles will, like the historic razors
poor Hodge bought such a bargain, as he
thought, be "made to sell" ~the public.
When Anne Page, in the Merry Wives of
Windsor, sees Master Slender approaching to plead his snit, she exclaims" 0, what a. world of vile ill-favour'd faults
Looks handsome in three hundred pounds a
yearl"

And how many unjust and improper demands mightwe expect to appear decidedly
handsome to representatives of the Victorian democracy when they look t.hrough
t.he gold..,l'immecl spectacles this Bill supplies? It will be admitted that payment of
members was urged on the acceptance of
the Parliament of 1870 as an experimentthat every honorable member who then
spoke in its favour regarded it as a merely
tentative measure. What was it to do?
The House and the country were told
that the effect of providing every Member
of Parliament with £300 a year would be
to lift him beyond the reach of corruption.
The thing was to work a miracle-to turn,
by some wonderful alchemy, political dishonesty into political honesty. The argument was this-"The sentiment of honour
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bas failed to give us a Parliament of incorruptibles; let us add £300 a year to
honour, and. we shall have so many
Catos." Was there ever anything more
absurd than to first hold out a bait of
£300 a year and thereby excite the cupidity
of mercenary men, and then suppose that
uirectly they got the money the offending
Adam would be whipped out of them?
"VeIl, the experiment was tried, and, as a
test of its success, lot me quote tho statement of an authority which every opposition member will surely recognise as
almost infallible. It is as follows ; "The Assembly is true to nothing but the
worst instincts of a grovelling greedy !;pirit,
which values the opportunities and powers of
public life only for the personal profit which
these bring. The work of the country has not
been despatched more effectively thllll it was
under the voluntary system, and to that extent
the money invested in Smiths--

Alluding more particularly to the Major.
"has been a dead loss. Payment of members
was confessedly sanctioned by the late Parliament as an experiment, anel, in the opinion of
the public, the experiment has failed."

That quotation consists of passages published in the Age-the main prop and stay
of the present Opposition-in 1871 and
1875. Also, I think I am not revealing
any private communication when I state
that the gentleman who did more than any
one else in the country to place payment
of members on our statute-book-I allude
to Mr. Macgregor, formerly member for
Rouney-is now of opinion that the measure, from which he hoped so much good,
bas failed altogether. Moreover, payment
of members has failed in the United States.
Has not the press-has not nearly every
writer on the subject-told us that in the
United States House of Representatives
and Senate corruption has been reduced to
a system? Here is the opinion expressed
by an eminent divine of that country : " You know as well as I, that in the past few
years it has been almost impossible to get a Jaw
passed by State or National Legislature unless
there was some financial consideration. When
a Bill has appeared at the door, the question
among your representatives has been-' How
much money is in this?' Heformers and
philanthropists, with some scheme for the elevation of the nation, approach the dOGr of the
Legislature or the door of Congress, and are
laughed at because their bands are empty.
Political bribes offered in the shape of preferment for office: 'If you vote so and so, you
shall have so and so;' 'If you will vote for my
Bill, giving a monopoly to my moneyed institution, then I will vote for your Bill, giving a
monopoly to your moneyed institution;' 'Here
is a Bill with which we shall have a great deal
of trouble, but it must go through. Crowd the
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lobbies with railroad-men, and manufacturers,
and contractors. Make an entertainment for
the members, and, when they are good and
drunk, have them promise to vote that way.
Put a thousand dollars or five thousand dollars
in the hands of this man, who will be prudent in
the distribution of it. Put two thousand dollars
in the hands of this man, who will see that" it
does good." Be very cautious how you approach
men. Now we want only four more votes, and
this matter will be all right. Give a thousand
dollars to that very intelligent member from
'Vestchester. Give five Imndred dollars to that
stupid member from Ulster. Now we have but
two more votes to regulate. Give three hundred
dollars to this man, and he
be sick and stay
at home; and then give three hundred to this
man, and he will go to the bedside of his greataunt languishing in her lailt sickness!' The
day for the passage of the Bill has come. The
Speaker thumps his gavel on the desk and says'Senators, are you ready for the question? AI!
in favour of this Bill that will vote one or two
hundred thousand dollars, or a million dollars,
into the hands of unprincipled speculators, will
say, Aye! Aye! aye! aye! aye! 'AU opposed,
No.' 'The ayes have it.' The money is wasted,
the public treasure has gone, business is embarrassed, and our National and State Legislatures become the sewers into which the filth and
the vomit of this nation empty themselves. If
you think that I exaggerate the matter, go to any
of these places just before a Bill is to be passed,
and learn that I have not more than half represented the truth in the case, and that this
crime of bribery is smiting the whole country;
depleting your wealth, 0 you men of affluence!
grinding harder your faces, 0 you children of
the poor!"

,,,ill

This is the character an eminent United
States divine gives of the paid Legislature
of his country.
1\1r. FINCHAM.-Who is he?
Mr. SHIELS.-I can hardly imagine
the honomble member troubling him sol f
about any divine.
An HONORABLE MEM:BER.-Is it the
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher?
Mr. SHIELS.-It is not. I have shown
also that in the opinion of the Age payment
of members is a failure.
Mr. LAURENS.-But you can quote
the Age the other way.
Mr. SHIELS.-Yes, but surely blowing hot and cold is something the honorable member ought not to swear by. Let
us next consider whether the operation of
payment of members during the last nine
years has tended in any way to elevate
the discussions and actions of this House
-to give us, in fact, a better Parliament.
,V ill not every candid mind admit that if
the unpaid Parliaments we had for eighteen:
years are placed side by side with the paid
Parliaments we have had for the last nine
years, the latter will not bear the comparison? Why the earlier Parliaments of
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Victoria included the very elite of the
population. It was made up for the most
part of men who stood out prominently in
every walk of life. It had, for inst.ance,
the most eminent members of my profession giving ability and piqllancy to its
discussions.
Mr. SERGEANT.-'Vhat about the
Parliament that squandered away the
lands of the colony?
Mr. SHIELS.-The Parliament I allude
to placed more wise measures on our
statute-book than either t.he "stone-walling" Parliament or that we had last.
Why no Parliament had to mend its hand
so often as the one that expired a few
months ago. It scarcely brought a law
into existence that it had not to almost
immediately afterwards repeal or amend.
If you ask me for my opinion of that
Parliament,. I will tell you that it brought
the country into disgrace. Did I not read
in an English paper, the other day, that
its proceedings resembled those of the
nigger Legislature of South Carolina?
One argument ad vanced in favour of
the Bill by the honorable member for
Mandurang is that it is impossible for
country coustitueucies to get local menmen residing in their midst-to represent
them without payment of members. I
have looked over the roll of the various
Parliaments there have been in Victoria,
and, after carefully comparing the voluntary with the salaried Parliaments, I find
that the proportion of country districts
represented by local men has been as great
in the one class of Parliaments as in the
other. That argument, therefore, goes for
nothing. Even if it were true that paying
members £300 a year gives country constituencies a better chance of being represented by local men, I don't think that
would be any reason for passing the Bill.
Country constituencies are usually desirous of being represented by the best
men obtainable, and it is the fact that the
country constituencies which have benefited most in the past, in the way of receiving grants and expenditure of public
money,. have been those represented by
metropolitan residents.
Scarcely more
than two members of any Ministry have
been representatives of country constituencies who resided in the districts which
they represented.
Another argument
advanced by the honorable member for
Mandurang is that, without payment of
members, the poorer or humbler classes
cannot be represented by any men in their
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own rank in life. Will the honoraLle
member say that Parliament ought to be
the exact reflex of the naf.ion ?
Mr. WILLIAMS.-Certainly.
Mr. SHIELS.-If that system were
carried out in the sense indicated by the
honorable member to its fullest extent,
the poor ought to elect a poor man, and
tbe insane a lunatic, to represent them.
The honorable member will find no
uuthol'ity of any weight to support the
doctrine that the poor ought to be represented in Parliament by men in their own
sphere of life. Mr. John Bright, who is
a most fervent democrat, expressly declared his objection to that system when
asked to support the candidature of Mr.
Macdonald, stating' that he regarded it as
class representation of the worst and
most objectionable kind; and experience
has shown that the working man is really
more efficiently represented by men like
Mr. Mnndella, Mr. Fawcett, Mr. Chamberlain, and, I may say, Mr. Gladstone,
than he could possibly be by one of hiS:
own class.
Such men bring more knowledge to bear in the discussion of questions
affecting the poor or humbler classes than
mere working men would be able to do.
It is said that payment of' members is
necessary to complete a democratic form
of gOi'ernment; but, in reply to that argument, I would point to the neighbouring
colonies. They have manhood suffrage;
and will anyone say that they are not as
completely democratic as ourselves, or
that their administration of affairs is not
as honest and as upright as ollrs ? No
dou bt "the labourer is worthy of his
hire" ; but to quote that maxim in support of the present Bill is to make a
fallacious use of a Scriptural text. The
ad vocates of the measure, instead of being
labourers worthy of their hire, may be
more fitly described as volunteers who have
jumped into the State vineyard, and are
sticking the owner up for pay, and sticking
him up before they haye done any work.
Mr. DOW.-We stuck him up at the
election; we told him straight out at the
hustings that we were in fa,vour of payment of members.
Mr. SHIELS.-Why should Vict.oria
perpetuate the system of not accepting the
services of Members of Parliament without first counting down the amount of cash
to be paid for them? Why should Members of Parliament be paid when municipal
councillors, who do good work for the
State, are not paid?
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Mr. LA URENS.-Why are Cabinet
Ministers paid?
Mr. SHIELS. - Ministers, if they
properly perform their functions, require
to devote nearly all their time to their
duties; but there are very few private
members who cannot· discharge all their
proper legislative duties without trenching
to any great extent upon the ordinary
working hours of the day. ( "No." ) I
regret that in this country, by payment of
members, polit.ics have become so degraded
that Members of' Parliament are regarded
as hewers of wood and drawers of water
for their constituents, so that many of
them have their time occupied to a
great extent in looking after small
lmsiness matters. There is a tendency
in the present age to regard everything
from the point of view of-" How much
will it bring?" It behoves the people of
Victoria, whilst building up a democracy,
to keep politics as free as possible from
the blighting influence of mercenary considerations. We are all looking forward to
the time when the destinies of this colony
will be in the hands of its natives alone,
and I am proud to see that in this House
there are several Australian-born representatives. I hope that they will have a
deeper regard for the prestige and good
name of the colony than the immigrant
legislators. Speaking in their name, I
say I cherish the belief that they will display t.he same exalted patriotism that
their forefathers have shown in working
out the dest.inies of England, and exhibit
the same noble alacrity to discharge, without pay, the duties of municipal councillors and Members of Parliament. If a
sense of the honour of the position, and a
praiseworthy ambition to take part in the
councils of' the country, will not secure
]oya], wise, and upright representatives of
the people in Parliament, I am quite sure
that paying members 300 sovereigns each
per annum will not do so.
Mr. BOSISTO.-I agree with the honorable member who has introduced the
Bill that it is high time the question of
payment of members, which has been
before the country, on and off, for the
past 20 years, should be set at rest.
Without desiring that the matter shall be
pressed on with undue haste, I trust that
it will be settled, one way or another, tonight. The Bill, on the face of it, appears
to be of a selfish nature, inasmuch as we,
who possess the power of the purse, are
endeavouring ·to put a certain amount of
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money into our own pockets. At the
same time, I do not desire to look at the
matter in that light. We ought to take
a higher view of it, and consider simply
whether it is for the benefit of t.he country
or otherwise that the Bill should be passed.
In looking over the report of the Royal
commission on payment of members placed
before this House some twelve years ago,
I have been struck with ·the fact that,
amongst all the kingdoms and countries
in which Members of Parliament are paid
by law, in only two or three is the remuneration looked upon as absolut.e payment.
In all the other cases it is regarded as
reimbursement for expenses; and I am
disposed to think that is the proper mode
in which to deal with the matter. I may
point out that, whereas the measures for
payment of members hitherto passed in
this country have been of a tentative
character, the present Bill is intended to
make the system of payment permanent.
Members who reside in Melbourne and
the suburbs are able to attend to their
parliamentary duties without incurring
much expense, or greatly neglecting their
private business affairs; but the case is
very different with members who reside
in country districts, and who have to
spend at least three or four days of each
week in town in order to discharge
their parliamentary functions. I think it
is only right that the latter should be
reimbursed the expenses thus entailed
upon them, but beyond that I do not
·go. That, in my opinion, is the equitaLle
way of dealing with the question. It is
the duty of honorable members to attend
carefully to all matters of legislation
during the sitting of' Parliament., and I
believe that, as a rule, there is a general
desire amongst members on both sides of
the House to devote themselves in an
earnest and straightforward manner to the
business which comes before them. I am
also aware that many members spend a
great deal of time outside the chamber,
both when Parliament is in session and
when it is out of session, in attending to
various matters affecting the interests of
their constituents. It is, I -consider, ouiduty to pay every attention to the wishes
of our constituents when Parliament is in
session; but I cannot see why members
representing country districts should he in
Mdbourne, doing business for their constituents, when Parliament is not in session. I think that Members of Parliament
are in many instances called upon to do
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business for their constituents which ought
more properly to be placed in the hands
of a parliamentary agent. If members
are to give their whole time to their constituents, £300 per annum is not sufficient
payment. I object, howe\Ter, to the Bill
being passed in its present shape, because
I consider that the principle of it is a
dangerous one. If a permanent measure
is placed on the statute-book for paying
Members of Parliament £300 a year, the
effect will be to establish in this country a
class of what may be termed trading politicians, which will be a great evil. I cannot vote for the second reading of the Bill,
but, if the House decides to read the
measure a second time, I shall move, in
committee, an amendment to the effect
that., in lien of every member being entitled to £300 per annum, a sum of £1 per
diem for each day's attendance during each
session of Parliament shall be paid to all
members not residing within ten miles of
the Melbourne General Post-office.
Mr. PEARSON.-Mr. Speaker, I suppose this is a subject on which we should
be all extremely glad to have a plebiscite
taken. At all events, I think the question
of payment of members is pre-eminently
one for the people of the country to settle,
and one which it is unpleasant for us to be
constantly discussing. In order that it
may not be what is called a "burning
question" for some years to come, it is
important that we should decide it if possible, and decide it according to the best
arrangements suggested by the history of
this country and of other countries. I
shall not attempt to go into the history of
this country. There are many members
of this House who know far better than I
do what the old Parliaments of Victoria
were, and how the system of payment of
members hitherto in operation has worked.
I desire, however, to refer to English history, especially as it is a common practice
to talk of "professional politicians," or
what the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Bosisto) spoke of as "trading
politicians." The word "trading" in connexion with politicians of course implies
a certain slur, and I shall not attempt
the defence of mere trading politicians;
but, as regards professional politicians, I
must say that I believe any member of
this House may be most proud if he ever
comes to deserve the title of a professional
politician. I would like to ask whether
there is anyone thing in which professionals don't beat amateurs out of the
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• field? Let us take the different professions. Would any man in his senses trust
an amateur to conduct a case for him in a
court of law? It is a trite proverb that
a man ·who pleads his own cause has a fool
for a client. We hear occasionally of
amateur physicians, but no man, I venture
to say, would allow an amateur surgeon to
operate upon him. As to amateur engineers, they are, in fact, like amateurs in
other professions, very often men who love
to deal with matters about which they
know nothing. To come to politics. I
confess I entertain a feeling that the members of this House who are, so to speak,
professionals-men who have been many
years in the House, and have devoted
themselves conscientiously to parliamentary work during that period - have an
enormous advantage over younger members, not merely because they are familiar
with the forms of Parliament, and perhaps
have greater fluency in speaking, but also
because they are infinitely better acquainted
with the business which crops up from
time to time. It constantly happens that
business comes before this House on which
half the members have, by referring to past
records, to learn what the older members
have a thorough knowledge of. In t.hese
matters, what I may call the professional
members of the House have an enormous
advantage over other members. Taking
the point of character, will anyone say
that the members of the higher professions ought not to be men of as high
character as Members of Parliament? A
lawyer has confidential trust reposed in
him on matters affecting properties, by
disclosing which he might, in some cases,
make thousands ·of pounds; and a doctor
enters into all sorts of family secrets. It
is not suggested, however, that lawyers
and doctors are corrupt and dishonest
because they receive pay for their services.
Take the case of a clergyman. It might
be sahl that it is almost profane to pay
men for their services in the pulpit, but
the best divines in England look forward
to promotion, and are incited to zeal in
their profession by the hope of obtaining
promotion. Again, it is not supposed that
men who serve their country in the army
or navy will act treacherously because
they are paid for their services. I cannot
see why men who devote themselves to the
work of the country in Parliament should
not be remunerated for their services as
well as men who serve their country in
other capacities. Perhaps it will be said
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that what is wanted is a class of men who
are so wealthy that they can afford to make
politics more 0" less a pastime-mpn like
the late Lord Derby, who enjoyed winning
a ,·ictory in order that he might "dish the
whigs," but who habitually got bored when
in office, and longed to. be in opposition
again. No doubt the case of Lonl Derby
is a very exceptional one. It may be said,
however, that we want in Parliament
well-t.o-do men-merchants and men of
property-and, of course, an infusion of
barristers, for, as a constitutional authority
once remarked, a Parliament without lawy!'r::; would be a Fm·Ziamentum indoctltm.
I don't think we can have a better example
for our guidance in considering the question of payment of members than wl.1at has
occurred in England. It is the fashion
to allude to England as a country where
Members of Parliament are not paid, and
where they have not been paid since the
time of Charles II. I will not go back so
far as that., but I will commence with the
reign of George III, and give a list of a
few English state~men who were poor
men-men who could not have d('voted
themselves to politics unIt--s8 they had been
help ... d by their friends either to get into
Parliament or to remain in Parliament, 01'
who had monpy voted by Parliament. to
pay their debts. If these are not what
may be properly caIl,'d professional politicilln~, I cannot conceive any class that
could be so designated. I includ~ in the
list one or two men who had a certain
amonnt of private income, but who did not
consider themselves rieh enough to go into
Parliament without begging or accepting
money from others. The first on the Ibt
is Lpl'd Chatham, who enten'd Parliament
on £ lOr) a year. He had al:;:o a commission, which he very st:on lost by I!oing
illto Parliament, anti he could not have
!ivl-d if he had not taken the post of Groom
of the Beddlamber to the Prince of Wales.
We know from Lord Chatham's character
that he was perfectly justified in taking
that office - he was incorruptible, and
nobody doubted the fact-but nine out of
ten men at the present day, I venture to
believe, would not have accepted such a
post, as the Prince of Wales was not a
man whose service refleoted honoul' on his
household. Lord Chatham remained a
poor· man, and on one occasion the expenses of his election were paid for him
by no less a p... rson than the Ilot.orious
John Wilkes. When he dieu, Parliament
voted £20,000 to pay his debts, and a
SES. 1880.-2 C
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pension of £4,000 a year for his son. I
claim Chatham as the first great instance
of a profe~sional poli Iician.
An HONORABLE MEl\1BER.-How many
Chathams are there?
Mr. PEARSON. - I am afraid not
many, but I will refer to several men of
high eminence who were almost entirely
professional politicians.
Mr. GAUNSON.-There was no law
to make those men insolvent.
Mr. PEARSON.-No; if there had
been, one or two of them could not have
remained in Parliament or in pnblic life.
M v second instance is that of a man who
w~s not second to any statesman of hid
time-I mean the great Edmund Burke.
Burke was a man, so to speak, of no fortune at all. When he began life he got a
pension on the Irish establishment, but he
gave up that through a quarrel with his
patron. From that time he had to depend
on an income of £100 per year which he
made by writing for the Annual Register,
and some uncert.ain benefact.ions from Lord
Rockingham. No doubt he did gamble on
I.he Stock Exchange, and that dama~ed him
to an enormous extent wit.h his contemporaries. These facts may serve to show
how vpry useful it would have been if
Burke had had some provision for his
needs as a Member of Parliamellt. Later
on, when he got for a short time into officI-',
he damaged himself by his undignified
desire to procure a good place-the Clerkship of Patents. And towards the close
of his life he exposed himself, most
undeservedly no doubt, to great animadver"ion for accept i ng pensions, thongh
well meritpd, from the Sovereign. However, his defence of tllat was qllite a slIfficient answer. He pointed out that a
public mall, who had served the cQuntry,
hnd well earned wllatever t.he Hovercign
chose to gi ve him. The next a.d \'elltllfl-r,
so to speak, was Chllrles James Fox, who,
no doubt., went into Parliament with a good
estate in Ihe shape of a largp pension which
he inherited; but he gambled it away in
a very short time, and accordingly he became dependent on his friends and the
J pws. In fact. at one time he was £-10,000
worse than nothing, :md he could not ha\'e
remained in Parliament if it had not been
for Ihe privilpge ulltler which members
were free from arrest. But will nny one
say that. a !<ingle vote givt·J1 by Fox was
coloured in t.lle slightest d.·gree by his
poverty? He died -as Burke aUtl Canning did-a splendid instance ot integrity.
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My next example is Sheridan. He was
as poor as Fox, and his services were lost
to the country because he could not get
money to contest a seat in Parliament, and
he would not accept one from the Prince of
vVales. Then I may quote the case of
Barre, who, in 1760, applied to Lord
Chatham for preferment, and, because it
was refused, became a hanger-on of Lord
Shelburne, and through his influence got
a pension of £3,200 a year. These were
men on the popular side. On the other
side I may refer to two who were known
as of "the King's party." The one was
Lord North; the other was Edward Gibbon, the historian. Some persons might
not be disposed to class Lord North as a
professional politician, because he possessed what many would consider a sufficient income, but it is the fact that he
demanded and received' from the King
payment in various shapes. At one time
he received £30,000 in a lump sum from
the King's privy purse; and at another
he derived £5,000 per year from the
Wardenship of the Cinque Ports. Lord
North was opposed on conviction to the
American war, and he retained his convictions, and yet he took pay in the worst
possible form. Edward Gibbon declared
that six of the Ministers who conducted
the American war ought to ha.ve been impeached, and yet only eleven days afterwards he accepted an office worth £1,000
per year connected wi th the Board of
Trade. In fact, Gibbon, though a country
gentleman, could not live in London on his
private income of £800 per year, and
therefore found it necessary to obtain place
in order to be able to continue in the
House of Commons. So much for the
time of the American war. I now come
to the time of the French war. 'rhe
younger Pitt, always a poor man, entered
P~rliament on exactly £300 a year, derived from private property, but that did
not last long, because he was a man who
failed to calculate his expenses. But,
considering that Pitt was in office for so
many years, it might naturally be supposed
that he had ample opportunity for getting
into independent circumstances. However, that did not come to pass, and, when
he died, Parliament was called upon to
vote £40,000 to defray his debts. Does
anyone desire that application should be
made to this House, from time to time, for
grants to defray the debts of a Premier
or _any other Minister? I don't defend
the course taken in Pitt's case, because
Mr. Pearson.
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there is no doubt that he manifeste<l
what may be called a criminal negligence
in connexion with his private affairs.
Canning, another great man of that time,
was a liberal by conviction. Indeed, he
was referred to in Parliament, by Sheridan,
as the hope of the liberal party-as the
man who would H extinguish Jenkinson,".
afterwards Lord Liverpool. But Canning
told Sheridan that he could not connect
himself with the liberals, because he lacked
the means of subsistence; and, for want
of a small income which might have kept
him to his convictions, Canning was for
years the paid retainer of the tory party.
He served the tories well, but he perpetually distrusted them, and the name of
H adventurer"
clung to Canning till his
death. - On one occasion, he answered the
allegation in splendid language. Said
he"If to depend directly upon the people as
their representative in Parliament.. . be to
be an adventurer, I plead guilty, to the charge.
. . I present myself to those whp choose me
only with the claims of cha.racter."

Going down the list, I may mention
Perceval, to whose widow and children
Parliament voted a large sum of money.
Perceval renounced his practice at the bar
in order to devote himself to State affairs,
and he did not make m~)lley by the
proceed~ng.
Then there were Horner,
Romilly, and Mackintosh, not one of whom
would have been able to enter Parliament
except by having place and patrons.
Huskisson was also, at one time, termed
an adventurer, and most unjustly. Let me
call attention to the fact. that the public
actions of all these men contrast favorably
with the proceedings of politicians of the
class that the conservatives look for in
this country-the men with large private
fortunes; for example, such men as Lord
Bute, who made the disgraceful Treaty of
Paris; George Grenville, who involved us
in war with America; Lord Castlereagh,'
whom everybody detested; Lord George
Germaine, Lord Rockingham, Lord Shel-·
burne, Mr. Wyndham, Lord Liverpool,
Lord Sidmouth, and Lord We11esley. I
may fairly say that if we were to expunge
from the statesmen of the -reign of George·
III the men who, according to the doctrines
ventilated now in Victoria by certain
members of the conservative party, wer~·
"political adventurers," we would have to
cut out the two Pitts, Burke, Fox, and,
Sheridan, and leave be4ind, for the most
part~ only second or thir~ rate m~ll. How
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the business of the· empire would have been years; but in 1819 there were 126 memconducted under those circumstances it is bers of the House of Commons who
for honorable members on the Ministerial were still placemen or pensioners, and
side to say. Take the time since the the number of appointments which the
Reform. Bill, during which there has been relatives of members enjoyed was perhaps
an enormous change in the character of infinitely larger than at any former time.
English politicians.
Pocket boroughs Members' relatives received -commissions
have been extinguished, and Ministerial in the army or navy, or they were sent
influence has diminished, and in conse- out as Governors of colonies, and in that
quence it has become impossible for young way the Crown exercised an enormous
men of talent, unless they have heavy influence over members. As to bribes, it
pnrses, to obtain seats in the House of was notorious that the Treaty of Paris
Commons, so that it is now said that the was carried by an expenditure of £80,000 ;
first requisite in order to become a Mem- 40 members got £1,000 each, and 80
ber of Parliament is to be rich, and the got £500 each. Twenty years later, there
second is to be thought rich. Therefore was another form of bribe. Lord North
it might be expected that the Imperial issued a loan of £ 12,000,000 on such terms
Parliament would be a Parliament com- that Members of Parliament could obtain
posed almost entirely of wealthy men. the stock at 10 or 11 per cent. below the
Yet during the last 50 years there have price at which it was sold in the market,
been many English statesmen who, ac- and that nobleman was denounced in the
cording to the new Victorian classification, House of Commons for making a bargain
m~y be ranked as "political adventurers." for the vote of a member for the rest of the
Among them may be mentioned Macaulay, session, by placing £10,000 of stock at his
who had to go to India to retrieve his disposal, whereby he made a profit of
fortunes; Sir Edward Lytton, who for a £1,100. That was the way in which
ti.me ,,:,as supremely poor; Roebuck, Shiel, Members of Parliament were then paid.
and Bowring; Cobden, for whom a sub- There could not be a worse way. As to
scription had to be got up; Bright, who, contracts, contractors were formerly alI b~lieve, was a poor man at first; Lord lowed to sit in the House of Commons.
Beaconsfield, who started as a poor man; It was in 1782, I think, that they were
Lord Salisbury, who for a time had turned out. But the relatives of members
literally to earn his bread by his pen; and continued to have an interest in lucrative
Professor Fawcett, who is now a Cabinet contracts, and that state of things preMinister. All these are men who, when vailed during the remainder of the reign
they entered public life, were not in easy of George III. That was only another
circumstances, but, having a kind of im- way of paying members. In fact it would
pulse to. devote themselves to politics, have been difficult, at that time, to find a
yielded to it, and served their country to member of the Honse of Commons who
its great advantage, even though they did not draw payment from some source.
might be called" professional politicians." When Mr. Pitt brought in his Bill for the
It is assumed that Members of Parliament reform of the House of Commons-a Bill
in. England were not paid because there which was allowed to drop-he said he
was no regular provision for that purpose could point out seven or eight members
-that there was no £300 a year. I who were the nominees of an Indian
have quoted only the names of eminent prince. Major Scott, indeed, sat as the
men, but it is the fact that, down to the pensioner of Warren Hastings. All this
time of the Reform Bill, the Ministry in shows that it was a practice for members
power had at their disposal a number of of the House of Commons, if not paid by
places and pensions which were employed the State, to be paid one way or the other.
in keeping their following together. In I will now ask the House to glance at one
the reign of George I, the members of the other aspect of the question. Supposing
House of Commons numbered 558, of that the advice which has been tendered
whom 271-nearly one-half-were place- us were adopted, that a.ll professional
meli or pensioners. Not that the others politicians were dismissed from the parliawere not paid. They were paid in a mentary arena, and that the country were
different way.
Some got bribes-others content with services which were offered
obtained shares in lucrative contracts. without pay-the services of landowners,
Honorable members may say this is merchants, bankers, and of course a few'
ancient history, because it goes back 160 barristers-what would be the result ~.
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What has been the influence of those
classes ill England? Have they not paid
themselves by their connexion with Parliament? Look at the landed gentry in
England. 'Vhat have they done during
the last 80 or 100 years? Under the
Inclosure Acts, they have acquirt'd several
million acrt's of the common lands of the
country. Between 1815 and ]846, they
managed to make about £8,000,000 by
keeping up the protective laws on corn,
the object of which was to benefit not
the tenant farmer but the landlord. They
objected to any increase of the land tax,
and it is but lately that they have submitted to a .separate sllccession duty on
landed estate. And when, a few years
ago, a pestilence overtook their cattle, the
landed gentry, by their influence in Parliament, obtained from Parliament the
reimbursement of the losses of themseh'es
and t.heir tenants out of t.he taxation of the
people at large. That has beeu the result
of having too many of one class in the
House of Commons. Of course, the lalldowners are not in a majority, but they have
always been so formidable a llody that
no Ministry conld resist their claims. In
connexion with merchants - what are
called business men-sol1lPthing of the
same kind has occurred. In the House
of Commons there wa~ the sngar interest.
-(langhter)-and. alw th!~ slave interest.
Yes, practical men extracted "sngar" from
the sugar dmies and also from shl\'er.v.
Not so "ery long ago, it was impossihle
to carry any sW"eping railway reform
through the Imperial Parliam~nt because
of the nurnber of railway directors that
had seats in the House of Commons. The
late Millistry were frequent.ly repl'oacl,ed
for the boast which they made that 110
merchllnt or banker was of their nnmber.
And yet that may be t.he boa~t of English
Certaillly the instances of
Premiers.
mprchants being taken into an Imperial
Minislr\' have been" few and far hl'tween."
"Yhen they have been taken ill, the general
conditiO'1 lIas br'en that t.hey IlIlIst give up
commerce. Tbat was tlw case with Mr.
Goschen. He was compelled to qllit hi ..;
firm-one of the largest in London-the
moment he was taken into the Ministry.
I don't say that a rule of that kind should
be applied rigorously, with regard to commercial men, in a young country like this;
bllt. the fact show!:! that the opinion of
English statl'smen i8 that it. is nut desirable that gentlemen interested in commerce
should be members of the Ministry. Then,
M.r. Pear60n,
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if commerce cannot be represented, the only
classes to fall back upon are landowners and
lawyers. And are lawyers absolutely immaculate? Why it is a constant complaint,
even ill England, that some of the hardestworked members of the legal profession are
perpetually pas sect over, simply because
they do 110t bapppn to be in Parliament,
in favour of professional politicians. Take
the case of Sir John Campbell, afterwards
Lord Campbell. He made conditionsmost improper conditions, I think-with
Lord Melbourne's Ministry, ullder which
one of the ablest Lord Chanct'l1ors of
Ireland was almost jostled out of his seat
in order that Sir John Campbell might be
placed in it. That is only one instance
out of a dozen which may occur to members to show that these gentlemen, some
of whom we hope will be incillded in every
Parliament, are prone to sacrifice themselves in the interests of t.he country.
They have the means of paying themsel veSt They address themselves to the
business of Parliament with the very h'gitimatA desire of not injuring, much less
ruining, their professional prospects. At
the same time, the interests of the country
may not al ways be exactly coincident with
their's. It has been argued that t.he sum
of £:300 per year is either too much or too
little for a Member of Parliament. Few
systems in this world are perfect; and I
suppose the intention of the promotet's of
the syst.em was that, on the one hand, the
payment should not be so large as to tempt
men without ri"al qualifications or an
ardent desire for politics to enter public
life; and, on the other, that it should be
large enough to make mt'n, even without
private means, to a certain extent independent of the temptations of Cabinet
Ministers. The work of Members of Parliament is much more extensive than is
generally suppospd. It has ever been of
all extensive and laborious kind. This is
how it was described by Edmund Burke
to the eledors of Br'istol : ., My canvass of you was not on the 'Change,
nnr in the county meetings, nor in the clubs of
this city, It was in the House of Commons, it
was at the Custom· house, it was at the Council,
it was at the Treasury, it was at HlP Admiralty. I
canvasse(l you through your affair s, a.nd not your
persons. I was not only your representative as
a body; I was the agent, the solicitor, of individuals ; I mn about wherever your affairs would
call me; and, in acting for you, I often appeared
rather as a shipbroker than as a Member of Parliament. There was nothing too laborious or
too low for me to undertake."

Edmund Burke considered that he was
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Elent into Parliament to do the work of
his constit.uent.s. And it was infinitply
belter for t.hat work to be done by Edlllund
Burke-who c()'uld state a case in a few
words, neither over-stating nor understat.ing it-than by three or four hunured
citizt-'ns of Bristol rushing up to London
and besieging Ministerial offices amI parliameLlt.ary lobbies. And one of the ar~ uments in favollr of payment of members is
that at present a great deal of work is
done for constituencies by their member's,
and that in consequence time and expense
are saved in It thousand ways. Ill, fact,
Parliament is a machinery fOI' transacting
a great deal of local work as well as for
transacting the great national business of
the country. Of course Edmund Burke
did a great d~al more than is compri,~ed in
the extract which I have read, and his
name will be mentioned and treasl,1red
when those of the ignorant country gentlemen and respeclable merchants who
may have been his contemporaries will be
forgotten in the page of llislory. I consider that the system of payment of members which has hitherto prevailed, and
which, by this Bill it is proposed to continue, should be regarded in somewhat the
same light as the fees to the directors of
a public company. Those fees are not an
adequate remuneration for the services
which the directors perform, but they are
a recognitioll of' the time and trouble which
they give to the manngemellt of the affairs
of a concern in which they have a common interest. That is the light in whi(~h
I defend payment of this sort as payment.
'Vhat may be regardpd as remuneration for
an inferiur Member of Parliament would
be of DO account whatever as a retnrn for
the services of a Chatham or a Burke.
I don't say that the system of payment of
members which IIns prevailed here is perfect. I confess I would prefer the adoption of some snch scheme as that which
Burke suggested in his speech on "Economic Reform." His suggestion was that
all payment.s out of the State re\'enue
should be made in a certain fixed orderthat the first to be paid should be the
ambassadors of the Crown; next, the
tradesmen and small men dependent upon
the country; aftprwards, the Killg's pensioners; and, last of all, the Cabinet.
Burke stated that in this wny he gave
the Cabinet the strongest possible motive
for not increasing the pension list, and
for pressing economy on the King. Now
if it were ~rovided that this char~e for
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payment of members should be the last to
be paid, and shonld not be paid in years
in wLiclt there is no surplui'l, just as in the
case of directors, I think no objection
whatever would be raised in the country
to the continuance of payment of members.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-Sir. I have to
thank the hODorable member for Castlemltine (Mr. Pearson) (or Ihe valuable dis·
sl'rtation widch he has given us. I never
heard a mOl'e thorough example of the
mhltake of I.he course now propllsed to be
pursued, and it appears to me somewhat
surprising that, after that dissertatioll, tlte
honorable member is going to vote for the
Bill. I intend not, to follow the honorable
memher, bllt rather to address myself to the
more prosaic aspect of the q tH~stion-1 he
Bill before us, and the circulll~tances under
which it is introduced.
We who are
opponents to payment of members haye
been told to-night that we are on lloaccount
to " stone-wall" the Bill, and that a d('sire
for unreasonable delay will be ascribed to
us if we venture to prevent the measure
being pa.ssed through all its stages to·night.
In answer to that, I will ask wheth!'r any
Bill in this or any other Parliament has
ever been treated in such a way as this P
On a former occasion, when a similar proposition was before u~, we were allowed
to ~now, by the preparatory resolution,
what sort of a resolution was to be proposed for ollr acceptance; but on this
occasion we have been told, stage nfter
slage, that we were only sanct loning a
f01'llIal proceeding, and we were not made
acquainted with the details of the scheme.
And now, when we know for the first
t.ime what sort of a measure the Bill iswhen we kllow that it introduces a llew
anu important feature, that of permanence
-we are a,.:ked not to suhject it to the
delay wbich usually marks the progress
of every Bill of public utility, but. to pass
it almost slIh silentio. Now I think it as
weil frankly to say at once that we call1lot,
in ju,.:tice to our constit.uellts or the interests of the cOllntry, permit wllat I must
desigllate as this unreasonable haste over
sneh a measure.
I have no wish to
" stonp-wall," as it is called, any Bill; but
I ('ertainly must insist. that this mea:-;ure
shall meet 110 grt'ater favour than any
other proposition of private or public in·
terest wbich may be brollght btl fore this
Honse. All t.hat the supporters of t.he
Bill have any right to expect, this e\"en·
ing, is Hu\.t it !Should be read a second time
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and committed pro forma; and that is
all that the opponents of the measure will
be justified in allowing. The Bill, because
of the new feature which has been introduced into it, involves very grave considerations. It is not proposed to give
payment of members for a certain time,
and allow the people, at the proper period,
to judge of the propriety of the proceeding un trammelled by the fact that
there is already on the st.atute-book an
Act of Parliament which has to be removed. Everyone who has tried it knows
the difference between re-enacting a Statute and repealing one already enacted;
but, in addition to that, the quest.ion raises
all sorts of considerations. vVhy there
are at least half-a-dozen considerations
which ought to be submitted to this
Assembly and discussed. First, I think
we should discuss gravely whether the
rate of payment hitherto in force should
be continued. Next, we should consider
whether the same mte of payment should
be made to members of another place as
to members of this House. If the argument as to the labourer being worthy of
his hire be of any value, the payment to
members of another place is out of all
proportion to the work done, and on that
gronnd I consider that members of the
Council are not justified in accepting the
same rate of payment or indeed anything,
nor do I believe they desire to accept it.
I ventnre to say that, if the Bill were
divided, and t,yO Bills were sent to the
Legislative Council-one providing for
payment of members of that House, the
other providing for members of t.his House
-whether they passed the latter or not,
they would not pass the Bill for paying
themselves. With this knowledge before
us, I say we ought to discuss very
seriously whether we mean to pay members of the other I-louse as well as onrselves. Another point which should be
considered iu all its bearings is the inequality which a uniform method of
paymeut establishes between country and
town representatives; and a suggestion
which should be discussed in connexion
with it is whether the bl1rthen should be
made local or general. All these matters
require grave deliberation, more especially
in view of the fact that what we do now
will be permanent; and that, once this
provision is made permanent on the
statute-book, it will not be possible to
remove it without great difficulty. Therefore I hope the honQr[l.ble member fOf
.jUr. ll. M. Smith.
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Mandurang (Mr. Williams) ~i1l be content with the usual rate of progress which
a Bill makes in one night, so that further
time will be allowed to the House and
the country for a consideration of the
many points involved in the measure.
I will now endeavour to address myself
to the arguments which have been advanced in favour of payment of members
as an abstract question. All that I could
gather from the remarks of the honorable
member who moved the second reading
is that a great many other countries pay
their members also. I will not limit
myself to that argument; but I will
endeavour to ::tddress myself to what I
conceive a justifiably fair argument in
favour of the proceeding, setting aside for
the present the question which I alluded
to on a previous evening-the difference
between reimbursement and salary. In
the first place, I will assume that payment of members is advocated on the
basis of the inherent right of every man
to be paid for his work. But that argument will not hold for a moment. It is
at once disposed of by looking at the
large number of gratuitous duties undertaken by many men, not only here but
everywhere, and especi~lly in Englishspeaking countries. There is, in fact,
. no inherent right for a man to be paid,
if a certain number of men :fit to do the
work will perform it for nothing.
Of
course, it is matter for fair argument
whether the same duties could be quit.e as
well performed for nothing. If we look
around this country, we see that the system of gratuitous service specially applies.
We have town councillors and shire councillors; we have justices of the peace who
have often very onerous and troublesome
duties to discharge, and who, by the
agency of the last Ministry, have had
thrust upon them the very disagreeable
function of holding coroners' inquests;
we have mayors of cities, towns, and
boroughs, who have to act both as justices
of the peace and municipal councillors;
we have a number of Royal commissioners,
who take a great deal of trouble in collecting valuable information, and who
receive nothing whatever beyond their
bare expenses in travelling about the
country; and, lastly, we have committees
wbo render a large amount of gratuitous
service in connexion with the management of our various charitable institutions, and this, as a rule, with fidelit.y,
honour, and discretion. AU these, or
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iIearly all, - a!e more or less representative in their character. Therefore, I
say that inot only is there no inherent
right for 1i man to. be paid for his services
in" Parliament, but that, as a rule, duties
which are perfor~ed gratuitously are especially duties of a representative character.
A furt11er argument in favour of payment
of 'members which has been lately raised
by' one of the public journals-it has been
urged by the honorable member for Castlemaine to-night-is that we should regard
politics as a profession, in the same light
as we regard other professions. But how
~an politics be made a profession? A profession, as" I understand, is an occupation
which a man follows after careful training,
and after tests and examinations have been
undergone to prove his capacity to discharge" the duties pertaining to the profession. The honorable member for Castlemaine has himself illustrated that view by
quoting the cases of amateur practitioners
and amateur clergymen. How can there
be any comparison between the occupation
of a surgeon-a man who qualifies himself for his profession by a long career of
study at considerable expense, and by
passing all sorts of public tests-and the
occupation of a poli tician? What qualifications does a politician require? In many
cases, we know, all the qualifications .a
politician requires are a good pair of lungs
arrda choice collection of vituperative
epithets. With that stock-in-trade, many
politicians practise what they choose to
call their profession with remarkable
success both in this country and elsewhere.
I am not sure whether the possession of
any other qualities would not be a detriment rather than an assistance.
Mr.FINCHAM.-They have to undergo a competitive examination every three
years.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-Just the sort of
competitive examination I have illustrated,
in which the qualities I have mentioned
are more likely to contribute to their success than others which would be more
valuable to the State. The honorable
member for Castlemaine has gi ven a number of historical illustrations which I think
show, in a forcible way, the danger-because undoubtedly there is a danger-of
bringing into Parliament unscrupulous
men, or men who, however honest and
capable, cannot, from their position, be
above pecuniary temptation. The honorable member, among his illustrations, has
shown the counterbalancing advantage-...
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which, I think, has never been quite understood by many historians-of supplying
seats to clever men which the old system
of rotten boroughs, private patronage, and
Government sinecutes afforded. Certainly,
if the honorable member's argument applies in any way, it goes to justify the
whole system which gave rise to and supported the professional politicians to whom
he allu"des. Clever as they were, they
could ,not have entered Parliament, on
such a salary as the Legislature might
have chosen to pay its members, nor would
they have entered Parliament at all in the
absence of the three things I have mentioned - private patronage, Government
sinecures, and rotten boroughs. Therefore
I ask, if those men were conspicuous and
admirable examples of the system which
the honorable member for Castlemaine has
alluded to, are we to revert to that old
system, with all its faults, which more
than counterbalance its excellences? I
don't dispute the fact that the examples
which the honorable member has brought
forward would justify the adoption of any
particular system. He mentioned Lord
Chatham as an instance of the effect a
poor man may produce in entering Parliament. N ow, as it appears to me, Lord
Chatham was just one of those examples
before whom all laws must bow, one of
those splendid geniuses who rarely appear
in a century, one of those men who answer
as well as any man can that never-to-beforgotten description given by the Laureate
of" Some divinely gifted man,
Whose life in low estate began,
And on a simple village green;
Who breaks his birth's invidious bar,
And grasps the skirts of happy chance,
And breasts the blows of circumstance,
And grapples with his evil star;
Who makes by force his merit known,
And lives to clutch the golden keys,
To mould a mighty State's decrees,
And shape the whisper of the Throne."

Give us a Chatham, sir, and I say all
laws, all authority, and all systems will
welcome the introduction to public life ot
such a man, whatever we have to pay for
it. But, for a conspicuous example of the'
danger which attends a poor man in entering Parliament, let me point to the case
of the elder Fox, the opponent, the companion, and, in some sense, the rival of
Pitt. What a melancholy fate, regarded
as a public man, was his, because, being
a poor man, and one with expensive tastes
ftnd predilections, he had not the ""cOl~r.age
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or honesty to resist a temptation which
would have been powerless to a man possessed of a competence. He enf.l~reJ. public life as a poor man, and he left. it, as
Macaulay says, wealt hy but detested, with
an immense fort.une but a ruined rppntation. He was one of the most striking
examples of the danger which. in spite of
all excellent qualities, must attend a poor
man on entering Parliament. Then again,
look at Canlling. another instance of a
pOOl' man and a professional politician.
How long did Canning serve the old tory
party in utt.er disohedience to his convictiolls, simply because of his narrow circum:-5tallces and expensive hahits? These
examples prove, as others also do, the
danger of putting a poor man into a place
in which he is exposed to great t.emptation
without having such It competence as will
enable him to live in the position which he
has acquired without ruin, or at all events
embarrassment, to himself. And certainly
such a sal>lry as is offered in this colony, or
as probably would be offered elsewhere, is
notsuchas to remove a member from temptation or to enable him-unless he was
strictly honest otherwise, in which case
he would be so without a salary-to resist
such temptation. But further as to this
profession, or trade of politics-fol' it is
rat.her a trade or occupation which a ma.n
cau take up without any previous preparation. The polit.ician only requires to know
a few stock phrases, and to be able to repeat
them glibly, in order t.o pass admirablyand undoubtedly the public st.ick very
closely to their popular idols for a time.
It is true they get tired of them very
soon. but while they are idols they stick
to I hem with a' sincerity and faithfulnesi'l
which I, who have never been a popular
idol, admire and envy very much. But
this trade or profession-what does it
depend on for success? What sort of a
trade is it? Why it is a trade, success in
which dependfl not on the intellect or
capacity of a pnulic man but upon his
perpetually being ready, from time to
time, to shift with the popular current-t.o
take up the popular will on any subject,
~owever contradictory that will may be
to its expression a few years before. Has
not this been done over' and over again
in the public life of our own mother
country? Has not, time after time in
Englund, an eminent man been obliged to
give way and ret ire ·from representation,
not because his eloqUt'llCe had sufft·red
diminution, or his valuable qualities been
Mr. R. M. Smit},.
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less appreciated, but because he did not
choose to follow the popular ful'Y at one
particnlar moment? The very great statesman to whom the honorable III em ber for
Castlemaine alluded-Edmund Burkewas beaten at Bristol under snch circumstances. And do we not remember
Gladstone's expUlsion from Oxford, and
Cardwell's from Li\'erpool? Wben Lord
Palmerston appealed to the country on
the clap-trap quest.ion of the Chinese
power in relation to the lorcha Arrow,
that general election, in obedience to the
fevf'r of the moment., ejected frolll Parliament a large number of the best, most
trained, and most eloquent politicians of
the day. This t.rade, then, depends for sucCf'SS upon quite oth~r qualit.ies than those
which in other professions, such as those of
surgeon, physician, ]awyel', or clergyman,
have made men famous-it depends on
subservience to the popular will. Let me
ask if we induce to enter these walls men
whose sole, or nearly sole, mea.ns of subsistence is the small salary they receive
as Members of Parliament, and if those
men nre brought face to face with such
crises as we have had sometimes-crises
in which they are called upon either t.o
surrender the convictions which they have
honestly held, or else to become unpopuJar-in what position will we place even
an honest man? He will know that if
he holds to his convict.ions, and does not
obey the popular will, he must retire from
Parliament, and, perhaps, be left without
a week's, or even possibly a day's, subsistence. Is it possible that under such
circumstances allY averagely honest-or
even more than averagely honest-man
could avoid the temptation, if not of pale·
pably contradicting his con victions, yet of
paltering with them-of lettillg them slide
a little-of finding black was not so very
black, and white not so very white-in
fact, of paltering with the truth on a certain question so that he might, if possible,
preserve some of his convictions and all
his salary, but, at all events, preserve his
salary? I say, therefore, we. have not
only to look at the desirability of men
entering Pl:trliament who may be more or
less qualified, but also at the danger which
is in vol ved in the fact of men entering
Parliament without sufficient to support
them outside their political career. And
if we look at that country which has been
so often cited as an example in favour of
this paynwIlt, what do we find? Recollect
that in all these cases the onus probandi
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rests with the other side. As we only ask
that a certain expenditure shall be avoided
by t.he State, it is, at all events, nf'cessary
for the advocates of that expenditure to
show that it is justified. Even granting
that cOl'fuption and incapacity exist to a
certain extent in an unpaid Parliament,
the advocat.es of payment must show that
they will be done away with by the paymellt; otherwise payment of members will
only, to the existing corruption and incapacity, add the expenditure by the ~tate of
a sum of money, which I venture' to say
at the present time is not inconsiderable,
and which, if we can trust,the analogy of
other countries, will become greater still.
For what bas been tbe example of the
United States in this respect? From
Tremenheere's Constitution of tile United
States I find that the scale of' payment of
members, which is now 5,000 dollars a
year, has undergone various ulterations,
and-with scarcely any, or at all events
very brief, relapses-always ill the direction of increase. The writer says"By an Act of 22nd of September, 1789, which
continued in force to March, 1795, the payment
was to both senators and representatives six
dollars per working day, i.e., during their actual
attendance on their legislative duties, and six
dullars for every 20 miles travelled to and from
the place of the meeting of Congress. In 1795,
the payment to senators was raised to seven
dollars; in March, 1796, it was again fixed at
six dollars for both. In March, 1816, it was
enacted that' instead of the daily compensation
now allowed by law there shall be paid annually
to the senators, representatives, and delegates
from territuries, to the President of the Senate
pro tempore. and to the Speaker of the House of
Representath'es, 3,000 dullars; and to each sen,·
ator, member of' the House of Representatives,
and delegate, 1,500 dollars.' This Act was repealed on the 9th of February, lil7. It is now
(1854) fixed by the Act of the 22nd of January,
1821. at eight dollars a day to both senators and
representatives, and eight dollars' for every
20 miles travelled, and to the President of the
'Senate pro tempore (in case of there being no
Vice-President of the republic, who is ex officio
President of the Senate), eight dollars a day
additional."
The compensation, which started at the
very moderate rate of six dollars a day,
has now become an annual payment of
5,000 dollars, or something like £1,000
to every member of the House of Representatives and to every senator. Therefore I am justified in saying that, having
fixed the amount at £300 a year, we shall
not be likely to stop there. In fact I
recollect one honorable member, who some
time ago was in favour of the system, and
who, as might ~aturally be expected from
the facility with which he changes his
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OpInIOnS, is now against it, stating that
the only objection he had to £300 a year
was that it was not half enough, and that
he was di~posed to vote for double the
sum.
Mr. GAUNSON.-So I am, now, regarding it as payment.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-I would not be
surprised in the least if the honorable
member for Ararat, who naturally understands that I allude to bim, in a subsequent session of Parliament, or in a subsequent Parliament, should he ever reach
one-and, of course, I hope he willchanges round entirely and advocates the
American system of £1,000 a year.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I did so before my
constituen ts.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-Then that is only
a further justification of what I have been
saying. I repeat that the onus of proof
rests with the a(hocates of the system.
What has it done in America? Has it
really made the American Senate or House
of Representatives less corrupt or more
useful than they would have been without
it? All writers allow that there is scarcely
any more notable example of the unfortunate tendency to corruption. The author
fi'om whom I have quoted-a quiet unprejudiced observer-w hile admitting that
the English House of Commons has not
been altogether exempt from corrupt influences of an indirect character, nevertheless stutes tilat the American Senate
and House of Representatives afford a
conspicuous example of manifest and Ulldoubted corruption. So that it would
seem the large payment of £1,000 a year,
instead of improving the honesty of members, has rather had an opposite effect.
The honorable member for Castlemaine
said he did not know what was the state
of the House here before payment was
adopt.ed, and that therefore he would not
venture to compare the unpaid with the
paid Parliaments in this colony. But I
would remind the honorable member that
in aletter which he addressed to the London
~pectator, and to which I replied, he spoke
of one House here-and a paid House-or
of the majority in it., at all events, ns.
being a corrupt ring banded together for
the most outrageous purposes, and as not
being inferior in corruption to the famous
Tammany ring in America. That was
the honorable member's own opinion of a
paid House of Representatives in this
colony. 1£ the honorable member was of
opinion that a paid House could reach
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that stage of corruption in this country,
it will be somewhat difficult for him
to show that any advantage could possibly result from the re-iutrodnction of
payment of members .. There is just one
other consequence of this payment to
which I de8ir~ to .allude. It appears to
me IiI' some sense to degrade th~ character
ofa representative institution. I think
every honorable member who has had
experience both of Houses without payment and Houses with payment must feel
that in his own person. I myself have
experienced the feeling when I have
heard men taunting us with not doing the
work we are paid for, and 'with only
sitting three days a week while receiving
what they call "£6 a week "-for the
payment is generally estimated by the
weekly amount. In fact, we are regarded
as paid delegates to do the country and
district work, and not as representatives
of the colony intrusted with its highest
interests, and therefore men who ought to
be'treated at all events with respect and
consideration. A.nd I am sure there is
nothing tends so much to produce that
view of the character of a representative
in this country as this payment which is
estimated at £6 a week. I may quote
one instance from France of the estimatio~ in which we find popular representatives of this kind held. The example is
mentioned in the memoirs of Odilloll
Barrot, who relates that, during the coup
d'etat of 1851, when the liberty of France
was strangled in a single night, one
patriotic deputy, Baudin, leaped on a
barricade, and called on the citizens to
resist the army which was about to establish imperialism. " Bah !" cried a workman near him, spit.ting out his tobacco
juice, "do you think we are going to
have our throats cut for you twenty-five
fraockers?" That is a pregnant instance
of the estimation in which we may come
to be held by the people here by exhibiting this extraordinary-I might almost
say indecent-consideration for our own
personal int.erest over and above every
measure of puLlic importance that is
brought before this House. For it cannot' be but that the people outside will
say-" You have taken so many days
over the Reform Bill; you have shoyed
back the Harbour Trust Bill so many
weeks; you have not permitted the employment given to the unemployed, if it
was illegal, to be sanctioned by law;
but while you have thrown every obstacle
ftl,.. R. M. Smith:
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in the way of these public measures, you
can £nd time absolutely to do what was
never done in the House before "-at least
since I have beEin a' member of it-" you
have come down from the country, and sat
on an extra night, in the week to devote
yourselves to seeing that there shall be no
delay in cat:rying a measure for the payment of yonrselves/' Without appealing
at the present moment to any honorable
member in particular, I ask every member
of the Honse, whether in favour' of payment or again~t it, not to allow the public
outside to derive that impression by exhibiting indecent hast~ in this, matter. If
you are going tocarty this me~sure, at all
events do it with dignity and after full
consideration. Let us discuss in every
way the merits of the various propositions
put forward, and if a majority of the
representatives eventually, after full con..
sideration, decide t.hat it is a judicious
thing that members of this House should
be paid-that this money should, as I
conceive, be' wasted-and if you further
decide 'that another branch of the Legislature, which does not want the money
and does not earn it, shall be paid also,
for the reason that you are afraid to put
yourselves into competition with the other
House if it is not paid-if, I say, this
House comes to that decision deliberately
and afterdlle consideration, thenI,although
I shall regret it, shall offer no further opposition. I 'shall be content to nccept the
decision, at all events until the country
has another opportunity of deciding the
question untrammelled by what the honorable llwmber for Mandurang (Mr.
Williams) 'has called "more important
questions," but which do not appear, up
to the present, to have assumed the same
importance in our eyes, at all events, as this
very personal subject.
:Mr. DOW.-Sir, I do not think there
is any desire on this (the opposition) side
of the House to rush this matter through
ill the way referred to by the honorable
member for Boroondara. The honorable
member, in his opening remarks, spoke
about this Bill as a "new measure," as if
we had never heard of it before.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-No; I said it
contained a new feature.
Mr. DOW.-Well the permanence may,
no doubt, be called a new feature. I would
point out, however, that payment of members has been the law of the land for nine
or ten years, aud it has been so far recognised as a part of our legislative system '
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that it was the cause of the stoppage of
all legislation in the last Parliament, and
of bringing about a dead-lock. And what
was the result? The dead-lock was compromised by each party giving way a little,
so that an understanding was arrived at
that payment of members should be
enacted only to the end of that Parliament, and that the question should theI).
be remitted to the people. Well, we have
been to the people, and honorable members told the electors whether, if returned,
they would support or oppose the re-enactment of the system. How, the-n, can the
honorable member for Boroondara speakof this as a new measure, as something
that we ought not to deal with to-night
because it has come on us all of a sudden?
Why the reason so few of the leaders of
the House have spoken on the subject tonight is because it has been EO thoroughly
thrashed out over and over again that
nothing new can be said on it. I think
the honorable member for Mandurang
(Mr. Williams) gave a good reason for
proposing that we should, on this occasion, pass a permanent measure. We
dou't want the question cropping up continually, and always being a disturbing
element in legislation. It is time the
matter was settled one way or the other.
I am an advocate of payment of members, and I say let us vote for the
permanent decision of the question one
way or the other, but do not let there
be any "twopenny halfpenny" compromise about £100 or £150 a year, or the
payment of this member and the nonpayment of that member. I say this £300
a year is not a payment. Is any houorable member ready to insult the members
of this Assembly by saying that £300 a
year each will pay them for their services?
Is there any honorable member who will
say that he lives on this £300 a year?
There is not a man in tlie House who can
afford to desert his business to such an
extent that, if he were to lose his seat tomorrow, he would not have his profession
or business to go back to ; but we say
that £300 a year is a legitimate reimbursement to us for that portion of our
time which we are bound to give to our
public duties in oruer to discharge them
properly.
The honorable member for
Boroondara referred to Hoyal commissions doing work for nothing; but would
the Hoyal commissions which did a great
deal of useful work in the last Parliament
have been able to travel about the country
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if the members had not received a certain
amount of reimbursement? I would draw
the attention of the honorable member for
Boroonda,ra to one aspect of the case as
regards his reference to noyal commissions. There has never been any period
in which there was not payment of members in this colony. The only difference
between the present and the past is that
members are now reimbursed by the State,
whereas formerly there were certain members reimbursed by the political party
whose interest it was to reimburse them.
The honorable member for Boroondara,
speaking, as it were, from a lofty pedestal,
talked about it not being right for poor
men to enter Parliament; but I ask him
where would his party have been but for
poor men? Poor men ·will enter a democrntic Parliament, and, I ask the honorable
member, who is to pay the conservative
poor men if the State does not do it ?
If the poor men are not paid by the
country, they must be paid by the men
whose interest it is to keep them in this
House. As to the noyal commissions,
although the members who composed
those commissions in the last Parliament
did the work without pay, if we have an
unpaid House we shall have in the future
commissions who will have to be paid.
The Government of the day will have to
appoint noyal commissions, as was done
in the past, for the purpose of reimbursing members of correct opinions, and
those members will get payment in that
way. Another argument was used by
the honorable member for Boroondara
which, I think, was hardly complimentary
to the people of this colony. He spoke
of a popular idol-as distinguished, I
suppofie, from a class idol, like the honorable member himself-as being a man
possessed of strong lungs, assurance, and
vituperative language. I fancy the people of this colony are not so easily deluded as the honorable member for
Boroondara imagines. I believe the
people of Victoria are perfectly well able
to judge of the men who are likely to
represent them best, and are not to be
caught by an impostor merely because he
can talk a lot of nonsense. Owing to the
smallness of our territory, the facilities of
communication, and the existence of a
newspaper press inferior to none in any
other portion of the world, I believe we
lnwe a people so thoroughly intelligent, and especially with regard to
political lllfl,tters, that it would be of
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little use for a man possessing merely
strong lungs and a flow of vitnperati ve
language to attempt to impose on them.
Tho people of Victoria will ohoose as
their representatives the mell wltom they
thiuk most fitted to represent them; and
I would point out to the opponents of
t.his Bill that the existence of payment of
members will not intf'rfel'e with the electors choosing a wealthy man in preference
to a poor man, if they think the former
will represent them the better. I could
understand the objl:'ction of honorable
members who oppose payment of members if the system meant that there should
only be representathes who were not
wealthy men, and no others. But nothing
of the sort is proposed; it is only asked
that both classes of candidates may be
able to go before the people on something
like equal terms. Are the wealthy men
of the colony frightcned to compete with
the ad \'ocates of payment of members on a
common basis? The contention of the
opponents of this system must be that
they want the people of this colony to be
represented by wealthy men only. That
is the logical outcome of the position they
take up. Again, the honorable member
for Boroondara talked very largely about
a class of gentlemen in this House being
" subservient to the popular will." I say
I am here to be su bservient to the pepular
will. If I lived in Russia, or some other
country where there was a barbarous
people to deal with, I should perhaps
desire to have some despotic way of selecting certain men who might be considered
wort.hyand equitable, in order to rule that
barbarous people. But, in a free and enlightened country like Victoria, I consider
that the main qualification for a member
is that he will be subservient to the will
of the people as long as he represents
them. We have also heard it said, not
directly so much as inferentially, that pOOl'
members are more open to corruption
than wealthy members, and are not so
good to protect the people from corrnption as rich members would be. Moreover, we are told that £300 a year
prevents independence on the part of
members. Now I would ask, as a matter
of fact, who were the" stone-wallers" in
the last Parliament but one, and what did
the" stone-walling" mean? Was not the
" stone wall" erected because certain honorable members believed that that Parliament had outlived its usefulness and representati ve character, ann should be sent to
Mr, DolV;
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the country? Did they not" stone-wall,"
night after night, for the express purpose
of obtaining a dissolution of Parliament?
And those were the men who advocate
payment of members. If they Imd been
slaves of the kind we have heard described,
would they have acted in that manner?
'Ve have heard of professional politicians,
but I do not believe there is a man in tllis
House who takes up politics as a profession for the sake of £300 a year. That
is not an inducement which would cause
any honorable memher to desert his
businesR. Payment of members, to have
tha.t effect, must be of sufficient amoUllt
to enable a man t.o throw up his business
ann go ill for politics alone as a profession.
What has bren paid hy the State to members hitherto' in this colony, and what is
proposed to be paicl to them by this Bill,
is simply a reimbursement; and during the
last nine or ten years, whether rightly or
wrongly, the country has several times
expressed its approval of the principle. I
would ask those honorable members the
logical out.come of whose argument is that
only wealthy men should represent the
people in Parliament-Are the wealthy
men the only men who are fit to occupy
the position of represenlatives? As I
have said, the system of reimbursement
will not prevent wealthy men from offering
themselves to constituencies; but, on the
other hand, if the reimbursement is done
away with, are not men who are not
wealthy precluded from doing so? The
contention, in fact, of the opponents of the
system must be that all the intelligence
and all the administrative ability are
necessarily allied with we~tlth. As a
matter of fact, however, we find every
da.y that the reverse is the case. 'N ealthy
men get their wealth by attending very
carefully to the amassing of that wealth;
they have become wealthy by taking good
care of Number One, and when they get
inside the House it is not likely that they
will change their natures and cease looking after their own interests.
Mr. C. YOUNG.-Are yon "stonewalling" ?
Mr. DOW.-I certainly desire that the
matter should be thrashed out, and not
passed with undue haste. Remembering,
however, t.hat the question is one which
has been before the country for the last
nine years, and that the country has
spoken its mind plainly on it, after the
arrangement made last session, I confess
1 don't understand what the present
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"hanging fire" means. Does it mean
that the Government, having a Reform
Bill which they cannot carry in a legitimate manner, seek to bring pressure to
1lear on honorable members? The Premier,
in his speech at Maldon, stated distinctly
that if the majority of the Assembly expressed their opinion in favour of payment of members, the Government would
carry through a Bill on the subject. I do
not think the Government could have been
fairly asked to take charge of the question before the present stage, but, now that
they see the Bill merely continues the old
well-known system, 1 ask the Premier
whether he intends to stand to his promise ? We find that the Government
organs are now hinting that it may not be
wise to carry out the promise given by the
Premier at Maldon, but that it is well to
keep the question afloat with the object of
illfluencing a couple of votes, which it is
believed will seal the fate of the Reform
Bill. The people of this country, however, are not slow to reckon up the party
oppo.~ite.
The people have made up their
minds, both on the question of payment of
members and on the Govf:'rnment Reform
Bill, and it is of no use for the Government
ol'ganstoattempttopooh-pooh the meetings
that have been held on the latter su bject.
As for the indecent threat of a dissolution-the talk we have heard about the
written agreement entered into with the
Premier that, if he cannot carry his Heform
Bill, he is to have a dissolution-we may
snap our fingers at it, as well as at the
poor trembling Government who think to
try every possible expedient in order to
keep themsehes in power. What is it
they are pleading for on the one side, and
endeavouring to gain by intimidation on
the other? What is meant by their adoption of the tactics they so denounced the
late Government for-their running about
the colony with promises of a bridge in
one place and a road in another, with
bribes here and bribes there? I tell them
they cannot frighten us, or the people of
the country. In the first pla,ce, they will
110t be able to get a dissolution, and, if they
could, the Opposition are not alarmed at
the prospect. Mr. Speaker, I was· going
to refer to the highly finished oration of
that class idol, the honorable member for
Boroondara, whose portrait the honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson)
told us, the other day, is hung up in certain
houses as that of the saviour of society,
but I will refrain. In fact, the subject
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before us has been thoroughly thrashed
out. I will simply say that the honorable
member for Malldurang has a perfect right
to get his Bill read n second time to-night,
and that I don't believe there is any desire
on the opposition benches to see it rushed
with undue haste through committee.
Mr. WHIXON.-S.ir,. the honorable
member who just addressed us was somewhat discursive, but I make no complaint
whatever on that ground. I was indeed glad
to see him enter into the question at such
length, because I was afraid, from some
observations he made at the beginning of
his speech, that he intended to convey the
idea that, on the present subject, honorable members were sent to the House to
vote and not to discuss. To that doctrine
I have a very strong objection. It may
be true that the country has made up its
mind upon payment of members, although
I very much doubt it, but, in whatever
way it has done so, it expects honorable
mem bel'S to not merely vote, but to let
the country understand what are their
reasons for taking the particular side they
do take. That is more especially the
ca~e from the fact so much adverted to,
namely, that hitherto the measure has
been placed before the House and the public avowedly as a tentative one. I have
always held that that method of proceeding was unsound. I doubt.ed, first, whether
the experiment would work as an experiment, and, secondly, whether, if payment
of members did not answer, it would be
given up at once; but, nevertheless, that
is the shape in which the matter was put
to us. Well, the system has been in force
long enough to enable the country to form
an opinion upon it, and now we are asked
to adopt the measure permanently, on the
ground that the electors have declared
themselves decidedly in its favour. To
the latter conclusion I have very gl'eat
hesitation in coming, and I would feel
that hesitation just as much were I a supporter of the Bill instead of an opponent.
I think that, in whatever way the current
of public opinion on the point has for
some years gone, it is just now more
against the system than it has been for a
long time pasL; and I venture to say that,
when we come to a division, that fact will
be very clearly brought out. I remember
that the divisions on payment of members
tha.t took place here formerly, when there
had been little or no discussion on the
subjf'ct outside, used to show majorities
of 17, 18, and 20 in its favour, whereas I
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think the division of to-night will be a
much closer one. Therefore, I say we
are bound to discuss the matter, even
though pres~ure of time should prevent
us from finishing the debate now, and require us to resume it at some other period.
In the first place, I beg to say I differ
from some of the views of the honorable
member for Normanby, who put the matter
in a way that implied that many honorable
members were actuated with respect to the
question by selfish motives.
Mr. SHIELS.-I expressly excluded
from my argument every consideration of
the kind. I said I regarded both sides as
free from any such considerations.
Mr. WRIXON.-If J misunderstood
the honorable member I regret it, but he'
conveyed to me that he imputed to those
who support payment of members more
selfish motives than those that actuate
him in opposing it. Now I differ from
that view. It is well known that leaders
of thought in different countries maintain
that to make representation effective it
must be paid for; and I am sure that, if
we look at the situation pretty closely, we
shall find probably as much selfishness on
one side as the other. For example, when
an honorable member in favour of payment of members takes into consideration
all the concomitants of the system-how
it increases his expenditure, lays greater
burthens in the shape of work for his
constituents upon his shoulders, and augments his election expenses, while by no
means enhancing the certainty of his
return-his feeling, from a merely selfish
point of view, may be that upon the whole
he would be better without it than with
it. It may be, therefore, that, in taking my
present stand, I am as much biased by
selfish feelings as any honorable member
on the other side. What is the objection
to payment of members? The honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson),
in the interesting speech he made to-night,
stated that the whole opposition of those
who are against payment of members is
founded on the fact that it tends to make
professional politicians. But, with great
respect to him, I beg to point out that,
up to the present time, that view has
scarcely been taken at all. The real objection is not that politics are turned into
a profession, but that they are constituteq
a poor, struggling, and dependent profession. No matter whether a community
adopts payment of members or not, it ought
to deal with the subject consistently. I can
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understand the position of a repi'esenta~
tive being one of honour, and honour.
being the reward for holding it; but if
it is thought that good men cannot be
got to serve the country in that capacity
for the sake of honour, or that without
payment of members there is danger of the
representation of the country falling only
intb the hands of rich men, and that consequently payment ought to be provided,
let us not therefore cease to be consistent.
If it is to our advantage to make politics
a profession, let us provide for it as a
profession. That, however, is what we
do not do. So soon as a salary of £300·
a year attachelk to every parliamentary
repr~sentative, legislation is made as much
a profession as law or medicine; but if it·
is not sufficiently remunerated, it becomes,
as I have said before, a poor, struggling,
and dependent profession. Can it be urged
that an adequate provision is made in this
Bill ? We are bound to answer in the
negative. It would be idle to do anything
else. We know perfectly well that to
those who follow an ordinary profession
there is easy independence or afHuence
in prospect, and that the best talent will
assuredly, all things being equal, go in the.
direction of the best remuneration. Well,
we are now asked to render permanent a
condition of things under which politics
will become a profession, and necessarily
a poor and dependent one. What will
assuredly be the result? Will it not,
looking at the working difficulties in the
way of democratic communities, be to impair the best interests of democracy? The
great argument of the speaker who pre-,
ceded me, and also to some extent of the
honorable member for Castlemaine, was
that if politics are not made a profession,
and provided for as such, rich men will
monopolize the representation of the,
country. Is that contention a correct one?
Is it true with respect to the 17 or 18.,
years during which the Parliament of Vic-..
toria was an unpaid one? W as Parliamen~
then composed mainly of rich men? Did,
this House then not carry out the popular
will? Why half the liberal measuresfrom manhood suffrage downwards-of
which we are most proud were passed by
that unpaid Parliament which was by no
manner of means composed of rich men. If
there should be an extreme case in which
a. constituency desire to be represented
by a particular person, whom it would be
necessary to pay, what could be better
than to revert to the old English .practice.,
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Mr. BARR.-Sir, I believe that the
tmd let those who are the best judges of
the compensation he ought to receive first time I entered Parliament I was
provide it for him? I would indeed he returned with no definite instructions as
perfectly willing thl;Lt, under such circum- to payment of members, but I am convinced
stances-that is to say, when the electors I thoroughly express the sentiments of a
of a district vote that their representative majority of my constituents when I now
should be paid-his compensation should enter my protest against the statement
that the feeling of the country with regard
come out of the public treasury.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It .would be said to this measure has not been consulted,
he was a pauper.
and that it is not decidedly in its favour.
Mr. WRIXON.-I am not aware that To my knowledge, the part of the colony
there would be any mor~, truth in the ob- I represent would, if polled to-morrow,
servation than there would be if it were' show by an overwhelming majority that
applied to a representative under the Bill. it goes in strongly for payment of members.
As to the argument of the honorable I don't contend that the method now promember for Castlemaine with respect to posed is the best possible one, but I am
the abuses in connexion with class govern- satisfied that but very few of the electors
ment in England of which the aristocracy have any doubt of the advantages derivable
of that country have from time to time from members being reimbursed for their
been guilty, it seems to me to prove nothing, attendance to their parliamentary duties.
because there has certainly been as much The honorable member for Portland seemed
political corruption in the United States to ask us why, when we provided payment
as ever there was in England, if indeed for ourselves, we should do so for the Upper
the former country does not actually House as well; but I beg to ask him, in
suffer by the comparison. I really think return, if we are not about to liberalize the
we ought also to pay attention to this Council by reducing the qualification for
. further point, namely, that the Bill is mem bel'S as well as electors to a very low
drawn so as to make the payment it pro- level, and will not payment of members
vides for direct to ourselves. Now the be, under those circumstances, as necessary
parliamentary rule is that no honorable there as here? How, without reimbursemem ber should vote on any matter in ment of their expenses, could we expect
which he has a direct pecuniary interest. comparatively poor men to sit in our
I know, Mr. Speaker, that you have ruled popularized Upper Chamber? When I say
that, because the present measure is one popularized, I mean as far as the middle
of public policy; we are all entitled to classes are concerned. Holding this view,
vote upon it; but is there not something I cannot see how any honorable member
very objectionable in our being placed supporting the Government Reform Bill
80 that, if we vote one way, we gain can refuse to support this Bill also. I
something in the shape of money which, thoroughly agree with the honorable:
if we vote the other' way, we lose? Per- members who hold that payment. of
haps we may look upon this argument as members, considered merely as payment,
not very applicable to ourselves, inas- is degrading, and that it ought" to be.
much as we are a fleeting body, and there looked upon as reimbursement, but it
are rumours in the air as to what is soon does not seem to me that, regarded in the·
to become .of us, but, nevertheless, we latter light, it. will, under the Bill, be procannot avoid regarding it as perfectly vided for upon a very equitable basis. I·
applicable to another place. Will not think that, in the case of some members,
honorable members elsewhere be in the the reimbursement ought to be a little
position of having to decide for or against more, and in others a little less. For exa Bill which will put into the pockets .of ample, those who habitually reside in town
each of them, supposing him ·to have are.by no means put to the same ex.pense
seven or ten years to serve, no less a sum as those who live in remote country dis-·
than from £2,000 to £3,000? Could we tricts, and have to leave their homes and·
expect men in the jury-box, or on the business for three days per week in order:
bench, or indeed in any other relation in to attend to their parliamentary duties.~
life, t<;> give a perfectly disinterested vote Again, with the dark thunder-cloud of a
when so placed? I do hope that this view dissolution looming in almost the imme':
will engage the attention of honorable diate distance, might it .not be well to.'
members, and that the Bill will, at all adopt the idea of the honorable member
events, not be passed in its present shape. . for Portland, and, provide payment of
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members not for ourselves so much 9S for
those whom tl,e country will retnrn to
legislate for it in the next Parliamellt ?
As for the principle of the thing, taken
by itself, I would be sorry to see mere
wealth obtain the great advantage that
would accrue to it if the reimbursement
of members were now summarily put an
end to. Then with regard to the instances
of political talent without adequate pecuniary means which the honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson) took for
11S out of aneient history.
I do not think
he need have gone so far for them. Has
not the history of this House furnished
similar examlJles? Would we have had
the assistance the late Speaker afforded us
had he had, when he arrived in this country, only his brains to depend upou for his
support? Is not payment of members
straight at least as good and honorable as
the same payment by the constituencies?
For my part, I would greatly prefer payment direct from the Treasury to payment
indirect, through such a channel as that of
the secretary of the Registration Society.
Nevertheless, I would prefer that we
should be called upon to vote the thing
in some other shape than that of a direct
salary to ourselves. Also, I beg to say
I don't at all believe in the principle of
making payments to deceased members'
widows, by way of compensation for the
time, position, and health their late husbanns lost through their attendance in
Parliament. Upon the whole, I hope the
Bill will pass, in order that payment of
members, whether to the present Parliament or to our successors, may, to quote
the words of the Premier, at Maldon, be
removed from the list of "burning questions" that stand between us and the
ordinary practical legislation the country
so mnch needs.
Mr. HARPER.-Mr. Speaker, I regard the present subject as one of very
general interest, which may be discussed
by us free from anything like personal
feeling. I may add that it seems to me
that, so far as the debate has proceeded,
that course has been followed. I believe
the advocates of payment of members to
be as sincere as those who, like myself,
are strongly opposed to it. I am convinced that there are many people in the
country, both in Parliament and outside,
who are honestly of opinion that it is
necessary that the electors should have
the widest possible margin in the selection of their representatives, and that that
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margin can only be properly afforded them
under payment of members. On the
other hand, I assert that those who are
opposed to the Bill are equally actuated
by a desire to do what is right, and have
no wish whatever to assert anything like
superiority because they are or profess to
be able to do without payment of members at all. As to the measure itself, I
join with the honorable member for
Boroolldara in complaining that it was
not placed in our hands sooner-that we
were not, at an earlier stage, made aware
of its character and scope. As it is, we
were naturally led, by the cries of "No,
no," that greeted the expressed anticipation that the proposed payment would be
£300 a year as heretofore, to assume that
some modification of that system would
be proposed. Now, however, we find
ourselves placed at a disadvantage by the
Bill being made to embody the old plan,
with this difference that, whereas formerly
the arrangement was only a temporary
one, it is now intended to make it permanent-something that it will be very
difficult to alter. No doubt a good
deal may be put forward for payment
of members. I venture, indeed, to say
that were all the world what it ought
to be the system would be justifiable in
principle and· beneficial in practice, but
unfortunately we have found in practice that it has worked disastrously
to the best interests of the people.
I submit that our experience of' it has
been anything but in its favour. It has
cost the country. during the existence of
the last three Parliaments, fully £250,000,
yet no one can say that the legislation
adopted by our paid Legislature is at all
superior to that passed by our unlJaid
Legislature. I assert indeed that the
character of our legislation and also of
our legislators has not been, during the
last nine years, any better than it was
before. I don't feel called upon to say
more. If the supporters of payment of
members can show that it has improved
Parliament, let them do so. The honorable member who introduced the Bill
referred to the report of the Royal commission appointed in 1868 to consider the
subject of' paying or compensating members of the Legislature, but, from his
jumbled way of quoting its contents, he
left us to incorrectly infer that the principle was adopted by, and had worked
well in, nearly all the countries of Europe
and America. That, however, is by no
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means the case in reality. For example,
Mr. HARPER.-That is rather a severe
the only British colonies beside Victoria reflection upon human nature in the colony.
in which there is payment of members are I repeat that the real meaning of the proNew Zealand and Canada; and, moreover, position is that the moment a man places
in those two colonies the practice is not to himself in a position that causes him to
pay members as is done here, but to simply be valued by his fellow citizens in all the
remunerate them for their necessary ex- relations of life, he ceases to be fit to perpenses in actually attending Parliament. form the functions of a legislator. In
In New Zealand, moreover, only country this country there are very few men who
members are paid. Again, as to foreign are not entitled to call themselves working
countries, the United States, France, and men-very few who are able to live withBrazil are the only ones in which Members out doing some work either with the head
of Parliament receive salaries. In Eng- or with the hancl. I hope that the motives
land, Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, and . of members who oppose the Bill will not
Switzerland, members are not paid in any be misunderstood. There is hardly a man
way. In Saxony, Saxe-Weimar, and in this House to whom £300 a year is not
Norway, members are paid only for the a matter of consideration, and it is not
session, whileinPrussia, Holland, Belgium, right to impute bad motives to members
Sweden, and Portugal, the payment is not who wish to discharge their legislative
only sessional but is limited to members duties without payment. I deny that
of the Lower House. In Belgium, mem- payment of members will prevent bribery.
bers residing in the capital receive no It is unnecessary to say any more on this
allowance whatever. I deduce from these point after the remarks of the honorable
facts the conclusion that the payment of member for Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson)
mem bers we are called on to agree to is and the honorable member for Boroondara.
nowhere in vogue except in the United It has been conclusively proved, I think,
States -France and Brazil, the other that £300 a year, £500, £1,000, or any
countries mentioned as paying the mem- other sum, will never keep honest a man
bers of their Legislatures, having adopted who is not inclined to be honest. In
. the principle of not giving salaries, but America, Members of Parliament are paid
simply reimbursing members for their higher salaries than in any country in the
actual attendance. I hope, when the Bill world, yet in America public honesty is
is in committee, it will be so far altered as at a lower ebb than in almost any other
to embody only the latter arrangement. country.
Mr. LONGMORE.-That is nonsense.
Those who advocate payment of members urge two reasons in its behalf. They
Mr. HARPER.-It is an indisputable
say, first, that the working classes cannot fact. We have been told that in this
obtain fair representation except through colony, in the old days, when members
a system under which members receive were not paid, bribery and corruption were
remuneration; and, secondly, that unless rife; but we must remember the circumhonorable members are paid directly they stances under which the bribery occurred.
will be paid indirectly by bribes. What If the same circumstances were repeated
conclusion are we to draw from the first -if there were valuable lands to be given
of these arguments? Why that in this away for nothing-would not there again
free country, where everyone claims to be men ready to take bribes? I say
be, in one sense or another, a working advisedly that the sum of £300 a yenr
man, and to which we have come to im- will have no effect whatever in preventing
prove our circumstances, some succeed- bribery. If men are capable of taking
ing and others failing, the men who, bribes, it will simply put t.hem in the
through honest hard work and frugality, position of fish ready to catch bait when
have achieved a modest competency, and it is thrown to them. Payment of memthereby proved that they possess the bers has not had the effect of doing away
virtues that are most highly valued in with corruption and the imputation of
private life, are to be held to be unfit, corruption. Certainly in one or two cases
because their industry and self-denial have corruption has been imputed to members
obtained their reward, to be trusted with since payment has been in operation. It
the management of their fellow citizens' seems to me that the principal change is
that the price charged under payment of
affairs .
. Mr. FINCHAM.-Wealth is got in this members is very much less than it was
country without much honesty.
when there was no payment of members.
Sli:S.
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Another objection to payment of members
is that it lowers the status of members of
this House.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Hear, hear; that
is the chief objection.
Mr. HARPER;-I 'agree with the honorable member that is the chief objection.
A member of this House is looked upon
as a man put into the position of receiving
£000 a year to do the bidJing of those
who placed him there. He is not elected
to represent them in Parliament-to exercise his judgment and ability in endeavouring to make laws for the good of the
country-but he is expected to go to
,Government offices and solicit favours
from Ministers, some of which should not
be asked; also, to obtain Government
situations for relatives and friends, and
generally to fetch and carry for those who
have put him. into Parliament. Such a
state of things is not in accordance with
proper ideas of representative government;
in my opinion, it is utterly subversive of
true represen tati ve government.
John
Stuart M ill sa ys"There is scarcely any mode in which political institutions are more morally mischievous
-work greater evil through their spirit-than
by representing political fUllctions as a favour
to be conferred, a thing which the depositary is
to ask for as desiring it for himself, and even
pay for as if it were designed for his pecuniary
benefit. Men are not fond of paying lar~e sums
for leave to perform a laborious duty. Plato had
a mueh juster view of the conditions of good
government when he asserted that the persons
who should be sought out to be invested with
political power are those who are personally
most averse to it, and that the only motive
which can be relied on for inducing the fittest
men to t.ake upon themselves the toils of government is the fear of being governed by worse
men. . . . . Politicians are fond of treating
it as the dream of enthusiasts that the electoral
body will ever be inl'orrupt; truly enough, until
they are willing to become so themselves; for'
the electors, assuredly, will take their moral
tone from the candidates."
Mr. WILLIAMS.-That is written
from an English point of view.
Mr. HARPER.-As far as I can see,
payment of members brings about the
same state of things in this country.
Under the payment system, burthens are
cast upon a representative which he
ought not to be called upon to perform to
the detriment of his usefulness as a legislator. A constituency elects a man as
a Member of Parliament in order that
they may get favours from him" and he
seeks election in order that he may secure
a salary. He adheres to the Government
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of the contract with his constituents, and
the Government, in their turn, give or
withhold their favours according as the
member is friendly disposed towards them
or otherwise. The whole representative
system is sapped to its very foundation
by this process. Mill further says"The same principle which demands that no
payment of money for election purposes should
be either required or tolerated on the part of
the person elected dictates another conclusion,
apparently of contrary tendency, but really
directed to the same object. It negatives what
has often been proposed as a means of rendering Parliament accessible to persons of all
ranks and circumstances-the payment of Members of Parliament. If, as in some of our colonies, there are scarcely any fit persons who
can afford to attend to an unpaid occupation,
the payment should be an indemnity for loss
of time or money, not a salary. The greater
latitude of choice which a salary would give
is an illusory advantage. No remuneration'
which anyone would think of attaching to
the post would attract to it those who were
seriously engaged in other lucrative professions, with a prospect of succeeding in them.
The business of a Member of Parliament
would therefore become an occupation in itself,
carried on, like other professions, with a view
chiefly to its pecuniary returns, and under the
demoralizing influences of an occupation essentially precarious. It would become an object of
desire to adventurers of a low class, and 658
persons in possession, with 10 or 20 times as
many in expectancy, would be incessantly bidding to attract or retain the suffrages of the
electors, by promising all things, honest or dishonest, po~sible or impossible, and rivalling each
other in pandering to the meanest feelings and
most ignorant prejudices of the vulgarest part of
the crowd. The auction between Cleon and the
sausage-seller in Aristophanes is a fair ca.ricature of what would be al ways going on. Such an
institution would be a perpetual blister applied
to the most peccant parts of human nature. It
amounts to offering 658 prizes for the most
successful flatterer, the most adroit misleader, of
a body of his fellow countrymen."
John Stuart Mill, I may remark, was no
conservative.
His writings are extensively quoted by honorable members who
revel in being called liberals, while they
deny that other men hold any liberal
views whatever, and, therefore, I think
that his opinions on this question should
have considerable weight with honorable
members. On former occasions when this
question was discussed, a very different
attitude with regard to it was taken up by
the press, and by the gentlemen whom
the honorable member for Kara Kara says
formed the" stone-wall" brigade. Those
gentlemen were never done denouncing
the system of payment of members when
Sir James McCulloch was in office.
Mr. DOW.-The honorable member is
quite mistaken.
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Mr. HARPER.-The Age newspaper
and many members of this House asserted
openly, again and again, that the result of
payment of members was a failure, and
that it was by payment of members that
Sir James McCulloch retained his position as long as he did. I wish to know how
it is that we have such a change of front
now? If the Bill is read a second time,
I hope that, in committee, honorable members will seriously consider the propriety
of adopting some such proposal as that
sketched by the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Bosisto). We ought fully
to discuss-first, whether members of the
Upper House should be paid at all; and,
secondly, whether those members of the
Assembly who live in Melbourne or the
suburbs ought to be paid at the same rate
as members living in country districts. I
see no reason to object to country members
being reimbursed the expenses which they
incur in attending to their parliamentary
duties,and I notice that several gentlemen sitting on the opposition side of the
Honse have advocated that payment of
members should be limited to that extent.
I think that the Bill should be modified
in that direction, and also that its operation should not extend beyond the present
Parliament. I regret extremely that this
Parliament is placed in the position of
beiug called up~m to vote money for itself.
I may also call attention to the fact that
never since payment of members was first
introduced as an experiment has the majority of the Assembly in favou"r of it
been so small as it is at present.
Mr. FINCHAM.-That is not so.
Mr. HARPER.-In the Parliament of
1877 there was, I believe, an overwhelming
majority in favour of payment of members, but on the present occasion I find,
judging from the election speeches, that a
majority of honorable members are opposed
to the payment of £300 a year. At all
events, while the numbers are about equal
for or against that payment, eight or ten
members are in favour of only country
members being paid. If we are gnided
by the opinion of the country, we ought
not to vote for the second reading of the
Bill. I believe that the country is against
payment of members, and that if the issue
could be remitted to the constituencies
free from other questions there would
be an overwhelming majority returned
opposed to the system. I shall vote
against the second reading of the Bill,
but I have no desire to obstruct the
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measure, though I shall endeavour, when
it is in committee, to secure a modification"
of it. I think t.he question ought to be
settled upon a different basis from that
which has hitherto been adopted.
Mr. V ALE.-Sir, honorable members
who oppose the second reading of the
Bill express intense anxiety that the question should be discussed without any
personal references or personal feeling;
but when gentlemen whose experience of
parliamentary life is of the shortest tell
us that during the last nine years the"
Parliament of Victoria has degenerated,
and the character of its members has been
lowered in the eyes of the country, it is
difficult to see how the matter can be
debated in the manner suggested. If I were
to analyze the motives which prompted
the speech of the honorable member for
West Bourke (Mr. Harper), I would say
that the honorable member opposes the Bill
from the belief that, without payment of
members, there is a prospect of a dangerous opposition to him in his constituency
being materially lessened. After speeches
of the character of those delivered by the
honorable member for West Bourke and
the honorable member for N ormanby, it
is impossible to debate the matter without analyzing the motives of those who
oppose payment of members. Honorable
members have asserted that the measure
is being unduly press8d by the advocates
of payment of members, but even if we
for once take the Premier as our" guide,
philosopher, and friend," and bear in mind
what he said at Malclon, this matter is one
which should be settled as promptly as
possible, and removed from the" burning
questions" that agitate the public mind.
We may be face to face with our constituents again in a few weeks, and it is
desirable that payment of members should
be settled by this Parliament, if for
no other reason than that the next Parliament shall not have to deal with it.
We have met to-night to discuss the
q nestion, because it is one of sufficient
importance to claim the prompt consideration of Parliament. The remarks which
have been made in reference to the discussion of the proposed Bill to amend
the Melbourne Harbour Trust Act are
altogether without pertinence to this debate, for the simple reason that the Harbour Trust Bill is a private measure,
which can only come on for discussion
for two hours on Wednesday afternoons.
Who made it a private Bill?
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An HONORABLE ME:MBER.-The introducer.
Mr. V ALE.-The introducer, in full
Rccord with the Government and the
Harbour Trust, made it a private Bill,
whereas it might have been brought in as
a Government measure, and could have
occupied our attention for the first five or
six days of the session, when we went
home early because there was nothing to
do.
Mr. ORKNEY. - The Payment of
Members Bill is also a private measure.
Mr. V ALE.-It is a public Bill in the
hands of a private member-a different
matter altogether-and therefore open to
be discussed at any time when the House
thinks fit to afford opportunity for its
discussion, and we have met to-night
specially to deal with it. We cannot, I
repeat, after the remarks which have been
made by previous speakers, debate the
second reading of the Payment of Members Bill without endeavouring to analyze
the motives of those who are arrayed
against it, I am quite prepared to admit
that, under ordinary circumstances, payment of members is calculated to increase
the cost of elections; but advantage is
taken of that by the Registration Society
and other associations, for the purpose of
paying for elections.
An HONORABLE MEl\:[BER.-The Reform League.
Mr. V ALE.-I venture to say-without having seen the books of the society
or knowing anything about it-that one
seat at the last election cost the Registration Society and its various organizations
about as much as the Reform League spent
altogether.
Mr. JONES.-You will venture to say
anything after that statement.
Mr. V ALE.-If the honorable member
for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Jones)
were before It select committee, and submitted to an examination, he could tell a
series of transa.ctions in begging petitions
for the purpose of keeping a member in
this House, which would place on our
records the strongest argument in favour
of payment of members that was ever
adduced. The fact is that the nonpayment of members in the past has
robbed the liberal party of its brains
and intellect, and has made them the
paid instruments of the wealthy classes of
the community. (" Oh !") The constituencies, or at all events a large number of
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them, feel that, without payment of members, they cannot select the representatives
they would prefer. Honorable members
may ask me why I think the population
of the colony desire the continuance of
payment of members. By" population"
I mean the class who may be described as
working for wages. My answer may be
summed up by saying that I think so because
I know that they are not desirous that the
Legislative Assembly shall be a House of
wealthy fools guided by a Government of
rogues. (Laughter from the Ministerial
benches.) I know that honorable members opposite are quite prepared to govern
the country free of charge; but they are
not prepared to do anything else for
nothing. They don't manage banking institutions free; they don't evade directors' fees; they don't evade commissions ;
and they don't hesitate to ask for the
remission of fines on Government contracts when it suits their purpose to do so.
They believe, however, that if they can
prevent this Bill passing into law they
will to a large extent-to use their own
language - "wing" the liberal party.
That is a result which, from a party point
of view, they are perfectly entitled to
seek to accomplish. After all, the subject
of payment of members narrows itself into
two or three very simple points. Is there
absolutely any wrong in paying members?
It must be admitted, I think, that there is
no wrong in the State paying members,
nor in members taking money whose constituents have authorized them to do so.
The discussion of the question of payment
of members at the commencement of this
Parliament is just the result of the compromise made two years ago. If there is
a majority in favour of it, the measure
should now be made a permanent oneit should be removed, as the Premier said,
from the burning questions of the moment
-and occupy a place on the statute-book
until the opponents of it can educate the
country back to the conviction that it is an
unwise measure, fruitful in bad results, or
not sufficiently fruitful in good results for
the expenditure incurred. The sole argument against payment of members is based
on one of two assertions-either that it
does not produce a commensurate amount
of good, or that it is productive of injury
to the body politic. If honorable members who oppose the system cannot prove
either one allegation or the other, then it
should at once be made the law of the
land. Honorable members who advocate
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'the measure should at least be treated
with that frankness and fairness to which
they are entitled after having openly on
the hustings expressed themselves in
favour of payment of members. The
honorable member for Normanby read an
extract from a lect.ure or sermon by Dr.
Talmage about corruption among legislators in the United States of America. It
is not often that we have sermons quoted
in this House; and I certainly did not
expect we would receive enlightenment
on the question of payment of members
from Dr. Talmage. Perhaps there is
corruption in every Parliament. It is all
very well to say t.hat there is corruption
amongst public men in the U llited States,
where payment of members is the law,
but if honorable members will read carefully the debates in the House of Commons
and the records of select committees of
that Honse on Rail way Bills and ot.her
matters, from 1845 down to the present
year, they will come to the conelusion
that even in the unpaid English Parliament, glorious as are its outside annals,
there is an under-current of darkness which
is well allowed to rest in ,comparative
oblivion. If those members of past Parliaments in this country against whom
allegations of bribery have been made
could now tell their story, they would
probably state that if they had received
even the moderate compensation or reimbursement proposed by this measure it
would have sustained them in independence. The power and ability of some of
those men were so great that some of the
present opponents of payment of members
are mere pigmies in comparison with them.
It is such facts as these which make payment of members so important an item in
the liberal creed in such districts as those
immediately adjacent to this House, and
in great centres of population like Ballarat. Their strong feeling in favour of the
principle arises from a recollection of the
fact that men who were capable of great
things in Parliament and public life were
starved into infamy, or starved into retirement, by the lack of means to do justice
to themselves in their parliamentary career.
If payment for the loss of time and the
expenses entailed by the discharge of parliamentary duties is a principle which the
country endorses, this Bill ought to be
debated without dwelling upon the vague
generalities in which some honorable members have indulged as to how the payment
should be regulated. ' No one will venture
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to say that £300 a year is too much to
compensate any man of ordinary ability
for the loss he incurs by giving up his
time to parliamentary duties, and the expenses which are entailed upon him in
various ways. If honorable members
cannot say that, they will only he doing
jnstice to themsel ves by not carping about
the sum, and indulging in weird calculations as to how much per day a member
should receive. Such remarks are really
second-han<l insults to those who honestly
believe in the principle of payment of
members. Many of the advocates of the
system might have been wea\t.hy men today if 'they had devoted as mueh time and
energy to their own affairs as they have
to public life. The rich men in this
House are not all wealthy because they
possess greater talents tban others or have
been more industrious during the twenty
years or so they have lived in the colony.
"There is a tide in the affairs of ml:'n,
Whieh, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune."

SOUle of us failed to catch thaI flood owing
to our <.levotion t.o public life~ It ill becomes honorable members who only entered this House the other day to talk
about £100 as an adequate remuneration
for members. Honorable members who
are poor are taunted because we are poor.
It is said we are not fit to be in Parliament because we are poor. But we told
our constituents that we could not face
the responsibilities of public life without
being reimbursed for the loss of time and
the expenses which Members of Parliament incur; and therefore we are loudand honest.ly loud-in demanding that this
measure shall be placed on the statutebook. An English statesman, who is
admired by both sides of the House, once
said he could quite understa.nd that when
he had passed away, leaving his children
but a modest measure of wealth, they
might grumble and com plain that he
would have left them much richer jf he
had not given 40 years of his life to his
country. I refer to John Bright. Richard
Cobden, too, was glad, when the early
battle of his lile -the reform of the corn
laws-was accomplished, to receive from
a grateful public a testimonial which reinstated him in moderate wealth, and to
some extent recompensed him for the
yea.rs that he, with almost dishonesty to
his family, devoted to furthering what he
believed to be the best interests of ,the
people of England, and the surest gua~'~ntee for the ~ros;perity of the emrire.
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Let honorable members who oppose pay- the desk, the loom,' or the plough, and
ment of members deal with the question leave political life to those who may
in somewhat the same spirit. They can- choose to follow it.
not deny that the majority of the electors
Mr. JONES.-Sir, I would like in all
of the country have repeatedly declared kindness to remind the honorable member
that they will sanction the principle of for Fitzroy (Mr. Vale) of an incident in
payment of members, and it is their duty his own career which does him as much
to discuss the question without treating credit, as a private mao, as it did honour
those members who are in favour of it as to him, as a public man, at the time it ocmen who have come into this House to curred. I was one who assisted the honloot the treasury. No doubt it is un- orable member once to fight a disastrous
satisfactory that we should have to vote battle, as far as he was concerned, on
remuneration for our own services, and behalf of the honesty of public men in
I have expressed this sentiment before. this colony. When I do think of the
I feel the delicacy of the position; honorable member at his best, I always
but, having openly borne tho burthen think of what he did at that time-how
of advocating payment of members at he resigned his seat in this House, simply
the election, there is no dishonest.y in to endeavour to discharge what he bepursuing the course I am now taking. lieved to be a public duty; to endeavour
Let us remove tbis question out of the to oust from public life a man who had
way by a settlement which will allow it to been a member of this House, and had
rest in peace until public opinion declares been guilty of personal dishonesty. There
for its alteration or repeal. Let us do it is some bearing in that matter upon the
on tho principle that if the country chooses question we are now discussing. The
to pay those who are its representati\Tes it honorable member knows well the result
should do so. I do not desire to deal with of that contest-that he lost his, seat
the question how far honorable members in Parliament, and that he gave up his
are to be the un paid agents, so to speak, seat in the Cabinet. The people to
of those who arc their constituents. I Vi' hom he appealed failed to realize the
acknowledge the burthen of business momentous q nestion they w'cre called
which, so to speak, presses country mem- upon to decide, and they relegated him
bers with reference to land, roads, rail- for a time to private life. Let me remind
ways, the charges for the conveyance of him that w hat ultimately proved disastrous
goods, and the apportionment of public to his opponent was not that he ha.d taken
E,xpenJiture among the different districts bribes when a Member of Parliament, but
of the colony. It is a burthen not only that absolutely he had taken a bribe when
·to country members, but in some respects in receipt of pay as a Minister of the
·to town members-a burthen wearing and Crown.
Payment did not make him
tearing, and calculated to make public life honest. That man, while a Minister of
a thing from which many men would be the Crown, took £50 from the contractor
glad to retire. But there is another aspect for the Williamstown Graving-dock, and
of public life which is becoming perhaps made over a valuable public quarry to him.
more painful. I refer to the approach of I am in a position to make that statement
crowds of men-to whom you can only because I was the man who ultimately
nttol' kindly words-who want labour and hounded him out of Parliament. The
hread, and who think that the State at position of a Minister of the Crown, with
least should meet their necessities. These a salary of £1,500 per year, could not
are some of the drawbacks to public life. make him honest. As I have said, I
I-Ia~'ing taken au interest in the public have always bad a kindly feeling for the
affairs of the colony for twenty-five years, honorable member for Fitzroy from that
I am bound to arrive at the conclusion that day to this. But when he lays his claim
a payment of £300 per year will not before the House to be considered a poor
tempt fathers who have been politicians to man, and speaks of his opponents as
inducc their sons to become politicians. wealthy, I am rather reminded of a
It will rather teach fathers who have picture I once saw in Punch. A gentlefought hard in political life, and have had man in his last extremity, after a dinner
to bear scorn and contumely when they party, was seated on a flag-stone, leaning
were doing, with some l'oughnessbut against a lamp-post. Aronnd him was
much honesty, what they thought was gathered a sympathetic crowd, among
right, to keep their sons at the 9Qup.ter, thePl 1;>eing an old woman whose feelings
Mr. Vale.
'
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were stirred to cause her to say-" Poor doing a~ was done the other night, under
mn.n, he's very ill; he ought to be taken the influence of the honorable member for
to the hospital." " Hospital be hanged," Williamstown, aided, I am !:lorry to say, by
said a cabby; "I wish I had half his the honorable member for Geelong (Mr.
complaint." And I can say of the honor- Berry)-Mr. A. T. CLA.RK.-That is absolutely
able member, when he dwells on his
poverty, I wish I had half his complaint. untrue.
Mr. JONES.-I am bound to say that
The honorable member has made pointed
allusion to the Registration Society, and we who oppose this Payment of Members
intimated that, if he were disposed to un- Bill receive somewhat scurvy treatment
fold the history of that society, he could when we are told we are obstructing the
disclose something marvellous. But what measure simply because we don't gallop
has he to· complain of ? That the society through it as hard as we can. I think we
are doing all we can properly be called
paid certain election expenses?
upon to do in gi ving the measure a fair
Mr. VALE.-I said more than that.
Mr. JONES.- Does the honorable amount of discussion; and I think that so
member object to election expenses being far the discussion has been, in some degree,
paid? If he does, I beg to remind him of worth listening to. The honorable memanother incident in his career. That was bet' for Kara Kara has made a speech
when he had a stand-up political fight with which, if it expresses the opinions of any
the present Premier on the .same battle- number of members on the opposition side
ground. On that occasion, I think, the of the House, will not facilitate the settlehonorable member did not object to have ment of this question. The honorable
his election expenses paid. Not Ballarat member is of opinion that £300 per year
alone, but even Melbourne, was laid under is a very paltry sum to be paid to a Memcontribution on that occasion. I do not ber of Parliament. At the same time he
say this with any feeling of hostility to- tells us that the people of this colony are
wards the honorable member, because I exceedingly well acquainted with politics,
thil;lk we all admit that the payment of and that nine men out of ten know as much
election expenses is a most gratifying as any Member of Parliament can possibly
thing to the party immediately concerned know about it. Surely, in that case,
if anybody else pays them. I have had Members of Parliament are dear at £300
my election expenses paid many times by per year. The honorable member also
those who sent me here, and I have not says he considers himself a delegate in
the slightest objection to the process. I this House-that he is here to do the will
don't believe the honorable member has of his constituents and for that purpose
either. If the Registration Society has alone, and that he ought to be paid for
done anything, it has been to pay election transacting their business. I think the
expenses. That, I think, is no crime, and honorable member, when he speaks of
that is all that could be ascertained by a himself as the delegate of his constituents,
. select committee under any circumstances. as the mere exponent of their will, does
The honorable member for Fitzroy says nothing at all to raise the status of a
The
that any reference to the Melbourne Har- representative in this country.
. bour Trust Bill is unfair in this discussion. celebrated Edmund Burke, on one occasion,
I referred to the Harbour Trust Bill, the when before the electors of Bristol-acother evening, but any remark which I companied by his colleague who happened
made on the subject was certainly not in- to state that, on all occasions, he bowed to
tended to apply to him, because I know the will of his constituents-made these
he may be safely trusted to deal fairly with remarks:"If that be all, there is no great harm done .
. the Harbour Trust or any other business
government were a matter of will upon any
that may come before this House. But if
side, yours without question ought to be supewill anyone say-looking at the manner rior. But government and legislation are
we are here to-night and the question we matters of reason and judgment, and not of inare discussing-that fairness or justice has clination; and what sort of reason is that in
been dealt out towards the Harbour Trust which the determination precedes the discussion;
in which one set of men deliberate and another
Bill? The honorable member for Fitzroy decide; and where those who form the conclustates that that measure can be brought sion are perhaps 300 miles distant from those
before Parliament only for two hours who hear the argument?"
per week. Then, I say, the more reason That is the condition we would be in if
for dealing considerately with it-for not we were to adopt the ~tandard of the
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honorable member for Kara Kara. The
honorable member is also concerned about
what he chooses to call the poor conservative members of this House. "How,"
he asks, "are they to be supported?"
Why there is no obligation at all on them
to come into Parliament. There is no
obligation on any man to come into this
House. But there is a method by which
the poorest man in the House may be
supported. There is another method of
payment of members, and I regard it as
the only honest and straightforward one.
Let those who send a poor man to this
House, jf they desire to keep him here,
pay him. If there is to be payment of
members, surely those who send a man to
Parliament are those who know his worth;
they can best appreciate the value of his.
services. The other argument in favour
of this measure which has been urged tonight is that it is impossible for working
men to send their representative here
without payment. But is there, in this
House now-has there been in the
House of late years-a working man
in the proper and ordinary sense of
the term?
And this contention is
coupled with another extraordinary idea
-that no man but a working man is
fit to represent working men. I venture
to ~ay that every man in this House
now-every man who has been a member
of even a paid Parliament-has advanced
to a status higher than that of the
working man, and therefore, according to
this theory, has disqualified himself from
being a representative of working men.
The honorable member for Fitzroy spoke
very highly of Mr. Bright, but Mr. Bright
says that the representation of any class
when it is assumed to be necessary that a
member of that class should represent it
is the very worst form of class representation. There is no true distinction between
the interests of working men and those of
the rest of the community. Those who
desire simply to cut up the community
into sections of this kind- to divide
society into horizontal strata, so to speak
-are doing a great deal of mischief when
1hey know it is not possible to have fair
representation within those strata; they
are establishing lines of demarcation which
ought not to exist, and which are opposed,
in the highest degree, to anything like fair
representation in this country. We have
had a lecture from the honorable member
for Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson), but I agree
with the honorable member for Boroondara
Mr. Jones,
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that most of the instances adduced were
instances that did not in any way maintain the argument which the honorable
member desired to substantiate. What
amount of compensation that a Legislature would ever be likely to vote would
have compensated Lord Chatham, William
Pitt, or Charles James Fox? Of all the
men mentioned by the honorable member
for Castlemaine, perhaps three only-Canning, Gibbon, and Burke-would have
benefited by the payment of a handsome
SUID, say £1,000 per year.
With regard
to this Bill, I think that we who are opposed to it have shown every desire to
give the measure the fairest possible play
to which it is entitled. We are here tonight for the purpose of discussing this
measure solely-1 am quite sure no other
measure would have brought honorable
members together-and I think we shall
advance it one stage to-night; but I shall
certainly object to the Bill being carried
any further than the committal pro forma.
That is quite as far as we ought to go on
the present occasion. There are many
parts of the Bill which will require to be
discussed very minutely, and that discussion can take place only in committee. I
most decidedly object to the measure'
being pushed forward simply because the
desire has been expressed by certain gentlemen opposite that it should be carried
through at once. My opinion is that, if
the Bill is passed, it should not come into
operation until the next Parliament; and
I say that if, in view of the great and important business we have before us, we
take the Bill out of its ordinary course
and push it forward, we shall be regarded
by the people as caring for our own individual interests rather than for the welfare
of the colony.
Mr. A. T. CLARK.-Sir, the honorable member who haH just resumed· his
seat has somewhat departed from the
question at issue. Indeed a good deal
of the discllssion has been far away from
the Bill before· us. Some ten yeal's ago,
when payment of members was first enacted,.
it was understood that if at a general election the coun try decided in fa vour of the sys ..
tern it should be placed permanently on the
statute-book. Yet now we find ourselves,
with regard to the matter, in precisely
the same position we were in ten years
ago. Although a large number of members of this H6use are in favour of payment of members, when it is proposed
that the system shall be re-enacted we
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are met on the threshold with objections
similar to those which were raised when
the system was first initiated. The honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury
(Mr. Jones) is a specimen of the honorable
members who oppose the Bill. The honorable member, if I mistake not, is the
secretary to a paid association which had
a great deal to do with the election of
honorable members to this Chamber.
Will the honorable member inform the
House the object and the reason why the
electioneering expenses of certain honorable members were paid by that association? The affairs of the association will
not bear the light of day. The honorable
member dare not publish his balancesheet.
Mr. JONES.-Pay your subscription,
and I will show it you to-morrow.
Mr. A. T. CLARK.-The honorable
member must be aware that" rings" have
been formed just at the time when the
country is being brought face to face
with the land question-when the pastoral
leases are about to expire-in order that
the people may be robbed of their rights,
and the association of which the honorable member is the paid officer must know
something of the proceeding. The honorable member seems suddenly to have
become a strong advocate of the body
known as the Melbourne Harbour Trust;
and let me ask him how it is that the
men of wealth and intelligence on that
body-men who abominate everything in
the shape of pay-are ready enough to
draw their fees for acting as commissioners? The honorable member is very
much interested in the Harbour Trust
Bill.
Mr. FRASER.-Why that measure is
in charge of the honorable member for
Emerald Hill (Mr. Nimmo), who sits on
your own side.
Mr. A. T. CLARK.-I know there is
a process known here as " nobbling." I
don't believe it is possible to "nobble"
the honorable member for Emerald Hill
(Mr. Nimmo); but it is possible to induce
a man to take up a matter which, under
ordinary circumstances, he would have
nothing to do with, simply by working on
his vanity. But what I want to impress
upon this House is that in every walk of
life in this colony, from the highest to the
lowest-take the case of bank direct.ors
or of the directors of insurance and other
companies-it is the practice to pay men
for their services; and gentlemen who
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profess to be conservative take care they
are exceedingly well paid. Under these
circumstances, and in view of the fact that
a majority of members favorable to payment of members was returned at the
general election, it is idle to say, after ten
years' trial, that we are to fight this battle
over again. I support payment of members, not becanse I require it for myself,
but because I believe that every constituency, in choosing its representative,
should be free and unfettered. It is idle
to contend, in a young country, where one
and all are engaged in various occupations,
that a man is to run the risk of sacrificing
his prospects in life in order to attend to
public business without being fairly remunerated for his trouble. I say, further, that
it is nonsense for honorable members on the
Ministerial side, who may require payment
far more than honorable members on this
side, to get up with sham bounce to repudiate the unclean thing when they are
among the first to look after the monthly
cheques. I am prepared to recommend
the making of provision that honorable
members who, from the public platform,
have denounced the principle should
never have the opportunity of taking a
sixpence of the money. I know it is believed on the opposite side that the noncarrying of the Bill will tend to destroy the
unanimity which exists among the liberal
party. For my part., I am satisfied that
it is as necessary to the existence of the
liberal party that this Bill should become
law as it is that the right of manhood
su:ffr~ge should be preserved. If payment
of members is not continued, then I say
- " Good-bye to all liberal institutions;
let us bow to the conservative majority
now in power, and hand over to them the
balance of the people's patrimony; let
them have their own way until they arrive
at a stage when the rising generation will
feel absol utely compelled by revolution, or
by any other means in their power " - Mr. McINTYRE. - What! Revolution ! "Broken heads and flaming houses" ?
Mr. A. T. CLARK.-There may be
broken heads and flaming houses. I prophesy that if the present Government
succeed in passing the Reform Bill which
they are trying to force on this Chamber,
the inevitable result will be, as honorable
members say, broken heads and flaming
houses; because underlying the whole of
that Bill is the principle that the minority
of this Chamber and the majority of the
other should have the whole legislative
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power in their hands. Under these circumstances, I say it will be an evil day for
,this country when payment of members is
not the law of the land.
Mr. CAMERON.-:-I think it is to be
regretted that the honorable member for
;Williamstown should have got into a state
of boiling he~t over a question which
,calls for calm consideration. I consider
·that if payment of members will have the
effect of .moderating the language of those
'who sit in this House, the sooner the Bill
-is passed the better. Having on several
.occasions voted against payment of members, and being classified by the press as
:still opposed to the system, I desire to
offer reasons to justify the vote which I
i.ntend to give this evening. At the recent
general ,election, I informed my constituents that "I could not remain longer in
.Parliament unless payment of members
was continued; and, in the face of that
,avowal, I was again placed at the head of
·the poll. Although the honorable mem.ber ,for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr.
Jones) has stated that there are no working mell in this, House, I may say that,
betore I entered Parliament, I was a
wo,rking man, and, when I cease to sit in
Parliament, probably I shall have to go
to work, again. But a man is not fit to
handle a plough, or do work of that kind,
.in the short, interval between the close of
the parliamentary sittings of one week
and the commencement of the sittings of
the next week. As to the suggestion
which has been made that the amount of
payment should be reduced, all I can say
is that, if other honorable members have
experienced the same difficulty in carrying
on their own private affairs, while occupying a seat in Parliament, that I have, they
must admit that £300 a year is quite little
enough. My experience is that it is little
enough. At, the same time I consider
there should be such a modification of the
system which has hitherto been in force
as would exclude members of the Legislative Council from the payment. My
opinion all along has been that members
of another place should not be paid; and
if the opportunity is afforded me, when
the Bill is in committee, I will support an
amendment in that direction.
Mr. GAUNSON.-1 think a very
curious statement has been made this
evening by the honorahle member for
Boroondara. The honorable member has
referred to leather-lunged politicians, but
.I do ,not know that he has any right to
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assume a superior knowledge of any of
the attributes which go to make a politician in this country. With reference to
the subject before the House, I desire to
say that in England the old constitutional
notion was that a Member of Parliament,·
chosen for the office by the electors, could
not decline to serve in that office; and
that, as the duty was one which the Constitution imposed upon him, his constituents should pay his expenses. No
creditor cou Id force the choice of the
electors into the Insolvent Court by any
process known to the law. In fact, Members of Parliament could not even be
sued. No doubt, as Lord Campbell says, it
is part of the common law that Members
of Parliament should be paid, but, ever
since the reign of Charles II, Members
of Parliament in England have not been
paid. However, the practice has somehow or other come into vogue in this
country, and the only question we have
to consider is whether, in the interests,
not of ourselves but of the public, the
practice should be continued.
Some
curious arguments have arisen about the
difference between" indemnity"-which,
I think, is John Stuart Mill's termand "reimbursement," which is the term
used by the honorable member for Boroondara; but the outside. public call the
provision which this Bill makes "payment," and payment it is. As payment
it may not be sufficient. I told my constituents, on one occasion, that I believed
£1,000 a year was about the right thing,
and the reason I gave was that if it were
£ I,000 a year we would take precious
good care that the finances were so cut
down as to enable us to draw our
"screw" with some degree of decency .
.Afterwards, I came to the conclusion that
payment of members was not a good thing.
One of my chief objections-it may be a
sentimental one-is that in the estimation
of the public it tends to degrade the representati ve office. At the same time, it is a
question whether I ought to permit a
feeling of that kind to operate on my
mind at all. It is not worthy the position of a representative in Parliament for
him to fear anything except that which is
wrong. It has been said that undue haste
is used in pressing forward this Bill. I
would like to know what position the
Government t.ake up with regard to the
measure. Do they want the measure
I dangled before honorable members until
the Reform Bill is passed? 01' are they
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for having it hurried through in order
that honorable members, when they get
their "sugar," will be induced to be
careful not to throw out the Reform
Bill lest there should be a dissolution?
These are some of the reasons which have
induced me to believe that, in the public
interest, payment of members has objectionable features. I am prepared to vote
against it, and if the Bill be not passed
into law to struggle on as best I can, and
that is the position which every member
should wish to preserve. The honorable
member for Kara Kara has spoken about
honorable members being "subservient~'
to the will of the people, but I think the
phrase is not one which the honorable
member on reflection would care to employ. If he means that Members of Parliament should not obstruct the clearly
defined will of t.he people from being carried into law I go with him, but if I
believed the people to be wrong I would
never hesitate to express myself against
them in unmistakable tones. I do not
think the charge of indecent haste in COllnexion with this matter is well grounded.
The system of payment 'of members has
been in force in this colony for nearly ten
years, and if there be any haste shown
on the present occasion it is the Ministry
who are to blame, for they might have
thrown obstructions in the way of the
progress of the Bill. So far as the matter
has gone, they would appear to be acting
,consistently with the declaration made by
the Pt'emier at l\1:aldon. The wealthy
men have been referred to as making
their way ,,,,holly and solely into Parliament. I think the people of this country,
like the people of England, have fair reason to fear the preponderance of wealthy
men in Parliament. In England, the
wealthy men, and especially the landowning class, have invariably shifted the
burthen of taxation from themselves on
to the shoulders of the consuming classes
,of the community.
In the reign of
,Charles II, the burthens having been
taken off the land held in chivalry,
the landowners, by a majority of two,
managed to shift the taxation on to the
people by imposing a tax upon beer, the
chief drink of the community in those
days. Again, although I am opposed to
payment of members, I confess' I have
never been able to satisfy myself as to why
I should refuse £300 a year, while Ministers ,receive, OIl an average, £1,500 a
. year each. "Professional politicians" have
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been referred to, but, if there are any professional politicians in the House, several
of the gentlemen on the Ministerial bench
must be reckoned among that class. I do
not need to name them, but they can be
recognised by honorable members as being
the ablest members of the Government.
If the American system of payment of
members is to be permanently adopted, it
might be worth while to consider whether
we should not also ad.opt the American
system of keeping the Ministers out of the
I-louse and making them simply executive
officers. Members of the Lower House in
Prussia receive a payment which they
cannot refuse; but, although that House
certainly contains many men as able as
any member of this Assembly, do we hear
of the taunt as to professional politicians,
and as to politics being a "poor profession,"
being tbrown in their teeth? It is quite
true that, as has been stated by the honorable member for Villiers and Heytesbury
(Mr. Jones) the followers of ~ir James
l\'lcCulloch in the Parliament before the
last were taunted by the" stone-wallers,"
of' whom I was one, that, on account of
payment of members, a compact had been
made between them and the Govel'l1ment
that Parliament should be allowed to expire by eHluxion of time if the Ministry
were kept in office. As to the case
of America, it must be remembered that
when the Federal Constitution was formed
there were strong reasons why the members of the Legislature should be paid.
Many of them had to travel 1,000 or
1,500 miles from the various states which
they represented, and this was in days
when steamers and railways were undreamt of. The framers of the Constitution, therefore, fairly considered that
members were entitled to be reimbursed
their expenses-or paid a salary if you
will. For what is this nonsense about
"reimbursement" with which honorable
mem bel'S seek to sal ve their consciences?
Rubbish! The payment is nothing but
a downright salary-though it may be
but a smflll salary - and so the public
outside understand it. All the expenses
country members incur during the days
they are in town cannot be set down at
more than. a guinea a day, and the only
expense of town members is eighteenpence for their tea three nights a week.
The amount paid beyond that is really
intended as fttr as possible-for complete
justice cannot be done-to recoup members for the time they lose from bread
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winning. Let us not talk a lot of rubbish addressing his men, and extending his
about "reimbursement of expenses" for right hand, said-" My meo, there is a
the purpose of making this thing pass hand that never took a bribe and never
muster. As to the reference which has was disgraced by a dirty action, but"-exbeen made to Lord Chatham, if he tending his left-" there is a devil that
Ii ved at the present time in this colony never refused one."
Mr. ORKNEY.-Sir, I cannot allow
he would be driven into the Insolvent
Court by the virulence of opponents, and this debate to close without again exthat is certainly an argument for payment pressing my opinion, which I have given
of members. Although I do not, as I utterance to on one 'occasion before, of
have said, believe in payment of members the unseemliness of allowing prominence
on t.he whole, I cannot but recognise the to this qnestion of payment of members
strong arguments in favour of the system, when so much requires to be done in the
and I cannot shut my eyes to the way in way of promoting general legislation for
which the so-called conservative party, the good of the country. I think it
or some of them, would trample under would have shown much better taste if
foot those who are opposed to them, and the question had been postponed until
whom they will not give credit for being after the Treasurer has delivered his
as honest as themselves. It is said that financial statement, when possibly there
justices of the peace do their work without will not be so much jubilation as seems
pay. Now I believe I could find many to exist in this House at present. One
patriotic barristers prepared to go on the would think that the country was
Supreme Court bench without pay; but is in a most prosperous condition and the
that a sound argument for dispensing with finances flourishing, if we judged from
thepaidjudgesoftheSupremeCourt? No, the easy manner in which honorable membut it is quite as sound as the argument bers speak of the payment to themselves
used by the honorable mem bel' for Boroon- of a sum which will amount altogether to
dara with reference to the justices of the £100,000, should the present Parliament
peace. Then it is argued that payment run out to its natural term. I think it
of members does not prevent corruption, would be only decent to wait until the
and the case of the United States has financial statement has been made, when
been mentioned. I am not prepared to it may be found, perhaps, that there is not
accept the statements that are made in sufficient money available to make this
various books about the universal corrup- grant without affecting the wage fund of
tion in the United States. How are we the country-that the money cannot be
to say that in a country consisting of spared if employment is to be given to
spme 45 separate states the system of the working classes and public works propayment of members has led to universal moted throughout the colony. We have.alcorruption in each state? As far as I ready incurred a debt of over £20,000,000,
have heard, the illustrations have been the interest upon which is over £1,000,000
confined to the state of New York, a year, and our borrowing powers cannot
which was chiefly run by Boss Tweed continue indefinitely. When they cease,
and the Tammany ring, and to the what will become of the working classes
Federal Congress. I believe myself that, and the public works required by the
if you have a really corrupt man and pay colony, if we pursue extravagance of this
bim, you remove to a very great extent description? The colony must necessarily
the source of his weakness. He can no fall into a state of stagnation. I protest
longer say, like the wretched apothecary against the prominence given to this meain Romeo and Juliet, "My poverty, but sure before we know how the finances of
n(lt my will, consents." I object to the the country stand .
Mr. WALKER moved the adjournment
system of payment of members because I
believe it has a tendency to make men of the debate.
too dependent on it, but I cannot object
Mr. McINTYRE seconded the motion.
to it on the flimsy grounds put forward by
(Cries of " Divide.")
Mr. WILLIAMS observed that an una great many honorable members-arguments which cannot address themselves derstanding existed that the Bill should
to the public outside while those who be read a second time, and committed pro
object to the payment are content to re- forma, that evening. Honorable memcei ve it. Their attitude reminds me of bers had met specially for the purpose of
. the celebrated inspector of police, who, dividing on the second reading of the
Mr. Gaun.9O'n.
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Those who had not yet spoken
would be afforded the fullest opportunity
of expressing their views when the measure was in committee. He objected to
the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. ZOX considered that it would be
almost a disgraceful proceeding not to
allow the debate to be adjourned when it
was considered that t.he country had
£100,000 at stake in the matter. The
Bill contained a new feature in proposing
to make payment of members permanent,
and he and several other members desired
to address the House on the question.
He was never a party to any understanding that the debate should be finished
in one night. Let the motion for the
adjournment of the debate be put to the
test of a division, and the country would
then see what members were desirous of
stifling discussion on so important a
question.
Mr. C. YOUNG expressed the hope
that the honorable member for Mundurang (Mr. Williams) would not resist the
. motion for the adjournment of the debate.
At every previous stage,. the plea was
offere(i that on the second reading the
fullest opportunity would be afforded of
discussing the measure.
Mr. A. T. CLARK thought the honorable member in charge of the Bill would
do well to consent to the adjournment of
the debate. The Bill was one which
could stand on its merits, and he did not
think it would be right to rush it through
the House. He would suggest that there
should be a special sitting on the following
:B'riday to finish the debate.
Mr. LEVIEN. supported the adjournment of the debate. It was now halfpast eleven o'clock, and it was quite impossible for honorable members who spoke
to be properly reported in the press. The
debate had been very fairly conducted on
both sides, and he was sure another short
sitting would finish it, and perhaps suffice
to carry the Bill through the House.
Mr. NIMMO trusted the question
would be disposed of before the House
rose. There had been a full debate, and,
when it was remembered that the subject
had now been before the House and the
country for ten years, honorable members
must admit t~at all the arguments pro and
con. had been exhausted. He told his
constituents, on the first night he addressed
them at the recent general election, that
he intended to vote for payment of members, because he could not attend to his
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duties connected with Parliament and to
his own interests at the same time.
:Mr. BENT hoped that the honorable
member for Mandul'ang (Mr. Williams)
would consent to postpone the further consideration of the Bill. He would tell the
honQrable member fairly that there were
members of the House who had pledged
themselves to their constituents to oppose
payment of members, and who felt quite
as strongly on the subject as the advocates
of the measure. Those honorable membel's, although they might at previous
stages have used the forms of the House
to delay the 'progress of the Bill, refrained from doing so, and, indeed, they
had allowed such facilities for the progress of the Bill that their constituents
were beginning to express surprise
at the manner in which they were
permitting the measure to be hurriecl
through. The honorable member for
Williamstown spoke, that evening, of the
Ministry as a "weak Government," but
he could assure the honorable member
that he would find that he (Mr. Bent),
although a member of the Government,
had quite backbone and jawbone enough
to stand up for and express his convictions.
Because the Government had
permitted the honorable member for Mandurang facilities in connexion with this
Bill, they were twitted by such men as
the honorable member for Kara Kara with
being frightened of a dissolution on account of the squatters'leases and the land
question. He (Mr. Bent), as the repre·
sentative of Brighton-and he could say
he truly represented it, because he was
not returned by a minority, but by a large
majority over the two candidates who
opposed him-would yield to no man in his
desire to carry out his promises to his constituents, and, if he permitted the Bill to go
through at the present sitting, he would
not deserve to be a member of the House.
He had no hesitation in saying that if the
Ministry - six of them being pledged
against payment of members-permitted
the Bill to slide without fair discussion,
they were not fit to hold their position,
but deserved to be kicked out of office tomorrow. But the Government would, of
course, not stand in the way of allowing the
measure to have every consideration, and
therefore it would be good policy on the
part of the honorable member for Mandurang to content himself with an adjournment of the debate. The honorable member for Kara Kara said that it seemed as·
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though payment of members would be held
over because a dissolution on the Reform
Bill was threatened. Who ever threatened
such a dissolution? (Mr. Gaunson"The Minister of Railways.") He did
not think that was the fact. In any case,
if Members of Parliament fulfilled their
promises, the Governmen t had nothing to
fear. If those who came to the Assembly,
pledged to their constituencies to support a
liberal reform scheme, would only keep
their word, the Government would be all
right. He had heard nothing of any threat
of a dissolution. N either did he believe
that any honorable member would turn
traitor within t.hree months. Therefore
he hurled the honorable member for Rara
Rara's statement back in his teeth. The
Government believed that the House and
the country were with them; why, therefore, should they want adissolution? If the
honorable member for Mandurang would
not consent to the adjournment of the
debate, a certain course would have to be
taken, and he (Mr. Bent) would take it.
He spoke in this warm way because he
felt deeply the interests of his constituents,
who were mainly plain working men and
strongly opposed to payment of members.
In fact, when the interests of his constituents were concerned, he cared for nothing
beyond.
.
Mr. GARDINER remarked that he had
not intended to take part in the debate, but,
owing to the circumstance that that which
honorable members had been so long expecting had not yet transpired, and also to
what had fallen from the Minister of Public
Works, he was satisfied that every honorable member should express himself on the
Bill according to his views and ideas. ,
The SPEAKER.-I may inform the
honorable member for Carlton, who is a
young member of the House, that, if he
speaks now upon the main question, he
will prejudice his right to address himself
to it again.
Mr. GARDINER stated that, in that
case, he would speak simply upon the
motion for the adjournment of the debate.
He had sat in the Chamber for a long
time that evening, and listened to the
excellent speeches that had come from
both sides of the House, and he felt that
if he remained until doomsday he could not
learn more upon the subject of payment
of members than he knew now. Under
these circumstances, he objected to more
time being thrown away in connexion
with the matter. .Could not honorable
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members give up speaking merely in order
that they might read their utterances in
the daily papers, and content themselves
with recording their votes? Would it
not be enough for them to show in that
way that they were true to the principles upon which they were returned
by t.heir constituents? He trusted it
would not be supposed that he agreed
with the notion that every honorable
member should debate every subject that
came under consideration. On the contrary, he had sat silent night after night,
although he had been twitted in the pu blic
press about keeping quiet, and had received
little notes, ~aying-" Give us a line or a
word or two to-night, so that we may
know something of what you are." He
trusted the division on the main question would be taken without any further
delay.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that the remark of the Minister of Public Works, to
the effect that no threat of a dissolution
had been made by any member of the
Government, would be sufficiently answered by citiJ;lg a couple of newspaper
extracts. For example, the Argus of that
morning stated as follows : "Moreover, Ministers have definitely made
the announcement that if ,thejr. Reform Bill
should be defeated at the second or third reading, or meet with any other disaster, they will
neither advise His Excellency to send for their
successors nor to allow them to reconstruct,
but will follow the Imperial precedent of recommending the Crown to appeal to the country.
J n justice to his supporters, Mr. Service could
take no other course, and the announcement at
Horsham, on Friday, was received by the party
with enthusiasm."
Again, the Argus report of Mr. Gillies'
recent speech at Horsham included the
following passage : " The Government had submitted to Parliament a reasonable solution of the reform difficulty. They didn't intend to leave the helm of
affairs without taking care that the opinion of
the country on their Bill was ascertained, if it
became necessary to do so."
Was not t.hat sufficient to prove that the
Government had threatened a dissolution?
Mr. JAMES expressed the opinion
that the Minister of Public Works did
not treat the House fairly when he impliedly threatened-his words would in
effect bear no other construction - to
"stone-wall" the Bill. Such a position
had never before been assumed by a
Minister of the Crown. When the House
agreed to meet on a Monday to consider the
Payment of Members Bill, the general
understanding was tha.t the division on
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the' second r'eading should be taken the
The House divided on the question that'
same evening, and that arrangement ought the debate be adjournedto be carried out.
Ayes...
29
Mr. FRASER considered that honorNoes ...
36
able members on the opposition side of the
Majority against adjournment...
7
House were alone to blame for the delay
which had taken place in coming to a
AYES.
division on the second reading of the Bill,
Mr. Anderson,
Mr. W. Madden,
for they had hurled accusations against
" Orkney,
" Bent,
other honorable members that no honor" Bosisto,
" Ramsay,
"
Burrowes,
" Robertson,
able man could tolerate. When such
" R. Clark,
" Shiels,
imputations were made, disorderly scenes
" Fraser,
" A. K. Smith,
arose, and business came to a stand-still.
" R. M. Smith,
" Gibb,
He hoped that honorable member's on both
" Staughton,
" Gillies,
" Walker,
" Harper,
sides would refrain from making accusa" 'Wheeler,
" Harris,
tions against each other. The Minister
" Wrixon,
" Jones,
of Public Works was quite justified in
" Keys,
" zox.
retorting on the honorable memberfor Kara
Tellers.
" Lyell,
Mr. Moore,
" McIntyre,
Kara, who had made some most unjusti" McLean,
" C. Young.
fiable statements. The honorable gentleNOES.
man said that members sitting on the
Ministerial benches were there for the pur'Mr. Mirams,
Mr. Barr,
" Nimmo,
" Bell,
pose of extending the squatters' leases;
" o'Callaghan,
" Berry,
but which of them ca,red a cnrse whether
" Patterson,
" Billson,
those leases were extended or not ? Not
" Cameron,
" Pearson,
one of them. Personally he was quite
" A. rr. Clark,
" Rees,
" Richardson,
" Cook,
willing that the division on the Bill should
" Cooper,
" Russell,
be taken at once, or that any other reason" Sergea,nt,
" Davies,
able conrse should be adopted.
lIiajor Smith,
" Gardiner,
Mr. JONES remarked that, when a
Mr. Story,
" Graves,
" 'rucker,
" Hunt,
Monday sitting was first talked of, it was
" Vale,
" James,
coupled with the suggestion that there
" Johnstone,
" Williams,
should he a call of the House. Had the
" Langridge,
" Woods.
suggestion been adopted, that would have
" Laurens,'
Tellers.
" Longmore,
been an overwhelming reason why the
Mr. W. M. Clark,
" Mason,
division on the second reading of the Bill
" ,Fincham.
" McI\ean,
should be taken that night; but no call
Mr. McINTYRE moved that the House
of the House was ordered to be made.
Under the circumstances, it would be do now adjourn. He said that,. if the
uncourteous and ungracious to refuse to Bill had been of the ordinary character,
adjourn the debate, inasmuch as several the debate on the second reading might
honorable members who had not yet have been allowed to close that night; 'but
spoken desired to address the House on the measure was an entirely new departhe Bill.
.
ture, because it asked the House to affirm
Mr. RICHARDSON. submitted that the principle of payment of members for
honorable members were perfectly aware all time. Under the circumstances, he
there was an understanding that the divi- hoped honorable members on, both sides
sion on the second reading of the Bill would allow the further consideration
would be taken that night. In his opinion, of the question to be postponed until
the only reason for adjourning the debate some future occasion. Payment of, memwould be to afford the Government, who bers had cost the country £300,000 during
were divided on the "question of payment the ten years it had been in operation, and
of members, time to consider the position he defied anyone to show' that -it 'had
in which they "vere placed in regard to the been attended with any beneficial result.
measure. He hoped that the House would Though 'conscientiously opposed to the
at once divide on the motion for adjourn- principle, he told his constituents that; if
ment. If it was carried, he would sug- the Legislature determined to continue
gest that the adjournment should be until payment of members, he would accept
next morning, or Wednesday morning, at the 'money and do what he: liked with
ten o',cloch
it. He ,was not a' bloated' aristocrat,
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but he never attempted to enter Parliament until he could afford to do so.
A great deal of cant had been talked
by some honorable members. The honorable member for Fitzroy (Mr. Vale), who
had a noble profession at his fingers' ends,
could no doubt maintain himself thoroughly
well without payment of members, and
yet he advocated it on the ground that he
was a poor man. Honorable members
should recollect that they were not forced
to become Members of Parliament, and
yet they begged, beseeched, and made
all sorts of promises to induce the electors to let them become members. He
was anxious, and so were many other
honorable members, that the Bill should
be fully debated before a division was taken
on the second reading. He was quite willing that there should be a sitting of the
House on the following Monday for the
resumption of the debate if the honorable
member in charge of the measure would
now consent to an adjournment until that
day. He hoped honorable members who
were opposed to the Bill would not be
forced into the position of having to "stonewall" the measure. Full opportunity
should be afforded for debating the question on its merits. He might mention
that the most liberal laws which the
colony enjoyed were passed before payment of members came into force; indeed,
the only liberal measure passed during
the last ten years was the Education Act.
In fact, payment of members haJ had theeffect of giving to the country legislation
just the opposite to that which was
wanted. Some honorable members talked
of what the country would suffer if Members of Parliament did not continue to
receive £300 per year. But he believed
the country had suffered more through
the existence of payment of members than
it would have undergone if no such system
had been in force at all. The only public
institution in the country which received
payment was the mining boards. (Mr.
Fincham - "What about the Harbour
Trust? "Y That was a thing of yesterday.
Payment of members had destroyed the
mining boards. But for payment of their
members, mining boards would have been
oneof the most important institutions in the
country; they would have developed into
a system of mining municipalities. The
very pick of the mining community sat on
those boards in the first instance, but they
gradually withdrew when the£50 payment
came into force, and their places were taken
Mr. McIntyre.
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by an entirely different class of men. And
he was satisfied that Parliament would
not improve if payment of members were
continued. Certainly, before the system
was re-enacted to be permanently fixed
on the statute-book, the country should be
appealed to in some way or other on the
subject. If the dissolution which had
been talked about were to take place,
why should not every voter, at the general
eJection, be supplied, along with his ballotpaper, with another paper which would
enable him to declare whether he was for
or against payment of members? He did
not think it was generally known that the
intention of the Bill was to make payment
of members permanent. Certainly he did
not understand the continuance of a system under which both town and country
mem bel'S were paid at the same rate.
Surely honorable members who lived in
town, and came to Parliament as they
would come to a pleasant club, did 110t
wish to be paid out of the public purse at
the same rate as country members, who
could not perform their parliamentary
duties without considerable inconvenience.
Under all the circumstances, he thought
the best course would be for the House to
adjourn.
Mr. ORKNEY seconded the motion
for the adjournment of the Hous~.
Mr. FRASER expressed the hope that
the motion would be withdrawn, and that
a division would be taken on the main
question. No good would arise from
prolonging the present discussion, and the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Walker) could have his say on the Bill
in committee.
Mr. GAUNSON stated that-he did not
vote in the recent division, because he was
opposed to the absurd system of "stonewalling" a Bill of the kind. He believed
that honorable members on the Ministerial side were anxious to hang up the
measure in order that honorable members
might realize that no Reform Bill meant
no "sugar." But if the Government
were for playing any tricks of that kind,
he would do his best to thwart them.
-Mr. JAMES suggested that the House
should not be asked to do more on this
occasion than read the Bill a second time,
and commit it pro forma, and that, with
this understanding, the present discussion
should be allowed to terminate.
Mr. RAMSAY observed that time
would be saved, and he believed the views
of honorable members on both sides would
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be met, if the motion for adjournment
were wit.hdrawn, and a division taken on
the second reading of the Bill, on the
understanding that the measure would be
advanced no further stage than committal
pro forma. There was a specific arrangement that the night should be /:let apart
for the debate on the second reading, and,
owing to the lateness of the hour, several
honorable members had refrained from
speaking, in order that the House might
divide. Under these circumstances, no
possible good could arise from continuing
the sitting until five or six o'clock in the
morning.
Mr. BERRY supported the suggestion
of the Chief Secretary as a very reasonable one. The debate had occupied the
whole evening; indeed, he believed it was
a longer debate than had ever taken place
before on the question of payment of
members, and he thought it unreasonable
-in view of the fact that the debate on
the Reform Bill was unfinished-to expect
the House to adjourn without a division
on the second reading. At the same time,
he did not consider it would be reasonable
for the supporters of the Bill to wish to
go beyond the committal of the measure
pro forma.
Mr. R. M. SMITH remarked that he
should feel bound to stick to the honorable
member for Sandhurst (Mr. McIntyre) if
he insisted on combat; but he would
point out that a peculiar feature of the
Bill was that on the 1st clause honorable
members would be enabled, in committee,
to address themselves to the general merits
of the question.
Mr. SERGEANT submitted that, before the House went a step further, there
should be some general concurrence of
opinion, some understanding, as to when
the Bill would be finally dealt with. Before any division was taken, there ought
to be some information from the leader
of the House as to when facilities would
be afforded for considering the measure in committee, and taking the third
reading.
Mr. ZOX contended that the Government had gone far enough in facilitating
the discussion of the measure in view of
the fact that Bills of far graver importance were awaiting consideration. He
regretted extremely that a measure like
the Payment of Members Bill should
be in the charge of any private member. The Government should have
taken the responsibility of having the
SES. 1880.-2 E
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question discussed on its merits, or
they should have put their foot down
and said that payment of members should
not be a part of their policy. The
honorable member for Mandurang (Mr.
Williams) had stated that the public had
never had an opportunity of pronouncing
upon this question because, at every
general election, it had been mixed up
with other matters of policy, and therefore it had been impossible to obtain a
direct vote with regard to it, and the
honorable member for Fitzroy (Mr. Vale)
had intimated that there was a likelihood
of Parliament being dissolved in a few
weeks. If that were so, would not a
splendid opportunity be afforded for ascertaining whether the electors agreed
with the proposal to place payment of
members permanently on the statutebook? For his (Mr. Zox's) part, he
sincerely hoped that the Bill would never
become law. If the country gave its
opinion upon this question, he would be
bound by it; but there was no doubt that,
owing to the many questions put forward
at a general election, the country had
never given its deliberate opinion upon
this one. The Government seemed willing to allow the second reading of the
Bill to be passed that night, but he would
certainly not allow it to proceed further
than that stage. He was much pleased
to see that the Minister of Public Works,
although a member of the Government,
had not sunk his own individual convictions, and was determined to carry out the
promises he made to his constituents.
He (Mr. Zox) entered his solemn protest
against the indecent haste shown in trying
to hurry through the House a measnre on
which the people had never expressed
their opinion.
Mr. BARR pointed out that if the Bill
was not advanced furthel' than the second
reading that night, as it was a private
Bill, its progress might be indefinitely
delayed, unless the Government gave an
assurance that facilities would be afforded
for proceeding with it.
Mr. W. MADDEN observed that it
was his intention to propose a modification of the proposed system of payment
when the Bill got into committee.
Mr, WALKER mentioned that his reason for. moving the adjournment of the
debate was not that he had anything very
important to say. He simply followed
what he understood to be the usual practice
of moving the adjournment of a debate at
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eleven o'clock, and he was not aware that
this measure ought to be treated differently
from others. He also knew that several
new members desired to address themselves
to the question.
Mr. BENT remarked t.hat, if the honorable member for Sand hurst (Mr. McIntyre)
still wished to exercise his right, he (Mr.
Bent) was ready to stop up all night.
The honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. James), however, had no right to
fasten on the Government whatever action
he took in this matter. It was known
to every honorable member that this was
an open question with the Government,
and therefore he spoke, not as a membet· of the Government, but as the representative of Brighton. The Minister of
Mines was one of the loudest in asking
for the "sugar." The members of the
Government were perfect free-lances on
this occasion. He would point out to the
advocates of payment of members that it
would be wise policy on their part not
to attempt to rush this Bill through the
House. Again, it had been said that the
policy of the Government was "No
Reform Bill, no 'sugar' ;" but was not
that a most ungenerous allegation to make
considering how the Government had
treated this question? He had heard it
stated, however, that if the Government
gave honorable members the "sugar"·
they would pass the Reform Bill. He
hoped honorable members of the Opposition would leave off accusing the Government of being so ungenerous as to keep
them ont of their "sugar." If the honorable member for Sandhurst withdrew
his objection, he (Mr. Bent) would allow
the second reading to be taken that night
on the understanding that the Bill was to
be committed only pro forma. It was
impossible, however, to make any bargain
such as that suggested by the honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. Barr),
because there was no member of the
Government present who was authorized
to make it.
Mr. FINCHAM expressed his opinion
that it was a most extraordinary proceeding for a Minister of the Crown to offer
publicly to enter into a compact with a
private member to "stone-wall" a measure in defiance of the House. Such conduct was quite unparalleled. He was not
snrprised at the remarks of the honorable
member for Sandhnrst (lVIr. McIntyre),
because that honorable member was accustomed to be as abusive as possible; but
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nevertheless it was unseemly for the hon ..
orable member, by the motives he imputed,
to offend the sensitive feelings of men
who, although they might not possess as
many golden sovereigns as the honorable
member, were at least quite his equals in
all the qualities a man should possess.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was put and negatived.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a second timeAyes ...
38
Noes ...
24
Majority for the second reading

14

AYES.

Barr,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bell,
Berry,
Billson,
Cameron,
A. T. Clark,
R. Clark,
W. M. Clark,
Cook,
Davies,
Gardiner,
Gillies,
Graves,
Hunt,
James,
Johnstone,
Laurens,
Longmore,
McKean,
McLean,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Bent,
Bosisto,
Burrowes,
lfraser,
Gibb,
Harper,
Harris,
Jones,
Keys,
Lyell,
McIntyre,
Moore, .

Mr. Mason,
" Mirams,
" Nimmo,
" O'Callaghan,
" Patterson,
" Pearson,
" Rees,
" Richardson,
" Russell,
" Sergeant,
Major Smith,
Mr. Story,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Williams,
" Woods.
Tellers.
Mr. Fincham,
" Langridge.
NOES~

Mr. Orkney,
" Ramsay,
" .Robertson,
" Shiels,
" A. K. Smith,
" Staughton,
" Walker,
" Wheeler,

" Zox.
7'ellers.
Mr. R. M. Smith,

" C. Young.
PAIRS.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bowman,
Cooper,
Dow,
Duffy,
Fisher,
Grant,
Lalor,
Langdon,
W. Madden,
II
Sharpe,
" A. Young.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
.11

"
II

Dr.
Mr.
"

Wallace,
Wrixon,
Carter,
Kcrferd,
Service,
Francis,
Gaunson,
Andrews,
Madden,
Levien,
Bolton.

The Bill was then read a second time.
Mr. R. M. SMITH moved"That it be an instruction to the committee
that they have power to divide the Bill into two
Bills."
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Payment of
The House dividedAyes ...
Noes ...

28
36

Majority against the motion

8

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Anderson,
Bent,
Bosisto,
Burrowes,
Cameron,
Fraser,
Gibb,
Gillies,
Harris,
Jones,
Keys,
J..yell,
McIntyre,
McLean,
'V. Madden,

"

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Moore,
Orkney,
Ramsay,
Robertson,
Shiels,
A. K. Smith,
R. M. Smith,
Staughton,
Walker,
Wheeler,
C. Young.

Tellers.
Mr. Harper,

" Zox.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Barr,
Bell,
Berry,
Billson,
A. T. Clark,
R. Clark,
Cook,
Cooper,
Fincham,
Gardiner,
Gaunson,
Graves,

" Hunt,
" James,
" Johnstone,
" Langridge,·
" Laurens,
" Longmore,
" McKean,

Mr. Mason,

" Nimmo,
" O'Callaghan,
" Patterson,
" Pearson,
" Rees,
" Richardson,

" Uussell,
" Sergeant,
Major Smith,
Mr. Story,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Williams,
" Woods.
Tellers.
Mr. W. M. Clark,
" Mirams.

The Bill was then committed pro
forma.
The House adjourned at five minutes
to two o'clock a.m.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, June 8, 1880.
Falsifica.tion of Accounts Law Amendment Bill-Western
Province Election-Colonial Museum: Despatch from the
Secretary of State-Public Lotteries: .. Art Unions" of
Real Estate-Dower Bill.
.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentytwo minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
FALSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
LA W AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on t.he mot.ion of the
Hon. H. CUTHBERT, was read a first
time..

2E2
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WESTERN PROVINCE ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT announced that he
had received a return to the writ issued for
the election of a member of the Legislative Council to serve for the Western
Province (in the room of the Hon. Niel
Black, deceased), showing that Mr. Robert
Simson had been elected.
1\1r. Simson was then introduced and
sworn, and presented to the· Clerk the
declaration required by the 7th section of
the Legislative Council Amendment Act
(32nd Viet., No. 334).
DESPATCH.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT presented,
by command of the Governor, a despatch
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, relative to the establishment of a
colonial museum in London.
LOTTERIES.
The Hon. G. F. BELCHER called the
attention of the Minister of Customs to
the fact that several so-called art unions
of real estate were publicly advertised to
take place, and asked him if it was the
intention of the Attorney-General, in the
cases referred to, to carry into effect the
31 st section of the Police Offences Statute, which rendered such lotteries illegal?
He said it was not his intention to make
reference to any particular art union, because, since the first one of the kind he
alluded to was advertised, others had
sprung up like mushrooms all over the
country. At the same time, there was
statutory provision for the repression of
lotteries and the punishment of those who
held them, and he asked, and the public
expected, that the law should be carried
out. Were the case that of Chinamen
playing one of the games of their own
country, the police would be instantly on
the alert to bring them to justice, but it
appeared that a privileged individual
might with impunity advertise the sale of
his property by lottery. If that sort of
thing were allowed to proceed, the administration of the law would be brought
into contempt. The evil of lotteries was a
growing one, and, unless it was stamped
out, it would eat like a canker into the
heart of society.
. The Hon. H. CUTHBERT stated that
he was not aware what particular lottery
or series of lotteries was alluded to. Since
the honorable member's question appeared
on the notice-paper, he (Mr. Cuthbert) had
caused inquiries into the subject-matter of
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. it to be made, but their only result was to
show that the Attorney-General did not
know of any lotteries being carried on at
the present time in contravention of the
Act. The following was the statement
on the subject that had been forwarded
from the Crown law offices : "The only cases of the kind that have been
brought under notice are within the exception
of section 5 of the Act No. 532, namely, a
C distribution of property amongst the owners
thereof.' This Act repeals section 31 of the
Police Offences Statute 1865, and does not provide for the intervention of the Attorney-General
in such matters."
Mr. BELCHER remarked that' he
would not, as he said before, refer to any
particular lottery, nor was there any occasion for him to do so, because there were
so many. The property he alluded to as
put up for lottery was offered to the public
by the individuals who were its owners,
and therefore the arrangement could not
. be said to be anything resembling a "dis·
tribution of property amongst the owners
thereof." Only the other day, since he
placed his notice of question on the business paper, he saw lottery tickets offered
for sale in the train by which he was travelling to Geelong. One, indeed, was
. offered for sale to him; and he thereupon
took occasion to secure the prospectus,
which clearly~ showed that a common
public lottery, in the shape of a distribution of property 011 the art-union principle,
and not by any means one amongst the
owners of the property, was about to take
place at Ballarat.
Mr. CUTHBERT observed that the
proper course for the honorable member
to take was to furnish any information he
hadon the subject to the Attorney-General,
and call his attention to it.
DOWER BILL.
The Hon. H. CUTHBERT moved the
second reading of this Bill. He saidMr. President, this Bill is almost exactly
similar t.o the one on the same subject
which was introduced in this Chamber so
far ba!'k as 1877, when an animated discussion took place upon the question, and
the voting upon it was so t'qual that the
casting vote of the President had to be
exercised, and, in consequence, the matter
was remitted for further consideration. In
the next session, the Bill was again introduced by Mr.a'Beckett, and was eventually
unanimously passed. On that occasion,
Sir Charles Sladen mentioned that he had
put a series of questions on the subject to
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an eminent firm of solicitors, and that one
of their answers was to the effect that
they did not know of a single case in
which, if the Bill was carried, a right to
dower would be prejudicially interfered
with. The measure, however, failed to pass
elsewhere. The object of the present
Bill is to abolish dower, the rights of the
persons still entitled to it being preserved
by means of the following provisions in
clauses 3 and 4 : "Nothing herein contained shall affect the
rights or remedies of any person under any
order, direction, or decree of the Supreme Court
heretofore made, and nothing herein contained
shall affect the right of any widow entitled to
dower, or of any married woman contingently
entitled to dower, provided that snch widow or
married woman shall within the period of twelve
months from the passing of this Act have
lodged a claim in writing with the UegistrarGeneral of Victoria, and that such claim shall
not have been removed from off the list filed
under the provisions hereinafter contained.
"Every such claim shall contain the name
and residence of the claimant, and shall also set
forth clearly and distinctly the lands sought to
be charged or affected, the date and place of the
marriage of the claimant, the name of her husband through whom she claims, the name of the
minister (if any) celebrating such marriage, and
the name of the church or building (if any)
where such marriage was celebrated."
So great is the necessity for the Bill, and
so extended will be the convenience it
will occasion, that it might well be called
a Bill to facilitate the transfer of land.
Sir C. SLADEN.-Sir, I am quite
aware of the necessity that exists for a
measure of this kind, if only in order to
put a stop to one expense to which persons
connected with the transfer of land are now
subjected, but, at the same time, I feel compelled to pay some regard to the hardships
to which a widow of advanced years would
be put if her right to dower were prejudiced because of her ignorance that the
Bill before us had been placed on the
statute-book. I think we ought to leave
no stone unturned in order to protect
people of this class in their rights. I
am not prepared to state, definitely, how
that protection ought to be afforded; but
I suggest that provision should be made,
first, for the Government giving ample
notice by advertisement of the intended
change of the law, and, secondly, that any
widow who showed that the time during
which she could send in a claim for dower
had passed without her being aware of any
necessity for her doing so should be able
to claim and obtain compensation. I also
think it most unfair to make it a condition
that everyone claiming dower should state
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the name of the clergyman who married
her, and that of the church she was married
in. A.n aged lady might easily be unable
to recall a technical circumstance of that
nature. I think, nevertheless, that it is
essential that some such measure as the
present should become law.
The Hon. J. MACBAIN.-Mr. President, although such a course on the part of
a young member may appear ungracious, I
must say I feel bound to oppose the Bill
11111ess certain alterations are made in it.
I suggest, therefore, that the further consideration of the subject should be postponed until those alterations are prepared.
No doubt passing the Bill would confer
an advantage upon the general communit,y,
but ought that advantage to be gained by
depriving a single helple~s woman of her
rights? If in the Transfer of Land Statute provision is made for a fund for the
compensation of persons unwittingly injured under it, how much more ought provision of a similar kind to be made under
the present Bill for the protection of the
class of persons who, above all others, because they are ladies and aged, are the
least able to assert their rights or even to
know when they are assailed? Permit
me to call attention to some of the answers
given to Sir Charles Sladen by the eminent
firm of solicitors to which allusion has already been made. They are as follows : "Q. A propos of a Bill to abolish dower, . . .
can you form any idea of the number of married women the abolition of dower will affect?
-A. I cannot, but I think the number very
limited.
." Q. Do you think the evil caused by baving to
guard against any outstanding interest of dower
greater than that of depriving those entitled to
it of their interest, should they neglect or omit
to enter a caveat ?-A. I do.
"Q. Is it likely to come to the knowledge of
those having a contingent interest that such interest can be protected by entering a caveat?A. In many cases I think it is not."

Surely the last answer alone ought to
prevent us from passing a measure which
might be the means of robbing a widow
of her rights.
.
Mr. CUTHBERT.-Read the next
question and its answer.
Mr. MACBAIN.-They are as follows : "Q. Ought the married women to be burthened
with the task of protecting an interest given to
them by law?-A. I think so."

But surely, of all classes in the world,
ladies of an advanced age are the least
able to perform such a task. Moreover,
it seems to me most unjust to deprive any
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person of the kind, under any circumstances, of a right to which she is clearl~
entitled, without just compensation. By
what means are those widows to get
information that their vested rights are
endangered? I think, unless provision is
made for securing to widows compensation
in case of their not having been able to
register their claims within the time speci.
fied, a Bill of this kind should not receive
the sanction of any Legislature. When
the Bill was last before Parliament, I
myself consulted an eminent solicitor in
regard t.o it, and he candidly confessed
that he thought the measure was a wrong
step for the Legislature to take. ., Parliament," he said, "would have as much
right to deprive you of your vested rights
with regard to your own house as it has
to deprive a widow of her legal rights
with respect to her dower." Under these
circumstances, I hope the Minister of
Customs will consent to postpone the
consideration of the Bill, in order to
give time to the Government to consider
whether they will not propose an amendment such as I have suggested. I myself
hold two securities for money lent on
properties on which there is a dower right,
and the passage of the Bill would increase
the value of those securities, but I would
certainly prefer that they should remain
at their present value rather than that
any injustice should be done to helpless
widows.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I believe
the passage of this measure would simplify
the transfer of property very much, and
I should be glad if that can be done in
an equitable way. The period of twelve
months, however, which is fixed in the
Bill as the time within which widows
must give notice of their claims to dower,
appears to me altogether too short. A
widow having a dower right might be
absent from the colony, and have no means
of knowing that this infurmation was required to be given within that time. I
also agree with the suggestion of. Sir
Charles Sladen as to some provision being
made for compensation in the event of a
widow losing her property through some
unfortunate accident. The question, however, is a difficult one to deal with, and I
think it would be wise to delay the progress of the measure until honorable members have had an opportuni ty of considering
the points that have been raised.
The Hon. F. S. DOBSON.-I must
express myself, as I have do~e b~fore, a
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warm supporter of this measure, of the necessity for which I have bad some practical
knowledge. I would remiml honorable
members that, in 1837,dowerwas abolished
in England with respect to all marriages
which would take place after that year.
Two years afterwards, the English Act
was substantially adopted by the Legislature of this colony, or rather of N ew ~outh
Wales, and consequently dower has not
attached in relation to any marriage contracted here since 1839. The number of
persons still existing who were married
before that date and possess dower rights
must be very small, and of course
in a few years there will be none left.
The question is simply one of the balance
of convenience-whether from the possibility of doing injustice in one or two
cases it is desirable to continue the necessity, in every transfer of land, for investigating the question whether there is any
woman entitled to dower. Of course such
searches can be made, but they cost
money, which has to be paid by the purchaser. I have known an instance in
which, in regard to this very question of
dower, the death of a person had to be
'proved; there was only one man in the
colony who was known to be able to prove
it, and he refused to make a, simple affidavit unless he received a fee of five
guineas. The only other mode of proving
the death would have been by setlding a
commission to England, which would, of
course, have involved considerable expense.
I think honorable members will see that
by keeping the law as it stands a considerable hardship is inflicted on persons be, coming purchasers of land. This Bill will
only be another step in the simplification
of the transfer of land in this colony, and,
as long as we secure ourselves from doing
any real harm, I think we are justified in
following the course which, I understand,
, lias been adopted in all the other Australian colonjes. I agree, however, that it
would be somewhat unjust to compel old
, persons, whose memory may be enfeebled
by age, to make the full declaration required by the Bill. I think it would be
sufficient if they were only required to
give particulars of their claims as far as
they were able to do so. As there would
be no danger of persons making sham
, claims, I think that provision would meet
the case.
The Hon. W. E. HEARN.-To simplify the law relating to the transfer of
l&nd is rio doubt 'a good thing1 bllt t4e
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maintenance of justice is a better. It ap~
pears to me that this Bill simply asks us
to convenience a number of solicitors and
their clients at the expense of a number
of women who have either vested or contingent freehold estates. It is rather an
unusual thing, I think, to ask any legislative body to take away a freehold estate
from any person who has a claim to it.
It was quite right and reasonable that the
law of dower as it formerly existed should
be abolished, but that we should be called
upon to facilitate our own transactions
at the expense of a number of helpless
women seems going a little too far. If it
be desirable to' simplify the law in this
direction, some such course as that suggested by the honorable member (Mr.
MacBain) might be taken; an insurance
fund might be established, or the State, if
it thought it so desirable that the transfer
of land should be simplified, might wipe
out these women's rights altogether. To
say, however, that these women shall,
forfeit their rights if they do not give
particulars of their estates wbhin twelve'
months is certainly a very strong measure.
How woulll any honorable member like to
be called upon, under peril of losing his
estates, to give notice, within twelve
months, as to the nature of his titles, &c. ?
No one would like it, and why then should
these unfortunate old women-for from
the nature of the case they mllst be very
old-be treated in that manner? Most of
them never see a newspaper from one end
of the year to the other, and take very
little interest in matters except such as
come home to them. In my opinion, this
Bill is entirely unnecessary .. It is meant
for the convenience of legal practitioners,
and it will no doubt also, to some extent,
save their clients expense in the transfer
of land. If the State, however, thinks it
so .great an advantage to abolish this
inconvenience and these costs, let it declare that, notwithstanding any dower,
land may be transferred, and that it will.
paj tho widow the full value of her
claims; but certainly let it not ask widows
to confer this great public benefit at their
own expense. I do not see any part of
the Bill that is at all desirable. The
various arrangements proposed respecting
claims are annoyances, and are perfectly
useless for the purpose intended. There
can be 110 objection to a further declaration
against. dower arising with respect to
women hereafter married, if that is considered necessary - though I think the
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POLITICAL MEETINGS IN STATE
SCHOOLS.
Mr. VALE called the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the difficulty of obtaining proper places in which to hold
public meetings during the late general
election, and to the facilities for that purpose which could be afforded by the State
school buildings; and asked if the honorable gentleman would seek to procure
uniform regulations as to the letting of
State schools for public meetings? He
said that, during the recent general election, great difficulty was experienced by
candidates in many districts in securing
any other place than a public-house in
which to hold their meetings, whereas the
inconvenience would have been entirely
"Provided it be clearly proved by sufficient
evidence that the person m!l;king the claim had obviated if the use of the State schools
not been aware of the state of the law in time to could have been obtained. There were
give notice under this Act, the Government something like 2,500 State schools in the
shall give full compensation in such case."
colony, or one to about every 80 electors;
If a clause of that kind were inserted, the and he thought it very desirable that they
Bill would afford all the advantages shonld be available, under certain reguladesired in the way of obviating costly tions, for election meetings. He believed
searches, while any chance of injustice that, during the recent election, the late
would be prevented. Very probably a Minister of Public Instruction held several
case would never occur in which the meetings in State schools in the Ballarat
clause I have suggested would be taken district, but the same facilities were not
advantage of; but even if one did occur afforded in other districts. In Fitzroy, he
the public would have gained so much ad- (Mr. Vale) repeatedly held meetings in the
vantage by the Bill that the Government open air, using a rail or fence as a platmight well afford compensation in a par- form; but the weather was not always
suitable for open-air meetings.
There
ticular case.
On the motion of the Hon. J. BAL- were, however, great disadvantages in
FOUR, the debate was adjourned until connexion with the holding of election
meetings at public-houses. To his knowTuesday, June 15.
ledge, the holding of such meetings at
The House adjourned at twenty-nine public-houses had been most injurious to
minutes past five o'clock, until Tuesday, electors. By making State school buildJune 15.
ings available for election meetings, they
would be utilized for the conservation of
a great public right.
Mr. RAMSAY said that, last session, a
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. similar question was put to his predecessor,
who then stated thatTuesday) June 8, 1880.

law is already sufficiently explicit on the
point-but I certainly will not support
any proposal to deprive women of rights
they have already acquired.
Sir S. WILSON.-I am quite of the
opinion of Sir Charles Sladen with respect
to this Bill. I think it the duty of this
House, before all things, to do what is
right and just; and, if we propose to take
away the rights of certain persons, it is
our bounden duty to see that if they suffer
through any mistake or omission on their
part, they shall be compensated in some
way. I think, however, the difficulty
might be met if the Minister of Customs
would agree not to oppose a clause to the
.following effect : -

Political Meetings in State Schools - Administration of the
Land Law: Selectors in the Mallee Scrub: Arrea.rs of
Rent - Railway Department: Traffic Charges - Coal:
Boring Operations - Dismissal of Electoral RegistrarsLarrikinism: The Birch Rod-Constable Colter-Amendment of the Dog Act - The Chinese - Attendance of
Members during the Reform Debate - Postal and Telegraph Inspectors - Railway Works Construction BillCivil Service Pensions Abolition Bill-Rabbits Destruction
Bill-Constitution Act Alteration Bill: Se.cond Reading:
Fourth Night's Debate-Waterworks Commissioners Act
Repeal Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at hnlfpast fQur o'clock p.m.

"He had never granted the use of a State
school for any such purpose. He considered it
extremely undesirable to do so."

Personally, he (Mr. Ramsay) had no objection to State schools being used for the
purpose indicated where no other building
was available, and particularly in the
country districts. It must be remembered,
however, that political meetings were not
always of an orderly character, and provision would have to be made for the cleaning of schools after any meetings were
held in them, an4 for the protection of
th~ f?Ch90l fgrniture, Wherever the local
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boards of ad vice - whose consent was
necessary by law-agreed to election meetings being held in State schools, he would
raise no objection, subject to necessary
provision being made for securing the
school furniture against damage and cleaning the school-rooms after the meetings.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE

LAND LAW.
Mr. BOWMAN called the attention of
the Minister of Lands to the loss sustained
by selectors in the mallee country owing
to the rabbit nuisance. Many of those
selectors were quite willing to give up
their holdings and all the improvements
they had made on condition that they were
allowed to select in another part of the
country, and that the rent they had already
paid was reckoned as part payment for
their new selection. He desired to know
if the Minister would grant this concession
if he had power to do so ; or, if not, make
provision of the kind in the next Land

Bill?
Mr. DUFFY said he would be glad if
the selectors to whom the honorable member referred would make application to the
department for what they desired. He
very much doubted whether he had the
legal power to adopt the course suggested
by the honorable member, but he greatly
sympathized with selectors who were in
the unfortunate position allnded to, and he
would endeavour, as far as he could, to
meet their wishes.
Mr. DOW asked the Minister of Lands
when he intended to permit selectors who
were in arrears of rent to come under the
provisions of the recently amended Land
Act, without requiring them to pay up
their arrears? On the 8th April last he
had an interview with the Minister, and
on that occasion the honorable gentleman
assured him that no lessees would be precluded from taking advantage of the 1s.
per acre provision contained in the new
Act simply in consequence of being in
arrears of rent. Since then he had received
several letters from selectors complaining
that they were not able to come under the
provision unless they first paid up their
arrears. On inquiry at the Lands department he found it was the practice, if a
lessee did not pay up his arrears, to antedate the new lease in such a way as to
cover the arrears due under the old lease;
so that practically he could not avail himself of the Is. per acre provision without
paying his arrears. .

The Land Law.

Mr. DUFFY remarked that probably
no one knew the difficulties surrounding
this matter better than the honorable
member for Kara Kara. As regarded
licensees, the law actually prohibited them
from coming under the operation of the
new Act unless they paid all the fees due
up to the 1st January, 1879, the date when
the Act came into force. As to lessees,
unfortunately a large number of them had
mortgaged their leases, and they could not
come under the provisions of the Act
without the consent of the lllortgagees,
many of whom were loath to give their
consent, on the ground that there would
be a break in their security which might
endanger the repayment of the money
they had lent. As to the third classlessees in regard to whom there was no
such difficulty, but who were in arrears of
rent, and desired to come under the new
law-the department did not wish to compel them to pay up their arrears at once,
but it was evident that the State could not
part with the arrears altogether. The full
amount of £ 1 per acre must be paid at
some time. What the department did
was to treat every case which came before it on its merits, and to act as fairly
and generously as it could. The reason for
ante-dating the new leases when arrears
of rent were not paid up was to extend
the period for payment as long as possible,
so as to make the payments as easy for
the lessees as they could be made, on condition, of course, that the State would
ultimately get £ 1 an acre for the land.
Providence having been hard upon the
selectors, they ought to be treated by the
department as lightly as possible; and, as
long as he presided over the department,
he intended that they should be.
PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr. HUNT,
from residents of Kilmore, praying for an
investigation into the claims of Lazarus
Berlowitz, in respect to the loss of certain
land at Molesworth; and a petition was
presented by Mr. GRAVES, from ratepayers of the shire of Mansfield, praying the
House to advise the Government that its
decision to reduce the staff of policeofficers at present stationed at Mansfield
might be reversed.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. BELL asked the Minister of Railways if he would reduce the railway freight
on all raw material for the construction
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of railway rolling-stock to up-country
manufacturers, so as to put them on an
equality for tendering with Melbourne
manufacturers?
Mr. GILLIES said the department
bad a fixed rate of traffic charges, and he
did not think he would be justified in
making a reduction in favour of one special manufacture. Moreover, if such an
arrangement were adopted, it would be
difficult to prevent persons taking advantage of it to defraud the department.
COAL.
Mr. NIMMO asked the Minister of
Mines if the boring for coal at Kilcunda
was being pushed on with vigour; and
whether he would, in the view of a probable scarcity of coal, consider the proprietyof baving the work done by double
shifts?
Mr. R. CLARK, in reply, read the
following memorandum : " The bore at Kilcunda has been put down to
a depth of 884 feet, and two very thin seams
of coal of no value have been pierced. The
softer portions of the rock at the sides of the
bore, baving now been some time SUbjected to
the action of air and water in the course of the
. operations, are decomposing and silting Up the
bore to such an extent as to render it necessary
to tube the hole before proceeding further."
.As soon as the department was ready to
resume boring, there would be no objection to employ more meu, and work by
two shifts.
Mr. M.ASON asked the Minister of
Mines if he would take early steps to have
the coal seams of South Gippsland tested
witb the boring apparatus?
Mr. R. CLARK said the department
had only three diamond drills. Two of
them were at present in use at Kingston,
where they were doing excellent work,
and the other was at Kilcunda. .As soon
as the carbonaceous rocks near Kilcunda
and Cape Patterson had been properly
tested, it was proposed to operate with
the drill now at Kilcunda at such sites in
South Gippsland as might be approved of.
Mr. ROBERTSON asked whether the
expense of using the drills was borno by
the Government?
Mr. R. CLARK replied that it was the
rule for the parties who obtained the use
of the drills to pay the expense of working them. The two drills at Kingston
cost the companies using them hetween
£60 and £70 a month. At Kilcunda, the
boring works were carried on at the expense of the Railway department. He
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hoped the Treasurer would be able to see
his way to allow one or two more of these
drills to be purchased very soon.
ELECTOR.AL REGISTR.ARS.
Mr. HUNT asked the Chief Secretary
if it was the fact that a number of electoral
registrars had recently heen dispensed
with; and, if so, whether proper provision had been made for the registration of
electors in the districts affected?
Mr. RAMS.A Y said two registrars, he
believed, had been removed. One was
the registrar for the Bylands division, and
the other for the Riddell's Creek division,
of "Vest Bourke. The former was removed because he resided outside his district, and the latter for gross misconduct.
Mr. HUNT remarked that neither of
the cases mentioned by the Chief Secretary was in his mind when he put the
question. He had been informed as to two
entirely different cases. One was the
case of Mr. J. McLeish, of Broadford, a
most respectable man. A day or two
before the 1st June, he received a letter
from the Chief Secretary's department
calling upon him to resign because he
resided outside the electoral division •
Before resigning, Mr. McLeish adopted
the wise precaution of taking steps to
issue rights and to make all the necessary
returns up to the time of his leaving office.
LARRIKINISM.
Mr. GR.A VES asked the AttorneyGeneral if he would take into his serious
consideration the necessity to check larrikinism by the use of a birch-rod similar
to the regulation implement used at the
great English public schools, or similar to
the one indicated by the Imperial Statute,
25th Victoria cap. 18, for the punishment
of juvenile offenders? In July, 1879, he
put a quest.ion to the same effect to the
late .Attorney-General, and shortly afterwards it was stated in one of the leading
Melbourne periodicals that he intimated
he was in favour of the lash being used
for the punishment of juvenile offenders.
Such was not the fact. He held in his
hand the regulation article used in England (the honorable member here exhibited a birch-rod); and its use in this
colony for the punishment of such offenders as came under the head of larrikinism
would save the country many thousands
of pounds. He was a magist.rate long
before he came to Victoria, and he was
thoroughly convinced that the use of the
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birch-rod was the only means of checking
larrikinism.
Mr. KERFERD said he entirely agreed
with the opinion expressed by the honorable member. On two occasions he
attempted to get a measure passed autllorizing the use of the birch-rod for certain
offences, but, owing to the great difference of opinion existing on the q lIestion,
he was unsuccessful. He thought, however, it was very desirable that the
English law enabling the birch-rod to be
applied instead of imprisonment in certain
('·ases should be placed on the stat.ute.book of this country. Only the other
day, a question was submitted for his
opinion, arising out of a case in which a
magistrate sentenced·a child, seven years
old, to six months' imprisonment, for
stealing fruit from an orchard. (Cries of
" Shame!") To confine a child of such
tenrlel' age even to a room in its own
home for a considerable length of time
would be a dreadful punishment. The
magistrate who passed the sentence discharged the child next day; but it was
questionable whether he had the legal
power to do so after the offender had
been committed to custody on warrant.
This was a case which illustrated the
desirability of anthorizing the use of the
birch-rod instead of imprisonment in
certain cases. If the honorable member
would take the opportunity of testing the
feeling of the House on the question, he
would be happy to afford 11 im facility for
doing so, and to support the adoption of
a measure similar to· the English law on
the subject.
Mr. BOWMAN asked the AttorneyGeneral whether the magistrate who sentenced a child, seven years of age, to six
months' imprisonment for stealing fruit
from an orchard, was a police magistrate
or an hononLl'Y justice?
Mr. KERFERD replied that the sentence was gi ven by a police magistrate.
Mr. BOWMAN inquired the name of
the magistrate, and if he was still retained
.
in t.he service?
Dr. MADDEN said the magistrate was
Mr. Heron, who was stationed at Geelong.
He was still retained in the service, and
there seemed to be no reason why he
should not be.
J n a moment of illjudgment, he passed a sentence on a boy
which was absurd; but better judgment
overtook him, and the following morning
he went and discharged the boy.
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THE POLICE.
Mr. DAVIES asked the Chief Secretary if he would place in the Library the
papers connected with the dismissal of
Constable Colter?
Mr. RAMSAY promised that he would
do so.
DOG ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Dr. MADDEN brought down a message from His Excellel~cy the Governor,
recommending an appropriation for the
purposes of a Bill to amend the Dog Act
1864 •

The message was ordered to be consi ..
dm'ed in committee next day.
THE CHINESE.
Mr. SERVICE reminded the House
that, a few days ago, he stated that he had
engaged a gentleman to prepare a report
as to the number of Chinese in the colony,
their occupations, and other matters relating to them. He now held the report
in his hand, and it contained a very large
amount of highly interesting and important information. He would °be glad to lay
the report on the table if any honorable
mem ber desired that course should be
adopted; if not, he would hand it to the
press.
Mr. MASON expressed the opinion
that the document should be laid on the
table in the usual way, and be printed;
and he submitted a motion to that effect.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SERVICE laid the report on the
table.
THE REFORM DEBATE.
Mr. BERRY said-Before the orders
of the day are called on, I would like to
direct the attention of the Premier to a
matter which I think of some importance.
I have noticed, during the progress of the
debate on the reform question, and especially on Thursday last, that when honorable members on this (the opposition)
side are addressing the House, honorable
members on the Ministerial side, nearly to
a man, leave the chamber. Now I think
it desirable that the speeches of members
on a question of the importance of the
reform question should at least bo respectfully listened to, but, during the time that
the honorable member for Mandurang
(Mr. Fisher) and the honorable member
for Collingwood (Mr. Mirams) were speaking on Thursday, the number of' members
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on the Ministerial side was reduced to
one Minister and two supporters. I call
attention to the matter in order that some
arrangement may be come to so as to avoid
reprisals. When au honorable member,
after preparing himself, is addressing the
House on so important a question, it is
only right and proper that at least a reason·
able proportion of memberR, and especially
Ministers, should be here to listen to him.
If that is not done, the public scandal that
honorable members don't think the arguments of their opponents on the reform
question worth listening to will go through
the length and breadth of the land. I am
speaking with reference more to the future
than the past, and I call the attention of
the Premier to the matter in the hope that
during the further progress of the debate
there may be at least a reasonable House.
l, for my part, will endeavonr to do on
this side of the Chamber what I now ask
should be done on the other.
Mr. SERVICE.-As a rnle I attend
the debates very regularly, but I was
absent from my place, some time on
Thursday evening, because I felt unwell.
HO'wever, I am informed that the total
attendance during most of the time that
the honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Mirams) was speaking was eleven
members, all told-three being on the
Ministerial, and eight on the opposition
side - and one honorable member on
the opposition side even went so far as
to call attention to the fact that there
was not a quorum present.
Under
these circumstances, I think the remarks
of the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Berry) ·are hardly justified. At the
same time, I quite endorse what the
honorable member has said as to the
desirability of honorable members showing
the utmost courtesy and respect to each
other in connexion with so great a debate. I am sure it was not from any
want of respect for the honorable member
for Collingwood that the House' emptied
itself during his speech, because, during
other speeches, the chamber has presented
the same deserted appearance. I am
afraid, after all, that it depends mainly on
the speaker himself to keep a House-that
the number of an audience is regulated
to a great extent by the capacity of a
. speaker to interest" inform, and instruct
his hearers. Certainly the honorable member for Geelong has no reason to complain
of the House being empty when he is
addressing it; and the same may be said
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of many honorable members on the oppo·
sition side. I doubt whether it would be
practicable to maintain any sort of restraint upon honorable members in leaving
the chamber when they don't feel an
interest in what is going on. However,
honorable members will perhaps take the
hint now thrown out, and avoid giving
cause for similar complaint in the fnture.
Mr. McKEAN. - I believe that the
small attendance during the debate on
Thursday was attributable, to a great
extent, to a report which was circulated
in the early part of the evening, tllat the
House would be counted ou t after the
l'efreshment hour, because honorable members who are members of the Exhibition
Commission purposed attending a banquet
to which they had been invited by the
chairman of the commission. It was in
conseq uence of that report that I remained
at home, instead of attending the House.
I venture to think that other honorable
members fell into the same error. At the
same time I mnst say r have noticed, on
various occasions, that honorable members
on both sides of the House clear out when
certain members are speaking. I have
also noticed that there is a great tendency
on the part of honorable members to visit
the billiard-room and loll about in the
Library. But I think it only due to honorable members, after they have gone to
the trouble specially to prepare themselves
on any subject, that the courtesy should
be paid them of listening to their remarks.
Mr. VALE. - While this matter is
being cleared up, I think it well that it
should be cleared up effectually. During
the debate on Thursday night, honorable
members in this (the opposition) corner
sat with a great deal of patience, but the
front and back opposition benches were
deserted for nearly an hour - the sole
representative of the Opposition being the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden.
Therefore the pres~nt complaint
does not come with .a good grace from
that part of the House. One reason for
the tendency of honorable members to
leave the chamber, during the progress
of a debate, 'is that it is impossible for
them to listen attentively to speeches
which occupy in delivery from an hour
and a half to t"vo hours. It may be all
very well for the first two or three and
the concluding speakers in a debate to
discourse at some length, but for every
honorable member to talk from 16 to 20
pages of llan.sard is to waste public time
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and deplete the treasury, merely to gratify
bis own personal vanity.
Mr. FRANCIS.-In addition to what
has been said, I may mention that, shortly
after the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Mirams) commenced his
remarks, on Thursday evening, the honOI'able member for Geelong (Mr. Berry)
got on his legs and left the chamber.
Mr. BERRY. - I was back in five
minutes.
Mr. FRANCIS.-The honorable member might have gone all over Melbourne
during the time he was absent.
The subject then dropped.
POSTAL AND TELEGRAPH
INSPECTORR.
:Mr. MASON moved" That there be laid before this House a return
setting forth-I. The number of postal and
telegraphic inspectors employed in the public
service. 2. The annual amount of salary paid
to each of these offic.;rs. 3. The amount paid
to each of these officers as travelling expenses
during the financial year ending 30th .June, 1879.
4. The number of days that those officers have
been engaged respectively in the work of inspection in country districts during the same year."
Mr. GARDINER seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
RAILWAY
WORKS CONSTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. GILLIES moved for leave to introduce a Bill to authorize the construction
of works connected with State railways,
and for other purposes.
Mr. KERFERD seconded tho motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
CIVIL SERVICE PENSIONS
ABOLITION BILL.
Dr. MADDEN moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to abolish pensions in the case of
persons hereafter entering tbe civil service.
Mr. RAMSAY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
RABBITS DESTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. DUFFY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to provide for the destruction
of rabbits.
Mr. RAMSAY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.

Alteration Bill.

CONSTITUTION ACT ALTERATION
BILL.
FOURTH NIGHT'S DEBATE.

The debato on Mr. Service's motion for
the second reading of the Constitution Act
Alteration Bill (adjourned from Thursday,
June 3) was resumed.
Mr. JONES.-Mr. Speaker, I think
the small attendance of members at times
during this debate, referred to just now
by the honomble mem bel' for Geelong
(Mr. Berry), may be accounted for in
some measure by the fact, mentioned by
the honorable member in his speech this
day week, that the subject of the reform
of the Constitution is one upon which so
much has been said, and fruitlessly said,
that there is very considerable danger of
its importance being neglected and overlooked through sheer weariness. One of
the disastrous circumstances we have to
contend with is that there is a general
disposition in this House, anu certainly to
a larger extent out-of-doors, to have the
question settled at all hazards, in 'order to
get rid of it as an absolute insoluble difficulty of which the public are utterly tired.
The present Ministry, at all events, have
done t.heir duty to this House and the
country by laying before Parliament, immediately after its assembling, the Bill
now under our consideration. It was no
ordinary task to do that. If I remember
rightly, the late Ministry were in power
fourteen months before they submitted a
Reform Bill to this House; and that Bill
was a measure which certainly did not
require fourteen months' cogitation to
bring to maturity. It was almost brutal
in its simplicity. It was speedily extinguished, and there is no chance of any
such measure being revived. Last session,
we had a Bill which we were toM would
effect the object for which the first was
framed. The second Bill avoided the
defects of the first, so far as simplicity
was concerned, but it was so complex, and
introduced so many novelties, that absolutely it alarmed the party that brought it
in and were supposed to support it; and
it failed in this House to obtain the full
concurrence of that party. The House
is now brought face to face with the
question at a stage at which it is divested
of some of its former difficulties. We
are now, for the very first time in the
history of this question-although the
efforts of this House to obtain a settlement of it have extended over some
ten years- in possession actually of a
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measure of reform. In order that I may
substantiate that statement, I would call
attention to the point which was most
forcibly urged by the honorable member
for Portland the other evening, and urged,
in almost identically the same terms, by
that same honorable member some six
years ago, when the question was discussed in this House before-that the real
difficulty we have to face, the evil we
have to remedy, is the constitution of the
Legislative Council. 'Vhat we have to
·do is to endeavour to make a House based,
to a great extent, upon privilege-upon a
restricted and class suffrage-work in harmony with a House based upon the widest
suffrage known in any country in the
world; and, for the first time, we have
before us a measure dealing with that
precise difficulty. The Bill provides for a
wide extension of the suffrage of the
Legislative Council, for a division of its
provinces, for a shortening of the term of
office of its members, for a reduction of the
qualification of members, and, finally, for
dissolving it and sending it to its constituents. These provisions, I venture to
say, make a complete Reform Bill-a
Reform Bill such as we have known by
that name in England. Reform Bills
passed in England have been framed upon
these very lines; they have not sought to
do something which no machinery will
ever effect-they have simply called up
an additional elective power within the
pale of the Constitution. That is now
done by this measure; and the manner in
which it is done I think ought to be satisfactory to those in this country who desire
to be considered liberals-who desire to be
regarded as men who are for trusting
political power in the hands of the bulk of
the people. The Bill proposes to add to
the electors for the Legislative Council,
now numbering some 30,000, no less than
80,000 householders. I doubt whether
so sweeping a measure of reform, in proportion to the inhabitants of the country,
was ever proposed before. Is it not practically placing the Council in accord with
tlle great bulk of the people? Is it not
a method by which the people will have
ample and full control over that House
as they have over this House? Is
it not, in reality, a measure fit for a
self-governed people, and one adapted to
carry out the principle of our Constitution
to its fullest extent? Objection has been
raised by honorable members in opposition
that some portions of the electoral body
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are left out of this arrangement; and the
extraordinary statement is made that the
Bill is an attack upon manhood suffrage.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Hear, hear.
Mr. JONES.-Is it so ?
Mr. LONGMORE.-Yes.
Mr. JONES.-Then eurely the first
Reform Bill in England must have been
an attack on the franchise then existing
in that country - the extension of the
franchise from the rotten boroughs to
Leeds, Manchester, and other large towns
must have been an attack on the rights of
the people. And the· late extension of
reform in England - the extension to
household suffrage, by which 2,000,000
electors were added to the rolls -l11ust
have been a similar attack. I am prepared
to contend that the exclusion complained
of is an advisable one. 'Ve have done
in this country what has been done in few
other places in the world. vVe have placed
the electoral power in the hands of every
man of 21 years of age who chooses to
avail himself of it. We have enfranchised
every taxpayer so that he shall have a
voice in this House as to the raising and
expending of taxes. Having done this,
I hold we have discharged our duty well
towards that class of the community; and
that there is reason in limiting, as the Bill
proposes, the extension of the franchise
for the other House. I have had lately
to ascertain what is the fixed population
of this country-who are the people that
absolutely root themselves, as it were, into
the soil, and apparently intend to remain
here. I have dissected the rolls of the
country, and find that when the general 1'011
expires and a new roll is made up-at all
events so far as the large centres of population are concerned-the old roll totally
disappears in the proportion of five names
to one; that is to say, that out of every
six names on the old roll five disappear
and only one appears on the new roll. I
venture to say that a population so fluctuating and changeable as this is not a basis
on which you could establish a suffrage for
any Upper House. I had occasion, also, to
ascertain what is the proportion of changes
on the ratepaying roll, and I discovered
that, though they might naturally be expected to be very much less, they are still
very large. The proportion, in the city
of ¥elbourne, of changes on the ratepaying roll-that is to say, the number of
new names which appear on the roll, and
the number of old names that disappearin the course of three years is just about
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one-half. This shows that the fluctuations of our population, uncler any circumstances, are very great, and that, so
far as the general roll is concerned, they
are enormous. Now I think that the
limitation provided for in the Bill is a
wise limitation in view of the fact that
we are enfranchising the most stable part
of the population, and enabling them to
take another advance in political power
in this colony. I hear occasionally, from
those who are impressed with the belief
that nothing ought to be considered but
what they are pleased to· call the manhood
suffrage of the colony, a great deal about
the rights of this manhood; but I think
something more than manhood is required to enable a man to discharge the
duties of citizenship. Every convict in a
gaol has his manhood; but that, I say, is
no qualification for the discharge of any
of the duties of citizenship. A man
should surely give proof of his manliness
as well as his manhood; and I think the
test applied by this Bill, although it may
not be complete, is as effective as any we
can get. We enfranchise those who are
the householders of the colony; and that,
I think, is a defence of this. part of the
Bill sufficient to justify even honorable
members in opposition, if they adhere to
their opinions, in voting for it. Then
there is another provision which seems to
me admirably adapted for the purpose of
bringing the Legislative Council into harmony with general opinion-with the will
of the country; and that is the provision
for the dissolution of the Council in certain cases. The honorable member for
Geelong asked, the other night, on what is
this dissolution based? I venture to think
it is based on the lines of the British
Constitution. The lines of the British
Constitution in relation to the House
of Lords are simply these-that the House
of Lords exists not because it is a hereditary or a nominee House, but because it
acts as if it were an elective House;
because it places itself in accord with
public opinion. That is the reason why
the House of Lords maintains its vitality
at the present time. It is rather surprising to find the objections to the
limitation of the suffrage provided for by
the Bill come from those who absolutely
proposed that no elector in the colony
should have the right to say anything
whatever in connexion with the constitution of the Council-who proposed that
there should be a nominee Council, and
Mr. Jones.

Alte'ration Bill.

thus would have disfranchised not merely
the manhood suffrage men, but every ratepayer, every property-holder, every man
who had a stake in the colony. That
proposal arose from the taking of what I
think a very foolish view of the position
of the House of Lords. In a speech
delivered by the honorable member for
Geelong in connexion with his last Reform Bill, he stated that he was deeply
impressed, when in England, with the
ad vantages of the nominee principle. But
is it not remarkable that, when the honorable member had so many principles on
which the House of Lords is based to
choose from, he should choose this one?
The House of Lords exists no more in
virtue of the nominee principle than it
exists in virtue of the hereditary principle.
It is a disadvantage to the House of Lords
that it is either nominee or hereditary.
The real vital principle of the existence
of the House of Lords is, as I have said,
that it acts as if it were an elective House.
In the posit.ion in which we are placed
there is no other course, consistent with
the principles of the British Constitution,
open to us than to make the Legislative
Council an elective House, and to make
it elective by a wide extension of the
suffrage. Now, in dealing with this question, we may naturally ask-What have
we to look for from those who have
endeavoured to settle the constitutional
difficulty? Were there ever any men
sent into Parliament armed with more
power, or having a more enthusiastic party
behind them, than the late Ministry?
They were sent here f~r the express
purpose of solving the difficulty. A.nd
what is the net result of their labour?
A.bsolutely nothing. I recollect the honorable member for Geelong, in one of his
country tours, speaking of an incident with
reference to myself. He stated that som~
remarks which I had occasion to make at
Ballarat, when I was defeated there in
1875, had sunk deep into his mind. I told
my opponents that they had won another
victory; that they had always been in the
habit of winning victories ever since I had
known them; but that I had never known
one solitary beneficial result to accrue
either to them or to the people of the
country from any victory they had won.
The honorable member for Geelong, in
quoting those words, told his audience
that the victory he had won should have
no such result-that he was determined to
make his victory, at all events, fruitful
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in consequences - final, complete, and
decisive. And where are the results?
What did the honorable member do with
his victory? It is worth while inquiring
why it is that a party so magnificently
organized, so admirably disciplined, so
enthusiastic, and led by men in whom they
had confidence, should so uttedy fail
to solve the constitutional question. I
think they failed because they never introduced a real measure of reform at all.
They never attempted to put the people
of this colony in the position in which
they have a right to be put, namely, of
having absolute control over the Legislature of the country-the other House as
well as this-and that is the reason of
their failure. They attempted to do some
other things which they found impossible,
and which they will ever find impossible.
They attempted to give the whole control
of the finances to this one House-one body
of men; but, if there is one point in connexion with this subject upon which the
people of this country have expressed
their determination more clearly than another, it is that they will never intrust
anyone body of men with the sole and
unchecked control of the finances. They
endeavoured also to accomplish what this
Bill endeavours to accomplish-and what
I would rather it did not endeavour to
accomplish-to put an end to dead-locks
by some kind of machinery; and they
attempted, further, to arrive at something
which they were pleased to call finality in
discussion. N ow I am not enamoured of
the parts of the present Bill which deal
with those two questions. Without them,
I think we have before us an admirable
and complete Reform Bill, which would, I
~elieve, if carried into law, put the people
of this colony, for the first time, in the
position of being able to transact their
public business in such a way that neither
dead-locks nor finality would be heard of.
I believe if the Government were simply
to carry the portion of the Bill to which I
first referred-a portion which proposes
absolutely a full measure of reform-they
would thereby dispose of a11 the difficulties
we have had to contend with. Honor, able gentlemen opposite absolutely failed,
both in dealing with dead-locks and with
finality, and it is not difficult to see why
failure is almost inevitable in such cases.
Th~ instant you endeavour to frame machinery to render impossible a dead-lock
between two Houses of Parliament, you
at once find that you infringe largely
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on the liberty that is now enjoyed by the
whole people of the country and its Legislature. You must necessarily do that,
and for that reason I am not enamoured of
the particular portion of the Bill dealing
with this question. I believe that treating
this Bill exclusively as a measure of reform will be sufficient to absolutely remove
aU difficulties from our way. I think it
is undesirable that we should make any
attempt, as the Bill proposes, to do away
with the possibility of dead-locks. Deadlocks are, assnredly,· most undesirable
things, but we must remember that they
are simply the complements of a state of
things which we propose to put an end to
for ever by the Bill. Dead-locks are the
natural accompaniments of two Houses
situated with regard to each other as ours
are now. Make an end of that condition
of things, and I verily believe that you
will make an end of dead-locks at the same
time. If, however, you attempt by machinery to do away with dead-locks, you at
once plunge into it sea of difficulties. I
was very much impressed with an extract
from an article written by Mr. Gladstone.
which was read, the other evening, by the
Minister of Railways-how Mr. Gladstone pointed out that in every part of
the British Constitution a dead-lock is
possible, and yet how necessary it is that
there should be ample freedom-a freedom,
which, if you like to abuse, you may abuse.
But if you deal with this matter as freemen working with free institutions, and
place the people of this colony in the same
position tha.t those of the mother· country
occupy-that our relations in the American states and our fellow colonists in
Canada occupy-if you give them the
control of both Houses of the Legislature,
I do not fear to say that the people of the
colony of Victoria will also work their
institutions without failure and without
dead-locks.
Mr. LAURENS.-There is a nomtnee
Chamber in the Dominion Parliament of
Canada.
Mr. JONES.-There is also another
part of the Bill which, I think, might
as well have been left out of it, because,
although it is a moderate and sensible
proposal, I fear it is too moderate and too
sensible for our present frame of mind in
this country. I refer. to the proposition
that the Legislative Council shall have
power to send a message to the Assembly,
asking that something may be eliminated
from the Estimates for the purpose

of
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being sent up to the Council in a separate
Bill. It does not appear to me that that
proposal exceeds the power which the
House of Lords exercises constantly, when
it is asked to concur in a message, or that
it is at all an innovation or a trenching
upon the privileges of this House, if this
House is content with "the same privileges
as the House of Commons. Nevertheless,
if I had had any voice in the matter, I
would have left it out of the Bill. I
think the very simplest method we can
have of-curing the evils we have to complain of is the best, and we have a good
example set us by the reformers in the
old country, who never go beyond the
evil they desire to cure. I think we
would do wisely in abandoning this part
of the Bill, and letting us have, at all
events, a chance of working with a reformed Constitution. With the extended
suffrage, the redivision of the provinces,
and the power of dissolving the Upper
House, I think we shall need nothing
further. If anything further be needed,
we shall still have the power of obtaining
it at a future time. I believe this proposal, at the present time, is calculated to
raise unnecessary difficulties. I under-'
stand exactly the position in which the
Government are placed. It has been so
persistently insisted upon that dead-locks
should be done away with that, naturally
enough, this part of the question has
assumed a prominence to which it is by
no means entitled. I believe, however,
as I have said, this proposition will raise
difficulties which it is not necessary to
raise. Men so honest and able as the
honorable member for Portland are somewhat staggered by the proposal. The
power of the House of Commons in money
matters is undoubtedly one of the grandest
features in the history of England; but
when we have a second representative
Chamber, as answerable to the people and
as deeply concerned in the management of
the finances justly and fairly as this
House can possibly be, I do not think
that the sole control in matters of finance
will be of such vital importance as it has
been hitherto.
Mr. McKEAN.-You want a second
House, co-equal in finance with this.
Mr. JONES.-I do not want that. I
am speaking directly against that proposition at the present moment, but I desire
to show that what honorable members like
the honorable member for Portland deem
to be a vital principle at present will no
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longer be so when there are two absolutely
representative Chambers. It is not COllsidered so in the United States, or in any
other countries where both Houses are absolutely representative, and under the controlof the people. Under these conditions
the people still adhere to the underlying
principle; that is to say, they still make
their representatives the sole controllers
of finance, but not t.heir representatives
in one House-their representatives in
both Houses. I can see clearly that, if
there are to be difficulties in the future in
connexion with this qnestion, they will be
greatly aggravated if we have to discuss
this aspect of the measure. It is possible
to lay before the people of the country an
exposition of what has been done in times
past with respect to the principle of the
sole control of the finances by t.he House
of Commons, to dilate upon it la.rgely, and
to make it appear to be still a matter of
the gravest importance to us. It is for
that reason that I wou1d have avoidecl
placing in the Bill this proposal with
regard to the elimination of items from
the Estimates. If we had to discuss this
question again before the cOllstituencies,
we might find a party, heaned by
the honorable member for Geelong,
who would endeavour to show that to
intrust the control of the finances to the
representatives of the people in two Chambers-or probably he would sink the representative character of the second-was a
wide departure from the practice followed
in the mother country. And we may
be sure that the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. Pearson) would quote
any number of precedents to show the
great part which this principle has played
in the past history of England. Nay,
we might even have in that party so
immaculate a gentleman as the honorable
member for Stawell, who, only last
Friday, when addressing his constituents,
received the very highest testimonial as
to his personal character-from himselfaccompanied with almost fulsome compliments about his 20 years' untarnished
reputation. We might, I say, have a
party, headed by those gentlemen, making
a grand effort to rouse the people over an
utterly false issue with respect to this
matter. Therefore, to raise this question
at present seems to me to be one of those
acts which are simply impolitic. If we
canDot, as I have said, manage to settle
our difficulties and troubles by using the
political power which will be in our hands
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if the 2nd part of this Bill becomes law, as Having gone to the people under this
I hope it will, then will be the time for us Bill, it is proposed, however, by a process
to deal with the question of giving the of knocking two Houses into one, to set
Legislative Council power to ask that on one side the constituencies either of the
some item may be taken out of the Esti- Council or the Assembly. I consider that
mates and placed in a separate Bill. There is an entirely unnecessary part of the
is another matter in the Bill upon which measure. I remember, in former discushonorable members opposite have expended sions of this question, being greatly struck
a vast amount of fruitless effort, and which by a passage from a speech of Lord Derby
I would rather not have seen in the measure, in the House of Lords, which was quoted
because I think the difficulty it seeks to by the honorable member for Warrnamsolve is practically insolnble-I refer to the bool-then member for Richmond-and
question of obtaining finality by means of the passage is so applicable to this part
some machinery. The method proposed in of the Bill that it is worth requoting.
the Bill is that, after certain preliminaries, Lord Derby saidthe two Houses shall meet together and
"I can say to this assembly that we are not
decide matters. There are very many the ultimate court of appeal. I can say it to
objections to that course, and the more this House still more clearly and more forcibly,
because I can also say to the other House of
we consider them the more forcibly they Legislature
that it is not a court of appeal
impress themselves on our minds. In the either. The ultimate court of appeal in all cases
first place, one of the grand principles of difference between the branches of the Legiswhich we have inherited from the mother lature, and all cases of difficulty, is the people
country is the absolute independence of themselves."
each House of the Legislature. Unless Let us not go beyond that. We ought
that absolute independence is preserved, not to desire to have any machinery that
we place somewhere absolute power, and would go beyond what ought to be in every
absolute power is certainly not constitu- constitutionally governed country the ultional government.. What are the pre- timate court of appeal. When we have
liminaries to be gone through before this appealed to the constituencies, let us abide
joint sitting takes place? A question has by their verdict. It may not, perhaps often
to be put to the respective constituencies will not, give finality; but, if the people
of the two Houses, and each member luts of the colony, when appealed to under
to declare that, on the question in dispute, the 1st part of this Bill, return men to
he stands on either the one side or the maintain the position they had previously
other. He is probably sent back to main- maintained, so that a certain measure will
tain his position, and then, having asked be hung up as it were for a time, I ask why
the opinions of the constituencies, we should there be any power in the colony
propose to make machinery to set that to make law that which the people of the
opinion aside.
colony have refused to make law? I
think this part of the Bill may be very
Mr. LONGMORE.-Come over here.
Mr. JONES. - There may be some fairly excised, and I trust we shall
things I object to on this (the Ministerial) reduce the measure simply to what it
side, but there is everything I object to should be-an actual reformation of the
on the other. This proposal seems to me Constitution of this colony. If we do
to be a method of proceeding which that-if we endeavour to adhere to the
certainly contravenes all we consider to British Constitution, which has resisted the
be constitutional government. Constitu- efforts of honorable gentlemen opposite,
tional government, as I understand it, and which will be sufficiently strong to
means obtaining the opinion of the con- resist any effort to break it down-I believe
stituencies and abiding by it. This pro- we shall accomplish all we want. The
posal, however, if a dispute is carried to legislative independence of two Houses of
the length of a joint sitting, is to set that Parliament is a most essential feature of
opinion absolutely aside. In this, as in that Constitution, and I, for my part,
every other constitutionally governed would not desire to trench upon that
country, there is already an ultimate court principle in the slightest degree. I think
of appeal for the decision of every dispute those who desire to see any settlement of
that arises between the two Houses of this question should do their utmost to make
Parliament or any two bodies in the State the measure of actual reform proposed in
-namely, the people themselves, whose the Bill become law. I fail to see from what
decision ought never to be questioned. other quarter we can look for a mea~ure
SES. 1880.-2 F
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which will give us as much in the direction of real reform as this Bill does. So
much importance do I attach to the 2nd
part of the Bill that I will uo all I can to
assist the passage of the measure into law,
while endeavouring to prune it of excrescences. I believe that every man who has
really at heart a desire to settle this question
may find within the four corners of the
Bill all that he could reasonably hope to
get in any measure of reform that could
be submitted to the House. John Bright,
a man whose authority stands. deservedly
high in the estimation of honorable members, has said, speaking of the extension of
the franchise of the House of .commons"I believe the middle class, as a rule-the
liberal portion of the middle class-would have
no objection to see the franchise extended to all
householders in boroughs. I believe that if it
were so extended we should arrhe at a point
at which, so long as any of us are permitted to
meddle with the politics of our country, no further
change would be demanded. I therefore am entirely in favour of it, because I believe it to be ,vise
in itself, and becausfl it is the ancient borough
franchise of this kingdom. I am in accord with
our ancient Constitution. I would stand by it.
Wherever it afforded support for freedom, I
would march in its track. That track is.so plain
that a wayfaring man, though a fool, need not
err therein. I would be guided by its lights.
They have been kept burning by great men
among our forefathers for many generations.
Our only safety in this warfare is in adhering to
the ancient and nohle Constitution of our country.
And when we have restored to it its bygone
strength, and invited the great body of the
people to take part in political power, then the
House of Commons--

And we may say the Legislative Council
in this colony.
"will be the servant of the nation, and not its
master, and it will do the bidding, not of a small,
a limited, often an ignorant, necessarily a selfish,
class, but the bidding of a great and noble
people."

These remarks were made with respect
to extending the franchise of the House
of Commons, but how much more valuable still will it be to us if we can have
our House of Lords also based upon a
franchise equal to that of the British
House of Commons! I repeat that there
is in this Bill all we could ever hope to
obtain. It promises an ample settlement
of the reform question, and I trust that
every honorable member who has the
settlement of that question at heart will
certainly vote for the Bill, at the present
stage at all events.
Mr. NIMMO.-Sir, I listened with
great pleasure and interest to the honorable member who has just addressed the
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.House.. I confess that, when the honorable gentleman rose to speak, I anticipated
that his remarks would inspire me with
very different feelings, for I had always
regarded him as a rabid opponent of the
liberal party in this colony. The honorable member, however, has quite taken
me by surprise, for I do not think I
could possibly have advanced arguments
at all equal in weight to those which
he adduced against the provisions of
the Bill before the House. In fact,
the only difference between us appears to be that the honorable member,
while he condemns the Bill, says he is
going to vote for it-that, while he does
not approve of the principle, he yet hopes
it will become law. A more extraordinary
statement I never heard come from any honorable member when addressing himself
to a great constitutional question. The
honorable member commenced by depicting, in glowing language, the splendid
change which would be wrought in
the constitution of the Council by the
widening of its basis and the infusion of
fresh public life and public spirit into it.
Had the honorable member left off at that
point, and said-HI will leave other honorable members to deal with the remaining
portions of the Bill," his speech would have
been perfect; but his criticism of all the
other provisions, coupled with the aDnouncement that he will support the
Bill, certainly seem to me to expose
him to a charge of political inconsistency. I listened also with great interest
to the remarks of my honorable colleague
(Mr. Lyell), and I was particularly strud~
with one of them, namely, that we are
bound to admit that the country approved
of the Service reform scheme. This had
previously been hinted by the Premier
and the Minister of Railways, but the
statement was broadly asserted by my
honorable colleague, and I find the same
assertion reiterated in the Argus. Now,
if I could persuade myself that the cou~
try had approved of that scheme; I would
feel disinclined to take up the time of the
House in debating the Bill, although I
would certainly, from my convictions, feel
disposed to exert my influence as a private
member of society in trying to educate
the country regarding the unconstitutional
character of some of the principles of the
measure. But I do not at all believe that
the country has pronounced in favour of
this ·scheme. The Bill appears to me to.
be defective in several respects. Its main
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defects are to be found in clauses 11, 19,
and 20. I find by these clauses that the
Council is to be invested with supreme
power to alter any measure agreed to by
this House-in fact, to be vested with
a power greater than the root from
which it springs. The Council is to be
elected by a fraction of the electors, yet
it is to have full power and command over
the destinies and interests of the whole of
the electors! That is an unphilosophical
and one-sided proposition. Had the Bill
provided that the members of the Council
were to be returned by the same electors
as the Assembly, that proposal would have
been reasonable, and I believe a measure
of reform of that kind would have received
a very large amount of support in this
House as well as in the country. But,
combined with a proposed extension of
the franchise for the Council, we have a
principle so utterly repugnant to our sense
of justice that even the honorable member
for Villiers and Heytesbury (Mr. Jones)
cannot reconcile the two things-although,
nevertheless, he is going to vote for the
Bill, and "hopes it will become law."
The Council could have been popularized
by broadening its basis, and the matter
allowed to rest there. The Council would
then have an opportunity of becoming the
exponent of the new intellectual and moral
life infused into it by this extension of
the franchise, and, no doubt, that would
be a very great improvement. But why
increase the powers o.f the Council merely
because you are going to popularize it?
Can anyone assign a re~SOll why the
powers of the other House should be increased, and the powers which this House
has inherited by the Constitution diminished? I have heard no satisfactory
reason for such a proposal. I am quite
sure-and I believe the majority of honorable members are equally sure-that the
late general election turned not on the
provisions of any Bill to amend the Constitution Act, but on a variety of issues,
placed before the electors by the opponents of the late Administration, such as
the Woods brake, the Longmore regulations, "Black Wednesday," the embassy,
and the Harbour Trust; and last, though
not least, it was influenced by the organized
opposition of the Roman Catholic priesthood to every candidate who would not
promise to alter our present educational
arrangements so as to secure payment by
results for instruction which would include
teaching the dogmas of their church, in
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conjunction with the elements of secular
knowledge, in schools erected by the votaries of that denomination. Had a Reform
Bill, pure and simple, been submitted on
the memorable 28th February, as the only
question on which the general election
was to hinge, and had a majority been returned to this House pledged to support
the measure, I would have felt myself
bound to consider the result as decisive
and final. But the numeric strength on
both sides of this Assembly having been
obtained from a variety of conflicting
issues that had neither a logical nor an
ethical connexion with the question of
constitutional reform, I do not feel that I
would be warranted in concluding, a priori,
that the Bi1l now before us is an expression of public opinion, or that it should be
permitted to pass until its radical defects
have been pointed out, and amended so as
to provide for our future legislation being
conducted in accordance with the prescribed forms of the Imperial Parliament
-forms which have stood the test of time,
and proved themselves to be essential to
the security of constitutional freedom and
common-law rights, which appear to be
the natural outcome of a system of government that holds each branch of the Legislature responsible for the faithful discharge of its duties, and precluded from
interfering with those beyond the scope of
its jurisdiction, and which, if adopted by
our two Houses, would prevent the future
page of Victorian history from being ever
stained with the record of another deadlock. Immediately on receiving a copy
of the Bill, I searched it eagerly for two
things-first, for a clause that would make
the Assembly the sole guardian of the
pnblic purse in Victoria in the same manner that the House of Commons is the
guardian of the public purse in Great
Britain; and, secondly, for such a wise
and wholesome provision as would limit
the action of the Legislative Council in
its treatment of Money Bills to the usages
and practice of the House of Lords. But
I regret to say that in each case my efforts
met with what Henry Kirke White calls
"the stern blandishments of disappointment." Why the application of the provisions of this Bill 'to British legislation would completely invert the practice
of the Imperial Parliament, by making
the House of Lords the sole guardian of
the public purse and the sole dictator of
the poiicy of the nation. I beg to ask the
supporters of the measure-Do they really
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think the members of the House of Commons would accept a similar one as the basis
of their parliamentary practice? That
is a fair question, and it deserves a fair
answer. We profess to be imitators of the
Imperial Parliament, and to model our political action upon that of the Lords and
Commons at home, but do we believe the
latter Chamber would agree to a measur~
like the one before us? The Premier, in
his speech on the subject, contended that
the House of Lords have exercised powers
similar to those which this Bill would
confer upon the Legislative Conncil, and
he grounded his argument upon the dictum
of Mr. Perceval, whom he described as an
able lawyer and a distinguished statesman.
But the fact that Mr. Perceval possessed
either of those two characteristics is hardly
borne out by actual history. For example, I find from Williams' Life and
Administration of Spencer Perceval, that,
to begin with, he was not a great lawyer.
Here are some passages of the work I
allude to, which will prove my statement : " But though Mr. Perceval continued to practise in the Courts of King's Bench and Chancery,
it was upon a very limited scale. . . . It has
just been observed that Mr. Perceval, very early
in life, was looked upon as a rising character.
This opinion might have originated in his zeal,
as well as in his ability; for, while a young man
at the bar, he is said to have spoken of all those
who differed with him with a certain degree of
asperity, and, at times, to have treated the
assertors of popular rights as Jacobins. More
practice, and a mature age, certainly dulcified
his expressions, though his principles ever remained the same. As the practice of Mr. Perceval was never very extensive, neither in
Chancery nor in Westminster Hall, it is not
surprising he should determine altogether on a
parliamentary life."
It appears that Mr. Perceval had one
peculiarity which may often be detected
in a certain class of politicians, namely,
the bad habit of meeting argument by
vilifying the character of the arguer. As
to his being a distinguished statesman, let
me ask how was it that, after his unfortunate death-for, as honorable' members
know, he was shot down in the lobby of
the House of Commons-his murderer had
to be conveyed away by a strong force in
order that the populace of London should
be prevented from liberating him? Surely,
had he been held in high respect, no such
demonstration would have been dreadeu.
The faGt is he was a weak-minded man,
and, if he was not actually mixed up with
transactions that involved the very essence
of corruption, he, at all events, exercised
Mr. Nimmo.
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a most dangerous influence over the minds
of those who were so mixed up. He even
attempted once to improperly influence
the mind of George IV, when Prince
Regent. As the incident stamps Mr.
Perceval's character in a particular way,
I will describe it. It appears that, in an
interview with the Prince Regent, he
endeavoured to secure his assent to the
appointment of General Charles Craufurd
as governor of the military college at
Marlow. The historian I have quoted
describes the scene as follows : "Mr. Perceval strongly urged the General's
high merits, and besides begged leave respectfully to state to His Royal Highness that his
claims were powerfully seconded by his son-inlaw, the Duke of Newcastle, whose support in
Parliament was most essential to His Majesty's
Administration-perhaps was of more consequence to them than that of any other individ uaI. The Prince Regent, in answer to this
argument, made a declaration to the following
purport :-' Sir, I did not expect such a reason to
be assigned; but I am not sorry that it is so in
au instance like the present, when it enables me
to make known my resolution without disparagement to the gallant officer in question. I repeat
that I have a high respect for his merits, which
have met their reward, but I must tell you, once
for all, that I never can, nor will, consent to bestow any place or appointml"nt, meant to be an
asylum or reward for the toils and sen-ices of
our gallant soldiers and seamen, on any person,
on account of parliamentary connexion, or in
return for parliamentary votes. This is my
fixed determination, and I trust I shall never
again be solicited in the same way.' The Minister bowed and took his leave."
And so I bow Mr. Perceval out of this
chamber, and turn to another authority
of far greater weight. Lord Chatham,
who was well acquainted with the forms
of Parliament, and had evidently traced
them to their origin, and who was able to
describe with philosophic exactitude the
basis on which the three estates of the
realm had from time immemorial rested
their different claims for legislative jurisdiction, informs us, in a speech he delivered
in 1766 on the question of taxing the
American colonies, as follows : "In legislation the three estates of the realm
are alil<:e concerned, but the concurrence of the
Peers and the Crown to a tax is only necessary
to clothe it with the form of law. . . . Taxation is no part of the governing or legislative
power. The taxes are a voluntary gift or grant
of the Commons alone."
May'S Constitutional History of England
also informs us that"The Lords have no voice in questions of expenditure save that of a formal assent to the
Appropriation Acts. They are excluded from
it by the spirit and by the forms of the Constitution."
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'rhere is no getting away from these authorities. Sir, the instant a resolution
fl,dopting a report from a Committee of
Supply is carried in the HouseofCommons,
the English people are as satisfied that
the amount specified in that report will be
immediately available for the purpose for
which it was granted as they are that the
s.un will rise on the following morning.
But I ask whether, under the provisions
of this Bill, the people of Victoria would
be inspired with the same confidence when
a report from a Committee of Supply was'
adopted by.a resolution of this House?
I venture to say that not one honorable
member believes that such would be the
case. By the application of the provis,ions of this Bill to legislation in Victoria,
public confidence in the votes of this
House would not only be rudely shaken
but completely destroyed. During a debate in the House of Commons in 1861,
when replying to Lord Robert :Montague,
who had found fault with the Government
because the Appropriation Bill was not
printed, Lord Paln'lerston said" The honorable member also found fault with
us for saying that a vote in Supply is an authority to issue the money. No one doubts that,
the moment a vote in committee is passed, the
Government is empowered to spend the money.
It is quite true that, for the purposes of audit,
the preliminary sanction of the three branches
of the Legislature is necessary, and that is what
the Appropriation Act gives; but that Act
does not alter a single vote. It is a record of
past transactions, and does not afford the House
an opportunity of altering any vote."

But the provisions of this Bill would not
only clothe a minority of this House, supplemented by a majority from the Legislative Council, with power to alter any
vote, but it would also give them an
opportunity for exercising it. Under such
an arrangement, where could public confidence in the proceedings of this House
ever find a resting place? For the purpose of giving a spur to our foreign or
intercolonial trade, or in order to infuse
fresh vitality into one of our languishing
indnstries, this House might propose
financial measures devised in a liberal
spirit, but, under the provisions of the
Bill now before us, it would be left entirely with the other branch of the Legislature to dispose of them. If there be one
truth more snsceptible of demonstration
than another. in connexion with parliamentary practice at home, it is that the
Commons have the sole and undivided
control of the raising and, disbursing of
the public revenue. They both propose
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and dispose of all questions relating to
taxation and Money Bills. For proof of
this, I will refer to an undoubted authority. Ferrall, in his Exposition of the
Law of Parliament, says" The Commons are not only treasurers to the
nation, but also possess the initiative of any Bill
imposing a tax, for whatever purpose. The
principle is carried so far that even in penal
Statutes, where any pecuniary fine is imposed,
the Lords cannot suggest the sum, nor can they
n.Iter the amount agreed on by the Commons."

To further prove the constitutional soundness of the doctrine, allow me to cite the
spirited report framed by the 21 members of the House of Commons who,
in 1862, when the Lords had rejected the
Paper Duties Bill, were appointed to
search for precedents. That report is a
clear and explicit vindication of the right
of the Commons to the sole and undivided
control of the taxat.ion and public expenditure of the country, and it is replete
with instruction to this Chamber. One
short passage is as follows:"The committee, reviewing this testimony
derived from the records of Parliament and
from the settled practice of the House of Commons, have asked themselves this questionWhat is the principle involved in the precedent
of the 9th of Henry IV, and what the right of
the Commons of England which Mr. Pym
declared in the year 1640 had beC'n 'not shaken
by one precedent for these three hundred years'?
Is it merely that the House of Commons shall
begin all Bills of Taxation and Supply, or that
the Lords shall not by amendment in any Bill
raise or diminish by one penny any charge imposed on the people? Is it one only or both of
these things which formed the staple of the
right for which the Commons have contended
during so many centuries? The committee
cannot doubt that the right which the Commons have contended for and have maintained
is nothing less thau an absolute control in
determining the expenditure necessary for the
service of the Crown and the mode aud the
amount of taxatiou which shall be imposed upon
the people. If the Lords cannot begin It tax, if
they cannot increase or abate a tax, yet if they
may prolong a tax by refusing their assent to
its repeal when that repeal has been voted by
the House of Commons, then it appears to the
committee that the fundamental and inherent
right of the House of Commons to an absolute
control over Taxation and Supply is not only
menaced but destroyed."

Sir, when-having been counselled by
such an astute politician and so conservative a Minister of the Crown in England
as Sir Michael Hicks-Beach to maintain
the rights and privileges of the House of
Commons inviolate in this House-I learn
from experienced and distinguished statesmen like Earl Chatham and Lord Palmerston, as well as from profound and
impartial histo:ri~ns like ~allam~ Ferrp,ll,
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Mr. NIMMO.-I do not believe for a
and May, what those rights and privileges are, I am perfectly amazed at the moment they would ever be so truly lambstolid attitude of indifference to the infor- like. I am sure the reply from the popumation they furnish which, it appears to lation of the little hill I represent would
me, is assumed by the supporters of the be most emphatically" No." I know that
Bill. Were I to henr a man calling out no man in the colony is animated by a more
for more light while standing beneath the sincere desire to promote the lasting
blaze of a noonday summer sun, I would interests of the country than the Premier
be forced to one of two conclusions, either is. I believe, in my soul, that the honorthat he was suffering from an obscuration able gentleman is firmly convinced in his
of vision, originated by some organic defect own mind that the Bill is a right and
of his visual organs, or that, with some proper Bill. But I am also sure he is
ulterior object, he was wilfully shutting carried away by his anxiety to procure
his eyes against the light of heaven. peace. His measure will, however, never
Must I not interpret many of the utter- procure peace. Rather will it give rise
ances from the Ministerial side of the to war. (Laughter.) I was prepared for
House in the same way? We have had that laugh. The same laugh was heard
talk of "broken heads and flaming houses," when the great American reformers probut surely the supporters of the Bill must pounded the doctrine that taxation without
see that they, too, are advocating a very representation is an injustice that cannot
dangerous scheme. They propose in effect be endured. This Bill provides for taxato rob this House of its rights and privi- tion without representation.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Nonsense.
leges, to take away its power, dignity, and
honour, and to enact a measure of reform
Mr. NIMMO.-Is it nonsense to say
obviously in direct conflict with the spirit that a majority of the Council, in conand genius of the British Constitution. junction with a minority here, will be
I am aware that they put forth as their enabled by the Bill to impose taxation?
principal argument that they are desirous (" No.") Why the Attorney-General adto obtain peace-that they wish to see the mitted as much to the honorable member
question of reform disposed of in order for Portland.
that the country should be able to settle
An HONORABLE MElIrBER.-This Chamdown in a peaceable way-but does not ber alone can initiate taxation.
an old book tell "an owre true tale"
Mr. NIMMO.-I am perfectly right in
when it speaks of people crying, "Peace! what I am saying. No man could be
peace! when there is no peace"? In my more anxious to support the Bill than I
humble opinion, were this House to adopt would be, were I able so to do. I would
the Bill as it now stands, it would do that be delighted to widen the basis of the
which might lead to a revolution unpre- U prer House, but to transfer power
cedented in the history of the world. from this Chamber, and practically make
(Laughter.) Honorable members may the other the House of Commons of the
smile-I hope and trust there is no ground countrY, is to go altogether too far. I
for my anticipation-but, if I interpret sincerely hope the Government. will see
the spirit of the people of Victoria aright, their way to remodel their proposals by
they will not consent to suffer for any striking out their offensive features.
great length of time under a sense of in- Were they to confine their measure to
justice without an effort to resent the extending the electoral basis of the
wrong done them. Were they brought Council, they would receive from all
under the provisions of the Bill, what sides, both here and outside, a large and
would be among the first consequences? liberal support. But I do not think any
Why that a majority of the other branch proposal for giving another place the sole
of the Legislature, supplemented by a power of dealing with the finances of the
minority of the Assembly, would be able colony, and altering any Bill we may set
not only to mutilate any measure we might our hearts upon, will ever have the assent
pass but to change its character altogether. of this branch of the Legislature.
They would be able to absolutely invert
Mr. McLEAN.-As a young member
every effort on the part of this Chamber of the House, I listened with very great
to achieve the ends it may be elected to pleasure indeed to the debate that has
accomplish. Will the people of the colony emanated from both sides of the House
consent to that sort of treatment?
with reference to the measure under disAn HONORABLE Ml]:MBER.-Yes,
t!llssion. I consider that it has been for
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the most part characterized by that degree
of moderation which should, in my opinion,
attach to discussion in all deliberative assemblies, with whom it is a principal duty
to labour to uphold the dignity ana interests of the country and its representatives. In following the criticism of the
honorable members who oppose. the Bill,
more especially that of the honorable
member for Geelong (Mr. Berry) and the
honorable member for Portland, I was
somewhat surprised to find their chief
objections levelled not at any contingency
that could possibly occur under the provisions of the proposed reformed Constitution, but at contingencies that might
possibly arise if the majority of the Assembly persisted in refusing to be restrained by constitutional bounds, and in
defying the law. I beg to remind honorable members that the unanimous verdict
of the people, as expressed through their
representatives in Parliament, and every
section of the press, as well as every other
available medium of communication, has
been emphatically declared in favour of
constitutional reform. The necessity for
such reform has indeed been recognised
for many years past. Have we not had
session after session wasted in vain
efforts to dispose of the all-important
question, and do we not know perfectly
well that until it is disposed of on a satisfactory basis we may look in vain for the
Houses settling down to their legitimate
work of useful and practical legislation?
At the same time, I do not think such
legislation impossible under our present
Qonstitution. On the contrary, I believe
that if honorable members would on all
occasions practise moderation, and be
willing, in each branch of the Legislature, to concede to the other the right
they claim for themselves, namely, of
exercising the privileges conferred upon
them under the Constitution of the country in an independent manner, we could
get on very well without reform. But
the history of past Parliaments proves
conclusively that it is vain to look for
perpetual moderation and mutual forbearance, and therefore it is far better that we
should deal with affairs as they are-as
we know them to be-than to aim at the
impossible. Under these circumstances, it
is high time we applied ourselves in serious
sober earnestness to the important matter
now before us; and to do so beneficially
it is only necessary to approach it in the
spirit which its magnitude and importance
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render proper, namely, apart from all
selfish party considerations, and with a
full determination to have regard only to
good legislation and. the well-being of the
people of the country . We should bear
in mind that parties may come and gothat Governments may rise and fall-but
that the laws placed on the statute-book
may endure for ever, or at all events affect
the rights a..nd privileges of the people for
generations. While I' admit the importance of constitutional reform, I by no
means concur in the opinion that the
settlement of the question is necessarily
a matter of extreme difficulty. . In order
to make suitable provision for moulding
the legislation of the future, we ought to
avail ourselves properly of the experience
of the past. If we subject our past political history to a close and careful investigation, I think it will not be difficult
to ascertain wherein our present Constitution has failed to allow effect to be
given to the deliberately-expressed will
of the people. To that extent alone can
it be said to have proved defective;
and, therefore, in that respect alone does
it need to be reformed. Honorable members on both sides of the House will, I
think, agree with me that our present
Constitution has proved defective chiefly
in two respects. In the first place, it
has failed to create or maintain harmony
between the two branches of the Legislature; and, in the second place, it has
failed to make suitable provision for the
settlement of disputes which may arise
between them. The first defect is, in my
opinion, due to two causes; and the first
of those two causes is the conflicting
elements of which the two branches of
the Legislature are composed, one being
essentially a democratic Chamber, elected
by manhood suffrage, and the other being
a class House, elected on a high property
qualification. The remedy for this, which
would suggest itself to the mind of any
reasonable and thinking person, is very
simple; it is to assimilate the basis of
the two Houses by altering the constitution of either one or both of them.
Now as any alteration in the constitution of the Legislative Assembly would
be universally, and very properly, regarded as a retrogressive step-one that
would not be entertained for a momentit only remains that we should alter the
constitution of the Council with the view
to. bring it nearer to that of the Assembly.
That is e~a~tll what the ~easure now
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under discussion proposes to do; it proposes to liberalize the Upper House, and
make it amenable to public opinion, by a
comprehensive extension of the franchise
for its election. I would remind honorable gentlemen opposite that for years past
they have characterized the members of
the Council as an obstructive band of
oligarchs, who, whilst representing a small
privileged section of the community, used
their impregnable position, and the power
conferred upon them by the Constitution,
to obstruct the useful legislation which
emanated from the representatives of the
people. That is the song which has been
sung to the country; and it has been sung
so often that the country is getting weary
of its repetition. And now, when honorable members opposite are asked to abolish
for ever the political monopoly which has
hitherto been conferred on wealth in this
country, they refuse to do so; they prefer
to perpetuate the evil against which they
have been raising their voices for years
past. But this change of front has corne
rather too late in the day. The people
have been too well trained by honorable
members opposite. I give those honorable members credit for what they have
done in that direction, and if they will
only be sincere and consistent, and carry
out reforms the necessity of which they
have insisted upon for years past, they will
have my fullest sympathy. The tide of
popular opinion has set in in fa vour of popularizing the Upper House, and any effort
to dam back that tide would be as vain
as any attempt to stem the waters of a
mountain torrent. The second cause of
the failure of Qur present Constitution is,
in my opinion, not so much due to any
actual defect in the Constitution itself as
to what I consider was an unwise and
improper exercise of power on the part
of this Chamber. I refer to the practice
which has prevailed of coercing the other
House by the lever of the Appropriation
Bill. I have always been strongly opposed
to tacks. I would go as far as any honor-.
able member to maintain the privileges of
this Chamber, but I always thought it
matter for regret that honorable gentlemen
who were jealous of any infringement of
their own rights and privileges should set
a bad example by being the first to invade
the privileges of others. I am exceedingly
pleased to see that the present Reform
Bill provides what I consider an effectual
cure for dead-locks. It does so in a very
wise manner; for, whilst it practically
Mr. McLean
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places the sole control of the public
finances in the hands of the representatives
of the people, it at the same time provides
reasonable supervision against any rash or
unjustifiable expenditure. That portion
of the measure has been severely criticised
by honorable gentlemen who are jealous
of any interference with the expenditure
of the money which is drained from the
taxpayers of the country; but I think they
will agree with me when I say that a proposition to vest the sole control of the
finances in one Chamber can only be justified on one assumption, namely, that the
majority of that Chamber shall always
represent and be true reflex of the majority of the people of the country. The
honorable member for Geelong(Mr. Berry)
said, the other night, that the Legislative
Assembly is not only a reflex of the opinions of the majority of the country at
all times, but is, moreover, the country
itself.
Mr. BERRY.-Hear, hear.
Mr. McLEAN.-How long is it since
the honorable member became converted
to that opinion?
Mr. BERRY.-I was always of that
opinion.
Mr. McLEAN.-Did the honorable
gentleman hold ·that opinion in 1876,
when, with a following of 20 members,
he "stone-walled" the proposals of the
majority of the Assembly, on the plea
that he knew the majority of the House
were not in harmony with the majority of
the people? The result of the next
general election showed that the honorable gentleman was right in his belief;
and it is quite possible that what was the
case in 1876 may be the case again. I
maintain, however, that any majority in
this Chamber which did not represent the
majority of the country ought not to have
the sole control over the expenditure of
the £5,000,000 which is annually drained
from the pockets of the taxpayers. With
regard to the second defect in the Consti-·
tution-the want of some suitable provision for settling any disputes which
may aris~ between the two branches of
the Legislature-I would remind honorable members that, to a great extent, we
are all agreed. In the first place, honorable members on both sides concur in the
belief that there should be a third tribunal
for settling such disputes; and they also
agree that that tribunal should be the
people-the electors from whom the delegated authority exercised by Parliament

a
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is derived. We are unanimous in this
respect; and we differ only as to the
method in which the questions in dispute
should be submitted to the people for their
decision. That is a matter upon which
there is considerable difference of opinion.
The Reform Bill now before the House
provides that the disputes shall be referred
to the people by means· of a double dissolution. The late Government and their
supporters advocated a plebiscite.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not in
reference to Money Bills.
Mr. McLEAN.-No, Money Bills were
to be excepted.
I have also heard
another proposition for settling disputes
between the two Houses, namely, that
there should be a single dissolution-a
dissolution of the Council only. I will
say a word as to each of these propositions. In regard to the latter, I don't
think that the gentlemen who made it can
have thought it over seriously, or they
would have seen that it is impracticable,
inasmuch as it would be no solution of
the difficulty at all. If one Chamber did
a wrong act and the other discovered it,
surely that would be no reason why the
body which discovered the wrong should
be sent to the country, and not the one
that perpetrated it. Again, supposing
the Upper House obstructed the passage
of a measure, and the question was referred to the people by means of a dissolution of the Council, would the majority
of this Chamber, who believed they had
acted rightly, be willing to sacrifice the
interests of their own constituents upon
the verdict of the constituents of the
Council? It is unnecessary to illustrate
the matter further, for it must be apparent
that a dissolution of the Council only
would be no solution of disputes between
the two Houses. As regards the plebiscite, I am a strong opponent of it. At
the first glance, it seemed to me a very
fair and reasonable solution of the difficulty-for I admit that the people are
the proper arbiters in disputes between
the two Houses-but when I followed
out its effects I certainly changed my
opinion. I consider that the first effect
of the plebiscite would be to place
supreme political power in the hands of
the compact minorities who reside in the
large centres of population, who, being
within easy distance of polling-booths,
could record their votes without any personal inconvenience, and would record
them in sufficient numbers to overwhelm
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the votes that would be recorded by the
scattered majority residing in the country
districts, at long distances from any pollingplaces, and many of whom could not
afford the time to go to the poll. If
honorable members doubt this, I would
refer them to the results of the late election in districts which were not visited
by the candidates. I could mention
some polling-places in portions of North
Gippsland which were not visited by any
of the candidates where considerably less
than a dozen votes were polled, and I could
mention one where only two votes were
recorded. If this happened at a general
election with six candidates in the field,
how much more likely would it be to·
occur under a plebiscite as to a Bill which
the electors had never seen, but had· only
heard of through newspaper reports?
Moreover, a plebiscite would give the
electors no opportunity of voting for any
alteration in a Bill. They would have to
take the bad with the good, or reject the
good with the bad. But there is a still
greater objection to the plebiscite. It
would have the effect of degrading Parliament by relieving honorable members of
all responsibility, and transferring it to the
people, who, as I have said, would have
no power to initiate or alter any legislation, but would be compelled to accept or
reject a measure as a whole. Supposing
a Government measure passed the Assembly, was rejected by the Council) and was
afterwards rejected by the people under a
plebiscite, I would consider that was, to
all intents and purposes, a direct vote of
want of confidence by the people in the
Ministry and the majority of the Assembly; yet, if half-a-dozen such votes were
recorded, they would not in the slightest
degree affect the position of the Government and their majority, who would still
continue to hold their seats, carryon the
affairs of the country, and expend the
public revenue in defiance of the expression of the opinion of the majority of the
electors. How different would be the
operation of a double dissolution. In that
case, each member would resign his seat,
and would go before his constituents and
8ay-" There is a serious dispute between
the two branches of the Legislature; if
you think I have faithfully represented
your interests in the past, I ask you to
send me back with a renewed expression of your confidence; if, however, you
think I have not done so, I have no
wish to represent you any longer." Surely
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that would be a much more dignified
position for any members of this House
to occupy than to cling to their seats in
defiance of public opinion, and in spite of
the vote of want of confidence recorded
against them by the country. Would the
finances of the country be safe under the
control of any members occupying such
a degraded position as to stick to their
seats when the people had pronounced
against them? I certainly think not;
and I am glad that the constituencies
generally throughout the country have
expressed the same opinion. Wi th regard
to the joint sitting, I have heard it stated
that that arrangement would practically
be an appeal from the people to another
tribunal. That is a very grave mistake.
The joint sitting is only a convenient
method of ascertaining the exact extent
of the verdict returned by the people at
the general election of both Houses. I,
however, look upon the joint .sitting as
something analogous to the latent power
in the British Constitution for the creation of peers, which has a restraining and
moderating influence upon those who are
liable to be subjected to its operation, but
is never used, because there is never any
necessity to use it. I think that honorable
members, upon reflection, will see that the
joint sitting would never occur, or would
Dot occur more than once or twice in a
century. Nevertheless, as it forms a distinct feature of the Bill, it is necessary we
should consider what its effects would be
in the event of it being put in operation.
I have heard several objections urged
against the joint sitting, but only one
that is worthy of more than a moment's
thought, and that, I admit, deserves full
consideration. The objection to which I
refer is that a majority in the Council,
combined with a minority in the Assembly, might, at the joint sitting, possibly
<?verrule a majority of the people of
the country. With the present Constitution that objection would be unanswerable, inasmuch as the contingency
is one that would be very likely to
occur; but we must bear in mind that
under this Bill we have to deal with a
liberalized Council-a Council which will
be a reflex of the majority of the electors
of the Assembly. In point of fact, the
new Council will be chosen by nearly twothirds of the electors for the Assembly.
Under these circumstances, if the two
Houses sit together, surely there will be
go great danger of violence heing done to
Mr~
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the wishes of the majority of the electors.
Another objection to the joint sitting is
that it is un-English. I am as strong
an admirer of the Constitution of Great
Britain as any member of this House; I
know that grand Constitution is made up
of precedents extending over centuries,
and that everyone of those precedents is
based on true principles of justice arid
common sense; I know that Constitution
has enabled the Parliament of Great
Britain to enact laws which are the pride
and envy of the civilized world; I know
that those laws have enabled Great Britain
to extend her dominions into every quarter
of the globe, and to maintain peaceful rule
over vast millions of human beings, consisting of almost every race and nationality
under the sun, and whose allegiance is
maintained not by fear or force, but by
the knowledge that they are a free and
an independent people, possessing the
power of self-government-the power to
frame their own laws, and to redress their
own grievances. While entertaining these
views in regard to the British C~nstitu
tion, it is not very likely I would advocate any' II).easure which in my opinion
violated to any great extent the lines of
the British Constitution. But I maintain
that the joint sitting does nothing of
the sort; it is strictly in accordance
with the best principles of representative
and responsible government as laid down
by the British Constitution. It is only,
as I have already stated, a convenient
method of ascertaining the verdict of
the people of the country. If the objections to the. joint sitting were carried
to their full extent, it might be said that
members, after being elected by their constituents, need not meet in Parliament at
all; but how is the verdict of the country
to be really ascertained until members
meet together and l'ecord their votes?
In conclusion, I would remind honorable
members that, in undertaking the task of
reforming our Constitution, we have accepted a grave responsibility; we have
drawn upon ourselves the attention not·
only of the people of this colony but of
the people of the adjacent colonies, and
of our countrymen at the antipodes. If
we fail in the task, it will be humiliating
to the country; it will be said that the
people of Victoria had not sufficient
ability to effect a simple reform of the
Constitution the defects of which were
admitted by all persons. On the other
hand, if we succeed, we shall have the
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satisfaction of knowing that we have
accomplished a good and honorable work.
With some of the details of the Bill I
do not agree, but the proper time to
discuss and amend them will be when the
measure is in committee. I assert that
the day which sees the leading features
of the Bill grafted on our Constitution
will mark an important era in the political
history of Victoria; for its effects will be
to liberalize the Council and make it
amenable to public opinion, to render the
recurrence of dead-locks impossible, and
to maintain the best principles of representative and responsible government by
upholding the purity and dignity of our
parliamentary institutions; it will break
down for ever the monopoly of political
power which has hitherto been accorded
to wealth in this country, and, for the
first time in our history, place the reins
of supreme power in the hands of the
majority of the people.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Sir, ifthisattempt
to amend the Constitution would result
in anything like what the honorable member for North Gippsland (Mr. McLean)
has described, we on this (the opposition) side of the House would hardly be
justified in opposing it; but, from the
vociferous cheers with which the honorable
member was greeted from the Ministerial
benches, at the conclusion of his speech, I
think that the supporters of the Bill are
satisfied with very small mercies indeed.
I desire to call the attention of the House,
in the first place, to the following paragraph in the report of the select committee
of the old Legislative Council on whose
recommendations the present Constitution
was based:"To the Legislature, composed of the Crown
represented by the Governor, and of these
Houses, respectively possessing the powers of
the Lords and Commons Houses of Parliament,
your committee would intrust all legislation on
matters of colonial interest. A special power
of veto on aU questions affecting the empire
should be continued, as at present, in Her Most
Gracious Majesty."
It will be seen therefore that the framers
of our present Constitution professed, at
all events, to base it on the lines of the
British Constitution, and that they intended that, as nearly as the circumstances
of the colony would permit, the Legislative Council in this colony should occupy
the same position here as the House of
Lords in England, and that the Legislative
Assembly should occupy the position of
the House of Commons. The Bill now
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before us proposes to alter the relations
of the two Houses very materially. For
instance, it proposes to empower the
Council to object to any item on the Estimates for the year, and to demand that the
Assembly shall take it off.
Mr. R. CLARK.-That cannot be
done except by a .resolution passed by a
majority of two-thirds of the Council.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Do not the members of the Council almost "always vote as
one body? (" No," from the Ministerial
benches.) N ever more than one-fifth of
the members of the Council have voted
on the popular side. After the Paper
Duties Bill, about which we have heard
so much, was passed by the House of
Commons in 1860, the House of Lords
rejected it on the ground that tile revenue
which would be lost if the paper duties
were repealed would he wanted in the
event of a war breaking out with Russia.
Though the Bill was only carried in the
Honse of Commons, which then consisted
of 658 members, by a majority of nine
votes, the Commons regarded the rejection
of the measure by the Lords as a grave
interference with their privileges. Lord
Palmers ton brought forward a series of
resolutions in the House of Commons, tho
first of which declared" That the right of granting Aids and Supplies
is in the Commons alone, as an essential part of
their constitution; and the limitation of all
such grants, as to the matter, manner, measure,
and time, is only in them."
Mr. R. CLARK.-Nobody demurs to
that.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Does the honorable member mean to say that if we bring
42 members of another place, who don't
represent the people as we do, to vote
with us upon a money question, we shall
not give up any of the right.s which we
now possess? In the debate in the House
of Commons on the resolution I have just
read, Mr. Collier stated that he had examined all the precedents which could be
found, extending over a period of 300 or
400 years, and that there was not one to
support the action taken by the House of
Lords. He also said"The right to tax had always been valued by
the Commons more than all their other rights
put together, and they have always regarded
the struggle for the rightof taxation as a struggle
for their own existence."
I will quote one or two more extracts
from this debate, because I think it very
important that the powers and privileges
which the House of Commons claims in
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regard to money matters should be placed
clearly before the new members of this
House, who have not been fairly dealt
with by the Government in connexion
with the Bill now before us. They don't
know, at the present moment, where the
measure will lead them to. Mr. Collier,
in a subsequent portion of his speech,
remarked"The exclusive right of taxation is the lifeblood of the House of Commons. The principle
of taxation being co-ordinate with representation is the most vital element of the Constitution."

This Bill denies that principle. Every
line of the measnre denies it. It is proposed that the Legislative Council, and
the Council alone, shall be the judge as to
what items shall be on the annual. Estimates. They may limit the Estimates
solely to the making of provision for the
civil servants. They can insist upon every
item for public works being taken off.
Mr. McLEAN.-The Council can only
exercise a suspensive veto.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I ask honorable
members to pay careful attention to the
20th clause of the Bill : " The Council may. ill pursuance of a resolution passed by at least two-thirds of the whole
number of members of the said Council, transmit
a message to the Assembly requesting that any
specified proposed grant of public money, clause,
or matter appearing on the Estimates of Expenditure for the year which, in the opinion of the
Council, is not a grant of money for the ordinary
service of the year may be dealt with in a separate Bill from the annual Appropriation Bill."

The other evening, the honorable member
for Emerald Hill (Mr. Lyell) contended
that the Council could not interfere with
the Estimates, but could only request the
Assembly to remove any item they objected
to. I ask the honorable member to read
the latter portion of the 19th clause, which
says"It shall not be lawful for the Assembly to
proceed with the consideration of any such Bill
containing any grant, clause, or matter which
the Council may have requested, as hereinafter
provided, to be dealt with in a separate Bill."

One peculiarity about these two clauses
is that clause 20 says a certain thing may
be done, and clause 19 provides that it
shall be done. In fact, if we allow the
Bill to pass, we shall absolutely give up
all control over the finances, and place it
in the hands of the Council. It is clearly
a proposal to take away privileges from this
House and give them to the other Chamber"
Supposing there was any provision on the
Estimates for mining on private property,
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the Council, if this Bill became law, could
demand that it should be taken off and dealt
with separately, and then they would have
the power to throw out the separate measure.
Supposing that this House, in its wisdom,
thought fit to grant State aid to religion,
and made provision for the purpose on the
Estimates; the Council could ask that the
item should not appear in the Appropriation Bill, but be placed in a separate Bill,
in that form to be rejected by them
whether we wished it or not. Supposing
that provision for payment of members
were made on the Estimates; the Council
could demand that the sum should be
removed from the Estimates.
Mr. G ILLIES.-And quite right too.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The question cannot be dealt with as merely one of right.
It has to be dealt with in connexion with
the privileges of this Honse. However
necessary payment of members may be,
we would never be able to have it if the
Bill before us were law. Honorable members on the Ministerial side want us to
believe that the Legislative Council have
never done anything inimical to the privileges of this House. But have they not
thrown out a Mining on Private Property
Bill six or seven times? Have they not
interfered wit.h useful land legislation
until they could secure for themselves the
lion's share of the public estate?
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-That is a mistake.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They have gone
against the people-they have aroused the
indignation of the people twenty times at
least, as the honorable member knows.
And now the Ministry are for giving them
tenfold the power they have had before.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-What have they
thrown out? Let us have the details.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They threw out
the Exhibitions Bill two yeffi'S ago.
Mr. SHIELS.-In that they were fully
justified. The example is an unfortunate
one.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It may be unfortunate from the point of view of an honorable gentleman who does not want to
see manufactures in the colony, but not
from any other. Why the Exhibition
will be one of the greatest benefits to the
colony. When we were advised to fortify
the port, the Council threw out the Forts
and Armaments Bill.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-They objected to
the form of the measure.. It was an invasion of their privileges.
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Mr. LONGMORE.-The present Bill
is certainly a new departure. From what
we can see in it, we cannot tell where
the measure will lead us except into the
power of the large landed proprietors, and
it will keep us there until the people rise
and protest. I hold that no legislation can
Sir, we have
bind down the people.
heard a great deal about the dishonesty
of this House. I don't know anything
which has been reiterated with such persistency. It is said, forsooth,· that the
representatives of the people in this House
are not honest, and ought not to have the
control of the public money.
Mr. ANDREWS.-Who says so?
Mr. LONGMORE. - The present
Minister of Justice. That honorable
gentleman, when speaking about t1~e
necessity of having a check upon tIns
House with regard to money matters,
said" I don't think I do any injustice when I suppose that there are many in this community who
if after being for a time in the Assembly, they
c~uld only get away from it with their pockets
well lined, would willingly accept all the disgrace
attaching to their conduct."

When those words were uttered, the honorable member for Geelong (Mr. Berry)
said it was a disgrace to make such an
assumption, upon which the present Minister of Justice pleaded that there could be
no disgrace in mentioning what was possible under the Bill which was at that
time before the House. But the same
thing has been possible with the House
of Commons for the last 500 years ; yet
they don't propose to give up their right
to control Money Bills, and I don't think
they will propose itin a hurry. Notonly
has the present Minister of Justice insinuated that this House is dishonest, but
he has also stated that electors of this
country, who are not werth £10 a year,
are not worth knowing. C" No.") I don't
find fault with the honorable member for
that because he went to West Bourke as
a liberal, and in that way got the people's
vote, and immediately afterwards he announced himself as a strong conservative.
But he did not get the electors of that
district to return him again. On the
gold-fields there are many men whom I
have the honour to know, who have
acquired little properties the annual value
of which is assessed at from £5 to £9 15s.
per annum-at all events, at less than £10.
Men in that position will not have the
privilege of voting for members of the
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LeO'islative
Council, and yet, so far as
O
the material prosperi ty of the country is
concerned, one of those men is worth a
hundred Dr. Maddens.
Mr. BURROWES.-The late Ministry
did not think the men the honora11e member refers to worth having a voice on
financial questions.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The inference to
be drawn from the statements of the
Minister of Justice is that the other
House is all honesty, and that there is
nothing but dishonesty here. It is an ill
bird that fouls its own nest. I want honorable members to know, because it is
necessary they should know, the ~asis on
which the other branch of the LegIslature
stands. That House was formed out of
covetousness and bloodshed. That was
where it sprang from. And how did it
get its great powers? At the time the
Constitution was being framed, the majority of the old Legislative Council refused to tax themselves, for the use of
the land which they occupied, to the
value of one halfpenny per sheep. They
refused to do it, and they paid the money
back into their own pockets. And yet
when miners went out to dig for gold
they had to pay at the rate of £12,000
per acre for the land which they occupied.
There are several members of this House
who formerly dug for gold, and, when
they did so, they were called upon to pay
£18 per year for the right. to dig on an
area 8 feet square. And yet the Legislative Council were acting on the declaratio~
of one of their number, that they were
not there to tax themselves. They were
quite willing to put taxes on anyone but
themselves. Some honorable members
may think that possibly I am speaking
too strongly on this subject. For the
edification of those honorable members, I
will read an extract from a despatch transmitted to the Imperial authorities by the
then Governor, Mr. La Trobe, who was
hounded out of the colony because he
would not assist the men who wanted to
get the whole of the lands of the colony
into their possession. It is as follows : "The pastoral interest, great as it undeniably
is, cannot be opposed to the forward and irr~
pres sible movement of regul3;r settlef!lent III
any direction, or ad vance a claIm, sustamed by
the annual payment of a rent, it m!1y be, of ~ess
than one farthing per acre, to retam posseSSIOn,
with the privilege of purcha~ing without co!npetition, of lands, which, dId no such claIm
exist, might be thrown open to settled occupation and improvement."
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Mr. SERVICE.-How many ages was hour. Honorable members on the Minis ..
terial side wince over this, but they are
this ago?
Mr. LONGMORE.-This was at the not going without protest to proclaim
time our Constitution was being framed; trumpet-tongued that this Assembly canand the present Upper House was formed not be trusted with the finances of the
for the purpose of perpetuating the state country, and that another place can. Honof things then existing. In fact some of orable members may rely upon it that
the gentlemen who assisted in framing members elsewhere, if they had the opporthe Constitution are now members of the tunity, would take special care to put on
Upper House. I will next read from a taxes which would suit them to put on,
communication addressed, in September, and take taxes from their own shoulders.
1852, by the late Mr. J. P. Fawkner, to But it may be argued that the Upper
the Imperial authorities, with reference to House of the future will not be like the
the action of the men who then had pos- present; that by this Bill the Upper
session of the lands of the colony. Mr. House will be popularized and made, perhaps, the more liberal House of the two;
Fawkner said" They declare that they will not pay any sum that by extending the franchise so as to
for the grass used by their flocks and herds, and include men worth £10 or £20 per year,
virtually that the Orders in Council have con· as the case may be, a liberal Upper House
signed the whole of the lands of the colony into will be created. In reply to that I beg to
their hands, and that they will keep possession
of them. To prove this I add that the squatters remind honorable members that in 1868
who have seats in the Legislative Council of the Upper House re.5olved upon popularVictoria declared in the present sitting of that izing itself; and that the result of the
body that they would not tax themselves; and action then taken was that the number of
they did join together, and refused to continue
the assessment upon stock of one halfpenny per electors for that House was increased from
head per annum upon sheep, and a proportionate 14,000 to 30,000. Now, will honorable
sum upon cattle and horses; and the squatter, members tell me that by that process the
Mr. W. F. Splatt, who proposed this abolition of Upper House has become more liberal?
£16,000 a year for the feed of the :five or six
millions of sheep and cattle, is one of the largest (Cries of "Yes" and" No.") Was it
holders of land, and also, I believe, of sheep; ever more obstructive than it has been
and he did thus virtually vote a large sum of since 1868? Why it never before talked
money into his own pocket, saying at the time, so much about its constituents, as if it
'Do you think we will tax ourselves?' calling
the payment, so low as it is, for the grass their were for setting its 30,000 electors against
sheep, &,c" eat, a tax; and the whole of the the 180,000 electors of the Assembly. Of
squatters present (not official members), together course it is only human nature to do this.
with two or three representative members, voted
the assessment money into their own pockets! Whenever you give power to a class, that
class will try to put every other class
a case unparalleled in history for brazenness."
under its feet.
Mr. Fawkner added'
Dr. MADDEN.-Where is that class?
"Last year the squatters paid about £30,000
Mr. LONGMORE.- Such a class is
for the use of the lands of the whole colony
(less the settled districts), For the next year created when the Minister of Justice tells
they have refused to vote the continuance of us, as I mentioned just now-the honor·
the assessment (one halfpenny per sheep per able member was absent from his place at
year) and thus rob the revenue of £16,000. And
they will pocket this money among themselves; the time-that a man who has not acquired
and for the future they will only pay for these property worth £10 a year is not worth
60,000,000 of acres the petty sum of about knowing.
£14,000 a year."
Dr. MADDEN.-I said nothing of the
Mr. Fawkner wrote that the people of this sort. What I stated was that there was
colony could not stand oppression-that no man in the colony worth thinking about
oppression would be followed by violence who either had not a house for which he
and bloodshed; and so it was about two could pay 7s. 6d. per week rent, or could
not put himself in that position if he
years from that time.
Mr. SERVICE.-This is ancient his- desired to do so.
Mr. LON~MORE.-That explanation
tory.
Mr. LONGMORE.-We have heard a does not mend matters one iota. There
great deal of ancient history which cannot are multitudes of men, whose rates don't
be well applied to the Upper House; but come to £10 per year, of more value to
the history I quote is perfectly applicable the colony than the Minister of Justice.
because the men and the ideas of 1852 are The Bill furnishes a reason why, under it,
to be found in the Upper House to this the Upper House cannot be liberalized.
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The extensive district of the Wimm~ra
will return only three members, while the
province of which Melbourne is the
centre will return nine, and that province
is arranged in such a way that everyone
of the members will be conservative.
Most of the provinces are still so large
that only men of very large means will be
able to contest them. The question of a
man having £150 a year, free of all outgoings, to qualify him for a seat, will be
as nothing compared with the expenditure
necessary to be incurred in contesting that
seat. The representation, make it as
liberal as you will, will still be in the
hands of the wealthy class, and must and
will remain so. This is an illustration of
the Scotch jesuitry that is at the bottom
of the whole affair.
Dr. MADDEN.-Nonsense.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It is well enough
known that a province cannot be contested
under an expenditure of £2,000.
Dr. MADDEN.-Point out one single
instance.
Mr. SHIELS.-The provinces are reduced in size by the Bill.
Mr. LONGMORE.- Honorable members talk much about raising class against
class, but I did not think the colony had
more than one class. I never knew that
a man, because he has £5,000, is of a
different class from a man who has only £5.
Dr~ MADDEN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. LONGMORE. - Then that is
acknow ledged.
Dr. MADDEN.-The honorable member himself spoke only a few moments ago
of the working man who paid a rent of
7s. 6d. per week as of one class, and a
man who paid less as of another.
'Mr. LONGMORE.-I hope I shall be
allowed to proceed; I cannot do so if I
am subjected to a fire of interruptions. I
have never spoken of putting class against
class; but there is not an honorable member who has spoken from the Ministerial
side that has not spoken about putting
class against class. There is no such thing
~s class in the colony.
We are all here on
the same footing. But I regard this Bill
as a piece of class iegislation. WIll honorable members tell me that because I
happen to' pay a rent of £10 per year
that I have a right to two votes while a
man who pays £9 19s. has only one vote.
Is there not class,legislation in thi!? ?
An HONORABLE MEMBER. -What is
the
now? .
.
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Mr. LONGMORE.-Bad as the state
of things now may be, it is the fact that
the Legislative Council lIaye nothing to
do with money matters. They have no
power to stop money matters.
Mr. McLEAN.-Whytheycan stop an
entire Appropriation Bill.
Mr. LONGMORE.-According to the
British Constitution we don't acknowledge their right to do that; and it has
been done only because Governments here
have not been in earnest. I think the
late Government made it rather warm for
the Legislative Council r~jecting the Ap~
propriation Bill for 1877-8. I believe
they will think twice before they do the
same kind of thing again. If Sir James
McCulloch had acted in the same way in
1865, we would not have had to do it in
1878. The House of Lords don't dare to
reject Appropriation Bills, and it is because the House of Commons are true to
the people of England. Don't honorable
members see plain enough that, under
this Bill, what legislation may suit the
Council they will allow to go, and what
does not suit them they will not allow to
go? They will be willing to be sent to
the country with reference to certain im-'
portant matters, which are of much more
consequence to them than the cost of
contesting elections, knowing that they
will drag this House to the country at
the same time; and they will make promises which they will not feel bound to
keep when they come back. When they
have to vote, they will vote, as they ever
ha ve done, against the liberties of the
people. If it be not class legislation that
brings that state of things about, I don't
know what it is. Then again, ,we are
going to give 100,000 men the right to
two votes, as against 150,000 men who
will have only one vote. '
Dr. MADDEN.-The Legislative Council have no power to tax.
Mr. LONGMORE.-They have power
".
to stop taxation.
Dr. MADDEN.-Is that the same
power to tax ?
,,
Mr. LONGMORE.-If they have the
power to stop the remission of taxes" and
the power to preyent you imposing tax~s;
it may be on themselves, you may be
compelled to put additional taxes on the
working man.
Mr. McLEAN.-Let the peop'~e decide'
the question.
Mr. LONGMORE.-But how.are the
people to decide the qu~stio.Q. when 100,000
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men have two ~otes, and 150,OOOhave only
one vote? Thehonorablememberfor North
Gippsland is fond of indulging in rounded
sentences, but there is not much in them.
The honorable member is not for going outside the British Constitution, whichhe says
is the freest and best in the world. Under
it, he contends, the best laws ever enacted
have been passed. Does he include the
game laws, and the laws which have beeu
removed from the statute-book during the
last 50 years? Why the doing away
with bad legislation has been. the chief
work of the Imperial Parliament for that
period. The honorable member for North
Gippsland ought to prepare himself more
carefully. When he talks of the people
deciding the question, he ought to show
logically that the people have the power,
under the Bill, to deal with these matters.
I say they have not. But, after all, legislation of this kind could not be perpetrated if it were not for renegades. I
will try to show who are some of the
renegades that are now making provision
to deprive the people of their just rights
by bringing in a class to deal with legislation of a certain character which they
never had the right to touch. before, and
which they will not get the power to
touch now, because I tell the Minister of
Justice-and he knows it as well as I do
-that this Bill of his will not go to a
third reading.
Dr. MADDEN.-We will see about
that.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The Bill is a dead
Bill to all intents and purposes, and the
Minister of Justice cannot revive it. The
Minister of Mines was formerly one of
the greatest sticklers for the right of this
House alone to deal with money matters.
In the session before last, he informed this
Chamber that" from the earliest struggles
between the two Houses he had advocated
that this Assembly should have the
supreme control over the finances of the
country."
Mr. FRASER.-He voted against the
6th clause of the Bill of last session.
Mr. LONGMORE.-He went on to
say" If there is ODe of our privileges which we
ought to guard more than another, it is our exclusive right to manage money matters."

That was the opinion of the honorable
member before he deserted his party and
became a renegade from the people, and got
a seat in the Cabinet. Now he is helping,
it may be, to rivet chains upon the people.

Alteration Bill.

On the same occasion, the honorable member used the following language : "I regret that there has been in the past,
with respect to the questions of constitutional
reform which have been from time to time
brought before the Legislative Assembly and
the country, a painful lack of sincerity."

I suppose he was speaking from his own
inner consciousness at the time.
.
Mr.· SHIELS.-He is clothed, and in
his right mind, now.
Mr. LONGMORE. - The honorable
member then quoted the following passage
from a speech by John Bright, whom he
professed to regard as the great exemplar
. in standing up for the rights of the House
of Commons : " We shall have reason for ever to be ashamed
of ourselves, and our children will have reason
to be ashamed that they come from us, if we do
not now resist any attempt to take from the
House of Commons that which the Constitution
has given to them, and which we find to be
essential to our security and freedom, viz., the
absolute, the irreversible, and uncontrolled man~
agement 9f the taxation and the finances of this
great kingdom."

Not only did the present Minister of
Mines quote this passage with the greatest
possible· gusto, but he added"If ever we allow the privilege referred to
to depart from us, we shall give up one of the
grandest and most fundamental privileges the
House of Commons has ever possessed."

I don't know any member of this House
who, at that time, stood up more strongly
for the rights of the Legislative Assembly
than the present Minister of Mines. He
collected a lot of information on the subject, inctuding the following resolution
passed by the Legislative Council, at the
instance of Sir Charles Sladen, in 1867:"That inasmuch as doubts have arisen respecting the form and contents of, and practice
relating to, Bills required by the 56th section of
the Constitution Act to originate in the Legislative Assembly, it is expedient that the practice
of the Lords and Commons respectively be observed as to such Bills, and as to all subjects of
Aid and Supply, and that each House should be
guided in all matters and forms relating thereto
by the precedents established by the House of
Lords and by the House of Commons respectively."

In the face of that resolution, the Ministry ask that this branch of the Legislature shall voluntarily propose to bring in
the other branch to deal with money
matters. Was such a dereliction of duty
heard of before ? Was ever such political
wickedness contemplated towards the
people of Victoria as is provided for in
this Bill? The colony has been taken
by surprise, but it is beginning to be
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aroused-it is beginning to see the danger
which threatens it. Honorable members
will find that the people will talk to them
in thunder tones hereafter. The Minister
of Mines will have a controversy with his
constituents when he goes before them.
Mr. FRASER.-But he topped the
poll at the general election.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The next renegade I have to deal with is an old chartist
declaimer. I refer to the Premier. He
is a renegade of renegades. He never
ceases to talk about liberty and liberalism,
and yet he is going to fasten on the
people all the chains in his power. There
is no man in this Assembly to whom
words have been given apparently to hide
intentions so much as to the Premier.
There is no man who talks more to the
people about their liberties and rights,
and there is no man so willing to sell
those rights and liberties the moment he
comes into this House. The honorable'
member is just as slippery as a thousand
eels. He can never be caught. But I
assert that this is the last opportunity he
will ever have of attempting to perpetrate wickedness on the people of this
colony. He will never have another.
Anyone who walks down Collins-street
can learn that even those whom he is
serving in such a shameless manner despise him, and wish him away from the
head of the Government. He will never
have another opportunity of deceiving the
people in the way he has done, by trying
to give away their rights and privileges.
The honorable member, the other day,
at Geelong, thanked God for this, and
thanked God for that, and thanked God
that he was not like the poor publicans
on this (the opposition) side of the
House. I thank the honorable member for
directing my attention to the Scriptures,
for I may tell him from the same book
that, on account of the political wickedness he is attempting to perpetrate, "the
fate of the memory of the wicked will be
his." There is another honorable member
to whom I desire to draw attention-in
fact, the arch-traitor, the arch-deceiver of
the people. I refer to the honorable
member for Warrnambool, who, in ]874,
told the electors of Richmond, whom he
then represented, that he would not allow
the Legislative Council to have anything
to do with money matters. Yet what did
'the honorable member do? He deliberately
proposed, immediately afterwards, in this
House, in his Norwegian scheme, to give
SEs.'1880.-2 G
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the Council power over money matters,
and he lost his Bill from that very cause.
What did the honorable member tell the
electors of Richmond? He asked if the
Goveriment proposal would give the
people of the colony any power or privilege which was not enjoyed by the people
of England in a far superior degree, and
he said"The Government asked no power for the
Assembly beyond that enjoyed by the House of
Commons, and they did not wish to deprive the
Council of any power or privilege enjoyed and
exercised by the House of Lords. . . . He
(Mr. Francis) only wanted to take his hearers
back to the time when the Government accepted
the responsibility they were now going to fulfil.
'The people had,' Mr. Higinbotham said, 'neither
a predominant voice in legislation nor an absolute voice in finance, as they should have and
as they had in England. The people should
exercise an exclusive power over the purse;
but one Government after another had yielded
its rights on finance. He (Mr. Higinbotham)
thought that the members of that House were
entitled to go to the country and say-" These
measures of reform proposed by us are not for
ourselves but for you." He feared that ihey
were too often apt to demean themselves before
their constituents in order to get seats in that
House. The members of that House had a right
to say to their constituents-" You should not
allow your business avocations to absorb all your
attention. You are bound as a matter of duty
to assist us, as we are about to be engaged in a
most arduous struggle.'"
These were some of
the remarks of Mr. Higinbotham in the House
at the time the rights of that House were set
aside by the Council. He (Mr. Francis) now
endorsed them and addressed them to the people
of the colony."

Thus he said he was determined that full
control of the finances should rest in this
House alone, yet he immediately afterwards proposed to give the other Chamber
the right to interfere in money matters,
and hence lost his Bill. The present
measure is on the lines of the honorable
member's Bill, and infinitely worse. It is
the work of the honorable member for
Warrnambool, who went to "Varrnambool
and set Catholic against Protestant as the
only way by which he could get back to
this House after his escapade in 1874.
He stirred up religious animosities to the
highest pitch in order to get a seat, and
now he seeks to take away the rights and
liberties of the people by this measure.
I repeat that it is his work. He' is the
arch-deceiver, but his time is coming.
Neither he nor his colleagues will ever
have another opportunit.y of legislating
with respect to the Constitution of this
colony in the position they occupy at
present. (Laughter from the Ministerial
benches.) I would now draw the attention
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of honorable members to this point-that
the interferences in money matters by
the Legislative Council have taken place
through a desire on the part of the other
branch of the Legislature to make and mar
Ministries. They have used the power of
the purse for that express purpose.
Mr. R. M. SMITH.-That is quite a
mistake.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I maintain that it
is a fact. Even the House of Lords
when it threw out the Paper Duties Re~
peal Bill, did so for the purpose of interfering with the policy of the Government
of the day, and that is one reason why
we should try, if possible, to keep the
financial control in the hands of this
House. . Mr. Whiteside, in making a
speech III the House of Commons in favour
of the Lords, on that occasion, allowed the
people to see something of the workings
of the party. He said, referring to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer" He asks-Why do the Lords interfere in this
particular, having so seldom interfered before?
My answer is that they have seldom had to deal
with such a financial Minister, and such a state
of affairs, as on the recent occasion. The right '
honorable gentleman created a deficiency, and
alarmed the House and the country as to the state
of, the finances. He proposed repealing an Act
stIll further to reduce the financial resources of
t~e country.
The right honorable gentleman's
BIll for that purpose was rejected by the House
of Lords; and I fairly and frankly admit that
the House of Lords meant thereby to rebuke his
policy, and to deny its soundness and wisdom."

That was the object of the House of
Lords in this matter, and our Legislative
C:0uncil have acted with the same object
tune after time. 1 maintain, therefore,
that honorable members in this House
ought, by every possible means, to hold
that power over the purse which they
possess, and not to allow the other branch
of t.he ~egislat~re, whether elected by
nommatlOn, partIal representation, or any
other means, to interfere with the taxes
levied on the people of this country.
Honorable members opposite laughed just
now when I said the people of the colony
would never allow this thing to go on.
Honorable members may think that I have
said. things that are too severe, but I will
remIlld them, from the words of a member
of the House of Commons, what has been
the result to England of taxation without
::epresentation. Mr. Leatham, speaking
ll1 the debate on the rejection of the Paper
Duties Repeal Bill, said. "No~v, sir, tl.lis t~xation without representation
IS a tlung whICh IS not altogether new in our
constitutional hilitory. It is only new when it,
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is attempted by the House of Lords. Upon
three occasions within the last two centuries
and a half there have been attempts to tax the
people without their consent, and all these
attempts have been unfortunate. The first
resulted in the decapitation of a King· the
deposition of another and the loss of our
American colonies were the results of three
former encroachments of this kind-and the
third marks what Mr. Burke has called the
era of calamity, disgrace, and downfalls which
no feeling mind can contemplate without being
struck with. It was our attempt to tax the
American colonies."

I will ask honorable members not to attempt
to.tax the people of this colony, even by
thIS, I have no doubt, scientific scheme,
without giving them representation; because the people of the colony will not stand
it. I intend to vote against the Bill, which
I believe wpl be lost on the second reading,
and that WIll put an end to all this trouble.
Mr. HARRIS.-Mr. Speaker, I rise
with some diffidence to say a few words
on the question before the House. I
believe no more important subject could
engage the attention of the Assembly than
that of reform of the Constitution. The
question, however, has been so ably discussed by several honorable members on
both sides that I should be presuming too
much were I to attempt to further analyze
the Bill before the House. I had intended
to traverse the lengthy and incomprehensible sermon of the honorable memqer
for Ripon, but really his speech was so
full of extraneous matter and parentheses
that it is impossible for me to follow it.
~ beg to thank the honorable member for
the paternal care he has exhibited towards
young members on this (the Ministerial)
side of the House. He stated that the
Premier had not been sufficiently careful
to instruct us young members as to where
this Bill would take us. I, however,
would much rather place myself in the
hands of the Premier-chartist renegade
though he be, according to the polite
statement of the honoraLle memberthan I would place myself in the hands
of the honorable member for Ripon, because I believe that the Premier, as one
of the oldest politicians of the House, has
always shown himself a consistent and
sincere politician, an honest man, and one
who has always had the interests of the
country at heart. Sir, I have taken my
seat on this side of the House to give my
support to the Premier's Reform Bill. I
spoke in favour of it on the hustings,
when,although the actual Bill was not
before the co~ntry, the main lines of it
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were-the reduction of the franchise for
the Council, the reduction of the qualification for members, the double dissolution,
and the joint sitting of the two Houses.
Having had those points before it, I think
the country may be said to have had before it all the main principles of the Bill.
I quite disagree with the remarks of the
honorable member for Emerald Hill (Mr.
Nimmo), who, in a Demosthenic deliverance, attempted to tear the Bill to shreds
and tatters, but, in my opinion, lamentably failed to do so. He said this scheme
of reform was not before the people of
Victoria at all at the last general election,
but I beg to differ from the honorable member in toto. If ever a scheme of reform
was put plainly and specifically before the
country, this one was. We haye had two
or three years wasted in wretched reform
~roposals of a most extravagant descriptlOn, and now, I believe, we have a Bill
which will, if passed into law, tend to
bring back the prosperity of this, our
adopted country. Honorable gentlemen
opposite have shown extreme readiness in
attempting to pull this Bill to pieces, but
not one of them has :proposed to give us
a better scheme, although all honorable
members, except the honorable member
for Ararat, profess to admit that constitutional reform is needed. I consider
that it is the duty of honorable members on all sides of the House to support
this Bill, because I believe the people
of the country are in favour of it. If
the Bill is thrown out, and a dissolution
ensues, I am firmly convinced that the
Service Government will come back very
much stronger than they are now. I was
surprised to hear the honorable member
for Emerald Hill, who, I believe, is a
thoroughly loyal man, give utterance to
such revolutionary language as he used at
the close of his speech, with regard to
what would occur if this Bill were passed,
and I think that, in his cooler moments,
he will regret having expressed such
sentiments. I only desire to add that I
shall give my warm adhesion to this Bill,
because I see no prospect of obtaining any
better one. I informed my constituents
that I would support the Service reform
scheme unless some new political luminary
f?ubmitted a better one, in which case I
would feel myself at liberty to give it my
adhesion; but no such political luminary
has, up to the present moment, made his
appearance, and therefore I shall vote for
the Government measure.
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On the motion of Mr. RICHARDSON,
the debate was adjourned until the following day.
WATERWORKS COMMISSIONERS
ACT REPEAL BILL.
The amendments made in this Bill, in
committee, were taken into consideration.
Major SMITH called attention to an
amendment which was made in clause 18.
The clause gave the water commissionerb
power to fix from time to time the minimum sum to be charged in lieu of rates
upon land and tenements the valuation of
which was less than £20 per annum, such
charge not to exceed £1 per annum. At
the instance of the Attorney-General, the
following words were added in committee
to this provision : "But whenever the said commissioners shall
make a rate of more than Is. in the £1, then in
that case the extra rate over and above Is~ in
the £1 shall be charged upon the valuation of
such land and tenements in addition to the said
minimum of £1 as aforesaid."

This addition materially altered the Bill,
and proposed to do what was done in no
other part of the colony-to increase the
minimum. The 'minimum water rate in
Sandhurst for the smallest class of ratepayers was £1 per annum, in Melbourne
lOs., and in Geelong and other districts
£1. In Ballarat at present it was also
£1, but, if this clause was agreed to as it
now stood, it would be possible for the
water commissioners to raise it to £2.
(Mr. Kerferd-" No.") The minimum
was to be £1 when a shilling rate was
levied, but the commissioners were given
power to increase the rate, and when they
did so they would be able, by means of the
amendment which had been inserted in
the clause, to raise the minimum, as it
was provided that the extra rate should be
charged in addition to the minimum of £1.
Re begged to move that the portion of the
clause he had quoted be struck out.
Mr. KERFERD observed that the
clause was amended at the instance of the
water commissioners themselves.
The
proposal of the honorable member for
Ballarat West (Major Smith) would, if
agreed to, have the effect of depriving the
commissioners of all discretion, which it
would not be well to do.
Major SMITH remarked that, if his
amendment was not agreed to, the Bill
might inflict serious injury on the poorest
class of ratepayers. For instance, if a
pl'operty was rated by the municipality at
£10 a year, it had now to pay lOs. to the
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local council and a minimum water rate
of 20s.; but under the clause, if the commissioners raised the water rate to 2s., it
would have to pay £2.
Mr. JAMES concurred with the remarks of the honorable member for Ballarat West (Major Smith). He felt in no
way bound by the fact that the clause as
it stood met the views of the Ballarat
Water Commissioners. Much local opposition had been manifested to the existing
water rate for years past, and on one
occasion a great effort was made, though
without success, to have the minimum
reduced to lOs. per annum.
Mr. GILLIES pointed out that the
minimum, according to the clause, .was
" not to exceed" £1, but it might be fixed
at lOs.
Mr. BERRY observed that the objection of the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Major Smith) was to a heavy
charge being levied upon the owners of
very small properties. Would it not be
fair to provide that in the case of properties rated at less than £20, or say £10, a
year, the maximum should not exceed £1
under any circumstances?
Mr. SERVICE remarked that the object
the commissioners had in view, in instigating the Government to adopt the clause,
was that both large and small ratepayers
should aid in enabling Ballarat to pay its
own way. Indeed, if one thing was dwelt
upon by the commissioners, in their negotiations with the Government, more strongly
than another, it was the circumstance that
they did not come begging. He understood that they intended to levy a rate of
Is. 2d., and that they were convinced that
unless they.could make it apply to properties below the £20 limit they would not
realize the income necessary to enable
them to carry out their arrangements. It
appeared that originally the commissioners
overlooked how very large a proportion
of the tenements in their district came
within the £20 limit. After all, could
£1 2s. 6d. be regarded as a high sum for
the holder of a small tenement to pay for
a supply of water for his family for a
whole year? Why it was not 6d. per
week. It might be that to charge for
water by a rating on the value of property
was not a truly scientific or entirely equitable arrangement, but it was one adopted
throughout the country. (Major Smith"The minimum in Melbourne is only
lOs.") The difference between the cases
of Melbourne and Ballarat was very great,
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inasmuch as the Ballarat commission
aimed at keeping their water supply out
of the hands of the Central Government.
They had in view, in fact, the establishment of a magnificent property for their
district. Then, if the point sought by
means of the amendment was now conceded, in what position would the State
stand towards the other local bodies of
the country possessed of waterworks?
Practically, the concession would knock
the system of subsidies on the head.
Mr. FINCHAM contended that, in fact,
Ballarat was being subjected by the State
to a pressure which other localities with
waterworks had not yet felt. Why should
any such line of distinction be drawn?
The mischief was that, at Ballarat, there
was a large class of water consumers who
were less able to pay a heavy rating than
the corresponding class in other parts of
the country.
Mr. COOPER remarked that Creswick
had voluntarily undertaken to pursue the
course Ballarat was now called upon to
adopt.
Mr. JONES observed that the House
would do wisely to remember that the
Ballarat commission could have no interest but that of the ratepayers. (Major
Smith - "What other interest can we
·have ?") He was not sure that there was
not, after all, a little bit of electioneering
at the bottom of the opposition to the
clause. Surely if Ballarat had such faith
in its waterworks that it wished to keep
them in its own hands, for its own benefit,
it could hardly seek to be straightway
placed in the same position as Melbourne,
where the profit from the waterworks
went to the State. If the people of Ballarat were asked to pay a little extra now,
was it not with the object that they should
eventually reap a great advantage?
Mr. RICHARDSON said the Government appeared to have acted in perfect
good faith, and he was not at all disposed
to blame them for the course they had
taken. At the same time, they might as
well consent to the amendment. (Mr.
Service-" Let the commissioners exercise their discretion.") The matter ought
not to be left with them. The Government ought to regard themselves as the
guardians of the poor. (Mr. Service" It would be ruinous to make the Ballarat
waterworks an exception to the rule
throughout the country.") He admitted
that the Government were right in looking
at the subject in a. business-like way, but

